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Public Hearing Documentation

August 2020

Comment
Number
1a

Commenter
Name
Robert Wood

Date
Received
June 30,
2020

1b

Robert Wood

June 29,
2020

Source

Comment Topic

Response

Comment
Form
Submitted
Online

I'm concerned about the properties on
the east side of 1641.
As you are traveling south, not all
entrances to properties are available, it
looks as if you would have to proceed to
the next intersection, and make a UTurn. With no traffic control at these
intersections, isn't that causing a traffic
hazard, making a u-turn, then having to
get back to cruising speed in front of on
coming traffic, only to slow down and
turn with no turn lane to get out of the
traffic flow. Why not remove the traffic
median, and build the road like the
section from I-20 to FM148 with a
center turn lane, or install turn intervals
in the median at all property
entrances??
Please allow me to submit an
observation on the proposed redesign
of this roadway….

Median openings have been placed where applicable
and in accordance with TxDOT policy. During the
PS&E design phase there will be time to add
additional median openings through coordination
with TxDOT and Local Government.
A median is being proposed for installation north of I20 to improve safety by reducing the possibility of
head-on collisions. The requirement of divided
highways are based on projected future traffic
volumes, in this case, 2025, 2045 and 2055
average daily traffic (ADT).

Email and
attached
Letter

I understand that the notice of a virtual
hearing, and proposed maps of the
expansion are not final, thank
goodness.
I live on the east end of Douglas Circle,
and I know I am a little part of this
project, however after looking over the
proposed map of the project I have
several concerns for most of the
residents and commercial properties
along each side of the proposed
reconstruction.

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix

A median is being proposed for installation north of I20 to improve safety by reducing the possibility of
head-on collisions. Final locations of median opening
will be determined during the PS&E phase of the
project in coordination with local governmental
agencies.The requirement of divided highways are
based on projected future traffic volumes, in this
case, 2025, 2045 and 2055 average daily traffic
(ADT). Additionally, the design of the two-way-leftturn-lane (TWLTL) requires approximately the same
or larger footprint as a median design.
The FM 1641 corridor is constrained by a 20-inch
North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD) line
on the south side, and by residential, businesses,
and a large detention basin on the north. The
proposed alignment is a best fit considering these
constraints. Proposed ROW is being acquired from
both sides at different points along the corridor.
1
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Comment
Number

Commenter
Name

August 2020
Date
Received

Source

Comment Topic
The divided highway is a nice touch, but
why?? If you install the highway with
this design, 75% of the residences on
the east side of the roadway cannot
make a left turn into their street or
driveway, if they are traveling
southbound from Forney, they will have
to go to the next major intersection, and
make a U-Turn, against traffic, so they
then can make a turn into their street or
driveway. I thought the expansion was
to reduce traffic hazards and improve
traffic flow, this seems to be adding
problems, not erasing them. Why not
get rid of the divided highway, and go
ahead with the 4-lane traffic flow, but
add a center turn lane, it seems to work
in other parts of Texas, and doesn’t
require as much real estate. Then the
property owners you are imposing
eminent domain on will be able to
“swallow the crap” a little easier.

Response
The current construction cost for the FM 548/FM
1641 expansion is $51,171,284. At this time, it is
expected that TxDOT will continue to maintain the
proposed facility once construction is completed.
This project does not include the limits for the
reconstruction of the IH 20 at FM 1641 intersection
as shown on roll 3 of the project schematic. The
intersection reconstruction is associated with the IH
20 improvement project (CSJ: 0095-14-027), which
is currently scheduled for letting in August 2027.

And speaking of property owners, those
along 1641, in the Shamrock
Subdivision, why should they be
subjected to losing 50 to 90 feet, of
their property, is what I read from the
maps proposed, just because of a
waterline, on the west side of the
highway, where its agricultural property,
not residential. I understand it is
because you don’t want to build over
the line? Well sir, are you going to
move the bridge at I-20, you are
building over it there, and what about
coming out of Forney, where it comes
along 1641 at 548, you are building
Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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Name

August 2020
Date
Received

Source

Comment Topic

Response

over it all the way until you get past
Henderson Elementary School. If you
can build over it to here, why not most
of the way? Again getting rid of the
pretty Divided Highway would give back
30 to 40 ft of property, you don’t need.
At Helms trail, your divided highway is
taking 30 feet from the front of the
Daycare/preschool there, cutting their
drive way, and again, no entrance for
the southbound traffic, they would have
to go to the back entrance off Helms
Trail, or make a U-Turn at Helms Trail,
against traffic..
I understand that the design of the
highway is supposed to give equal
consideration to all property owners
along the ROW, but this plan does not,
because of the waterline, which you
have proposed building over a third of
the way already.
Granted beauty would be nice, but who
is going to maintain that beauty, and at
whose expense? Why the state, at the
tax payers expense of course. And how
much is the price of this expansion
going to be, and how much is going to
be rolled back to the taxpayers??
And another thing, the bridge at I-20,
there is not enough road way beneath
the bridges to put the in divided
highway, I don’t think there is enough to
put in four lanes, much less the fifth for
a turn lane, so does this mean the
bridges will have to be rebuilt too, and

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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Number

Commenter
Name

Date
Received

2

Jackson Hurst

July 1,
2020

Comment
Form
Submitted
Online

3

Clifton
Chapman

July 5,
2020

Comment
Form
Submitted
Online

4a

Robert Herold

July 14,
2020

Comment
Form
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Source

Comment Topic

Response

again, how much is that going to
cost??And the bypass around St
Martins Church, again why is it so far
west of the original roadway, is it
because of the offset that you put in
1641 because of the waterline, which
you are on top of going under I-20??
Please, reconsider these plans,
consider the property owners
investments in their property, and the
HOA investment, that may have to
increase dues if their perimeter
boundary fences have to be moved,
look at getting rid of the divided
highway, going with four lanes of
flowing traffic, and a center turn lane. It
should reduce the cost, both in
construction and maintenance.
Thank you for your time and
consideration.
I approve and support the FM 1641
from FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548
from FM 1641 to US 80 Project
because it will widen the roadway from
2 lanes to 4 lanes with turn lanes.
OUR CONCERN IS NOISE FROM 548
AND 1641 NOISE AS NO IS A CONCERN
AT NIGHT, TREATED AS A DRAG STRIP
NOW MOTORCYCLES AND CARS TRAT IT
AS A DROG STRIP
WOULD LIKE TO SEE A NOISE BARRIER
GO UP
MUCH LIKE OTHER AREAS OF ROAD
CONSTRUCTION.

A traffic noise analysis was conducted for this project
in accordance with TxDOT’s FHWA-approved 2011
Guidelines for Analysis and Abatement of Roadway
Traffic Noise. Based on the analysis, it was
determined that noise barriers would be reasonable
and feasible at three locations along the project
(representing 29 single-family homes that would be
impacted by traffic noise). A noise workshop will be
held with the affected property owners.

How can we guarantee that the widths
of our existing residential driveway stay

TxDOT policy is to design and reconstruct proposed
driveways to existing widths.

Comment Noted
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Received

4b

Robert Herold

July 14,
2020

Source

Comment Topic

Submitted
Online

the same? We have to pull in 40' cattle
trailers and need to ensure the mouth
(part that touches FM1641) remains as
wide or wider than the existing. I would
like something in writing with
measurements saying the exact
opening sizes.
I would like to submit additional
comments. I submitted some via the
survey but did not realize I could only
submit one question.
1. If the projected noise survey is
incorrect and the noise is higher
than expected how is this
handled in the future?

Email

2. Can a metal pipe fence be put
up and painted. This would help
add some uniformity to the few
single family houses that this
road affects?
3. It seems like the new road will
be lower then our properties?
As per my understanding of the
drawing, the water will need to
flow over the sidewalk then 2 ft
of grass and over the curb in
order to drain. If this is the case
then this can cause pooling of
water on the sidewalks?
4. How long at any given time will
we not be able to access our
house or be without water due
to the water line being moved?
Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix

Response

Mr. Nelson Underwood, P.E., the FM 1641 TxDOT
project manager, responded back to Mr. Herold on
July 17, 2020 with the following:
The noise analysis is modeled on the current traffic
models and future traffic models. A 2% growth rate
or higher is applied to try and accommodate
variations in the traffic models however we never can
predict actual traffic numbers.
During the appraisal process the fence that you have
along the frontage of FM 1641 will be appraised and
a value will be assigned to it. A metal pipe fence
would be considered a betterment the what is in
place today and the additional cost would be borne
by the property owner.
You are correct in that the proposed roadway will be
lower than the existing roadway as it exists today.
The intent is to have the water that falls within the
right-of-way to flow to the sidewalk, over the curb and
be collected in a storm drain system to the nearest
outfall. The sidewalks have to be sloped at a
maximum of 2% toward the curb however we like to
set the cross slope of the sidewalk at 1.5% so that
we do not exceed the maximum allowable for
pedestrian facilities.
During construction the contractor has to maintain
access and utilities throughout construction. If the
water line has to be moved and service reestablished
it would only be the amount of time needed to
5
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Number

5

Commenter
Name

Rebecca Taylor

August 2020
Date
Received

July 15,
2020
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Source

Comment
Form
Submitted
Online

Comment Topic

5. A new survey of the property will
need to be provided to us
describing the new property
lines. It will need to be a
certified survey.
6. When the city put utilities in a
few years ago the contractors
did not put the property back as
they found it. There were many
damages after about 6 months
they finally fixed but it was a
painful process that we felt
helpless about. When the fence
is removed, how long will it take
to get the new fence in? I can
assume that a new fence will be
installed and finished prior to
removing the old one?
7. Also will we have a responsive
point of contact that we can call
with issues as they arise?
These comments are for both 12400
and 12382 FM 1641.
The 2045 Build/No Build Alternative
videos clearly show that there is no
need for any improvement between
Helms Trail and Interstate Highway 20.
Looking at the No Build video from 2:39
to 3:32, there is very little traffic, and in
fact, less traffic than in the
Improvement video. Looking at the
Build video from 2:39 to 3:32, there is
actually less traffic. However, looking at
3:07 – 3:15, it clearly shows the homes
on the right are losing a large portion of

Response
disconnect you form the old service line and connect
you to the new service line.
Before right-of-way is to be acquired, a parcel map
will be drawn up showing the entire parcel and what
will be acquired. It will be signed and sealed by a
registered land surveyor.
When you have reached a settled value for the land
to be acquired and the value of the fence, water
connection fees, etc. the state will issue payment for
the agreed amount. It will be the property owner to
install the new fence prior to construction of the
roadway. Any grading that has to occur for your
driveway outside of the right-of-way limits will be
something that you will have to work with the
contractor to give him permission to do the work
needed to make your driveway whole again.

When construction begins the pint of contact will be
with the TxDOT Kaufman County Area Office. The
contact person should be Nicholas Wadlington
(Nicholas.Wadlington@txdot.gov) (972) 962-7214.
The 2 animation videos for the existing and proposed
roadways were developed utilizing both existing and
future traffic volumes. As indicated on the approved
schematic, the need for additional capacity is
warranted.
The FM 1641 corridor is constrained by a 20-inch
North Texas Municipal Water District (NTMWD) line
on the south side, residential, businesses, and a
large detention basin on the north. The proposed
alignment is a best fit considering these constraints.
Proposed ROW is being acquired from both sides at
6
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Response

their land, reducing their lot size to less
than 1 acre, which is not acceptable for
homes with a single septic system and
not on a city sewer system.

different points along the corridor. Property damages
are considered during the right-of-way acquisition
process. After property acquisition through TxDOT’s
process, properties are “grandfathered” with respect
to specific local ordinances.

In addition, Traffic Noise Analysis
Report clearly indicates that these
same properties will be impacted to the
extent that a noise reducing
structure/wall is warranted (see R23
and R24). However, there is not enough
money to build one there. There is
enough money apparently, to allow for a
noise reduction wall in zone R1, R2 and
R4, which this study shows will result in
less of a noise increase. This clearly
indicates the taxpayers living in homes
in R23, R24 and R13 do not deserve
the same accommodations as those
who have smaller lots and pay less per
property as do those in zone R1, R2 and
R4. This effectively penalizes
homeowners who have larger property
to not be able to enjoy their property as
those with smaller properties because
of $5,967 per property cost difference.
As the taxpayers that live next door to
R24, and who will undoubtedly notice
an increase in traffic noise from the
already loud traffic noise, I would like
this plan to be revised and the noise
barrier project be constructed in areas
R24 and R23.

TxDOT follows state and federal requirements
associated with the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) when considering noise
abatement during the environmental studies
process.
The current posted speed limit on FM 1641 is 55
mph and the proposed design speed limit is 45 mph.
After the project has been constructed there will be a
speed study performed and the roadway will be
posted based upon the 85th percentile of the
average daily speed.
The driveway shown on the proposed schematic is
for illustrative purposes. Further consideration to the
driveway configuration may be made during the rightof-way acquisition and/or development of the PS&E.

Looking again at R24, I would be
interested to hear which of the planners
who are accepting these plans would
like to live in that house with the 4-lane
Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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Response

highway that close to their home. The
planners do understand that this is not
residential traffic, that transport trucks,
motorcycles and other vehicles driving
at speeds of 55mph are travelling down
this highway. I refer to the Community
Impacts Assessment Technical Report.
The report states, “Residential
Displacements If residential
displacements would occur, answer all
the questions in this section and
proceed to Section G. a. How many
residences would be displaced
(including those that would be impacted
in a manner that would prevent them
from being occupied because of loss of
parking or access, etc.)? What types of
residences would be displaced (e.g.,
single-family homes, apartments,
duplexes, etc.)?
N/A.” Please consider again home
WB51 on ROLL 3 of the Roll index. The
conditions of the property being
reduced to less than the acre required
to sustain an individual septic system,
the proximity of the roadway to the
home without a noise barrier, and the
new plan for the driveway are all
unacceptable. In addition, the roadway
coming this close to the residences in
this area will reduce the property
values, and in turn, the amount of
property taxes that will be paid when
properties get reassessed once the
project begins, let alone when it is
completed.

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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Commenter
Name
Becky Barrett
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Date
Received
July 15,
2020

Source

Comment Topic

Comment
Form
Submitted
Online

First, let me say I agree with the
expansion of 1641. The road is
dangerous & getting more congested by
the day.
I’m somewhat concerned about the
noise this will bring, but my biggest
concern is with shared path that will
introduce slower moving
elements…people walking or riding
bikes.
I live at 1349 W Alamosa. My house
backs up to 1641 across from the
Exxon and Sonic.
I moved out here to escape the crime in
the city & pay a lot of taxes for it.
Winners Circle is very safe. We can
walk about the complex, leave our
garage doors and blinds open with little
risk of people looking into our yards,
garages or stealing.

Response
Once construction is complete, a speed study will be
performed based on the 85th percentile of the
average daily speed and if warranted, revised speed
zones will be implemented.
TxDOT consistently designs and constructs shared
use lanes on urban reconstruction projects to
improve safety.
TxDOT follows state and federal requirements
associated with the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) when considering noise
abatement during the environmental studies
process. Proposed noise walls are designed to
mitigate noise and are not constructed as a visual
barrier.

Today…
• the speed limit is 55 mph with
most cars travelling much faster
• no one walks or rides a bike on
the road unless they have to,
thus the amount of people
looking into one’s yard is very
limited
Tomorrow….
• The shared path will now be very
close to the back yards of all
houses on Alamosa
• This introduces people walking
or riding a bike, moving much
slower than auto traffic
Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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•
•

Response

The risk of people looking into
our yards and homes increases
significantly
This also increases the risk to
our pets…and most of us have
dogs

From what I read on the Traffic Noise
Analysis Report, there will be only 1
noise barrier down by 548. They already
have a brick wall…we just have a
wrought iron fence
Please consider what could be done for
the homes on Alamosa…
• Is there a cheaper alternative
than a noise barrier to simply
block the view into our homes
from the shared path?
• What about the homes around
20, Exxon and Sonic?
• This is a more commercial area
so could a partial noise barrier
be considered?
• Then farther down 1641 a
barrier that blocks views into
our homes?

7

Angel Davis

June 30,
2020

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix

Email

I’m sure you have a lot of feedback
from the many residents that are
impacted. We have to live here after
the work is done, and need to balance
needs of the community with protecting
our investment.
Your consideration is appreciated.
I have mentioned this to y’all a number
of times but never get a reply or see a
change. So here it goes again with a

Mr. Nelson Underwood, P.E., the FM 1641 TxDOT
project manager, responded back to Ms. Davis on
July 1, 2020 with the following:
10
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Source

Comment Topic

Response

photo to help you see what area I am
talking about.
Trinity Meadows Dr. is an exit ONLY
street with a sliding gate. You do not
need a turn lane into Trinity Meadows
from the Northbound lanes of FM 1641.
Trinity Meadows is not wide enough for
two cars to pass.
There is no culvert under Trinity
Meadows in your plan. Do y’all plan to
remove the current culvert and just let
the water that runs out of our gated
neighborhood into the FM 1641
drainage channel back up into our
neighborhood? There is no concrete
lined culvert proposed behind
properties EB 22, EB23, EB24, EB25.
Those lots will flood if you do not
provide drainage behind them.
The exit gate on Trinity Meadows Dr is
at the location of the current fence line.
There will not be enough clearance to
pass through the exit gate before a car
is already on FM 1641. Do y’all plan to
provide us, Winners Circle HOA, a
solution to our exit gate and clearance?
The perimeter fence and gates
surrounding our neighborhood belong
to the HOA. Further down FM 1641
going toward FM 148 is LoneStar Blvd.
Lonestar is our neighborhood one and
only entrance point with gates.
In your purple construction area of
Lonestar, we have a monument sign.
Will y’all be relocating our sign or
working around it? Will someone be

Even though Trinity Meadows is an exit only we have
to provide a median opening for those that want to
make a left turn out of the development. The
continuous left turn lane is for those people on the
other side of FM 1641 that want to turn left and go
south on FM 1641. Trinity Meadows is just the
location where we stop the continuous left turn lane
before we reach IH 20.
As part of the preliminary engineering we have
looked at the drainage along the corridor of FM
1641. The intent of this project is to eliminate the
existing ditch and replace it with a concrete lined
channel in a new location behind the proposed
sidewalk and in front of the existing right-of-way line.
The culvert at Trinity Meadows Dr. would be
eliminated because of the widening of FM 1641.
The final drainage pattern with culverts as necessary
will be determined in the development of the
detailed design plans for the roadway.
During the development of the detailed design plans,
if the gates need to be moved further onto Trinity
Meadows Dr. those adjustments will be made at that
time.

Any monument signs or fencing or gates will be
relocated. During the ROW acquisition phase of the
project the appraisers will be contacting all of the
property owners along the corridor along with the
HOA to assess the impacts that the construction of
11
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8

Commenter
Name

Cecile Grady
Senior
Administrative
Assistant on
behalf of North
Central Texas
Council of
Governments

August 2020
Date
Received

July 8,
2020

Source

Email

Comment Topic

Response

contacting the HOA Board at anytime to
negotiate any of the things?

the project will have on the fencing, monument sign,
gates, etc. and come up with plan to mitigate those
impacts.
It is TxDOT’s goal to take into account all the needs
of the property owners along the corridor.

It seem like y’all are catering to the
Exxon stations needs and ignoring the
neighborhood needs.
Statement of Support (FM 1641 from
FM 548 to FM 148/ FM 548 from FM
1641 to US 80)

Comment Noted

Kaufman County continues to
experience a portion of the extensive
population growth occurring within the
North Central Texas region. This growth
is creating greater demands on area
roadways and causing undesirable
congested conditions within multiple
cities. In northwest Kaufman County,
FM 1641 and FM 548 together form a
key transportation corridor that serves
as a principal route for local commuters
and provides access to other regional
highways and transportation facilities.
The proposed reconstruction and
widening of FM 1641 and FM 548 will
help to address congested conditions
on local roadways and will provide
additional capacity and connectivity in
the region between the cities of Forney
and Talty.
Today, the Dallas-Fort Worth area is the
fourth-largest metropolitan area in the
United States with over 7 million
people. By 2045, the region is projected
to have a population of over 11 million.
Additional roadway capacity will be

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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Commenter
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Received

9

Christina
Cardona

July 15,
2020

Source

Email

Comment Topic
needed at numerous strategic locations
to meet the growing demand from both
passenger vehicles and truck freight
movements. The recommended
improvements to these sections of FM
1641 and FM 548 are consistent with
the policies and programs of Mobility
2045: The Metropolitan Transportation
Plan for North Central Texas. Because
of the regional importance of this
project, the North Central Texas Council
of Governments is willing to provide any
assistance in the planning, design, and
implementation of this project.
My name is Christina Cardona I live at
1027 E Alamosa Dr, Terrell, Texas
75160, my back yard is adjacent to FM
1641.
(Winner Circle Neighborhood corner of
Lone Star and Alamosa)
My questions and concerns are the
following.
1. How many feet is the highway
going to be from my property?
2. Is there going to be a privacy
fence?

3. Is there going to be reduced
speed limit?

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix

Response

Mr. Nelson Underwood, P.E., the FM 1641 TxDOT
project manager, responded back to Ms. Cardona on
July 16, 2020 with the following:

The existing right-of-way will remain where it is today.
The proposed pavement edge is going to be
approximately 35’ from the existing edge of roadway
that exists today.
The fence that exists today will not be replaced. It is
my understanding that the existing fence is
maintained by the HOA and would only be affected if
right-of-way would have been acquired on your side
of FM 1641.
The current posted speed limit on FM 1641 is 55
mph and the proposed design speed limit is 45 mph.
After the project has been constructed there will be a
speed study performed and the roadway will be
posted based upon the 85th percentile of the
average daily speed.
13
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Comment Topic
4. Is Traffic Lights in lea of stop
signs at the intersection of Hwy
I-20 and FM 1641 are going to
be installed?

5. Is 18 Wheelers are going to be
permitted to drive that route?
6. Drainage from our
neighborhood Winner Circle?
(Lone Star and Alamosa almost floods
when heavy rains falls)
10 a

Rhonda
Morrow

July 13,
2020

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix

Verbal
Comment

Hello my name is Rhonda Morrow. I live
at 1116 Nicole Lane in Forney, Texas.
My house is about 16 yards from my
house to the street where y’all are going
to be doing reconstruction. Anything
taken will be too close to my house and
no large reduction would be adequate
enough to muffle the noise in my
bedroom. Also, this will significantly
reduce my property value. I would like
more information about how this will
impact me. I would like a call back
regarding how this will impact me and
my property. A noise reduction will not
keep the noise out. I have MS, multiple
sclerosis, and I have other health
problems that I need more peace and
quiet in my home. Like I once said, my
house is on the street of 1641. You
may reach me, I would appreciate a call

Response
There is a project that is looking at the improvements
to the IH 20 corridor which will include the frontage
roads and FM 1641. With this project traffic signals
will not be proposed at this time. During the
schematic (preliminary engineering phase) traffic
signals are not designed but is considered in the
development of the construction plans. Proposed
signals will also have to meet traffic warrant studies
to qualify as well.
TxDOT cannot prohibit large truck traffic along the
corridor and we try to accommodate ruck traffic in
the design of the corridor.
Drainage will be handled by collecting everything
within the pavement area of FM 6141 and any
outside drainage from Winners Circle subdivision will
be carried proposed concrete lined channel that will
run parallel to FM 1641.
Mr. Nelson Underwood, P.E., the FM 1641 project
manager, spoke with Ms. Morrow on July 17, 2020
and acknowledged the comments in their discussion.

14
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10 b

Rhonda
Morrow
Letter from
Denise Abart
on behalf of
Rhonda
Morrow

July 13,
2020

Source

Email with
Attached
Letter

Comment Topic
back at
Thank you so much. Rhonda
Morrow.
I am forwarding this letter in response
to the construction project on FM 1641
in Forney. I will be sending more
information. I have been sick and was
unable to attend the virtual meeting.
I left a message with your district office
and would appreciate a call back today.
Rhonda Morrow and I met while
watching my daughter and her niece
practice gymnastics at our local gym. At
the time I had just moved here from
South Carolina and was new in town. I
could tell right away we would quickly
become friends as Rhonda was so nice
and welcoming.

Response

Mr. Nelson Underwood, P.E., the FM 1641 TxDOT
project manager, responded back to Ms. Morrow on
July 13, 2020 with the following:
Thank you for your interest in the FM 1641 project. I
have attached a snippet of the proposed alignment
and improvements to FM 1641 and by the pdf
attached we (TxDOT) will not be impacting your
property in the least. If there is any ROW that would
be acquired off of your property it would be very
minimal because the majority of the ROW required
would be off the south side of FM 1641.
If you have any more questions please feel free to
contact me. Thank you.

During the time that I have known her,
Rhonda has been a very active citizen in
the Kaufman County community.
Rhonda manages back to school drives
each year for Kaufman County kids, a
turkey giveaway at Thanksgiving, an
annual Hispanic program each year,
and her famous Black History Program
which educates adults and students
alike. The success of these events for
our county has had to do with Rhonda’s
ability to organize dozens of volunteers,
sponsors, and donors for these critical
programs in our community. Her
passion for helping others, combined
with her organization and drive makes
Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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her a star in our community by which
each of us should compare ourselves.
Rhonda is one of the most dedicated,
hardworking, and innovative people I’ve
had the pleasure of being around. She
is compassionate, kind, and never
misses the opportunity to help others.
Rhonda lives on a fixed income as she
is on disability as she lives with the
debilitating disease of Multiple
Sclerosis (MS). When I heard that she
will lose her home due to eminent
domain I was crushed. My main
concern for Rhonda given her fixed
income is her ability to afford another
home in the same community she has
loved and supported for the past
several decades. Kaufman County
needs to support Rhonda in the way
this citizen has continued to support
our neighbors, kids, and community
leaders by providing her with enough
compensation to purchase a new home
and still live within her fixed income.
If Rhonda is forced to move to another
county in order to remain within her
fixed income it would be a tremendous
loss of an advocate for this growing
community.

11

Tony Rangel

July 14,
2020

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me.
I would like to express concern
regarding increased noise levels which
will result from the expanded FM1641

Mr. Nelson Underwood, P.E., the FM 1641 TxDOT
project manager, responded back to Mr. Rangel on
July 14, 2020 with the following:
16
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and the new turn lane that will route
traffic off of IH20 to FM1641.
The Noise Analysis Report, R25 Saint
Martin of Tours Catholic Church (gaga
ball pit) (page 6 of 9) indicates that the
noise level measurement may have
been taken at a location that is not
representative of what will be
experienced by parishioners inside our
church building which is next to the
FM1641/IH20 intersection. The gaga
ball pit is several hundred feet from
FM1641. I believe current and future
noise levels will be greater than
recorded and predicted in the study.
I would ask for further review of this
and your consideration of noise
abatement for our house of worship.

Response
Thank you for your interest in the FM 1641 project
and expressing your concerns. I will be glad to
address your concern. I have attached the FHWA
Noise Measurement Handbook to this email for your
reference. This handbook and other guidelines from
FHWA are what we have to follow in all the projects
we work on from an environmental side of things.
When doing a noise study for any roadway project to
determine the decibel level at a particular location
TxDOT prefers to use exterior locations and not
interior locations. The characteristics of sound
waves are such that when that sound wave hits a
hard object (wall, glass window, etc.) the noise level
is reduced from what it was on the other side of that
barrier. In the case of interior noise levels there are
other factors that contribute to the reduction in noise
levels and those are things as carpet, interior walls,
curtains, etc.
In the case of your church facility, there were two
interior receivers modelled (the two buildings closest
to FM 1641) and one outside receiver at the Gaga
Ball pit. The noise levels from the existing traffic
volumes and the projected traffic volumes does not
approach the Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC) for any
of the three receivers. Based upon these findings it
was determined that noise abatement would not be
reasonable or feasible.
If you have any further questions or concerns please
contact me via the contact information listed below.

Appendix A: Comment/Response Matrix
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Tuesday, June 30, 2020

Where:
The virtual public hearing will be posted to www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641.
When:
The virtual public hearing will be held on Tuesday, June 30, 2020 and will be available through Wednesday, July 15, 2020. All
comments must be received on or before July 15, 2020.
Purpose:
The purpose of the virtual public hearing is to present the proposed improvements to FM 1641 and FM 548 and solicit public
comments. The virtual public hearing will consist of a pre-recorded video presentation explaining the proposed project, which
includes both audio and video components, along with other exhibits and materials for review. Formal comments may be provided
by mail, email, or voicemail as described in the notice and on the virtual public hearing website.
Description:
The FM 1641 reconstruction project includes widening approximately 0.2 miles of FM 548 and approximately 5.4 miles of FM 1641.
The existing FM 548 is a 4-lane urban roadway, and the existing FM 1641 is a rural 2-lane roadway. Both roadways would be
reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) section with turn lanes. A raised median would be added, and 14-foot wide
shared-use lanes to accommodate bicycles and 6-foot wide sidewalks would be added in each direction. The existing right-of-way
(ROW) width is approximately 90 feet wide with the proposed project ROW width being approximately 130 feet wide. Approximately
20.3 acres of new ROW and 3.0 acres of permanent drainage easements would be required to accommodate the proposed
improvements.
Special Accommodations:
Special accommodations: TxDOT makes every reasonable effort to accommodate the needs of the public. The project presentation
will be in English. If you have a special communication accommodation or need for an interpreter, a request can be made. If you
have a disability and need assistance, special arrangements can also be made to accommodate most needs. Please call (214) 3204480 at least two working days prior to the meeting. Please be aware that advance notice is requested as some accommodations
may require time for TxDOT to arrange.
Memorandum of Understanding:
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable federal environmental laws for this project are
being, or have been, carried-out by TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated December 9,
2019, and executed by FHWA and TxDOT.
Downloads:
Notice (English)
Notice (Spanish)
Contact:
TxDOT Dallas District
Public Information Office
(214) 320-4480
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Virtual Public Hearing – FM 1641 from FM 548 to FM 148 and FM
548 from FM 1641 to US 80
Texas Department of Transportation > Inside TxDOT > Get Involved
> About Public Hearings, Meetings and Notices > Hearings, Meetings and Notices Schedule

Where:

The pre-recorded video presentation will be available at the date and time below.

When:

Tuesday, June 30, 2020 at 6:00 p.m.
The virtual public hearing will be available through Wednesday, July 15, 2020. All
comments must be received on or before Wednesday, July 15, 2020, to be a part of
the o cial hearing record.

Purpose:

The purpose of the virtual public hearing is to present the proposed improvements to
FM 1641 from FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from FM 1641 to US 80 and solicit
public comments. The virtual public hearing will begin at 6:00PM. Materials will
consist of a video presentation explaining the proposed project, which includes both
audio and video components, along with other exhibits and materials for review.
Formal comments may be provided by mail, email, or voicemail as described in the
notice and on the virtual public hearing website.

Description:

The FM 1641 reconstruction project includes widening approximately 0.2 miles of
FM 548 and approximately 5.4 miles of FM 1641. The existing FM 548 is a 4-lane
urban roadway, and the existing FM 1641 is a rural 2-lane roadway. Both roadways
would be reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) section with turn lanes.
A raised median would be added, and 14-foot wide shared-use lanes to
accommodate bicycles and 6-foot wide sidewalks would be added in each direction.
The existing right of way (ROW) width is approximately 90 feet wide with the
proposed project ROW width being approximately 130 feet wide. Approximately 20.3
acres of new ROW and 3.0 acres of permanent drainage easements would be
required to accommodate the proposed improvements.

Special
Accommodation:

TxDOT makes every reasonable effort to accommodate the needs of the public. The
virtual public hearing will be in English. If you have a special communication
accommodation or need for an interpreter, a request can be made. If you have a
disability and need assistance, special arrangements can also be made to

accommodate most needs. Please call (214) 320-4480 no later than Friday, June 26,
2020. Please be aware that advance notice is requested as some accommodations
may require time for TxDOT to arrange
Memorandum of
Understanding:

Downloads:
Contact:

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable
Federal environmental laws for this project are being, or have been, carried-out by
TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated
December 9, 2019, and executed by the Federal Highway Administration and TxDOT.
Notice
Notice (Español)
TxDOT Dallas District
Public Information O ce
(214) 320-4480
Email

Posted June 3, 2020
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FYI
From: Lisa Walzl
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 12:01 PM
To: Lisa Walzl <Lisa.Walzl@txdot.gov>
Cc: Tony Hartzel <Tony.Hartzel@txdot.gov>; Danielle Boyd <Danielle.Boyd@txdot.gov>; Emily McCann
<Emily.McCann@txdot.gov>; Patrick Clarke <Patrick.Clarke@txdot.gov>
Subject: NEWS RELEASE: Virtual Public Hearing Scheduled for Proposed Widening of FM 1641 and FM 548 in Kaufman County

NEWS RELEASE
DALLAS DISTRICT
Lisa Walzl
214-320-4403
Lisa.Walzl@txdot.gov

VIRTUAL PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULED FOR PROPOSED WIDENING OF FM
1641 AND FM 548 IN KAUFMAN COUNTY
June 23, 2020
KAUFMAN COUNTY – The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) will host a virtual public
hearing for the proposed widening of Farm-to-Market 1641 (FM 1641) from FM 548 to FM 148, and FM
548 from FM 1641 to US Highway 80 (US 80) in Kaufman County, Texas.
The virtual public hearing will be held on Tuesday, June 30, 2020 at 6 p.m. To log onto the virtual
public hearing, go to www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641. Project staff will give a presentation
regarding the project. The presentation will be a pre-recorded video and will include both audio and
visual components.
The public hearing presentation, draft environmental assessment, maps, drawings and other
materials on the proposed project will be available following the virtual public hearing through
Wednesday, July 15 at www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641.
Members of the public may call 469-708-3179 to provide verbal testimony immediately following
the virtual public hearing presentation on Tuesday, June 30 at 6 p.m. through Wednesday, July
15 at 11:59 p.m. Comments can also be submitted online, via email or mailed to the TxDOT
Dallas District office at 4777 East US 80, Mesquite, TX 75150 to the attention of Nelson
Underwood, P.E. All comments must be submitted or postmarked on or before July 15, 2020 to
be included in the public record.
The FM 1641/548 reconstruction project would include:
Widening approximately 4.52 miles of FM 1641 and approximately 0.22 miles of FM 548
Reconstructing both roadways to an urban four-lane (ultimate six-lane) with turn lanes
Constructing two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide travel lanes with an 18-foot wide

raised median
Constructing a shared-use path for bicycles and pedestrians in each direction
The existing right-of-way (ROW) width is approximately 90 feet wide with the proposed project ROW
width being approximately 130 feet wide. Approximately 20.3 acres of new ROW and three acres of
permanent drainage easements would be required to accommodate the proposed improvements.
Although additional ROW would be required, no residential or non-residential structures are anticipated
to be displaced at this time.
The anticipated project cost is $57.6 million and is expected to be ready to let for construction in 2022.
For media inquiries, contact TxDOT Public Information Officer Lisa Walzl at Lisa.Walzl@txdot.gov, or
(214) 320-4403.
###

The Texas Department of Transportation is responsible for maintaining 80,000 miles of road and for supporting aviation, maritime, rail and public transportation across
the state.
Connecting You with Texas
   www.txdot.gov  |  TxDOT on Facebook  |  TxDOT on Twitter

Lisa Walzl
Public Information Officer
TxDOT Dallas District
4777 US Highway 80 East, Mesquite, Texas 75150
214.320.4403 (office) | 214.707.1956 (mobile)
www.txdot.gov
Follow us on Twitter @TxDOTDallas

Notice
Virtual Public Hearing
Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 1641
From FM 548 to FM 148
and
FM 548 From FM 1641 to United States (US) 80
CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
Kaufman County, Texas
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is proposing to widen FM 1641 from FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548
from FM 1641 to US 80 in Kaufman County, Texas. This notice advises the public that TxDOT will be conducting an
on-line virtual public hearing on the proposed project. The virtual hearing will be held on Tuesday, June 30, 2020
at 6 p.m. To log onto the virtual public hearing, go to the following web address at the date and time indicated above:
www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641. Project staff will give a presentation regarding the project. The presentation will
be a pre-recorded video and will include both audio and visual components. Please note that the hearing materials will
not be available on the project website until the time and date listed above. If you do not have internet access, you may
call (214) 320-6628 between 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. to ask questions about the project and access project materials during the
project development process. Members of the public may call (469) 708-3179 to provide verbal testimony immediately
following the conclusion of the virtual public hearing presentation at 6 p.m. through 11:59 p.m. on July 15, 2020. Formal
written comments may also be provided by mail or email as explained below. All verbally provided testimony and timely
written comments will be considered by TxDOT and included as part of the official record. Responses to verbally provided
testimony and comments will be prepared by TxDOT, included as part of the hearing and project record, and made
available on the project website.
The FM 1641 reconstruction project includes widening approximately 0.2 miles of FM 548 and approximately 5.4 miles of
FM 1641. The existing FM 548 is a 4-lane urban roadway, and the existing FM 1641 is a rural 2-lane roadway. Both
roadways would be reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) section with turn lanes. A raised median would be
added, and 14-foot wide shared-use lanes to accommodate bicycles and 6-foot wide sidewalks would be added in each
direction. The existing right-of-way (ROW) width is approximately 90 feet wide with the proposed project ROW width being
approximately 130 feet wide. Approximately 20.3 acres of new ROW and 3.0 acres of permanent drainage easements
would be required to accommodate the proposed improvements.
Although additional ROW would be required, no residential or non-residential structures are anticipated to be displaced
at this time. Information concerning services and benefits available to affected property owners and information about
the tentative schedule for ROW acquisition and construction can be obtained from the TxDOT district office by calling
(214) 320-6628 or by visiting the project website.
The proposed project would involve an action in a floodplain. Any environmental documentation or studies, maps and
drawings showing the project location and design, tentative construction schedules, and other information regarding the
proposed project are available on the project website.
TxDOT makes every reasonable effort to accommodate the needs of the public. The virtual public hearing will be in
English. If you have a special communication accommodation or need for an interpreter, a request can be made. If you
have a disability and need assistance, special arrangements can also be made to accommodate most needs. Please call
(214) 320-4480 no later than Friday, June 26, 2020. Please be aware that advance notice is requested as some
accommodations may require time for TxDOT to arrange.
Written comments from the public regarding the proposed project are requested and may be submitted by mail to the
TxDOT Dallas District Office, Attention Nelson Underwood, P.E., 4777 E. Highway 80, Mesquite, TX 75150 or via email
to Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov. All written comments must be received on or before July 15, 2020. Additionally,
as stated above, members of the public may call (469) 708-3179 and verbally provide testimony immediately following
the virtual hearing presentation at 6 p.m. through 11:59 p.m. on July 15, 2020. Responses to written and verbal comments
received will be available online at www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641 once they have been prepared. All comments
must be received on or before July 15, 2020.
If you have any general questions or concerns regarding the proposed project or the virtual hearing, please contact Nelson
Underwood, P.E., TxDOT Project Manager, at (214) 320-6628 or by email at Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for this
project are being, or have been, carried-out by TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding
dated December 9, 2019, and executed by FHWA and TxDOT.
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Aviso
Audiencia Pública Virtual
Carretera de la granja al mercado (FM) 1641
De FM 548 a FM 148
Y
FM 548 De FM 1641 a Estados Unidos (EE.UU.) 80
CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
Condado de Kaufman, Texas
El Departamento de Transporte de Texas (TxDOT) está proponiendo ampliar FM 1641 de FM 548 a FM 148 y FM 548 de FM
1641 a US 80 en el condado de Kaufman, Texas. Este aviso informa al público de que TxDOT llevará a cabo una audiencia
pública virtual en línea sobre el proyecto propuesto. La audiencia virtual se llevará a cabo el martes 30 de junio de 2020 a
las 6 p.m. Para iniciar sesión en la audiencia pública virtual, diríjase a la siguiente dirección web en la fecha y hora indicadas
anteriormente: www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641. El personal del proyecto dará una presentación sobre el proyecto. La
presentación será un vídeo pregrabado e incluirá componentes visuales y de audio. Tenga en cuenta que los materiales
auditivos no estarán disponibles en el sitio web del proyecto hasta la hora y la fecha indicadas anteriormente. Si no tiene acceso
a Internet, puede llamar al (214) 320-6628 entre las 8 a.m. y las 5 p.m. para hacer preguntas sobre el proyecto y acceder a los
materiales del proyecto durante el proceso de desarrollo del proyecto. Los miembros del público pueden llamar al (469) 7083179 para proporcionar testimonio verbal inmediatamente después de la conclusión de la presentación de la audiencia pública
virtual a las 6 p.m. a 11:59 p.m. del 15 de julio de 2020. Los comentarios formales por escrito también pueden ser proporcionados
por correo o correo electrónico como se explica a continuación. Todos los testimonios proporcionados verbalmente y los
comentarios escritos oportunamente enviados por correo o correo electrónico serán incluidos como parte del registro oficial de
esta audiencia y proyecto, y serán considerados por TxDOT. TxDOT preparará las respuestas a los testimonios y comentarios
proporcionados verbalmente, incluidos como parte de la audiencia y el registro del proyecto, y estarán disponibles en línea.
El proyecto de reconstrucción FM 1641 incluye la ampliación de aproximadamente 0.2 millas de FM 548 y aproximadamente
5.4 millas de FM 1641. La FM 548 existente es una carretera urbana de 4 carriles, y la FM 1641 existente es una carretera rural
de 2 carriles. Ambas carreteras serían reconstruidas a una sección urbana de 4 carriles (último 6 carriles) con carriles de giro.
Se añadiría una mediana elevada, y se añadirían carriles de uso compartido de 14 pies de ancho para acomodar bicicletas y
aceras de 6 pies de ancho en cada dirección. El derecho de paso (ROW) existente es de aproximadamente 90 pies de ancho,
con el ROW del proyecto propuesto de aproximadamente 130 pies de ancho. Se necesitarían aproximadamente 20.3 acres de
nueva ROW y 3.0 acres de servidumbres permanentes de drenaje para acomodar las mejoras propuestas.
Aunque se requeriría un derecho de paso adicional, no se prevé que se desplacen estructuras residenciales o no residenciales
en este momento. La información relativa a los servicios y beneficios disponibles para los propietarios afectados y la información
sobre el calendario provisional para la adquisición y construcción del derecho de paso se puede obtener de la oficina del distrito
de TxDOT llamando al (214) 320-6628 o visitando el sitio web del proyecto.
El proyecto propuesto implicaría una acción en una llanura de inundación. Cualquier documentación o estudios ambientales,
mapas y dibujos que muestren la ubicación y el diseño del proyecto, los horarios de construcción provisionales y otra información
sobre el proyecto propuesto están disponibles en el sitio web del proyecto.
TxDOT hace todos los esfuerzos razonables para acomodar las necesidades del público. La audiencia pública virtual será en
inglés. Si tiene un alojamiento de comunicación especial o necesita un intérprete, se puede hacer una solicitud. Si usted tiene
una discapacidad y necesita asistencia, también se pueden hacer arreglos especiales para acomodar la mayoría de las
necesidades. Llame al (214) 320-4480 a más tardar el viernes 26 de junio de 2020. Tenga en cuenta que se solicita un aviso
previo, ya que algunos alojamientos pueden requerir tiempo para que TxDOT se organice.
Se solicitan comentarios escritos del público con respecto al proyecto propuesto y pueden enviarse por correo a la Oficina del
Distrito de TxDOT Dallas, Attention Nelson Underwood, P.E., 4777 E. Highway 80, Mesquite, TX 75150. Los comentarios
escritos también se pueden enviar por correo electrónico a Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov. Todos los comentarios escritos
deben recibirse el 15 de julio de 2020 o antes. Además, como se indicó anteriormente, los miembros del público pueden
llamar al (469) 708-3179 y proporcionar testimonio verbalmente inmediatamente después de la presentación de la audiencia
virtual a las 6 p.m. a 11:59 p.m. del 15 de julio de 2020. Las respuestas a los comentarios escritos y verbales recibidos estarán
disponibles en línea en www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641 una vez que hayan sido preparadas.
Si tiene alguna pregunta o inquietud general con respecto al proyecto propuesto o la audiencia virtual, comuníquese con Nelson
Underwood, P.E., Gerente de Proyectos de TxDOT, al (214) 320-6628 o por correo electrónico a Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
La revisión ambiental, consulta y otras acciones requeridas por las leyes ambientales federales aplicables para este proyecto
están siendo, o han sido, llevadas a cabo por TxDOT de conformidad con 23 U.S.C. 327 y un Memorándum de Entendimiento
de fecha 9 de diciembre de 2019, y ejecutado por FHWA y TxDOT.
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Minor quakes continue to rock Permian Basin
At least 10 have been
recorded since Feb. 19
near Odessa well site
By BOB CAMPBELL
Odessa American

When Bette Davis said,
“Fasten your seat belts, it’s go
ing to be a bumpy night,” in
the 1950 movie All About Eve,
she could have been talking
prophetically about the earth
quakebeleaguered Permian
Basin of 2020.
At least 10 quakes, ranging
from a mild 2.0 magnitude to
an alarming 5.0, have oc
curred since Feb. 19, and folks
are learning not to be sur
prised if they’re jiggled about
on the sidewalk or wakened
by the floors rocking at night.
Geologists say the quakes
are “induced” phenomena
caused by the highpressure
injection of massive amounts
salt water into wells for the
disposal of fluids used in the
hydraulic
fracturing,
or
“fracking,” of bedrock oil or
gas formations.
Most of the quakes are
coming from depths of about
3 miles.
There are two salt water
disposal wells, both within a
mile of Faudree Road and
State Highway 191, owned by
Parks Bell Salt Water Disposal
and operated by Oilfield Wa
ter Logistics Operating of
Midland and Dallas.
OWL Executive Vice Presi
dent Nick Hines said Wednes
day that he had been “aware of
seismic activity” in the South
ern Delaware Basin west of
Odessa in Pecos and Reeves
counties but hadn’t heard of
any around Faudree andHigh
way 191.
“We don’t put a lot of water
down those wells, 5,000 to

7,000 barrels a day between
the two at less than 1,000
pounds per square inch,”
Hines said. “They’re shallow
little standalone wells at least
2 miles short of the basement
range of 15,000 to 20,000
feet.
“It’s surprising to me be
cause we try to make sure we
prevent anything from hap
pening in that area.”

Causes of quakes
According to earthquake
track.com, there are numer
ous reasons for earthquakes.
Don Blakeman, a geophys
icist with the U.S. Geological
Survey’s National Earthquake
Information Center in Gold
en, Colo., in April said it is
fairly common for places like

West Texas to experience
these small earthquakes.
“First off, just about any
where in the U.S. can experi
ence small earthquakes like
these,” Blakeman said. “North
Dakota and Florida, maybe
not so much, but West Texas
and the Permian Basin, as
well as many parts of Oklaho
ma and Arkansas and Colora
do, have experienced induced
earthquakes.”
Blakeman said that with
out study, he can’t look at the
wavelength forms and tell
which earthquake is induced
and which one isn’t.
“They don’t look any differ
ent,” Blakeman said. “It takes
a lot of study. What’s going on
is induced quakes is that they
are not caused by fracking,
but they are caused some

times by reinjection of the
fracking and fluid in the oil
well. So after they frack a for
mation, that fluid is recov
ered, it’s plumbed back out of
the well. That fluid has to be
disposed of. You can’t just
leave it on the ground. You’ve
got chemicals and everything
in it. So it’s typically pumped
back into the well. It turns
out, that part sometimes
causes these induced earth
quakes.”
An induced earthquake is
something that is caused by
some other activity besides
tectonic plate movements.
“The most obvious ones are
from that reinjection of frack
ing fluid,” Blakeman said.

“There are occasionally other
things like filling up a new
reservoir. Sometimes, that
loads up the crust and we get
small earthquakes from that
sort of thing. The vast majori
ty of quakes are due to dispos
al of fluid.”
Another well near the most
recent quake is operated by
Concho Resources of Mid
land, whose vice president of
investor relations and public
affairs, Megan Hays, didn’t re
spond to queries from the
Odessa American.

‘Highest priority’
Texas Railroad Commis
sion communications director

R.J. DeSilva said in an email
that the oil and gas regulator’s
“highest priority is the protec
tion of public safety and the
environment.”
“Our staff is aware of the
cluster of seismic activity in an
area between Odessa and
Midland,” DeSilva said in the
email after District 8 director
Jeffery Morgan did not re
spond to questions. “We have
requested injection rate and
pressure data from a number
of disposal wells in the area,
and our investigation is ongo
ing. Additionally, our staff
continues to enforce some of
the country’s most stringent
regulations on disposal wells
in areas of seismicity.”

Notice
Virtual Public Hearing
Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 1641 From FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 From FM 1641 to United States (US) 80
CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
Kaufman County, Texas

Laurel Land-Double Depth Lawn
Crypt, $4,500. 972-310-8568
Restland-2 Plots Colonial Garden,
$13K for Both 817-688-4074
Restland 4 Plots, Garden of Prayer
$12K All or $8K for 2, 214-616-2239

Restland Grdn of the Cross, lot 224
block C, spc 1-4 appraised $12,500
per lot, Asking $30k All or $9Kea
OBO. 828.290.6591
Restland’s Valley View Gardens
3 Lots $12,000.00, 281-389-7212

legaltalktexas.hammerle.com
*Virginia Hammerle
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2871 Lake Vista Drive, Suite 100, Lewisville, TX 75067 • 972.436.9300
Read Virginia’s articles in the Sunday Metro Section

The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is proposing to widen FM 1641 from
FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from FM 1641 to US 80 in Kaufman County, Texas.
This notice advises the public that TxDOT will be conducting an on-line virtual public
hearing on the proposed project. The virtual hearing will be held on Tuesday,
June 30, 2020 at 6 p.m. To log onto the virtual public hearing, go to the following
web address at the date and time indicated above: www.keepitmovingdallas.com/
FM1641. Project staff will give a presentation regarding the project. The presentation
will be a pre-recorded video and will include both audio and visual components.
Please note that the hearing materials will not be available on the project website
until the time and date listed above. If you do not have internet access, you may call
(214) 320-6628 between 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. to ask questions about the project and
access project materials during the project development process. Members of the
public may call (469) 708-3179 to provide verbal testimony immediately following the
conclusion of the virtual public hearing presentation at 6 p.m. through 11:59 p.m. on
July 15, 2020. Formal written comments may also be provided by mail or email as
explained below. All verbally provided testimony and timely written comments will be
considered by TxDOT and included as part of the ofﬁcial record. Responses to verbally
provided testimony and comments will be prepared by TxDOT, included as part of the
hearing and project record, and made available on the project website.

the tentative schedule for ROW acquisition and construction can be obtained from
the TxDOT district ofﬁce by calling (214) 320-6628 or by visiting the project website.
The proposed project would involve an action in a ﬂoodplain. Any environmental
documentation or studies, maps and drawings showing the project location and
design, tentative construction schedules, and other information regarding the
proposed project are available on the project website.
TxDOT makes every reasonable effort to accommodate the needs of the public.
The virtual public hearing will be in English. If you have a special communication
accommodation or need for an interpreter, a request can be made. If you have
a disability and need assistance, special arrangements can also be made to
accommodate most needs. Please call (214) 320-4480 no later than Friday, June 26,
2020. Please be aware that advance notice is requested as some accommodations
may require time for TxDOT to arrange.
Written comments from the public regarding the proposed project are requested
and may be submitted by mail to the TxDOT Dallas District Ofﬁce, Attention Nelson
Underwood, P.E., 4777 E. Highway 80, Mesquite, TX 75150 or via email to Nelson.
Underwood@txdot.gov. All written comments must be received on or before
July 15, 2020. Additionally, as stated above, members of the public may call (469)
708-3179 and verbally provide testimony immediately following the virtual hearing
presentation at 6 p.m. through 11:59 p.m. on July 15, 2020. Responses to written
and verbal comments received will be available online at www.keepitmovingdallas.
com/FM1641 once they have been prepared. All comments must be received on
or before July 15, 2020.

The FM 1641 reconstruction project includes widening approximately 0.2 miles of
FM 548 and approximately 5.4 miles of FM 1641. The existing FM 548 is a 4-lane
urban roadway, and the existing FM 1641 is a rural 2-lane roadway. Both roadways
would be reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) section with turn lanes. A
raised median would be added, and 14-foot wide shared-use lanes to accommodate
bicycles and 6-foot wide sidewalks would be added in each direction. The existing
right-of-way (ROW) width is approximately 90 feet wide with the proposed project If you have any general questions or concerns regarding the proposed project or the
ROW width being approximately 130 feet wide. Approximately 20.3 acres of new ROW virtual hearing, please contact Nelson Underwood, P.E., TxDOT Project Manager, at
and 3.0 acres of permanent drainage easements would be required to accommodate (214) 320-6628 or by email at Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
the proposed improvements.
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable
Although additional ROW would be required, no residential or non-residential Federal environmental laws for this project are being, or have been, carried-out
structures are anticipated to be displaced at this time. Information concerning by TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated
services and beneﬁts available to affected property owners and information about December 9, 2019, and executed by FHWA and TxDOT.
DN-1766655-01
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SALUD

Ayuda
desde
adentro
Paciente oncológica hace y
regala cubrebocas para
trabajadores esenciales
Por CARMINA TISCAREÑO/AL DÍA

Mercedes Cruz Rubio tiene cáncer avanzado de mama, pero ni los efectos secundarios
de la quimioterapia ni el coronavirus ponen alto a sus actos de caridad.
Desde el pasado octubre y cada semana, la
residente de Sachse, una ciudad al noreste de
Garland, regala de 30 a 50 bolsitas con bocadillos saludables a los pacientes de quimioterapia en el hospital Parkland, donde ella también recibe tratamiento.
Cuando comenzó la pandemia, pese a que
su condición la hace más susceptible a contraer el coronavirus, se organizó para coser cubrebocas de tela para trabajadores esenciales
como las enfermeras de Parkland y de otros
hospitales, así como para bomberos, policías y
otros.

Un acto heroico diferente
Ginger Buschardt, enfermera en la Clínica
de Cuidados Paliativos de Parkland, fue una de
las enfermeras que recibió un cubrebocas de
Cruz.
Buschardt recuerda que un día fue por
Cruz a la sala de espera para llevarla a la sala de
consulta. Mientras caminaban juntas, y la enfermera le preguntaba a Cruz sobre sus síntomas, la paciente le dio su regalo: una de las tantas mascarillas multicolores que ha diseñado
para ayudar a adultos y niños.
La enfermera cuenta que ese pequeño gesto la impactó mucho y se preguntó de dónde
saca las fuerzas Cruz para hacer mascarillas
con sus amigas al igual que repartir bocadillos.
“Esta es una mujer con cáncer en etapa
cuatro, y con todo tipo de síntomas físicos, y

INSTAGRAM

Los cubrebocas que fabrica Mercedes Cruz
Rubio.

INSTAGRAM

Mercedes Cruz Rubio reparte mascarillas entre el personal del Hospital Parkland pese a
estar batallando contra el cáncer.

aún así está haciendo todas estas cosas”, relató
Buschardt con admiración.
“Para mí, ella es una heroína durante esta
pandemia, solo que desde una perspectiva diferente”.
La quimioterapia es una de las partes más
difícil del tratamiento de cáncer: causa pérdida de cabello, niveles bajos de potasio, cansancio, náuseas y diarrea, entre otros efectos secundarios.
Pacientes de Parkland pueden pasar varias
horas en la clínica de hematología y oncología,
entre turnos con doctores y el tratamiento.
Cruz, de 40 años y originaria de San Luis
Potosí, México, se dio cuenta que otros pacientes y sus acompañantes que iban por primera
vez a la clínica de oncología no estaban preparados para todo el tiempo que iban a pasar ahí.
Como ella sabe que la espera puede ser larga, Cruz se lleva algunos alimentos. Mientras
espera su turno come plátanos o mandarinas
para reponer las vitaminas que pierde con la
quimioterapia.
Cruz recuerda que mientras ella disfrutaba
de sus bocadillos, otras personas en trata-

miento se le quedaban viendo.
De ahí salió la idea de traerles un snack a los
pacientes y sus acompañantes. En vez de llevarles comidas como tortas o tamales, Cruz
decidió dar alimentos saludables y nutritivos.
Desde entonces, cada semana en un pequeño
carrito carga con los bocadillos que reparte.

Activa en medio
de una pandemia
A finales de marzo, Cruz junto algunas de
sus amigas se organizaron para hacer cubrebocas de tela ya que vieron que había escasez.
Con tela donada por sus vecinos, se pusieron a
trabajar para dar las mascarillas sin ningún
costo a los trabajadores esenciales.
En un día, Cruz, su hija y su suegra se “aventaron”, 120 mascarillas, dijo.
De alguna manera, el cáncer la ha ayudado
a hacer un cambio positivo en su vida. Esta no
es la primera vez que Cruz lucha contra esta
enfermedad. En el 2015 antes de ser diagnosticada con cáncer, Cruz cuenta que era una ama
de casa que no sabía manejar y que su esposo

La Administración Federal de Tránsito (FTA), en cooperación con DART, ha completado el Proyecto
Complementario de Declaración del Impacto Ambiental del Metro D2 (SDEIS), una segunda línea de
tránsito de tren ligero (LRT) propuesta, que pasará a través del centro de Dallas que se extendería 2.4
millas desde la Victory Station hasta Green Line a lo largo de la Good Latimer Expressway.
Puede encontrar el SDEIS para su revisión en DART.org/D2. El período de comentarios públicos para
el SDEIS de 45 días tiene lugar desde el 15 de mayo de 2020 hasta el 29 de junio de 2020. Las copias del
SDEIS también están disponibles para su visualización pública en la Biblioteca Pública de Dallas, 1515
Young St, (las horas de la biblioteca pueden verse afectadas por las restricciones de COVID-19, así que
comuníquese con la División de Participación Comunitaria de DART al 214-749-2543, para hacer los
arreglos necesarios para visualizar el material impreso.)
En el SDEIS se están considerando dos alternativas: una de construcción y otra de no construcción, con
los posibles impactos de ambas y la mitigación apropiada para cada una de ellas identiﬁcadas en una
amplia gama de categorías ambientales. Los posibles impactos de la alternativa de construcción incluyen:
la estación de gasolina Magnolia, 902 Ross Avenue; el St. James A.M.E. Temple, la 624 North Good
Latimer Expressway; el Pegasus Plaza, 1500 Main Street; and el Belo Garden, 1014 Main Street.
Para garantizar la seguridad y el bienestar de nuestros clientes y empleados, DART continuará
realizando reuniones virtuales para todas las Reuniones y Audiencias Públicas, incluida la Audiencia
Pública para la Revisión del Proyecto Complementario de Declaración del Impacto Ambiental del Metro
D2 programada para el 11 de junio de 2020 a las 12:00 p. m. y 6:30 p. m.

Audiencia Pública: Jueves, 11 de junio de 2020, 12:00 p. m. y 6:30 p. m.
La información sobre la audiencia virtual estará disponible en DART.org/D2 o
comuníquese con la División de Participación de la Comunidad de DART al 214-749-2543
Los comentarios por escrito pueden enviarse por correo electrónico a D2@DART.org o por escrito a:
Ernie Martinez, DART Capital Planning, PO Box 660163, Dallas, T X 75266-7213

Ginger Buschardt, enfermera en la
Clínica de Cuidados Paliativos de
Parkland, que asiste a Mercedes Cruz
Rubio

no la dejaba hacer muchas cosas.
Tras vencer el cáncer esa vez, ella empezó a
trabajar desde su casa vendiendo gorritos tejidos a mano, y consiguió empleo como pintacaritas en eventos y fiestas.
En 2017 sufrió otra recaída.
Cruz se mantiene activa ayudando a los demás para distraer a su mente. Tras tres años de
quimioterapia el cáncer no se ha disminuido.
“No me duele nada y, aparte, dar algo en esta situación difícil, es de bendición para muchos”, explicó Cruz.
“A mí esto me llena, me reconforta y me hace sentir bien; es como medicina y alimento
para el alma”.
Su consejo para los demás es que “valoren
la vida, que la aprecien y disfruten cada momento”.

A TODAS LAS PERSONAS Y PARTES
INTERESADAS:

AVISO DE AUDIENCIA PÚBLICA DE DART
Audiencia Pública para la Revisión del Proyecto Complementario de
Declaración del Impacto Ambiental del Metro D2

“Para mí, ella es una
heroína durante esta
pandemia, solo que
desde una perspectiva
diferente”.

U.S. Venture, Inc., ha solicitado a la Comisión de
Calidad Ambiental de Texas (TCEQ) por un Permiso
Estándar 161145. Esta solicitud autorizaría la
construcción del U.S. Oil Melissa Terminal, una
terminal de productos petrolíferos a granel ubicada
0.15 millas al este de la intersección de Highway
121 y County Road 420, Melissa, Condado de Collin,
Texas 75454. Esta solicitud se está procesando
de manera acelerada, según lo permitido por las
reglas de la comisión en el Código Administrativo
de Texas 30, Capítulo 101, Subcapítulo J. En la
sección de avisos públicos de este periódico se
incluye información adicional sobre esta solicitud.

DN-1766858-01

t r a n s p o rtat i o n

Oportunidad para la
participacion pública en lÍnea
8 de junio al 7 de julio de 2020

El Regional Transportation Council (RTC por sus siglas en ingles) y North Central Texas Council of Governments, sirviendo
juntos como el Metropolitan Planning Organization para el área de Dallas-Fort Worth, están en busca de la contribución

Presentaciones publicadas en línea para revisión y comentarios
• Respuesta de Transporte COVID-19: Sistema de Información y Oportunidades Económicas
• Coronavirus Aid y Economic Security Act: Financiación de Transporte Público
• Asociaciones de Financiación para el condado del sureste de Dallas
• Informes de Energía de los Gobiernos Locales
• Modifications Work Program

Recursos e información

• Clean Air Action Day: www.airnorthtexas.org
• Participación pública interactiva: Mapear su propia experiencia: www.nctcog.org/mapyourexperience
• Regional Smoking Vehicle Program: www.smokingvehicle.net
• Incentivos para Vehículos y Oportunidades de Financiación: www.nctcog.org/aqfunding

La información se publicará en línea www.nctcog.org/input para revisión pública y comentarios.
Para solicitar copias impresas, llame al 817-608-2365 o por correo electrónico cbaylor@nctcog.org
Para acomodo especial por discapacidad o para traducción de idioma, llame al 817-608-2365 o por
correo electrónico cbaylor@nctcog.org. Se harán adaptaciones razonables.

Aviso
Audiencia Pública Virtual Carretera de la granja al mercado (FM) 1641 De FM 548 a FM 148 Y
FM 548 De FM 1641 a Estados Unidos (EE.UU.) 80 CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020 Condado de Kaufman, Texas
El Departamento de Transporte de Texas (TxDOT) está proponiendo ampliar FM 1641 estructuras residenciales o no residenciales en este momento. La información
de FM 548 a FM 148 y FM 548 de FM 1641 a US 80 en el condado de Kaufman, Texas. relativa a los servicios y beneﬁcios disponibles para los propietarios afectados y la
Este aviso informa al público de que TxDOT llevará a cabo una audiencia pública información sobre el calendario provisional para la adquisición y construcción del
virtual en línea sobre el proyecto propuesto. La audiencia virtual se llevará a cabo derecho de paso se puede obtener de la oﬁcina del distrito de TxDOT llamando al
el martes 30 de junio de 2020 a las 6 p.m. Para iniciar sesión en la audiencia (214) 320-6628 o visitando el sitio web del proyecto.
pública virtual, diríjase a la siguiente dirección web en la fecha y hora indicadas El proyecto propuesto implicaría una acción en una llanura de inundación. Cualquier
anteriormente: www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641. El personal del proyecto documentación o estudios ambientales, mapas y dibujos que muestren la ubicación y
dará una presentación sobre el proyecto. La presentación será un vídeo pregrabado el diseño del proyecto, los horarios de construcción provisionales y otra información
e incluirá componentes visuales y de audio. Tenga en cuenta que los materiales sobre el proyecto propuesto están disponibles en el sitio web del proyecto.
auditivos no estarán disponibles en el sitio web del proyecto hasta la hora y la fecha TxDOT hace todos los esfuerzos razonables para acomodar las necesidades del
indicadas anteriormente. Si no tiene acceso a Internet, puede llamar al (214) 320- público. La audiencia pública virtual será en inglés. Si tiene un alojamiento de
6628 entre las 8 a.m. y las 5 p.m. para hacer preguntas sobre el proyecto y acceder comunicación especial o necesita un intérprete, se puede hacer una solicitud. Si
a los materiales del proyecto durante el proceso de desarrollo del proyecto. Los usted tiene una discapacidad y necesita asistencia, también se pueden hacer arreglos
miembros del público pueden llamar al (469) 708-3179 para proporcionar testimonio especiales para acomodar la mayoría de las necesidades. Llame al (214) 320-4480
verbal inmediatamente después de la conclusión de la presentación de la audiencia a más tardar el viernes 26 de junio de 2020. Tenga en cuenta que se solicita un
pública virtual a las 6 p.m. a 11:59 p.m. del 15 de julio de 2020. Los comentarios aviso previo, ya que algunos alojamientos pueden requerir tiempo para que TxDOT
formales por escrito también pueden ser proporcionados por correo o correo se organice.
electrónico como se explica a continuación. Todos los testimonios proporcionados Se solicitan comentarios escritos del público con respecto al proyecto propuesto y
verbalmente y los comentarios escritos oportunamente enviados por correo o pueden enviarse por correo a la Oﬁcina del Distrito de TxDOT Dallas, Attention Nelson
correo electrónico serán incluidos como parte del registro oﬁcial de esta audiencia Underwood, P.E., 4777 E. Highway 80, Mesquite, TX 75150. Los comentarios escritos
y proyecto, y serán considerados por TxDOT. TxDOT preparará las respuestas a los también se pueden enviar por correo electrónico a Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
testimonios y comentarios proporcionados verbalmente, incluidos como parte de la Todos los comentarios escritos deben recibirse el 15 de julio de 2020 o antes.
audiencia y el registro del proyecto, y estarán disponibles en línea.
Además, como se indicó anteriormente, los miembros del público pueden llamar al
El proyecto de reconstrucción FM 1641 incluye la ampliación de aproximadamente (469) 708-3179 y proporcionar testimonio verbalmente inmediatamente después
0.2 millas de FM 548 y aproximadamente 5.4 millas de FM 1641. La FM 548 existente de la presentación de la audiencia virtual a las 6 p.m. a 11:59 p.m. del 15 de julio
es una carretera urbana de 4 carriles, y la FM 1641 existente es una carretera rural de 2020. Las respuestas a los comentarios escritos y verbales recibidos estarán
de 2 carriles. Ambas carreteras serían reconstruidas a una sección urbana de 4 disponibles en línea en www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641 una vez que hayan
carriles (último 6 carriles) con carriles de giro. Se añadiría una mediana elevada, y se sido preparadas.
añadirían carriles de uso compartido de 14 pies de ancho para acomodar bicicletas Si tiene alguna pregunta o inquietud general con respecto al proyecto propuesto o la
y aceras de 6 pies de ancho en cada dirección. El derecho de paso (ROW) existente audiencia virtual, comuníquese con Nelson Underwood, P.E., Gerente de Proyectos de
es de aproximadamente 90 pies de ancho, con el ROW del proyecto propuesto de TxDOT, al (214) 320-6628 o por correo electrónico a Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
aproximadamente 130 pies de ancho. Se necesitarían aproximadamente 20.3 acres La revisión ambiental, consulta y otras acciones requeridas por las leyes ambientales
de nueva ROW y 3.0 acres de servidumbres permanentes de drenaje para acomodar federales aplicables para este proyecto están siendo, o han sido, llevadas a cabo por
las mejoras propuestas.
TxDOT de conformidad con 23 U.S.C. 327 y un Memorándum de Entendimiento de
Aunque se requeriría un derecho de paso adicional, no se prevé que se desplacen fecha 9 de diciembre de 2019, y ejecutado por FHWA y TxDOT.
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Property Owners

PROP_ID
178890
7740
191685
185246
24249
24263
44944
71972
176273
71968
71975
16135
44704
72159
72034
72146
49111
44935
186305
72164
44936
78996
16097
35950
72028
44972
16088
25925
7796
16103
44695
49106
71945
71970
44942
44941
71943
71764
49110
71679
16094
16106
49109
44703
7795
16096
16159
44943
16087
57470
178483
57515
9809
49103
35951
71991
44696
71995
57314
35956
49112
72142
72609
190497
27455
71941
72166
72139
44939
71944
188412
44705
49071
178489
16089
37995
44956
193319
71969
72143
71977
44697
7917
16098
49108
72138
49105
44937
44933
35953
53209
7742
25957
71938
72031
44940
72137
44938
37994
71940
44701
72129

Mail_file_as_na
775 E HIGHWAY 80 LLC
ABOX PAPERBOARD
ACME REALTY FORNEY PHASE II LTD
ACME REALTY FORNEY PHASE II LTD
ADAMS THOMAS & DEBRA
ADCOCK MIKE SR
ALEXANDER EDWARD L & CONNIE
ALLEN AMANDA & JOSEPH
ALMO INVESTMENT LTD
AMADOR CARLOS J
ANDERSON RONNY & ELIZABETH
ARELLANO JOSE A
ARMSTRONG KELVIN W & TONIA L
ARVIZU FRANCISCO JR & MIRIAM YESENIA
ATHEY MARCUS & BONNIE
AUSTIN TIMOTHY JAMES & OLLIE MAE
BAIMA KIMBERLEE
BARRETT PATRICK & BECKY FRANCES
BELEW MICHAEL G
BERSTERMAN DONALD D
BLAKELY CHARLES
BLERIOT FORNEY #1 LTD
BLUMIN ROBERT & CRAIG A
BOHMER ROBERT A & JESSICA
BOREN KALEN
BRADSHAW RANDY E & JULIE K
BREAZEALE MAXIE J & BRENDA J
BRITT HARRIS G & JONORA R
C LIFE CHURCH
CANAVAN DAVE
CARDONA GERARDO & CHRISTINA
CARTER CARY L
CHAPMAN CLIFTON C & BRENDA K
CHAPMAN JAMES & BETTY
Charles Downing
CHATMAN CHAD
CHILES JASON & CRISTAL DAWN
CITY OF FORNEY
CLARK LARRY D
COLLINS ELLEN MARIE
COLLINS MARY JANE & ELLEN MARIE
COLLINS MILDRED C
CONTRERAS REGINO & VICKIE A
COX MARIA C
DAL BAC MFG CO
DENNEHY DONALD P
DENNEHY DONALD P SR
DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY
DFS PROPERTIES & INVESTMENTSLLC
DOHERTY JAMES F & ALICE F
DUNNAM KENNETH & LAJUANA KAY
ENGLEBRETSON ERNEST & DEBORAH
EPIC GLASS & BUILDING SERVICES INC
ESCARZAGA JESUS & MARTHA GARCIA
EVERETT JAMES K & TERI D
FANGARY MINA N
FANSELOW JAMES R & AMANDA A
FARR RONNY C
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
FITZGERALD ROY
FLOURNOY JAMES & CAROLYN
FORD MARCUS
FORNEY FOX HOLLOW LLP
FORNEY ISD
FORNEY MEMORIAL VFW POST 9180
FULLER SEAN C & BERTHA L
GARCIA JOSE RENEE & CHARLENE D
GARRETT RONALD L & JOSIE
GARTHOFF MICHAEL & PAULA
GARZA MARIA D
GETUM JOYCE
GILLESPIE JASON
GLASENAPP JASON & EPPIE RODRIGUEZ
GMC LLC
GONZALEZ PABLO & DONNA R
GRAHAM DONALD & RICKI
GRAY LAWRENCE & JULIE
GREINER ROBERT
GRIFFEN KRISTI
GUERRA MICHAEL & RHONDA GUERRA
GUILLORY SIMON J & ROCKE ERIKA
GULLEY RODGER E
GUTIERREZ JOSE ALFREDO & MARIA
HALLIDAY GARY L & KATHLEEN A
HARPER MICHAEL L & KATHY
HARRIS JULIE
HART BYRD REAL ESTATE LLC
HATHCOCK TONY L & ASHLEY M
HAYNES JACK L
HENSLEY MICHAEL B & DOLORES A
HEROLD ROBERT & KATHRYN
HEROLD ROBERT A & KATHRYN J
HILL BRANDON LEE SR
HOLLAMAN AMY & DERICK
HOPKINS SAMANTHA G
HORTON DUDLEY & ANDREA
HOUGH CARA & DUSTY
HOWARD CATHERINE & KYLE
HPARTNERS GA 2015 LLC
HUDSON GINGER D
HUH MIN JA
IBARRA CLAUDIA

Mail_addr_line1

AKA COMMUNITY LIFE CHURCH

ATTN: FINANCE DEPARTMENT

% KATHY COLLIER

Mail_addr_line2
10825 COLONEL GLENN ROAD
P O BOX 2639
1605 LBJ FWY STE 710
7063 Twin Hills Ave.
P O BOX 694
11285 FM 2932
1051 W ALAMOSA
1017 WHITE PORCH AVENUE
P O BOX 2599
1001 WHITE PORCH AVE
1029 WHITE PORCH AVE
8756 FM RD 1641
1299 E ALAMOSA DR
1114 LEAFY GLADE RD
1038 WHITE PORCH AVE
1139 LEAFY GLADE RD
8856 FM 1641
1349 W ALAMOSA DR
8462 CO RD 215
1134 LEAFY GLADE RD
2202 STILLWATER DR
12160 ABRAMS RD STE 509 LB 30
17000 DALLAS PKWY #123
10157 WEST CLOVER LANE
1014 WHITE PORCH AVENUE
10420 WOODBRIDGE DR
10608 FM 1641
11669 NICOLE LN
PO BOX 3209
10620 FM RD 1641
1027 E ALAMOSA DR
P O BOX 154
925 WHITE PORCH AVE
1009 WHITE PORCH
1121 ALAMOSA Dr.
1147 W ALAMOSA DR
917 WHITE PORCH AVENUE
P O BOX 826
8874 FM 1641
9428 DARTCREST DR
10142 MAPLE RIDGE DR
11061 SWAFFAR
8892 FM RD 1641
1261 E ALAMOSA DR
P O BOX 225
8185 COTTONWOOD LN
8185 COTTONWOOD LN
3217 S DECKER LAKE DR
PO BOX 2873
13000 CLEARVIEW DR
13011 AMBER MEADOW DR
13033 CLEARVIEW DR
P O BOX 2189
8992 FM RD 1641
10123 WEST CLOVER LANE
109 FOX HOLLOW BLVD
1051 E ALAMOSA DR
101 BUGLE CALL RD
P O BOX 98
10179 E CLOVER LN
13149 GLENWOOD TR
1123 LEAFY GLADE RD
9901 EAST VALLEY RANCH PKWY STE 2020
600 S BOIS D ARC
P O BOX 1678
913 WHITE PORCH AVE
1142 LEAFY GLADE RD
1111 LEAFY GLADE RD
1219 WEST ALAMOSA DRIVE
921 WHITE PORCH AVE
3712 JUDGE DUPREE
1315 E ALAMOSA DR
8980 DOUGLAS CIR
PO BOX 1923
10636 FM RD 1641
11116 BRADLEY CIR
10411 WOODBRIDGE DR
11008 LAKE JUNE RD
1005 WHITE PORCH AVE
1127 LEAFY GLADE RD
102 BEACON HILL LN
1085 E ALAMOSA DR
10874 FM 740
11120 FM RD 1641
8910 FM RD 1641
1107 LEAFY GLADE RD
11012 HELMS TRAIL
1275 W ALAMOSA DR
1393 W ALAMOSA
10057 E CLOVER LN
133 BUGLE CALL RD
133 BUGLE CALL RD
11654 NICOLE LANE
101 TROPHY TRAIL
1026 WHITE PORCH AVE
1183 WEST ALAMOSA DR
1103 LEAFY GLADE RD
1243 W ALAMOSA DR
180 N STETSON AVE SUITE 3650
909 WHITE PORCH AVENUE
1217 E ALAMOSA
106 FOX HOLLOW BLVD

Mail_addr_line3 Mail_addr_city
LITTLE ROCK
FORNEY
DALLAS
DALLAS
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
WAXAHACHIE
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
MESQUITE
DALLAS
DALLAS
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
CRANDALL
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
DALLAS
DALLAS
DALLAS
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
SALT LAKE CITY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
IRVING
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
DALLAS
TERRELL
TERRELL
ROCKWALL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
BALCH SPRINGS
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
TERRELL
CHICAGO
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY

Owner
775 E Highway 80 Llc
Abox Paperboard
Acme Realty Forney Phase Ii Ltd
Acme Realty Forney Phase Ii Ltd
Adams Thomas & Debra
Adcock Mike Sr
Alexander Edward L & Connie
Allen Amanda & Joseph
Almo Investment Ltd
Amador Carlos J
Anderson Ronny & Elizabeth
Arellano Jose A
Armstrong Kelvin W & Tonia L
Arvizu Francisco Jr & Miriam Yesenia
Athey Marcus & Bonnie
Austin Timothy James & Ollie Mae
Baima Kimberlee
Barrett Patrick & Becky Frances
Belew Michael G
Bersterman Donald D
Blakely Charles
Bleriot Forney #1 Ltd
Blumin Robert & Craig A
Bohmer Robert A & Jessica
Boren Kalen
Bradshaw Randy E & Julie K
Breazeale Maxie J & Brenda J
Britt Harris G & Jonora R
C Life Church
Canavan Dave
Cardona Gerardo & Christina
Carter Cary L
Chapman Clifton C & Brenda K
Chapman James & Betty
Charles E Downing
Chatman Chad
Chiles Jason & Cristal Dawn
City Of Forney
Clark Larry D
Collins Ellen Marie
Collins Mary Jane & Ellen Marie
Collins Mildred C
Contreras Regino & Vickie A
Cox Maria C
Dal Bac Mfg Co
Dennehy Donald P
Dennehy Donald P Sr
Deutsche Bank National Trust Company
Dfs Properties & Investmentsllc
Doherty James F & Alice F
Dunnam Kenneth & Lajuana Kay
Englebretson Ernest & Deborah
Epic Glass & Building Services Inc
Escarzaga Jesus & Martha Garcia
Everett James K & Teri D
Fangary Mina N
Fanselow James R & Amanda A
Farr Ronny C
First Presbyterian Church
Fitzgerald Roy
Flournoy James & Carolyn
Ford Marcus
Forney Fox Hollow Llp
Forney Isd
Forney Memorial Vfw Post 9180
Fuller Sean C & Bertha L
Garcia Jose Renee & Charlene D
Garrett Ronald L & Josie
Garthoff Michael & Paula
Garza Maria D
Getum Joyce
Gillespie Jason
Glasenapp Jason & Eppie Rodriguez
Gmc Llc
Gonzalez Pablo & Donna R
Graham Donald & Ricki
Gray Lawrence & Julie
Greiner Robert
Griffen Kristi
Guerra Michael & Rhonda Guerra
Guillory Simon J & Rocke Erika
Gulley Rodger E
Gutierrez Jose Alfredo & Maria
Halliday Gary L & Kathleen A
Harper Michael L & Kathy
Harris Julie
Hart Byrd Real Estate Llc
Hathcock Tony L & Ashley M
Haynes Jack L
Hensley Michael B & Dolores A
Herold Robert & Kathryn
Herold Robert A & Kathryn J
Hill Brandon Lee Sr
Hollaman Amy & Derick
Hopkins Samantha G
Horton Dudley & Andrea
Hough Cara & Dusty
Howard Catherine & Kyle
Hpartners Ga 2015 Llc
Hudson Ginger D
Huh Min Ja
Ibarra Claudia

addr_line1

Aka Community Life Church

Attn: Finance Department

% Kathy Collier

addr_line2
10825 Colonel Glenn Road
P O Box 2639
1605 Lbj Fwy Ste 710
7063 Twin Hills Ave.
P O Box 694
11285 Fm 2932
1051 W Alamosa
1017 White Porch Avenue
P O Box 2599
1001 White Porch Ave
1029 White Porch Ave
8756 Fm Rd 1641
1299 E Alamosa Dr
1114 Leafy Glade Rd
1038 White Porch Ave
1139 Leafy Glade Rd
8856 Fm 1641
1349 W Alamosa Dr
8462 Co Rd 215
1134 Leafy Glade Rd
2202 Stillwater Dr
12160 Abrams Rd Ste 509 Lb 30
17000 Dallas Pkwy #123
10157 West Clover Lane
1014 White Porch Avenue
10420 Woodbridge Dr
10608 Fm 1641
11669 Nicole Ln
Po Box 3209
10620 Fm Rd 1641
1027 E Alamosa Dr
P O Box 154
925 White Porch Ave
1009 White Porch
1121 Alamosa Dr.
1147 W Alamosa Dr
917 White Porch Avenue
P O Box 826
8874 Fm 1641
9428 Dartcrest Dr
10142 Maple Ridge Dr
11061 Swaffar
8892 Fm Rd 1641
1261 E Alamosa Dr
P O Box 225
8185 Cottonwood Ln
8185 Cottonwood Ln
3217 S Decker Lake Dr
Po Box 2873
13000 Clearview Dr
13011 Amber Meadow Dr
13033 Clearview Dr
P O Box 2189
8992 Fm Rd 1641
10123 West Clover Lane
109 Fox Hollow Blvd
1051 E Alamosa Dr
101 Bugle Call Rd
P O Box 98
10179 E Clover Ln
13149 Glenwood Tr
1123 Leafy Glade Rd
9901 East Valley Ranch Pkwy Ste 2020
600 S Bois D Arc
P O Box 1678
913 White Porch Ave
1142 Leafy Glade Rd
1111 Leafy Glade Rd
1219 West Alamosa Drive
921 White Porch Ave
3712 Judge Dupree
1315 E Alamosa Dr
8980 Douglas Cir
Po Box 1923
10636 Fm Rd 1641
11116 Bradley Cir
10411 Woodbridge Dr
11008 Lake June Rd
1005 White Porch Ave
1127 Leafy Glade Rd
102 Beacon Hill Ln
1085 E Alamosa Dr
10874 Fm 740
11120 Fm Rd 1641
8910 Fm Rd 1641
1107 Leafy Glade Rd
11012 Helms Trail
1275 W Alamosa Dr
1393 W Alamosa
10057 E Clover Ln
133 Bugle Call Rd
133 Bugle Call Rd
11654 Nicole Lane
101 Trophy Trail
1026 White Porch Ave
1183 West Alamosa Dr
1103 Leafy Glade Rd
1243 W Alamosa Dr
180 N Stetson Ave Suite 3650
909 White Porch Avenue
1217 E Alamosa
106 Fox Hollow Blvd

addr_line3

addr_city
Little Rock
Forney
Dallas
Dallas
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Waxahachie
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Mesquite
Dallas
Dallas
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Crandall
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Salt Lake City
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Irving
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Dallas
Terrell
Terrell
Rockwall
Forney
Forney
Forney
Balch Springs
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Terrell
Chicago
Forney
Terrell
Forney

addr_state
AZ
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
UT
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
IL
TX
TX
TX

zip
situs_num situs_stre
72204
775 E
75126
12950
75234
75231
75126
9202
75126
9028
75160
1051 W
75126
1017
75168
9680
75126
1001
75126
1029
75160
8756
75160
1299 E
75126
1114
75126
1038
75126
1139
75160
8856
75160
1349 W
75160
75126
1134
75181
1311 W
75243
75248
0
75126
10157 W
75126
1014
75126
10420
75126
10608
75126
11669
75126
204
75126
10620
75160
1027 E
75114
8950
75126
925
75126
1009
75160
1121
75160
1147 W
75126
917
75126
75160
8874
75238
75238
10651
75228
0
75160
8892
75160
1261 E
75126
300
75160
0
75160
10538
84119
1085 W
75126
10580
75126
13000
75126
13011
75126
13033
75126
7136 N
75160
8992
75126
10123 W
75126
109
75160
1051 E
75126
101
75126
0
75126
10179 E
75126
8838
75126
1123
75063
0
75126
75126
13300
75126
913
75126
1142
75126
1111
75160
1219 W
75126
921
75241
9050
75160
1315 E
75160
8980
75087
75126
10636
75126
11116
75126
10411
75180
75126
1005
75126
1127
75126
102
75160
1085 E
75126
11803
75126
11120
75160
8910
75126
1107
75126
8974
75160
1275 W
75160
1393 W
75126
10057 E
75126
12400
75126
12382
75126
11654
75126
101
75126
1026
75160
1183 W
75126
1103
75160
1243 W
60601
11072
75126
909
75160
1217 E
75126
106

situs_st_1
HWY 80
FM RD 1641
HWY 80
HWY 80
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
WHITE PORCH
FM RD 1641
WHITE PORCH
WHITE PORCH
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
LEAFY GLADE
WHITE PORCH
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
CO RD 215
LEAFY GLADE
ALAMOSA
FM RD 741
FM RD 1641
CLOVER
WHITE PORCH
WOODBRIDGE
FM RD 1641
NICOLE
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
FM RD 1641
WHITE PORCH
WHITE PORCH
Alamosa
ALAMOSA
WHITE PORCH

situs_st_2 situs_city situs_stat situs_zip
TX
FORNEY TX
FORNEY TX
75126
TX
TX
TX
TX
DR
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
TX
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
TERRELL TX
75161
TX
DR
RD
FORNEY TX
75126
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
RD
FORNEY TX
75126
TX
DR
TX
TX
RD
FORNEY TX
75126
DR
TX
TX
TX
TX
LN
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
TX
DR
TX
TX
LN
FORNEY TX
FORNEY TX
DR
TX
TX
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126
DR
Terrell
TX
75160
DR
TX
AVE
FORNEY TX
75126

FM RD 1641

TX

FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
FM RD 1641
CLEARVIEW
AMBER MEADOW
CLEARVIEW
FM RD 148
FM RD 1641
CLOVER
FOX HOLLOW
ALAMOSA
BUGLE CALL
FM RD 1641
CLOVER
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 548
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
WHITE PORCH
LEAFY GLADE
LEAFY GLADE
ALAMOSA
WHITE PORCH
CO RD 216
ALAMOSA
DOUGLAS

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

FM RD 1641
BRADLEY
WOODBRIDGE
AMELIA
WHITE PORCH
LEAFY GLADE
BEACON HILL
ALAMOSA
CLASSIC
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
ALAMOSA
CLOVER
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
NICOLE
TROPHY
WHITE PORCH
ALAMOSA
LEAFY GLADE
ALAMOSA
BRADLEY
WHITE PORCH
ALAMOSA
FOX HOLLOW

DR

FORNEY

DR
DR
DR
DR

LN
BLVD
DR
RD

FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY

LN
RD

FORNEY

AVE
RD
RD
DR
AVE

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

DR
CIR

TERRELL

FORNEY

CIR
LN
WAY
AVE
RD
LN
DR
LN

TALTY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

RD

FORNEY

DR
DR
LN

LN
TRL
AVE
DR
RD
DR
CIR
AVE
DR
BLVD

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TALTY
FORNEY
FORNEY

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

75126
75126
75160
75126

75126

75126
75126
75126
75126
75160

75126
75126
75126

75126

75126
75126
75126
75160
75126
75126

Property Owners
185245
7836
72157
35954
71974
72130
9767
72162
72160
77092
72128
190903
72025
71973
79446
72033
7753
72147
35952
54604
25958
24259
7848
72140
72150
24261
72163
72148
73576
72152
7811
7747
53261
7899
72155
54505
44706
72030
71971
37979
186304
186322
25959
194978
16099
7902
179921
72027
7793
44927
24262
44957
57541
25924
72168
53199
72141
16101
27456
57514
24260
44698
72032
71946
72312
37961
71992
44931
44700
72035
37980
52715
44699
72167
37960
27464
37982
49070
16086
49113
72158
72149
44973
72029
194340
16150
71942
72285
44930
24283
44932
178490
37981
71976
44707
72153
7828
49107
16100
72145
7797
61346
71939
72154
72026
35977

J EVANS FAMILY PARTNERSHIP KNOX LTD
JACKRABBIT VENTURES
JACOB SIBU P & SHERLI S
JAMES CHARLES W & KATHLEEN R
JAROLIMEK JUSTIN & LAURIE
JEFFREY GREGORY T & TAMMY H
KASPER WILFRED A ETAL
KETTL TINA M
KLOSTERMAN JUSTIN R
L & K J GROUP INC
LACY WALTER GENE & DIXIE JEAN
LCG HIGHWAY 80 LLC
LEAL BLANCA T
LEWIS TRACIE
LFQ FORNEY LLC & MBQ FORNEY LLC
LIMBAUGH BRIAN & REBECCA
LINDEN STEEL LP
LOPEZ DELORES A & OSCAR N
LOPEZ JAIME ROEL
LUCKY THREE FORNEY CROSSING LLC
LUECKE JAMIE KIRK & CATHERINE
LUNA HELEN MARIE
LUTHERAN CHURCH OF FORNEY TEXAS
MALLET GUILLERMO & KAY
MARSHALL FELICIA H & CHADRICK D
MARTIN KEVIN R & CARRIE R
MASHBURN BOBBY A & TERESA A
MATHIS GREGORY V & CATHERINE K
MC FLETCH ENTERPRISES LLC
MC GILL MAJOR E & PRUDENCE GARLOW
MC KELLAR KATE PINSON EST
MC MANUS GARY L & JOYCE
MC SPADDEN JOE E & KAREN
MC SPADDEN JOE E & KAREN R
MCA FORNEY INVESTMENT LTD
MESQUITE AIR
MINARD RICHARD & TRISHA
MITCHELTREE JO
MIXON DANNY W & KATHLEEN G BARNHART
MORGAN JAMES E & PATRICIA M
MORRIS CARRIE J
MORRIS CATHERINE
MORROW RHONDA R
MOUNTAINPRIZE INC
MUNGUIA CLEMENTE & ALICIA
MURPHY MICHAEL E & NORMA G
MURPHY OIL USA INC
NEVIL JASON D
NEW HORIZON ENTERPRISES INC
NEW LIFE FELLOWSHIP CHURCH/
NGUYEN TONY & KATHERINA
NOAH CHRISTOPHER D & CHRISTINA R
NOAH S ARK EARLY DEV CENTER II
NOLAND PAUL C & TERESA
OFORI ADELAIDE F
PARTNEY CHARLES F & GRETCHEN
PATTERSON CHASINEY
PENNISTON CAREY S & RYAN J
PETREA STACEY
PIEKUT DAVID M
PRESS FREDRICK L & DELAURA
PRESTON CHARLES E & CLARENCE O
PYLE RONALD L & REBECCA A
QUINONEZ JAMES W & SUZANE
REED MICHAEL & AMANDA
RIDEAUX DAVID A & CYNTHIA D
ROBINSON ARYN
RODRIGUEZ RAUL & HERENDIDA
ROEBUCK RICHARD D JR & SEVERINA C
RONO CAROLINE &
RUVALCABA JUAN C & GEMA D
S K W HOLDINGS LTD
SANCHEZ NOE
SARTAIN RICHARD A
SCOTT LOUTISSUE
SEALY SW FORNEY LLC
SHAVERS JAMES W & MARIA T
SHEFFIELD PROPERTIES INC
SHUTTER KEVIN L & ROBIN D
SIERRA ZEFERINO & IRENE
SKARIA SAJI & MATHEW JESSY
SLACK PRISCILLA M & STANFORD L
SMALLWOOD DONALD W
SMITH MARY J
SOUTH FORNEY LLC
ST MARTIN CATHOLIC CHURCH
SUMEER HOMES INC
TARBET CLELL MARSHAL JR & AMBER KRISTEN
TATARI NAIM
TATCO PROPERTIES LLC
TATE KEVIN & TAMA
TAYLOR GARY OWEN & REBECCA DAWN
THOMAS GREGORY
TOLOR MARK A & KIMBERLY R
TOOPS TERESA
VELAYUDHAN SIJITH K
VENNER ROBERT & LINDA
VILLALPANDO ROBERTO
VRBA GARY W & LISA M
WALKER CHESTER & DELOIS T
WALLACE TERRELL/FORNEY PROPERTIS LLC
WAL-MART REAL ESTATE BUSINESS TRUST
WATSON DONALD & WATSON KANDACE
WATSON JAMES EDKER
WEI WU
WELCH MARIS D & KERRY L

DBA CLASSIC CARWASH

TRINITY FAMILY CHURCH

JONI MC ELVEEN

ALFRED KOSGEY

%SEALY ACQUISITIONS LLC

509 N US HWY 69
P O BOX 2603
1106 LEAFY GLADE DR
10125 E CLOVER LN
1025 WHITE PORCH AVE
110 FOX HOLLOW BLVD
8422 CO RD 302
1126 LEAFY GLADE RD
1118 LEAFY GLADE RD
16066 O CONNER AVE
102 FOX HOLLOW BLVD
3500 MAPLE AVE #1600
WHITE PORCH AVE
792 Kensington Dr.
111 STONE MOUNTAIN CIRCLE
1034 WHITE PORCH AVE
12418 FM RD 1641
1143 LEAFY GLADE RD
10055 W CLOVER LN
3471 MAIN HWY SUITE 411
11632 NICOLE ST
P O BOX 183
P O BOX 2146
PO Box 2981
1155 LEAFY GLADE ROAD
9028 FM RD 1641
1130 LEAFY GLADE RD
1147 LEAFY GLADE RD
P O BOX 2695
1163 LEAFY GLADE RD
8621 RADCLIFFE DR
12500 FM 1641
P O BOX 2607
PO BOX 2607
8350 N CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
1412 CHURCHILL WAY
1333 E ALAMOSA DR
1022 WHITE PORCH AVE
1013 WHITE PROCH AVE
10461 BRADLEY CR
884 VOLNEY
7099 N FM RD 148
11610 NICOLE LANE
200 GALLERIA PKWY SE #900
10772 FM RD 1641
12612 FM 1641
200 PEACH ST
1010 WHITE PORCH AVE
P O BOX 2633
P O BOX 635
4502 LAKEHILL DRIVE
10433 WOODBRIDGE DR
412 W BROAD ST
11651 NICOLE LN
1150 LEAFY GLADE RD
2194 VZ CO RD 4707
1119 LEAFY GLADE RD
10882 FM 1641
P BOX 1139
13011 CLEARVIEW DR
9056 FM RD 1641
1129 ALAMOSA DR
1030 WHITE PORCH AVE
929 WHITE PORCH AVE
102 ANNS WAY
11073 BRADLEY CIR
105 FOX HOLLOW BLVD
1443 ALAMOSA
1191 E ALAMOSA DR
1042 WHITE PORCH AVE
2527 N PRAIRIE CREEK RD
P O BOX 1917
1163 E ALAMOSA
1146 LEAFY GLADE RD
P O BOX 497791
333 TEXAS ST STE 1050
10460 BRADLEY CIR
P O BOX 69
10556 FM RD 1641
P O BOX 1148
1110 LEAFY GLADE RD
1151 LEAFY GLADE RD
10494 WOODBRIDGE DR
1018 WHITE PORCH AVE
2101 CEDAR SPRINGS RD
9470 CO RD 213
2404 TEXAS DRIVE STE 103
101 PARKSIDE RD
1800 WINDERMERE DR
5296 STATE HWY 276
1425 W ALAMOSA DR
13033 AMBER MEADOW DRIVE
10426 BRADLEY CIR
1033 WHITE PORCH AVE
1367 E ALAMOSA DR
1167 LEAFY GLADE RD
P O BOX 2138
8938 FM RD 1641
10720 FM 1641
1135 LEAFY GLADE RD
117 MANOR DR
P O BOX 8050 MS 0555
901 WHITE PORCH AVENUE
1171 LEAFY GLADE RD
4105 W SPRING CREEK PKWY #606
10171 W CLOVER LN

SUITE M-1020

SUITE 600

LEONARD
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
KAUFMAN
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
DALLAS
FORNEY
Rockwall
NAPA
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
MIAMI
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TYLER
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
DALLAS
ROWLETT
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
ATLANTA
FORNEY
FORNEY
EL DORADO
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
GARLAND
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
BEN WHEELER
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
TERRELL
FORNEY
DALLAS
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
GARLAND
SHREVEPORT
FORNEY
ROCKWALL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
DALLAS
FORNEY
IRVING
FORNEY
PLANO
ROYSE CITY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
HEATH
BENTONVILLE
FORNEY
FORNEY
PLANO
FORNEY

J Evans Family Partnership Knox Ltd
Jackrabbit Ventures
Jacob Sibu P & Sherli S
James Charles W & Kathleen R
Jarolimek Justin & Laurie
Jeffrey Gregory T & Tammy H
Kasper Wilfred A Etal
Kettl Tina M
Klosterman Justin R
L & K J Group Inc
Lacy Walter Gene & Dixie Jean
Lcg Highway 80 Llc
Leal Blanca T
Lewis Tracie
Lfq Forney Llc & Mbq Forney Llc
Limbaugh Brian & Rebecca
Linden Steel Lp
Lopez Delores A & Oscar N
Lopez Jaime Roel
Lucky Three Forney Crossing Llc
Luecke Jamie Kirk & Catherine
Luna Helen Marie
Lutheran Church Of Forney Texas
Mallet Guillermo & Kay
Marshall Felicia H & Chadrick D
Martin Kevin R & Carrie R
Mashburn Bobby A & Teresa A
Mathis Gregory V & Catherine K
Mc Fletch Enterprises Llc
Mc Gill Major E & Prudence Garlow
Mc Kellar Kate Pinson Est
Mc Manus Gary L & Joyce
Mc Spadden Joe E & Karen
Mc Spadden Joe E & Karen R
Mca Forney Investment Ltd
Mesquite Air
Minard Richard & Trisha
Mitcheltree Jo
Mixon Danny W & Kathleen G Barnhart
Morgan James E & Patricia M
Morris Carrie J
Morris Catherine
Morrow Rhonda R
Mountainprize Inc
Munguia Clemente & Alicia
Murphy Michael E & Norma G
Murphy Oil Usa Inc
Nevil Jason D
New Horizon Enterprises Inc
New Life Fellowship Church/
Nguyen Tony & Katherina
Noah Christopher D & Christina R
Noah S Ark Early Dev Center Ii
Noland Paul C & Teresa
Ofori Adelaide F
Partney Charles F & Gretchen
Patterson Chasiney
Penniston Carey S & Ryan J
Petrea Stacey
Piekut David M
Press Fredrick L & Delaura
Preston Charles E & Clarence O
Pyle Ronald L & Rebecca A
Quinonez James W & Suzane
Reed Michael & Amanda
Rideaux David A & Cynthia D
Robinson Aryn
Rodriguez Raul & Herendida
Roebuck Richard D Jr & Severina C
Rono Caroline &
Ruvalcaba Juan C & Gema D
S K W Holdings Ltd
Sanchez Noe
Sartain Richard A
Scott Loutissue
Sealy Sw Forney Llc
Shavers James W & Maria T
Sheffield Properties Inc
Shutter Kevin L & Robin D
Sierra Zeferino & Irene
Skaria Saji & Mathew Jessy
Slack Priscilla M & Stanford L
Smallwood Donald W
Smith Mary J
South Forney Llc
St Martin Catholic Church
Sumeer Homes Inc
Tarbet Clell Marshal Jr & Amber Kristen
Tatari Naim
Tatco Properties Llc
Tate Kevin & Tama
Taylor Gary Owen & Rebecca Dawn
Thomas Gregory
Tolor Mark A & Kimberly R
Toops Teresa
Velayudhan Sijith K
Venner Robert & Linda
Villalpando Roberto
Vrba Gary W & Lisa M
Walker Chester & Delois T
Wallace Terrell/Forney Propertis Llc
Wal-Mart Real Estate Business Trust
Watson Donald & Watson Kandace
Watson James Edker
Wei Wu
Welch Maris D & Kerry L

Dba Classic Carwash

Trinity Family Church

Joni Mc Elveen

Alfred Kosgey

Sealy Acquisitions Llc

509 N Us Hwy 69
P O Box 2603
1106 Leafy Glade Dr
10125 E Clover Ln
1025 White Porch Ave
110 Fox Hollow Blvd
8422 Co Rd 302
1126 Leafy Glade Rd
1118 Leafy Glade Rd
16066 O Conner Ave
102 Fox Hollow Blvd
3500 Maple Ave #1600
White Porch Ave
792 Kensington Dr.
111 Stone Mountain Circle
1034 White Porch Ave
12418 Fm Rd 1641
1143 Leafy Glade Rd
10055 W Clover Ln
3471 Main Hwy Suite 411
11632 Nicole St
P O Box 183
P O Box 2146
PO Box 2981
1155 Leafy Glade Road
9028 Fm Rd 1641
1130 Leafy Glade Rd
1147 Leafy Glade Rd
P O Box 2695
1163 Leafy Glade Rd
8621 Radcliffe Dr
12500 Fm 1641
P O Box 2607
Po Box 2607
8350 N Central Expressway
1412 Churchill Way
1333 E Alamosa Dr
1022 White Porch Ave
1013 White Proch Ave
10461 Bradley Cr
884 Volney
7099 N Fm Rd 148
11610 Nicole Lane
200 Galleria Pkwy Se #900
10772 Fm Rd 1641
12612 Fm 1641
200 Peach St
1010 White Porch Ave
P O Box 2633
P O Box 635
4502 Lakehill Drive
10433 Woodbridge Dr
412 W Broad St
11651 Nicole Ln
1150 Leafy Glade Rd
2194 Vz Co Rd 4707
1119 Leafy Glade Rd
10882 Fm 1641
P Box 1139
13011 Clearview Dr
9056 Fm Rd 1641
1129 Alamosa Dr
1030 White Porch Ave
929 White Porch Ave
102 Anns Way
11073 Bradley Cir
105 Fox Hollow Blvd
1443 Alamosa
1191 E Alamosa Dr
1042 White Porch Ave
2527 N Prairie Creek Rd
P O Box 1917
1163 E Alamosa
1146 Leafy Glade Rd
P O Box 497791
333 Texas St Ste 1050
10460 Bradley Cir
P O Box 69
10556 Fm Rd 1641
P O Box 1148
1110 Leafy Glade Rd
1151 Leafy Glade Rd
10494 Woodbridge Dr
1018 White Porch Ave
2101 Cedar Springs Rd
9470 Co Rd 213
2404 Texas Drive Ste 103
101 Parkside Rd
1800 Windermere Dr
5296 State Hwy 276
1425 W Alamosa Dr
13033 Amber Meadow Drive
10426 Bradley Cir
1033 White Porch Ave
1367 E Alamosa Dr
1167 Leafy Glade Rd
P O Box 2138
8938 Fm Rd 1641
10720 Fm 1641
1135 Leafy Glade Rd
117 Manor Dr
P O Box 8050 Ms 0555
901 White Porch Avenue
1171 Leafy Glade Rd
4105 W Spring Creek Pkwy #606
10171 W Clover Ln

Leonard
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Kaufman
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Dallas
Forney
Rockwall
Napa
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Miami
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Tyler
Forney
Forney
Forney
Suite M-1020 Dallas
Rowlett
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Atlanta
Forney
Forney
El Dorado
Forney
Forney
Forney
Garland
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Ben Wheeler
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Terrell
Forney
Dallas
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Garland
Shreveport
Forney
Rockwall
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Suite 600
Dallas
Forney
Irving
Forney
Plano
Royse City
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Heath
Bentonville
Forney
Forney
Plano
Forney

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
CA
TX
TX
TX
TX
FL
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
GA
TX
TX
AR
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
LA
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
AR
TX
TX
TX
TX

75452
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75142
75126
75126
75126
75126
75219
75126
75032
94558
75126
75126
75126
75126
33133
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75160
75126
75126
75126
75126
75703
75126
75126
75126
75206
75088
75160
75126
75126
75126
75160
75160
75126
30339
75126
75126
71731
75126
75126
75126
75043
75126
75126
75126
75126
75754
75126
75126
75126
75126
75160
75160
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75160
75160
75126
75227
75126
75160
75126
75049
71101
75126
75087
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75201
75126
75062
75126
75093
75189
75160
75126
75126
75126
75160
75126
75126
75160
75126
75126
75032
72712
75126
75126
75024
75126

12554
1106
10125 E
1025
110
0
1126
1118
254
102
1002
792
824 E
1034
12418
1143
10055 W
11632
9126
0
1155
9028
1130
1147
11820
1163
0
0
12748
12726
10674
1333 E
1022
1013
10461

11610
30 N
10772
12620
802 E
1010
0
0
9010
10433
11270
11651
1150
202
1119
10882
13011
9056
1129
1030
929
102
11073
105
1443
1191
1042
0
101
1163
1146
11117
11875
10460
8968
10556
8810
1110
1151
10494
1018
9772
915
101
0
9520
1425
13033
10426
1033
1367
1167
12102
8938
10720
1135
200
802
901
1171
1006
10171

E

W
E

N

S

W

E

E

W

HWY 80
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
CLOVER
WHITE PORCH
FOX HOLLOW
FM RD 148
LEAFY GLADE
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
FOX HOLLOW
HWY 80
WHITE PORCH
Kensington
HWY 80
WHITE PORCH
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
CLOVER
FM RD 1641
NICOLE
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
LEAFY GLADE
CLASSIC
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FOX HOLLOW
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
WHITE PORCH
WHITE PORCH
BRADLEY
CO RD 148/ CO RD 215
FM RD 148
NICOLE
FM RD 548
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
HWY 80
WHITE PORCH
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
WOODBRIDGE
FM RD 1641
NICOLE
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
CLEARVIEW
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
WHITE PORCH
WHITE PORCH
ANNS
BRADLEY
FOX HOLLOW
ALAMOSA
ALAMOSA
WHITE PORCH
FM RD 1641
FM RD 548
ALAMOSA
LEAFY GLADE
BRADLEY
PROFIT ROW
BRADLEY
DOUGLAS
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
LEAFY GLADE
WOODBRIDGE
WHITE PORCH
GATEWAY BLVD
FM RD 1641
WHITE PORCH
PARKSIDE
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
AMBER MEADOW
BRADLEY
WHITE PORCH
ALAMOSA
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
FM RD 1641
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 1641
HWY 80
WHITE PORCH
LEAFY GLADE
WHITE PORCH
CLOVER

RD
LN
AVE
BLVD
RD
RD
BLVD
AVE
Drive
AVE
RD
LN
LN

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
Rockwall
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

RD
RD
LN
RD

FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

BLVD

FORNEY

DR
AVE
AVE
CIR

FORNEY
FORNEY

RD

LN

AVE

LN
LN
RD
RD

DR
DR
AVE
AVE
WAY
CIR
BLVD
DR
DR
AVE

RD
CIR

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

FORNEY

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

FORNEY
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY

CIR
CIR

FORNEY

RD
RD
DR
AVE

FORNEY
FORNEY

AVE
RD

FORNEY
FORNEY

DR
DR
CIR
AVE
DR
RD

FORNEY
FORNEY

RD

AVE
RD
AVE
LN

FORNEY

FORNEY

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75032
75126
75126
75126

75126
75126
75160
75126
75126
75126

75126

75126
75126

75126
75126
75126

75126

75126
75126

75126
75126
75126
75126

75126

75160
75126

75126

75126
75126
75126

75126
75126

75126
75126
75126

75126
75126

75126
75126
75126

Property Owners
54115
56791
72136
72151
9805
78200
24252
44934
72144
44702
72161
25923
24250

WHALEY HELEN M
WHICKER RICHARD & VALERIE
WHITE LISA D &
WHITE SHEA & WALL REMINGTON
WILLETT DONNY RAY
WILLIAMS KAREN
WILLIAMS KATHERINE R
WILSON DONALD J & DIANE A
WILSON PATRICK & MAYE
WILSON PHILLIP
WITHERSPOON BRYAN & KIMBERLY
WOODS MARVIN & BRIDGITT
ZAVADIL HENRY J

ALAN J BRUNELLI

P O BOX 160
PO BOX 2053
101 FOGGY BRANCH TRL
1159 LEAFY GLADE RD
5717 REPUBLIC OF TEXAS BLVD
11816 CLASSIC LN
10464 E NW HWY STE B
1367 W ALAMOSA DRIVE
1131 LEAFY GLADE
1235 ALAMOSA DR
1122 LEAFY GLADE ROAD
11625 NICOLE LN
P O BOX 1448

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
AUSTIN
FORNEY
DALLAS
TERRELL
FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

Whaley Helen M
Whicker Richard & Valerie
White Lisa D &
White Shea & Wall Remington
Willett Donny Ray
Williams Karen
Williams Katherine R
Wilson Donald J & Diane A
Wilson Patrick & Maye
Wilson Phillip
Witherspoon Bryan & Kimberly
Woods Marvin & Bridgitt
Zavadil Henry J

Alan J Brunelli

P O Box 160
Po Box 2053
101 Foggy Branch Trl
1159 Leafy Glade Rd
5717 Republic Of Texas Blvd
11816 Classic Ln
10464 E Nw Hwy Ste B
1367 W Alamosa Drive
1131 Leafy Glade
1235 Alamosa Dr
1122 Leafy Glade Road
11625 Nicole Ln
P O Box 1448

Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Austin
Forney
Dallas
Terrell
Forney
Terrell
Forney
Forney
Forney

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

75126
75126
75126
75126
78735
75126
75238
75160
75126
75160
75126
75126
75125

0
11601
101
1159
0
11816
1367 W
1131
1235 E
1122
12840
9172

I 20
FM RD 1641
FOGGYBRANCH
LEAFY GLADE
FM RD 148
CLASSIC
FM RD 1641
ALAMOSA
LEAFY GLADE
ALAMOSA
LEAFY GLADE
NICOLE
FM RD 1641

TRL
RD

FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

LN
DR
RD
DR
RD
LN

FORNEY
TERRELL
FORNEY

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

75126
75126
75126

75126
75160
75126

Elected and Public Officials
Salutation
Mayor
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mayor
Mr.
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Mr.

First Name
Mary
Mike
Shaun
Robbie
Kevin
Derald
David
Tony
LeeAnn
Warren
Stewart
Peter
Phillip
Justin
Mickey
Randy
Bryan
Frank
Brad
John
Bobby
Courtney
Judy
James

Last Name
Penn
Thomas
Myers
Powers
Moon
Cooper
Johnson
Carson
Johnson
Ketteman
McGregor
Morgan, AICP
Pyle
Terry
Krone
Richards
Beavers
Garrison
Davis
Davis
Crowley
McGrath
Trevino
Stroman

Title
Mayor
Place 1
Mayor Pro-Tem
Place 3
Place 4
Place 5
Place 6
City Manager
Executive Assistant in Public Works
Economic Development Director
Economic Development Specialist
Director of Community Development
Assistant Fire Chief
Superintendent
Transportation Director
County Fire Marshal
County Sheriff
Mayor
Mayor pro tem
Council member
Council member
Council member
Council member
City Administrator

Entity_Name
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
City of Forney
Forney ISD
Forney ISD
Kaufman County
Kaufman County
City of Talty
City of Talty
City of Talty
City of Talty
City of Talty
City of Talty
City of Talty

Address 1
101 East Main Street
101 East Main Street
101 East Main Street
101 East Main Street
101 East Main Street
101 East Main Street
101 East Main Street
101 E. Main Street
402 N Bois d' Arc Street
101 East Main Street, 2nd Floor
101 East Main Street, 2nd Floor
101 E. Aimee Street
104 E. Aimee Street
600 S. Bois D'Arc Street
600 S. Bois D'Arc Street
3003 S. Washington
1900 E. US Hwy 175
9550 Helms Trail
9550 Helms Trail
9550 Helms Trail
9550 Helms Trail
9550 Helms Trail
9550 Helms Trail
9550 Helms Trail

Address 2
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
P.O. Box 826
PO Box 826
PO Box 826
PO Box 826
PO Box 826

County Comissioners
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
Judge

Mike
Skeet
Terry
Ken
Hal

Hunt
Phillips
Barber
Cates
Richards

Precint 1
Precinct 2
Precint 3
Precinct 4
County Judge

Kaufman County
Kaufman County
Kaufman County
Kaufman County
Kaufman County

Kaufman Sub Courthouse Precinct 1
Forney Sub Courthouse
601 E Nash

3003 S. Washington St.
200 E. Main

US Senators
Senator
Senator

John
Ted

Cornyn
Cruz

Senator
Senator

US Representatives
Representative

Lance

Gooden

District 5

State Senators
Senator

Bob

Hall

District 2

State Representatives
Representative

Keith

Bell

District 4

U.S. Senate
U.S. Senate

Texas Senate

Texas House of Representatives

100 W. Mulberry

5001 Spring Valley Road
3626 N. Hall St.

PO Drawer 849
Suite 500
Suite 500
Suite 500
Suite 500
Suite 500
Suite 500
Suite 500

103 N. Main Street

Suite 200
Suite 410

City
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Kaufman
Kaufman
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney
Forney

State
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

Kaufman
Forney
Terrell
Kemp
Kaufman

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

Dallas
Dallas

TX
TX

ZIP Code
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75142
75142
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126
75126

Mail_Sal
MAYOR
COUNCIL MEMBER
MAYOR PRO-TEM
COUNCIL MEMBER
COUNCIL MEMBER
COUNCIL MEMBER
COUNCIL MEMBER
MR
MS
MR
MR
MR
MR
DR.
MR.
MR.
MR.
MAYOR
MR.
COUNCIL MEMBER
COUNCIL MEMBER
COUNCIL MEMBER
COUNCIL MEMBER
MR.

Mail_Last Name
Mail_Title
PENN
MAYOR
PLACE 1
MYERS
PLACE 2
POWERS
PLACE 3
MOON
PLACE 4
COOPER
PLACE 5
JOHNSON
PLACE 6
CARSON
CITY MANAGER
JOHNSON
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IN PUBLIC WORKS
KETTEMAN
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
MCGREGOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST
MORGAN
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
PYLE
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF
TERRY
SUPERINTENDENT
KRONE
TRANSPORTATION DIRECTOR
RICHARDS
COUNTY FIRE MARSHAL
BEAVERS
COUNTY SHERIFF
GARRISON
MAYOR
DAVIS
MAYOR PRO TEM
DAVIS
COUNCIL MEMBER
CROWLEY
COUNCIL MEMBER
MCGRATH
COUNCIL MEMBER
TREVINO
COUNCIL MEMBER
STROMAN
COUNCIL MEMBER

Mail_Entity_Name
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
CITY OF FORNEY
FORNEY ISD
FORNEY ISD
KAUFMAN COUNTY
KAUFMAN COUNTY
CITY OF TALTY
CITY OF TALTY
CITY OF TALTY
CITY OF TALTY
CITY OF TALTY
CITY OF TALTY
CITY OF TALTY

Mail_Address 1
Mail_Address 2
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET
PO BOX 826
402 N BOIS D' ARC STREET
PO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET, 2ND FPO BOX 826
101 EAST MAIN STREET, 2ND FPO BOX 826
101 E AIMEE STREET
PO BOX 826
104 E AIMEE STREET
600 S. BOIS D'ARC STREET
600 S. BOIS D'ARC STREET
3003 S. WASHINGTON
1900 E. US HWY 175
PO DRAWER 849
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500
9550 HELMS TRAIL
SUITE 500

Mail_City
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
KAUFMAN
KAUFMAN
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY
FORNEY

COUNTY COMISSIONERS
Comissioner
Commissioner
SKEET

PHILLIPS

PRECINCT 2 COMMISSIONER

KAUFMAN COUNTY

FORNEY SUB COURTHOUSE

200 E MAIN

FORNEY

Commissioner

KEN

CATES

PRECINCT 4 COMMISSIONER

KAUFMAN COUNTY

103 N. MAIN STREET

KEMP

75244
75219

US SENATORS
SENATOR
SENATOR

JOHN
TED

CORNYN
CRUZ

UNITED STATES SENATOR FOR TEXAS
UNITED STATES SENATOR FOR TEXAS

5001 SPRING VALLEY ROAD
3626 N HALL ST

SUITE 200
SUITE 410

DALLAS
DALLAS

GOODEN

REPRESENTATIVE FOR TEXAS’S 5TH DISTRICT

18601 LBJ FREEWAY

SUITE 725

MEQUITE

HALL

TEXAS STATE SENATOR

6537 HORIZON ROAD

SUITE B-1

ROCKWALL

BELL

TEXAS STATE HOUSE DISTRICT 4

ROOM E2702

PO BOX 2910

AUSTIN

75142
75126
75160
75114
75142

Email

Mail_First Name
MARY
RESIGNED
SHAUN
ROBBIE
KEVIN
DERALD
DAVID
TONY
LEEANN
WARREN
STEWART
PETER
PHILLIP
JUSTIN
MICKEY
RANDY
BRYAN
FRANK
BRAD
JOHN
BOBBY
COURTNEY
JUDY
JAMES

18601 LBJ Freeway

Suite 725

Mequite

TX

75150

US REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVE
LANCE

6537 Horizon Road

Suite B-1

Rockwall

TX

75032

STATE SENATOR
SENATOR

78768

TEXAS STATE REPRESENTATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE
KEITH

Room E2.702

P.O. Box 2910

Austin

TX

BOB

LEE PARK TOWER II
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1
2

(Slide 1.)
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the FM

3

1641/548 Virtual Public Hearing.

We appreciate your

4

interest in the Project and welcome each of you.

5

Please note, you can pause this presentation at any

6

point to allow more time to view the slides.

7

(Slide 2.)

8

Given the unique circumstance of the

9

COVID-19 outbreak, along with our commitment to

10

protecting public health during this national emergency,

11

TxDOT is conducting this virtual public hearing to avoid

12

in-person contact.

13

will be in lieu of an in-person public hearing.

14

At this time, the virtual format

The presentation will cover the same

15

information the Dallas District would have shared at the

16

in-person public hearing.

17

will be different.

18

and have your questions addressed will be covered later

19

on in this presentation.

20

found on the TxDOT website.

However, the comment process

Details on how to submit a comment

All project information can be

21

(Slide 3.)

22

This virtual public hearing has been

23

convened by the Texas Department of Transportation and

24

is being held to receive and consider comments from the

25

public regarding the Project.
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1

You may have attended previous public

2

hearings conducted by the Texas Department of

3

Transportation.

4

you who have never attended one, I would like to explain

5

why and how the Department conducts a public hearing.

6

However, for the benefit of those of

A public hearing has four essential

7

purposes.

8

planning on the project and present the recommendations

9

based on studies performed to date.

10

One, inform the public of the status of

Two, describe the project so those

11

attending can determine the project's potential to

12

affect their lives and property.

13

Three, provide the public an opportunity to

14

see information and express their views at this stage in

15

the planning process, when flexibility to respond to

16

comments still exists and before location and design

17

decisions are finalized.

18

Four, and finally, develop a record of

19

public views and participation to accompany

20

recommendations for subsequent decisions.

21

This virtual public hearing is being held

22

in compliance with both federal and state laws.

23

transcript of this hearing will be made available for

24

the official record.

25

A

(Slide 4.)
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1

Following this virtual public hearing, the

2

Department will proceed with the preparation of the

3

final environmental documentation.

4

comments will be addressed in this document and will be

5

given full consideration in the preparation of the final

6

recommendation and design for the Project.

7

Your statements and

Comments will be accepted in a number of

8

ways.

You may fill out a comment online; submit a

9

written comment via e-mail to

10

Nelson.Underwood@TxDOT.gov; submit a written comment via

11

mail to TxDOT Dallas District Office, Attention:

12

Underwood, P.E., 4777 East Highway 80, Mesquite, TX

13

75150; or leave a verbal comment via voicemail at

14

469-708-3179.

15

Nelson

There is a link for a PDF Comment Form that

16

can be filled out on the computer and e-mailed to the

17

address provided, or printed, filled out by hand, and

18

then mailed to the address provided.

19

Comments must be received or postmarked

20

within 15 days of the hearing date, which is July 15,

21

2020, to be part of the official virtual public hearing

22

record.

23

Questions on this project may be directed

24

to the TxDOT project manager, Nelson Underwood, P.E., at

25

Nelson.Underwood@TxDOT.gov.
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1

(Slide 5.)

2

I will now explain the design aspects of

3

the project.

4

documentation for the Project may be viewed at

5

www.keepitmovingdallas.com under Public

6

Hearings/Meetings, at www.TxDOT.gov by searching

7

Hearings and Meetings Schedule, or on

8

www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641.

9

these websites is the same information being presented

10

The design schematic and environmental

The information on

in this speech.

11

(Slide 6.)

12

TxDOT is proposing to widen an approximate

13

5.6-mile-long section of FM 1641/548 in Kaufman County.

14

The reconstruction project includes widening

15

approximately 0.22 miles of FM 548 and, approximately,

16

5.44 miles of FM 1641.

17

The proposed project is needed because the

18

existing FM 1641 and FM 548 within the project limits

19

fails to meet current design standards and is inadequate

20

to meet current and future traffic volumes, resulting in

21

congestion and reduced mobility.

22

The purpose of the proposed project is to

23

provide infrastructure options to reduce traffic

24

congestion on the existing roadways; to improve

25

operations of the roadway; to provide a safer, more
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1

convenient route for traveling through the area; to

2

increase mobility, including pedestrian and bicycle

3

accommodations; and to add capacity.

4

(Slide 7.)

5

The existing FM 1641 facility from FM 548

6

to FM 148 in Kaufman County mainly consists of a -- one

7

11-foot-wide northbound travel lane, one 11-foot-wide

8

southbound travel lane rural roadway with no median and

9

3-foot-wide shoulders.

10

There are two existing bridges over FM 1641

11

where I-20 crosses.

The facility is intersected by two

12

major collectors, including I-20, FM 548, and other

13

minor collectors and local roads.

14

There are right- and left-turn lanes

15

present at key intersections and school entrances.

16

Existing posted speed limits are 35 miles per hour at

17

school zones and 40 to 55 miles per hour in other

18

sections of the corridor.

19
20

The existing FM 1641 right-of-way width
ranges from 90 to 125 feet.

21

(Slide 8.)

22

The existing FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641

23

in Kaufman County is an urban roadway consisting of two

24

11-foot-wide northbound travel lanes and two

25

11-foot-wide southbound travel lanes with a median.
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1

Along the FM 548 section, there are

2

railroad tracks crossing FM 548 near East Broad Street.

3

The facility is intersected by two major collectors,

4

including East Broad Street and East US 80.

5

right- and left-turn lanes present at key intersections.

6

Existing posted speed limit is 40 miles per hour.

7

existing FM 548 right-of-way width ranges from 130 to

8

140 feet.

9
10

There are

The

(Slide 9.)
The proposed project includes widening,

11

approximately, 0.22 miles of FM 548 from US 80 to FM

12

1641 and widening, approximately, 4.34 miles of FM 1641

13

from FM 548 to IH 20.

14

Both roadways would be reconstructed to an

15

urban four-lane, ultimate six-lane.

This section of the

16

proposed project would consist of two northbound and two

17

southbound 12-foot-wide travel lanes, with a

18

42-foot-wide raised median, and a shared-use path in

19

each direction to accommodate bicycles and pedestrians.

20

Turning lanes will be provided within the

21

median at some locations.

The proposed right-of-way

22

width would range from a minimum of 120 feet to a

23

maximum of approximately 155 feet.

24

(Slide 10.)

25

This section of the proposed project would
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1

consist of widening and reconstructing, approximately,

2

1.07 miles of FM 1641 from IH 20 to FM 148, to an urban

3

four-lane section with a two-way, left-turn lane.

4

This section of the proposed project would

5

consist of two northbound and two southbound

6

12-foot-wide travel lanes with a 20-foot-wide two-way

7

left-turn-lane and a shared-use path in each direction

8

to accommodate bicycles and pedestrians.

9

The proposed right-of-way width would range

10

from a minimum of 130 feet to a maximum of,

11

approximately, 155 feet.

12

new right-of-way and 0.24 acres of permanent drainage

13

easements would be required to accommodate the proposed

14

improvements for the entire proposed project.

15

easements would be located at strategic stream crossing

16

areas.

Approximately 22.26 acres of

Proposed

Proposed drainage would be curb and gutter.

17

(Slide 11.)

18

Utility adjustments and relocations

19

throughout the corridor would be required prior to

20

construction.

21

utilities would be managed so that no substantial

22

interruptions would occur.

The adjustments and relocation of any

23

(Slide 12.)

24

The Project is anticipated to be ready to

25

let by 2022 and will take, approximately, three years to
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1

construct.

2

construction community that a project is ready to be bid

3

on.

4

process is complete.

5

“Letting” is when TxDOT notifies the

Construction on a project begins after the letting

The total estimated construction cost for

6

the project is, approximately, $57.6 million.

7

The project is unfunded and cannot be let until funding

8

is identified.

9

This concludes the project information and

10

design portion of the presentation.

The next few slides

11

will provide an overview of the environmental evaluation

12

for the proposed FM 1641/548 Project.

13

(Slide 13.)

14

Prior to December 16, 2014, the Federal

15

Highway Administration, or FHWA, reviewed and approved

16

documents prepared under the National Environmental

17

Policy Act, known as NEPA.

18

2014, the Texas Department of Transportation assumed

19

responsibility from FHWA through a Memorandum of

20

Understanding to review and approve certain assigned

21

NEPA environmental documents.

22

However, on December 16,

This Memorandum of Understanding between

23

TxDOT and FHWA was updated on December 9, 2019.

24

review and approval process applies to this project.

25

The

Environmental studies were conducted for
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1

the proposed project to support an environmental

2

clearance in accordance with NEPA.

3

analyses are necessary to identify, avoid, and minimize

4

effects of the human and natural environments.

5

These environmental

The technical environmental documentation

6

was approved for further processing by TxDOT and was

7

coordinated with other public agencies.

8

this public hearing were advertised in the Dallas

9

Morning News, Al Día, and Forney Messenger; on the

Notices for

10

TxDOT.gov website under Hearings and Meetings Schedule;

11

and on Keepitmovingdallas.com under Public Hearings and

12

Meetings.

13

The TxDOT Public Information Office also

14

prepared a news media release to advertise the public

15

hearing.

16

schematics are available at Keepitmovingdallas.com and

17

TxDOT.gov.

The TxDOT technical reports and roadway design

18

(Slide 14.)

19

The technical documentation for this

20

project addresses the potential environmental impacts

21

identified during the preliminary engineering of the

22

proposed project.

23

included natural, social, and cultural resources.

These areas of potential impacts

24

This slide shows a list of all resources

25

that were evaluated during the environmental analyses.
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1

The following slides include a summary of those

2

findings.

3

(Slide 15.)

4

A total of, approximately, 22.26 acres of

5

new right-of-way and 0.24 acres of permanent drainage

6

easements would be required to complete the proposed

7

improvements.

8

numerous properties along both the east and west side of

9

the project.

Right-of-way would be acquired from

No businesses or residents would be

10

displaced.

No public facilities, such as parks,

11

recreational areas, churches, schools, or cemeteries,

12

would be displaced as a result of the construction of

13

the project.

14

All right-of-way acquisition would be

15

completed in accordance with the Uniform Relocation

16

Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of

17

1970, as amended.

18

Right of Way and Relocation Assistance, are available on

19

our website at Keep It Moving Dallas.

20

contain detailed information to inform you of your

21

rights and provide information about the TxDOT

22

right-of-way acquisition process.

Brochures titled, The Purchase of

These materials

23

(Slide 16.)

24

TxDOT historians evaluated historic-age

25

structures constructed prior to 1978 and found that
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1

there were no structures that that would meet

2

eligibility criteria for listing on the National

3

Register of Historic Places.

4

A background archeological study concluded

5

that the project will have no effect on archeological

6

historic properties.

7

this time.

No further work is recommended at

8

(Slide 17.)

9

A majority of the project area is outside

10

FEMA designated 100-year-flood hazard areas.

The only

11

flood hazard area is associated with an intermittent

12

tributary to Buffalo Creek.

13

this project would be in accordance with current TxDOT

14

policies.

The hydraulic design for

15

(Slide 18.)

16

The proposed project would result in the

17

permanent fill of, approximately, 0.19 acres of streams

18

associated with waters of the U.S.

19

would be authorized under a Clean Water Act, Section

20

404, Nationwide Permit 14.

Regulated activities

21

(Slide 19.)

22

There were no sites considered to be an

23
24
25

environmental risk to the proposed project.
Any unanticipated hazardous materials
impacts encountered during project construction and the
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1

site already discovered shall be addressed in accordance

2

with regulatory requirements and TxDOT standard

3

specifications.

4

(Slide 20.)

5

A Traffic Noise Analysis was conducted in

6

accordance with TxDOT's FHWA-approved 2011 Guidelines

7

for Analysis and Abatement of Roadway Traffic Noise.

8
9

Based on the analysis, six receptors are
expected to be impacted by noise.

Noise abatement

10

options were considered for these receptors in

11

accordance with TxDOT and FHWA criteria.

12

determined that noise barriers would be feasible and

13

reasonable for the three of the six impacted receivers

14

representing 29 single-family residences and, therefore,

15

are proposed for incorporation into the project.

It was

16

(Slide 21.)

17

Based on the studies thus far, the

18

environmental investigations indicate that the proposed

19

project would have no significant impacts on the quality

20

of the human environment.

21

environmental documents to either update them or address

22

the needs of the state and federal agencies.

23

Revisions may also result from

Revisions may be made to the

24

considerations of public comments received during the

25

comment period.

After all necessary revisions are
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1

provided, a categorical exclusion determination is

2

anticipated for this project.

3

(Slide 22.)

4

The public comment period for the proposed

5

project ends July 15, 2020.

6

Public hearing, documentation of this public hearing

7

will be reviewed by TxDOT for final environmental

8

clearance and design approval.

9

Following this Virtual

If there are no major issues arising from

10

this hearing that cannot be addressed in a reasonable

11

time frame, final environmental clearance is expected by

12

summer 2020.

13

The project has an anticipated ready-to-let

14

date of 2022.

15

approximately, three years.

16
17

Construction is anticipated to last for,

This concludes the environmental evaluation
portion of the presentation.

18

(Slide 23.)

19

As mentioned earlier, comments will be

20

accepted in four ways, which are outlined on this slide.

21

All comments will be fully considered and responded to

22

in the project record and made part of the final

23

environmental document for this proposed project.

24
25

This document will then be made available
for public review online at www.keepitmovingdallas.com
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1

under Upcoming Public Hearing/Meeting, and www.TxDOT.gov

2

by searching Hearings and Meetings Schedule.

3

All of your statements, comments, and

4

questions will be given careful consideration before

5

final design features are determined.

6

information developed for the proposed design is

7

available for public inspection and copying at

8

www.keepitmovingdallas.com under Upcoming Public

9

Hearing/Meeting, or on www.TxDOT.gov by searching

10

Additionally, all

Hearings and Meetings Schedule.

11

As a reminder, all comments must be

12

received or postmarked by July 15, 2020.

13

(Slide 24.)

14

Ladies and gentlemen, we sincerely

15

appreciate your attendance and interest concerning the

16

proposed design of the FM 1641/548 Project.

17

questions, comments, and concerns will receive careful

18

consideration.

19
20
21

Thank you.
presentation.

Your

This concludes the formal

We are now adjourned.
(End of slides.)

22
23
24
25
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1

STATE OF TEXAS

)

2

COUNTY OF DALLAS

)

3
4

This is to certify that I, Christine Simons,

5

Certified Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of

6

Texas, hereby certify that the preceding is a verbatim

7

transcript to the best of my ability of the Virtual

8

Public Hearing Slideshow Presentation, and that I am

9

neither counsel for, related to, nor employed by any of

10

the parties or attorneys in the action in which this

11

proceeding was taken, and further that I am not

12

financially or otherwise interested in its outcome.

13

CERTIFIED TO BY ME this 14th day of July,

14

2020.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

___________________________
Christine Simons, Texas CSR 11181
Expiration Date: 7/31/2021
Collins Realtime Reporting
325 North St. Paul Street
Suite 2575
Dallas, Texas 75201
214-220-2449

24
25
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F. Comments Received

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641

#1
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 6:57:28 PM
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 7:06:41 PM
00:09:13
76.236.252.174

Page 1: Virtual Public Meeting Comment Form
Q1
COMMENTS:
I'm concerned about the properties on the east side of 1641.
as you are traveling south, not all entrances to properties are available, it looks as if you would have to proceed to the next intersection,
and make a U-Turn. With no traffic control at hese intersections, isn't that causing a traffic hazard, making a u-turn, then having to get
back to cruising speed in front of on coming traffic, only to slow down and turn with no turn lane to get out of the traffic flow. Why not
remove the traffic median, and build the road like the section from I-20 to FM148 with a center turn lane, or install turn intervals in the
median at all property entrances??

Q2

None of the above apply to me.

(Texas Transportation Code, §201.811(a)(5): Check each
of the following boxes that apply to you:
Q3
Name:
Robert Wood

Q4
Address:
9200 DOUGLAS CIR

Q5
Phone:

1/4

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641

Q6
Email:

2/4

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641

#2
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 01, 2020 1:26:36 PM
Wednesday, July 01, 2020 1:34:45 PM
00:08:09
99.113.165.180

Page 1: Virtual Public Meeting Comment Form
Q1
COMMENTS:
I approve and support the FM 1641 from FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from FM 1641 to US 80 Project because it will widen the
roadway from 2 lanes to 4 lanes with turn lanes.

Q2
(Texas Transportation Code, §201.811(a)(5): Check each
of the following boxes that apply to you:

I could benefit monetarily from the project or other item
about which I am commenting.

Q3
Name:
Jackson Hurst

Q4
Address:
4216 Cornell Crossing

Q5
Phone:

Q6
Email:

3/4

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641

#3
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Sunday, July 05, 2020 12:06:11 PM
Sunday, July 05, 2020 12:10:30 PM
00:04:18
70.134.35.246

Page 1: Virtual Public Meeting Comment Form
Q1
COMMENTS:
OUR CONCERN IS NOISE FROM 548 AND 1641 NOISE AS NO IS A CONCERN AT NIGHT, TREATED AS A DRAG STRIP NOW
MOTORCYCLES AND CARS TRAT IT AS A DROG STRIP
WOULD LIKE TO SEE A NOISE BARRIER GO UP
MUCH LIKE OTHER AREAS OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Q2

None of the above apply to me.

(Texas Transportation Code, §201.811(a)(5): Check each
of the following boxes that apply to you:
Q3
Name:
CLIFTON C. CHAPMAN

Q4
Address:
925 WHITE PORCH AVE.

Q5
Phone:

Q6
Email:

4/4

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641 - Responses | S...

÷

Page 1 of 2

SIGN UP FREE

w

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548
from US 80 to FM 1641
QUESTION SUMMARIES

Respondent #4 –

“

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

”

COMPLETE

Started:

Tuesday, July 14, 2020 5:22:14 PM

Last Modified:

Tuesday, July 14, 2020 5:25:47 PM

Time Spent:

00:03:33

IP Address:

107.77.200.72

Page 1: Virtual Public Meeting Comment Form
Q1
COMMENTS:
How can we guarantee that the widths of our existing residential driveway stay the same? We have to pull in 40'
cattle trailers and need to ensure the mouth (part that touches FM1641) remains as wide or wider than the
existing. I would like something in writing with measurements saying the exact opening sizes.

Q2
(Texas Transportation Code, §201.811(a)(5): Check each of the following boxes that apply to you:
None of the above apply to me.

Q3
Name:
Robert Herold

Q4
Address:
12382 FM 1641

Q5
Phone:

Q6
Email:

Powered by

Share Link

Check out our sample surveys and create your own now!
Tweet
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-X7YJ32537/
COPY
Share

https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-X7YJ32537/browse/

4 responses

7/15/2020

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641 - Responses | S...

÷

Share Link

Page 2 of 2

SIGN UP FREE

Share Tweet
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-X7YJ32537/
COPY

Share

https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-X7YJ32537/browse/

w

4 responses

7/15/2020

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641 - Responses | S...

÷

Page 1 of 2

SIGN UP FREE

w

FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548
from US 80 to FM 1641
QUESTION SUMMARIES

Respondent #5 –

“

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

”

COMPLETE

Started:

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:23:04 PM

Last Modified:

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:25:22 PM

Time Spent:

00:02:18

IP Address:

45.20.138.181

Page 1: Virtual Public Meeting Comment Form
Q1
COMMENTS:
The 2045 Build/No Build Alternative videos clearly show that there is no need for any improvement between
Helms Trail and Interstate Highway 20. Looking at the No Build video from 2:39 to 3:32, there is very little traffic,
and in fact, less traffic than in the Improvement video. Looking at the Build video from 2:39 to 3:32, there is
actually less traffic. However, looking at 3:07 – 3:15, it clearly shows the homes on the right are losing a large
portion of their land, reducing their lot size to less than 1 acre, which is not acceptable for homes with a single
septic system and not on a city sewer system.
In addition, Traffic Noise Analysis Report clearly indicates that these same properties will be impacted to the
extent that a noise reducing structure/wall is warranted (see R23 and R24). However, there is not enough money
to build one there. There is enough money apparently, to allow for a noise reduction wall in zone R1, R2 and R4,
which this study shows will result in less of a noise increase. This clearly indicates the taxpayers living in homes
in R23, R24 and R13 do not deserve the same accommodations as those who have smaller lots and pay less per
property as do those in zone R1, R2 and R4. This effectively penalizes homeowners who have larger property to
not be able to enjoy their property as those with smaller properties because of $5,967 per property cost
difference. As the taxpayers that live next door to R24, and who will undoubtedly notice an increase in traffic
noise from the already loud traffic noise, I would like this plan to be revised and the noise barrier project be
constructed in areas R24 and R23.
Looking again at R24, I would be interested to hear which of the planners who are accepting these plans would
like to live in that house with the 4-lane highway that close to their home. The planners do understand that this
is not residential traffic, that transport trucks, motorcycles and other vehicles driving at speeds of 55mph are
travelling down this highway. I refer to the Community Impacts Assessment Technical Report.
The report states, “Residential Displacements If residential displacements would occur, answer all the questions
in this section and proceed to Section G. a. How many residences would be displaced (including those that would
be impacted in a manner that would prevent them from being occupied because of loss of parking or access,
etc.)? What types of residences would be displaced (e.g., single-family homes, apartments, duplexes, etc.)?
N/A.” Please consider again home WB51 on ROLL 3 of the Roll index. The conditions of the property being
reduced to less than the acre required to sustain an individual septic system, the proximity of the roadway to the
home without a noise barrier, and the new plan for the driveway are all unacceptable. In addition, the roadway
coming this close to the residences in this area will reduce the property values, and in turn, the amount of
property taxes that will be paid when properties get reassessed once the project begins, let alone when it is
completed.

Q2
(Texas Transportation Code, §201.811(a)(5): Check each of the following boxes that apply to you:
None of the above apply to me.

Q3
Name:
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Address:
13033 Amber Meadow Drive, Forney, TX 75126

Q5
Phone:
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Email:
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FM 1641 From F M 548 to FM 148 and FM 548
from US 80 to FM 1641
QUESTION SUMMARIES

Respondent #6 –

“

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

”

COMPLETE

Started:

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 9:22:33 PM

Last Modified:

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 9:23:20 PM

Time Spent:

00:00:47

IP Address:

108.192.29.167

Page 1: Virtual Public Meeting Comment Form
Q1
COMMENTS:
First, let me say I agree with the expansion of 1641. The road is dangerous & getting more congested by the day.
I’m somewhat concerned about the noise this will bring, but my biggest concern is with shared path that will
introduce slower moving elements…people walking or riding bikes.
I live at 1349 W Alamosa. My house backs up to 1641 across from the Exxon and Sonic.
I moved out here to escape the crime in the city & pay a lot of taxes for it. Winners Circle is very safe. We can
walk about the complex, leave our garage doors and blinds open with little risk of people looking into our yards,
garages or stealing.
Today…
•

the speed limit is 55 mph with most cars travelling much faster

•

no one walks or rides a bike on the road unless they have to, thus the amount of people looking into one’s

yard is very limited
Tomorrow….
•

The shared path will now be very close to the back yards of all houses on Alamosa

•

This introduces people walking or riding a bike, moving much slower than auto traffic

•

The risk of people looking into our yards and homes increases significantly

•

This also increases the risk to our pets…and most of us have dogs

From what I read on the Traffic Noise Analysis Report, there will be only 1 noise barrier down by 548.
They already have a brick wall…we just have a wrought iron fence
Please consider what could be done for the homes on Alamosa…
•

Is there a cheaper alternative than a noise barrier to simply block the view into our homes from the shared

path?
•

What about the homes around 20, Exxon and Sonic?

•

This is a more commercial area so could a partial noise barrier be considered?

•

Then farther down 1641 a barrier that blocks views into our homes?

I’m sure you have a lot of feedback from the many residents that are impacted.

We have to live here after the

work is done, and need to balance needs of the community with protecting our investment.
Your consideration is appreciated.
Thanks
Becky Barrett
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None of the above apply to me.

Q3
Name:
Becky Barrett

Q4
Address:
1349 W Alamosa Dr

Q5
Phone:

Q6
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nelson Underwood
Christine Polito
FW: CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
Monday, June 29, 2020 1:39:53 PM
1641 Expansion 20200629.pdf

Christine,
            Here is a letter from Mr. Wood.
Nelson
From: Robert Wood
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 11:33 AM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Subject: CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Please allow me to submit an observation on the proposed redesign of this roadway…
Thanks,
Robert Wood
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

June 29, 2020
Nelson Underwood, P.E.
TxDOT Project Manager
214-320-6628
RE: 1641 Expansion, CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
Mr. Underwood
I understand that the notice of a virtual hearing, and proposed maps of the expansion are not final,
thank goodness.
I live on the east end of Douglas Circle, and I know I am a little part of this project, however after
looking over the proposed map of the project I have several concerns for most of the residents and
commercial properties along each side of the proposed reconstruction.
The divided highway is a nice touch, but why?? If you install the highway with this design, 75% of the
residences on the east side of the roadway cannot make a left turn into their street or driveway, if they
are traveling southbound from Forney, they will have to go to the next major intersection, and make a
U-Turn, against traffic, so they then can make a turn into their street or driveway. I thought the
expansion was to reduce traffic hazards and improve traffic flow, this seems to be adding problems,
not erasing them.. Why not get rid of the divided highway, and go ahead with the 4-lane traffic flow,
but add a center turn lane, it seems to work in other parts of Texas, and doesn’t require as much real
estate. Then the property owners you are imposing eminent domain on will be able to “swallow the
crap” a little easier.
And speaking of property owners, those along 1641, in the Shamrock Subdivision, why should they
be subjected to losing 50 to 90 feet, of their property, is what I read from the maps proposed, just
because of a waterline, on the west side of the highway, where it s agricultural property, not residential.
I understand it is because you don’t want to build over the line? Well sir, are you going to move the
bridge at I-20, you are building over it there, and what about coming out of Forney, where it comes
along 1641 at 548, you are building over it all the way until you get past Henderson Elementary
School. If you can build over it to here, why not most of the way? Again getting rid of the pretty
Divided Highway would give back 30 to 40 ft of property, you don’t need.. At Helms trail, your divided
highway is taking 30 feet from the front of the Daycare/preschool there, cutting their drive way, and
again, no entrance for the southbound traffic, they would have to go to the back entrance off Helms
Trail, or make a U-Turn at Helms Trail, against traffic..
I understand that the design of the highway is supposed to give equal consideration to all property
owners along the ROW, but this plan does not, because of the waterline, which you have proposed
building over a third of the way already.
Granted beauty would be nice, but who is going to maintain that beauty, and at whose expense? Why
the state, at the tax payers expense of course. And how much is the price of this expansion going to be,
and how much is going to be rolled back to the taxpayers??

And another thing, the bridge at I-20, there is not enough road way beneath the bridges to put the in
divided highway, I don’t think there is enough to put in four lanes, much less the fifth for a turn lane,
so does this mean the bridges will have to be rebuilt too, and again, how much is that going to cost??
And the bypass around St Martins Church, again why is it so far west of the original roadway, is it
because of the offset that you put in 1641 because of the waterline, which you are on top of going
under I-20??
Please, reconsider these plans, consider the property owners investments in their property, and the HOA
investment, that may have to increase dues if their perimeter boundary fences have to be moved, look
at getting rid of the divided highway, going with four lanes of flowing traffic, and a center turn lane. It
should reduce the cost, both in construction and maintenance.
Thank you for your time and consideration..
Robert Wood

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nelson Underwood
RE: FM 1641 road construction
Friday, July 17, 2020 2:46:42 PM

Mr. Herold,
            Thank you for your interest in the FM 1641 roadway improvement project. I will
answer all of your questions below in red. If you have any further questions or concerns you
can contact me directly.
Regards,
Nelson L. Underwood, P.E., MSPM
Project Manager/Team Lead
Project Development Office (PDO)
Dallas District

Texas Department of Transportation
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150-6643
Office: (214) 320-6628
Fax: (214) 320-4470
Email Address: Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov
From: Robert Herold
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 5:50 PM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Subject: FM 1641 road construction
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

I would like to submit additional comments. I submitted some via the survey but did not realize I
could only submit one question.
1. If the projected noise survey is incorrect and the noise is higher than expected how is this handled
in the future?
                Response: The noise analysis is modeled on the current traffic models and future traffic
models. A 2% growth rate or higher is applied to try and accommodate variations in the traffic
models however we never can predict actual traffic numbers.
2. Can a metal pipe fence be put up and painted. This would help add some uniformity to the few
single family houses that this road affects?
                Response: During the appraisal process the fence that you have along the frontage of FM
1641 will be appraised and a value will be assigned to it. A metal pipe fence would be considered a
betterment the what is in place today and the additional cost would be borne by the property
owner.
3. It seems like the new road will be lower then our properties? As per my understanding of the

drawing, the water will need to flow over the sidewalk then 2 ft of grass and over the curb in order
to drain. If this is the case then this can cause pooling of water on the sidewalks?
                Response: You are correct in that the proposed roadway will be lower than the existing
roadway as it exists today. The intent is to have the water that falls within the right-of-way to flow
to the sidewalk, over the curb and be collected in a storm drain system to the nearest outfall. The
sidewalks have to be sloped at a maximum of 2% toward the curb however we like to set the cross
slope of the sidewalk at 1.5% so that we do not exceed the maximum allowable for pedestrian
facilities.
4. How long at any given time will we not be able to access our house or be without water due to the
water line being moved?
                Response: During construction the contractor has to maintain access and utilities
throughout construction. If the water line has to be moved and service reestablished it would only
be the amount of time needed to disconnect you form the old service line and connect you to the
new service line.
5. A new survey of the property will need to be provided to us describing the new property lines. It
will need to be a certified survey.
                Response: Before right-of-way is to be acquired, a parcel map will be drawn up showing
the entire parcel and what will be acquired. It will be signed and sealed by a registered land
surveyor.
6. When the city put utilities in a few years ago the contractors did not put the property back as they
found it. There were many damages after about 6 months they finally fixed but it was a painful
process that we felt helpless about. When the fence is removed, how long will it take to get the new
fence in? I can assume that a new fence will be installed and finished prior to removing the old one?

            Response: When you have reached a settled value for the land to be acquired and the
value of the fence, water connection fees, etc. the state will issue payment for the agreed
amount. It will be the property owner to install the new fence prior to construction of the
roadway. Any grading that has to occur for your driveway outside of the right-of-way limits
will be something that you will have to work with the contractor to give him permission to do
the work needed to make your driveway whole again.
7. Also will we have a responsive point of contact that we can call with issues as they arise?
                Response: When construction begins the pint of contact will be with the TxDOT Kaufman
County Area Office. The contact person should be Nicholas Wadlington
(Nicholas.Wadlington@txdot.gov) (972) 962-7214.
These comments are for both 12400 and 12382 FM 1641.
Thanks
Robert Herold

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nelson Underwood
RE: FM 1641 Road Improvement Project, Kaufman County
Wednesday, July 01, 2020 4:28:41 PM
image002.png

Ms. Davis,
            Thank you for your interest in the FM 1641 project and your comments below. I will
answer your comments in RED.
Regards,
Nelson L. Underwood, P.E., MSPM
Project Manager/Team Lead
Project Development Office (PDO)
Dallas District

Texas Department of Transportation
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150-6643
Office: (214) 320-6628
Fax: (214) 320-4470
Email Address: Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov

From: Angel Davis
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 12:57 PM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Subject: FM 1641 Road Improvement Project, Kaufman County
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

I have mentioned this to y’all a number of times but never get a reply or see a change. So here it goes
again with a photo to help you see what area I am talking about.
Trinity Meadows Dr. is an exit ONLY street with a sliding gate. You do not need a turn lane into Trinity
Meadows from the Northbound lanes of FM 1641. Trinity Meadows is not wide enough for two cars to
pass.

            Response: Even though Trinity Meadows is an exist only we have to provide a median
opening for those that want to make a left turn out of the development. The continuous left turn
lane is for those people on the other side of FM 1641 that want to turn left and go south on FM
1641. Trinity Meadows is just the location where we stop the continuous left turn lane before we
reach IH 20.
There is no culvert under Trinity Meadows in your plan. Do y’all plan to remove the current culvert and
just let the water that runs out of our gated neighborhood into the FM 1641 drainage channel back up
into our neighborhood? There is no concrete lined culvert proposed behind properties EB 22,EB23,
EB24, EB25. Those lots will flood if you do not provide drainage behind them.

            Response: As part of the preliminary engineering we have looked at the drainage along

the corridor of FM 1641. The intent of this project is to eliminate the existing ditch and replace it
with a concrete lined channel in a new location behind the proposed sidewalk and in front of the
existing right-of-way line. The culvert at Trinity Meadows Dr. would be eliminated because of
the widening of FM 1641. The final drainage pattern with culverts as necessary will be
determined in the development of the detailed design plans for the roadway.
The exit gate on Trinity Meadows Dr is at the location of the current fence line. There will not be
enough clearance to pass through the exit gate before a car is already on FM 1641. Do y’all plan to
provide us, Winners Circle HOA, a solution to our exit gate and clearance? The perimeter fence and
gates surrounding our neighborhood belong to the HOA. Further down FM 1641 going toward FM 148
is LoneStar Blvd. Lonestar is our neighborhood one and only entrance point with gates.

            Response: During the development of the detailed design plans, if the gates need to be
moved further onto Trinity Meadows Dr. those adjustments will be made at that time.
In your purple construction area of Lonestar, we have a monument sign. Will y’all be relocating our sign
or working around it? Will someone be contacting the HOA Board at anytime to negotiate any of the
things?

            Response: Any monument signs or fencing or gates will be relocated. During the ROW
acquisition phase of the project the appraisers will be contacting all of the property owners along
the corridor along with the HOA to assess the impacts that the construction of the project will
have on the fencing, monument sign, gates, etc. and come up with plan to mitigate those impacts.
It seem like y’all are catering to the Exxon stations needs and ignoring the neighborhood needs.

            Response: It is TxDOT’s goal to take into account all the needs of the property owners
along the corridor.
Thanks
Angel Davis
Winners Circle HOA BOD

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nelson Underwood
Christine Polito
Dan Perge
FW: Statement of Support
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:44:21 AM
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Christine,
            Attached is a letter of support from COG on the FM 1641 project.
Nelson
From: Cecile Grady
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Cc: Samuel Simmons
Subject: Statement of Support
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Please find attached a Statement of Support for FM 1641 from FM 548 to FM 148 and FM 548 from
FM 1641 to US 80.
Thank you,
Cile Grady
Senior Administrative Assistant
North Central Texas Council of Governments
616 Six Flags Drive I Arlington, TX 76011

Find us on social media
  

   

  

  NCTCOGtrans

Statement of Support
FM 1641 from FM 548 to FM 148
FM 548 from FM 1641 to US 80
Submitted on July 6, 2020 by the Regional Transportation Council and the
North Central Texas Council of Governments, together serving as the
Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Dallas-Fort Worth area

Kaufman County continues to experience a portion of the extensive population growth occurring within the North
Central Texas region. This growth is creating greater demands on area roadways and causing undesirable
congested conditions within multiple cities. In northwest Kaufman County, FM 1641 and FM 548 together form a
key transportation corridor that serves as a principal route for local commuters and provides access to other
regional highways and transportation facilities. The proposed reconstruction and widening of FM 1641 and FM 548
will help to address congested conditions on local roadways and will provide additional capacity and connectivity in
the region between the cities of Forney and Talty.
Today, the Dallas-Fort Worth area is the fourth-largest metropolitan area in the United States with over 7 million
people. By 2045, the region is projected to have a population of over 11 million. Additional roadway capacity will be
needed at numerous strategic locations to meet the growing demand from both passenger vehicles and truck
freight movements. The recommended improvements to these sections of FM 1641 and FM 548 are consistent
with the policies and programs of Mobility 2045: The Metropolitan Transportation Plan for North Central Texas.
Because of the regional importance of this project, the North Central Texas Council of Governments is willing to
provide any assistance in the planning, design, and implementation of this project.

Contact:
Amanda Wilson, AICP
Public Involvement Manager

Samuel Simmons
Senior Transportation Planner

--About the Regional Transportation Council
The Regional Transportation Council (RTC) of the North Central Texas Council of Governments has served as the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) for regional transportation planning in the Dallas-Fort Worth area since 1974. The MPO works in cooperation with the
region’s transportation providers to address the complex transportation needs of the rapidly growing metropolitan area. The 12-county
Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Planning Area includes Collin, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Hunt, Hood, Johnson, Kaufman, Parker, Rockwall,
Tarrant and Wise counties. The RTC’s 44 members include local elected or appointed officials from the metropolitan area and
representatives from each of the area’s transportation providers. More information can be found at www.nctcog.org.
About the North Central Texas Council of Governments
The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) is a voluntary association of local governments established in 1966 to assist
local governments in planning for common needs, cooperating for mutual benefit, and coordinating for sound regional development.
NCTCOG's purpose is to strengthen both the individual and collective power of local governments and to help them recognize regional
opportunities, eliminate unnecessary duplication, and make joint decisions. NCTCOG serves a 16-county region of North Central Texas,
which is centered around the two urban centers of Dallas and Fort Worth. Currently, NCTCOG has 240 member governments including 16
counties, 167 cities, 19 school districts, and 27 special districts.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nelson Underwood
RE: Expansion FM 1641 CSJs:1217-0109 and 2588-01-020
Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:12:58 PM

Ms. Cardona,
            Thank you for your showing your interest in the FM 1641 project. I will be responding
to your concerns and questions listed below in red. If you have any further questions after my
response please contact me.
Regards,
Nelson L. Underwood, P.E., MSPM
Project Manager/Team Lead
Project Development Office (PDO)
Dallas District

Texas Department of Transportation
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150-6643
Office: (214) 320-6628
Fax: (214) 320-4470
Email Address: Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov
From: Cardona's Insurance
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Subject: Expansion FM 1641 CSJs:1217-0109 and 2588-01-020
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Underwood,
My name is Christina Cardona I live at 1027 E Alamosa Dr, Terrell, Texas 75160, my back
yard is adjacent to FM 1641.
(Winner Circle Neighborhood corner of Lone Star and Alamosa)
My questions and concerns are the following
1. How many feet is the highway going to be from my property?

Response: The existing right-of-way will remain where it is today. The proposed
pavement edge is going to be approximately 35’ from the existing edge of roadway
that exists today.
2. Is there going to be a privacy fence?
Response: The fence that exists today will not be replaced. It is my understanding that
the existing fence is maintained by the HOA and would only be affected if right-ofway would have been acquired on your side of FM 1641.
3. Is there going to be reduced speed limit?
Response: The current posted speed limit on FM 1641 is 55 mph and the proposed

design speed limit is 45 mph. After the project has been constructed there will be a
speed study performed and the roadway will be posted based upon the 85th percentile
of the average daily speed.
4. Is Traffic Lights in leu of stop signs at the intersection of Hwy I-20 and FM 1641 are
going to be installed?
Response: There is a project that is looking at the improvements to the IH 20 corridor
which will include the frontage roads and FM 1641. With this project traffic signals
will not be proposed at this time. During the schematic (preliminary engineering
phase) traffic signals are not designed but is considered in the development of the
construction plans. Proposed signals will also have to meet traffic warrant studies to
qualify as well.
5. Is 18 Wheelers are going to be permitted to drive that route?
Response: TxDOT cannot prohibit large truck traffic along the corridor and we try to
accommodate ruck traffic in the design of the corridor.
6. Drainage from our neighborhood Winner Circle?
Response: Drainage will be handled by collecting everything within the pavement area
of FM 6141 and any outside drainage from Winners Circle subdivision will be carried
proposed concrete lined channel that will run parallel to FM 1641.
(Lone Star and Alamosa almost floods when heavy rains falls)
I appreciate your response
Sincerely

Christina Cardona

The information contained in this message and any attachments may contain
personal, private, protected, confidential and/or privileged information and is
intended only for the use of the designated recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, please do not read, copy, distribute, use or disclose it to anyone else. If
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by replying to this
message and then deleting it from your computer or records.
Thank you.

Hello my name is Rhoda Morrow. I live at 1116 Nicole Lane in Forney, Texas. My house is
about 16 yards from my house to the street where y’all are going to be doing reconstruction.
Anything taken will be too close to my house and no large reduction would be adequate enough
to muffle the noise in my bedroom. Also, this will significantly reduce my property value. I
would like more information about how this will impact me. I would like a call back regarding
how this will impact me and my property. A noise reduction will not keep the noise out. I have
MS, multiple sclerosis, and I have other health problems that I need more peace and quiet in my
home. Like I once said, my house is on the street of 1641. You may reach me, I would
appreciate a call back at
Thank you so much. Rhonda Morrow.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Nelson Underwood
Christine Polito
Dan Perge
RE: FM 1641 public comment
Friday, July 17, 2020 2:59:28 PM

Christine,
            I had received a phone call and voice message from Ms. Morrow. We spoke and I
explained to her what would be happening with her property (which is nothing) and gave her
some general information of project length, timing etc. She was satisfied with the answers.
Nelson
From: Christine Polito
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:10 AM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Cc: Dan Perge <Dan.Perge@txdot.gov>
Subject: FW: FM 1641 public comment
Nelson,
This verbal comment requests a call back. Can you please call her?
Thanks,
Christine
From: Katrina Harrison [mailto:katrina@civilassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:07 AM
To: Christine Polito <Christine.Polito@txdot.gov>; jonathan@civilassociates.com
Cc: Barry Heard <bheard@ltraengineers.com>; Nelson Underwood
<Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>; Dan Perge <Dan.Perge@txdot.gov>; Kara Huffman
<khuffman@ltraengineers.com>
Subject: RE: FM 1641 public comment
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

I believe we have all of the comments, but we will let you know if anything is missing. I just
checked and we received on verbal comment on Monday from Rhonda Morrow. I have
attached the transcribed voicemail and the mp3 file of the actual voicemail received.
Thanks,
Katrina

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nelson Underwood
RE: 11610 Nicole Ln Forney, TX
Monday, July 13, 2020 10:34:17 PM
11610 Nicole Ln Forney TX.msg
Morrow_FM1641_Approved Schematic.pdf

Ms. Morrow,
            Thank you for your interest in the FM 1641 project. I have attached a snippet of the
proposed alignment and improvements to FM 1641 and by the pdf attached we (TxDOT ) will
not be impacting your property in the least. If there is any ROW that would be acquired off of
your property it would be very minimal because the majority of the ROW required would be
off the south side of FM 1641.
            If you have any more questions please feel free to contact me. Thank you.
Regards,
Nelson L. Underwood, P.E., MSPM
Project Manager/Team Lead
Project Development Office (PDO)
Dallas District

Texas Department of Transportation
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150-6643
Office: (214) 320-6628
Fax: (214) 320-4470
Email Address: Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov

From: Rhonda Morrow
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Subject: 11610 Nicole Ln Forney, TX
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I am forwarding this letter in response to the construction project on FM 1641 in Forney. I will be
sending more information. I have been sick and was unable to attend the virtual meeting.
I left a message with your district office and would appreciate a call back today.
Respectfully,
Rhonda Morrow

Sent from my iPhone

To Whom It May Concern:
Rhonda Morrow and I met while watching my daughter and her niece practice gymnastics at
our local gym. At the time I had just moved here from South Carolina and was new in town. I
could tell right away we would quickly become friends as Rhonda was so nice and welcoming.
During the time that I have known her, Rhonda has been a very active citizen in the Kaufman
County community. Rhonda manages back to school drives each year for Kaufman County kids,
a turkey giveaway at Thanksgiving, an annual Hispanic program each year, and her famous
Black History Program which educates adults and students alike. The success of these events
for our county has had to do with Rhonda’s ability to organize dozens of volunteers, sponsors,
and donors for these critical programs in our community. Her passion for helping others,
combined with her organization and drive makes her a star in our community by which each of
us should compare ourselves.
Rhonda is one of the most dedicated, hardworking, and innovative people I’ve had the pleasure
of being around. She is compassionate, kind, and never misses the opportunity to help others.
Rhonda lives on a fixed income as she is on disability as she lives with the debilitating disease of
Multiple Sclerosis (MS). When I heard that she will lose her home due to eminent domain I was
crushed. My main concern for Rhonda given her fixed income is her ability to afford another
home in the same community she has loved and supported for the past several decades.
Kaufman County needs to support Rhonda in the way this citizen has continued to support our
neighbors, kids, and community leaders by providing her with enough compensation to
purchase a new home and still live within her fixed income.
If Rhonda is forced to move to another county in order to remain within her fixed income it
would be a tremendous loss of an advocate for this growing community.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Denise Abart

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nelson Underwood
RE: Noise abatement for St Martin"s Catholic Church
Friday, July 17, 2020 8:48:19 AM
fhwahep18065.pdf

Mr. Rangel,
            Thank you for your interest in the FM 1641 project and expressing your concerns. I
will be glad to address your concern. I have attached the FHWA Noise Measurement
Handbook to this email for your reference. This handbook and other guidelines from FHWA
are what we have to follow in all the projects we work on from an environmental side of
things.
            When doing a noise study for any roadway project to determine the decibel level at a
particular location TxDOT prefers to use exterior locations and not interior locations. The
characteristics of sound waves are such that when that sound wave hits a hard object (wall,
glass window, etc.) the noise level is reduced from what it was on the other side of that
barrier. In the case of interior noise levels there are other factors that contribute to the
reduction in noise levels and those are things as carpet, interior walls, curtains, etc..
            In the case of your church facility, there were two interior receivers modelled (the two
buildings closest to FM 1641) and one outside receiver at the Gaga Ball pit. The noise levels
from the existing traffic volumes and the projected traffic volumes does not approach the
Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC) for any of the three receivers. Based upon these findings it
was determined that noise abatement would not be reasonable or feasible.
            If you have any further questions or concerns please contact me via the contact
information listed below.
Regards,
Nelson L. Underwood, P.E., MSPM
Project Manager/Team Lead
Project Development Office (PDO)
Dallas District

Texas Department of Transportation
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150-6643
Office: (214) 320-6628
Fax: (214) 320-4470
Email Address: Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov
From: Tony Rangel
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Nelson Underwood <Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov>
Subject: Noise abatement for St Martin's Catholic Church
This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize

the sender and know the content is safe.

Sir,
I would like to express concern regarding increased noise levels which will result from the expanded
FM1641 and the new turn lane that will route traffic off of IH20 to FM1641.
The Noise Analysis Report, R25 Saint Martin of Tours Catholic Church (gaga ball pit) (page 6 of 9)
indicates that the noise level measurement may have been taken at a location that is not
representative of what will be experienced by parishioners inside our church building which is next
to the FM1641/IH20 intersection. The gaga ball pit is several hundred feet from FM1641. I believe
current and future noise levels will be greater than recorded and predicted in the study.
I would ask for further review of this and your consideration of noise abatement
for our house of worship.
Thank you.
-Tony Rangel
St Martin of Tours Catholic Church
Facilities Coordinator
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Introduction
Noise is an important environmental consideration for highway planners and designers.
Transportation agencies measure different aspects of highway noise to determine or predict
community impacts during urban planning or to conduct research that support their programs.
Precise, uniform, field measurement practice allows for valid comparison of results from similar
studies performed by a variety of transportation practitioners and researchers.
This handbook provides best-practice guidance on recognizing which measurement methodologies
apply to which project type (Section 1.0), how to plan a noise measurement program (Section 2.0),
descriptions of measurement methodologies and related considerations (Sections 3.0-15.0),
terminology (Section 16.0, Appendix A) and measurement instrumentation (Section 17.0, Appendix
B) related to highway traffic noise, example report documentation for measurements (Section 18.0,
Appendix C), and supporting material for various methodologies (Sections 19.0-21.0, Appendices
D-F). Sections 3.0 and 4.0 are directly applicable to the conduct of traffic noise studies required by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) noise regulation in 23 CFR 772.1 Section 22 is a
bibliography.
The information provided in this handbook is based on the 1996 FHWA Measurement of HighwayRelated Noise,2 and is based upon current national and international standards and practice updates.
This handbook should be viewed as best-practice guidance and not direction as to how the
work must be done. Some project sponsors have established and use their own procedures,
which typically would be followed in the event of a conflict.

“Procedures for Abatement of Highway Traffic Noise and Construction Noise,” Code of Federal Regulations, Title 23,
Part 772 (23 CFR 772), Federal Register, Volume 75, Number 133, pages 39820-39839, July 13, 2010.
2 Measurement of Highway-Related Noise, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-5, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, DC,
1996.
1
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1.0 Project-Based Application of Measurement Methodologies
Typical highway noise evaluation projects range from Type I highway construction or reconstruction
projects3 to research supporting state highway agency (SHA) and Federal programs. Noise
evaluations comprise the application of several noise measurements, and there are several
measurement methodologies related to highway traffic noise. Methodology application depends on
the type of highway project. This section of the guidance document lists example projects and
applicable measurement methodologies and includes a brief explanation of potential applications.
Some of the measurement methods are essential to the project and some are not required but
benefit the project, as described below.
Type I Highway Construction or Reconstruction Project
1.1.1 Operational Noise Impacts

Table 1-1 shows the measurement methods applicable to determining operational noise impacts for
Type I highway construction or reconstruction projects. Existing noise measurements should be
conducted for these types of projects for two primary reasons: 1) to establish existing noise levels;
and 2) to validate the FHWA Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM). Measurement of noise sources
other than roadways/highways may be necessary for noise-sensitive areas that are exposed to
multimodal noise sources such as trains and aircraft; screening estimates or prediction methods may
suffice for consideration of these noise sources. Measurement of the influence of pavement on noise
in areas adjacent to roadways/highways may be helpful for validating the noise model and for
understanding pavement’s influence on the project. Measurement of existing vibration at highly
vibration-sensitive properties, such as recording studios, concert halls, or medical or research
facilities with vibration-sensitive equipment, may be warranted if a highway project results in train
tracks moving within Federal Transit Administration (FTA) vibration screening distances for these
types of receptors.4 Highway traffic is typically not a vibration issue due to operational vibration
source strengths and distances to structures, however, vibration measurements could be applicable if
a highway has planned road irregularities (e.g., bridge joints) close to sensitive structures.
Table 1-1: Measurement Methods Applicable to Operational Noise Impacts (Type I Highway
Construction or Reconstruction Projects)
Measurement Method
Determination of Existing Noise Levels
(Section 3.0)

Application to Project
 Establish existing noise levels to make substantial increase
determinations as part of the impact assessment for a proposed
highway project (particularly for new alignments).

The Federal Highway Administration noise regulation in 23 CFR 772 requires a state highway agency to study traffic
noise impacts for proposed Federal or Federal-aid highway projects defined as Type I, which includes several categories
involving construction at a new location or reconstruction of an existing highway that increases the number of throughtraffic lanes or significantly changes the horizontal or vertical alignment.
4 Screening distances for vibration found in Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTAVA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
3
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Measurement Method

Application to Project
 Validate FHWA TNM against measurements of traffic noise
levels to use model to predict existing and future worst-hour

Validation of the FHWA TNM (Section 4.0)

sound levels to make substantial increase determinations as part
of the impact assessment for a proposed highway project
(particularly for widenings or other reconstruction).
 Establish noise levels from other transportation sources for

Including Other Noise Sources (Section 5.0)

purposes of input to or validation of rail or aircraft noise models
or for combining with traffic noise.
 Determine the Outdoor-Indoor Noise Reduction for buildings for

Building Noise Level Reduction (Section 6.0)

certain types of land uses where interior noise impacts need to
be studied as part of a Type I highway project.

Determine Influence of Pavement:
 On tire-pavement noise (Section 11.0)

 Help validate FHWA TNM.

 On vehicle noise (Section 12.0)

 Gain understanding of influence of pavement on the project.

 On traffic noise (Section 13.0)
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)
 Help validate FHWA TNM.
Determine Influence of Ground:
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)

 Gain understanding of influence of various ground types on the
project.
 Establish existing vibration for highly vibration-sensitive
structures, if project causes train tracks to move within FTA

Existing Vibration (Section 7.0)

screening distance of these receptors or if highway is close and
has irregularities (e.g., bridge joints).

1.1.2 Noise Abatement Design

Table 1-2 shows the measurement methods applicable to noise abatement design for Type I
projects. Part of abatement design includes understanding noise sources other than those from the
project highway. These other sources could include nearby arterial roads, industrial noise, or train or
aircraft noise sources. Establishing existing sound levels with general information about where the
noise sources originate can help determine the effectiveness of a project’s mitigation design. Existing
noise barriers can influence noise abatement design; validating FHWA TNM with existing noise
barriers will help with noise abatement design for the project. Application of the building noise
reduction measurement method is recommended for cases where building insulation is being
considered for reducing indoor noise levels. Noise barrier insertion loss measurements are likely not
needed for a Type I project, but there may be circumstances that require understanding the effect of
existing barriers or that help establish future barrier effectiveness. Existing vibration measurements
may be needed for cases where vibration mitigation is being considered.
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Table 1-2: Measurement Methods Applicable to Noise Abatement Design (Type I Highway
Construction or Reconstruction Project)
Measurement Method
Determination of Existing Noise Levels
(Section 3.0)
Validation of the FHWA TNM (Section 4.0)

Application to Project
 Establish existing noise levels to help determine the
effectiveness of noise abatement measures.
 Validate FHWA TNM, particularly in the presence of existing
noise barriers.
 Establish existing noise levels from other transportation

Including Other Noise Sources (Section 5.0)

sources to determine their influence on noise abatement
measure effectiveness.
 Determine the Outdoor-Indoor Noise Reduction for buildings

Building Noise Reduction (Section 6.0)

for certain types of land uses where application of building
noise insulation is being considered.

Noise Barrier Insertion Loss (Section 9.0)

Existing Vibration (Section 7.0)

 Determine the effectiveness of an existing barrier on a
proposed reconstruction or widening project, if needed.
 Establish existing vibration to help determine the effectiveness
of vibration abatement measures.

1.1.3 Construction

Table 1-3 shows the measurement methods applicable to highway construction, whether it is new
construction or reconstruction. If needed, construction equipment noise and vibration levels can be
measured to help predict construction operational impacts, where the levels would be implemented
in construction noise or vibration prediction models or methods. Also, existing noise and vibration
levels can be established prior to construction; this may help to establish reasonable limits and
expectations during the construction phase, particularly for receivers that may be highly noise
sensitive or vibration sensitive. Construction noise mitigation might involve use of temporary noise
barriers or building sound insulation. In the former case, determining noise barrier insertion loss
may be desired. In the latter case, pre-insulation or post-insulation measurements could help
establish interior noise levels or the effectiveness of the insulation.
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Table 1-3: Measurement Methods Applicable to Highway Construction
Measurement Method

Application to Project
 Establish construction equipment noise and vibration levels to

Construction Equipment Noise and Vibration
(Section 8.0)

help predict construction operational impacts.
 Determine compliance with local noise ordinances, other
regulations, or construction contract specifications or special
provisions.

Determination of Existing Noise (Section 3.0)

Existing Vibration (Section 7.0)

 Establish preconstruction existing noise levels, possibly apply
to construction noise monitoring.
 Establish existing pre-construction vibration, possibly apply to
construction vibration monitoring.
 Determine interior noise levels due to construction activities.
 Determine the Outdoor-Indoor Noise Reduction for buildings

Building Noise Level Reduction (Section 6.0)

near construction sites where interior impacts are being
assessed or noise mitigation through sound insulation is
planned or has been implemented.

Noise Barrier Insertion Loss (Section 9.0)

 Determine the effectiveness of an existing or planned
construction noise barrier.

Existing Highways—Noise Barrier Needs or Complaint Investigations

Table 1-4 shows applicable measurement methods for projects that require evaluation of the need
for a noise barrier on an existing highway (Type II projects5) or for investigation of noise or
vibration complaints. Measuring the existing noise or vibration may be necessary to determine the
levels in relation to project sponsor or Federal limits or recommendations. It may also be necessary
to apply traffic noise modeling as part of the project, which would require model validation. In
addition, to determine if an existing barrier is functioning as intended, the noise barrier insertion loss
method applies.

The FHWA noise regulation in 23 CFR 772 defines a Type II project as a Federal or Federal-aid highway project for
noise abatement on an existing highway. It is assumed that no action is being taken on the highway that would be
categorized as a Type I project. The regulation provides a framework for the noise study for a Type II project.

5
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Table 1-4: Measurement Methods Applicable to Existing Highways—Evaluating the Need for a
Noise Barrier or Investigating Complaints
Measurement Method

Application to Project

Determination of Existing Noise (Section 3.0)

 Establish existing noise levels

Validation of the FHWA TNM (Section 4.0)

 Validate FHWA TNM.

Existing Vibration (Section 7.0)

 Establish existing vibration levels.

Noise Barrier Insertion Loss (Section 9.0)

 Determine the effectiveness of an existing barrier, if needed.
 Establish noise from other transportation sources to determine

Including Other Noise Sources (Section 5.0)

their influence on highway noise abatement effectiveness or the
general noise environment.

Including User-Defined Vehicles in the FHWA Traffic Noise Model

Table 1-5 shows the measurement methods applicable to creating vehicle noise emission levels for
input to the FHWA TNM. The intended application of the method is for vehicle types that differ
substantially from the five standard vehicle types contained in FHWA TNM (e.g., recreational
vehicles or electric vehicles). The method should not be used to input state-specific emission levels
for the five standard vehicle types. Understanding the influence of the ground type at the emissionlevel measurement site(s) may be helpful since ground type can affect measured emission levels; this
can be accomplished by applying a method that measures the ground’s influence.
Table 1-5: Measurement Methods Applicable to Including User-Defined Vehicles in FHWA TNM
Measurement Method

Application to Project
 Create a dataset of vehicle noise emission levels for the

Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (Section 10.0)

development of REMEL equations for vehicle types not in
FHWA TNM (but not for developing equations for state-specific
equations for the standard vehicle types).

Determine Influence of Ground:
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)

 Gain understanding of influence of ground type on the
measured emission noise levels.

Determining the Effectiveness of Highway Noise Barriers

Table 1-6 shows the measurement methods applicable to determining the effectiveness of highway
noise barriers. The insertion loss can be measured/calculated for both an existing noise barrier or
for a project where a barrier will be installed (methods would be applied to pre- and postinstallation). An element of insertion loss is the loss of soft-ground effects: sound-absorbing ground
surfaces that reduced highway noise prior to barrier installation may no longer contribute after
installation due to the sound propagation path being raised well above the ground and over the top
of the barrier. Apply these methods to measure the effect of soft ground. Part of determining a
barrier’s effectiveness may include examination of other noise sources and their influence on the
received noise level.
6
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Table 1-6: Measurement Methods Applicable to Determining the Effectiveness of Highway Noise
Barriers
Measurement Method
Noise Barrier Insertion Loss (Section 9.0)
Determine Influence of Ground:
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)
Including Other Noise Sources (Section 5.0)

Application to Project
 Determine insertion loss of an existing noise barrier or BEFORE
and AFTER installation of a planned barrier.
 Gain understanding of influence of various ground types on
barrier insertion loss (loss of soft-ground effect).
 Establish noise from other transportation sources to determine
their influence on highway noise abatement.

Determining the Influence of Pavement on Highway Noise

Table 1-7 shows the measurement methods applicable to determining the influence of pavement on
highway noise. Several methods are available, and the chosen method may depend on the volume of
traffic on a highway, measurement site quality, or study goal. A combination of methods would
provide the most comprehensive information. A method that measures tire-pavement noise is
relatively inexpensive in terms of data collection and analysis costs. These methods allow mapping
of sound levels on highways or highway systems or on single project areas or can be applied to
evaluate consistency in pavement construction. These methods can also supplement the vehicle
noise or traffic noise measurement methods (wayside methods, measured on the side of the road).
The wayside methods focus on single points along a road; these methods account for propagation
effects (to various degrees) and are intended to capture noise that would be experienced by sensitive
receptors. Measurements can also help determine the influence of pavement or ground on sound
propagation; these can help in understanding or predicting wayside noise levels (when combined
with tire-pavement noise measurements). All these methods can help with pavement ranking and
longevity research. Conducting vehicle interior noise measurements could help evaluate interior
noise produced by different pavements and by pavement surface modifications such as rumble
strips.
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Table 1-7: Measurement Methods Applicable to Determining the Influence of Pavement on
Highway Noise
Measurement Method
Determine Influence of Pavement:
 On tire-pavement noise (Section 11.0)
Determine Influence of Pavement:

Application to Project
 Map noise levels along roadways; pavement ranking or longevity
research; supplement Sections 12.0 and 13.0 measurements.
 Pavement ranking or longevity research; influence by vehicle type.

 On vehicle noise (Section 12.0)
Determine Influence of Pavement:
 On traffic noise (Section 13.0)
Determine Influence of Pavement:

 Pavement longevity research (could also help with ranking);
influence on highway traffic noise.
 Gain understanding of influence of pavement on sound propagation.

 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)
 Gain understanding of influence of various ground types on wayside
Determine Influence of Ground:
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)

noise measurements or noise levels at sensitive receivers;
supplement tire-pavement noise measurements.
 Determine influence of pavement on vehicle interior noise levels,

Vehicle Interior Noise (Section 15.0)

with specific application to roadway departure warning indicators
(i.e., rumble strips).

Evaluating Validity or Accuracy of a Model

Table 1-8 shows the measurement methods applicable to evaluating the validity or accuracy of a
highway traffic noise model (such as FHWA TNM). Of primary importance is to conduct existing
noise measurements specifically for model validation. In addition, pavement or ground adjacent to a
highway may influence received sound levels; various measurement methodologies can evaluate
these effects. Lastly, noise from other transportation sources and their influence on existing noise
measurements needs to be established; existing noise measurements that include such sources would
not be predicted by FHWA TNM and may lead to existing noise levels exceeding predicted levels
when comparing for accuracy.
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Table 1-8: Measurement Methods Applicable to Evaluating the Validity or Accuracy of a Model
Measurement Method

Application to Project
 Validate FHWA TNM against measurements of traffic noise to
use model to predict existing and future worst hour sound levels

Validation of the FHWA TNM (Section 4.0)

to make substantial increase determinations as part of the impact
assessment for a proposed highway project (particularly for
widenings or other reconstruction projects).

Determine Influence of Pavement:
 On tire-pavement noise (Section 11.0)
 On vehicle noise (Section 12.0)

 Help validate a traffic noise model.

 On traffic noise (Section 13.0)
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)
Determine Influence of Ground:
 On noise propagation (Section 14.0)

 Help validate a traffic noise model.
 Establish noise levels from other transportation sources to

Including Other Noise Sources (Section 5.0)

determine their influence on existing noise measurements.

US Department of Housing and Urban Development Projects

Table 1-9 shows the measurement methods applicable to US Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) projects. HUD noise assessments are required when using Federal funds or
loan guarantees for building projects near transportation facilities.6 For these projects, predictions
are made for the combined noise levels for highway, rail, and aircraft noise sources. For cases where
there is insufficient traffic data or not-easily-modeled noise sources, HUD gives some consideration
to the use of measured sound level, although HUD guidance should be sought before presuming
that measurements will be allowed to be used.7 Associated noise levels can be acquired through
methods outlined in this guidance document for highway traffic noise and other transportation noise
sources.
Table 1-9: Measurement Methods Applicable to HUD Projects
Measurement Method
Determination of Existing Noise Levels
(Section 3.0)
Including Other Noise Sources (Section 5.0)

Application to Project
 Establish existing highway traffic noise levels.
 Establish noise from other transportation sources.

6 24 CFR Part 51 Subpart B - Noise Abatement and Control, US Department of Housing and Urban Development,
1979, amended 1996.
7 See “The Noise Guidebook,” US Department of Housing and Urban Development (updated 2009), or consult with a
HUD official.
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2.0 Development of Measurement Plans
Noise study success is predicated on proper planning. Many of the planning steps are similar
regardless of the type of measurements being taken, but some types of measurements require unique
planning. For consultants, planning for required measurements is often done at the proposal stage,
where coordination with the project sponsor is recommended for developing a well-defined scope
and realistic schedule. The number of sites or types of requirements can change (such as having to
abort and reschedule measurements due to unacceptable weather conditions). Importantly, planning
a measurement study requires consideration of a project sponsor’s requirements, the number of sites
and measurement durations, travel time to and from the project area, time on site and between sites,
and staffing to estimate study duration and the associated labor and travel. The steps outlined in this
handbook represent best-practice guidance; however, this guidance is not meant to override a
project sponsor’s procedures.
Identifying the Purpose and Needed Type of Measurement and the
Sound Source of Interest

It is important that the person planning the study articulates the purpose of the measurements,
including the sound source of interest and the needed measurement procedure, in order to: 1) plan
properly for the measurements; and 2) help ensure that there is agreement and understanding with
the person approving the study and the persons conducting the measurements. For example, for a
Type I noise study (per 23 CFR 772), is the project on new alignment (Section 3.0)? If so, it may be
difficult to establish a worst noise hour for the existing situation because there may be no existing
roads near the area to be measured. The FHWA noise regulation says that the noise study should be
done for the worst noise hour in the future design year for the “build” condition. However, for a
new-alignment project, do not assume that the worst hour in the existing condition correlates to the
worst hour in the build condition. Or, is the project a widening of an existing road, in which case
measurements for model validation do not need to be done during the worst hour and are best not
done under congested traffic conditions (Section 4.0)? Is the source the overall ambient sound
(Section 3.0) or only the traffic on the road to be widened (Section 4.0)? What are the spatial and
temporal natures of the source(s) of interest and the other sources that may be a part of the
measurement or that may interfere with the measurement? How will those natures affect the
decisions of when to measure and how long to measure? The measurement procedures in this
handbook address these and other questions.
Identifying the Overall Study Area or Highway Project Limits

Properly identify the study area to ensure that all receptors of interest are considered in the selection
of noise measurement sites. Identification begins with reading and understanding the Scope of
Work, the Purpose and Need Statement, and, if applicable, the identified logical termini of the
overall project. Per 23 CFR 772.5, “If a project is determined to be a Type I project under this
definition then the entire project area as defined in the environmental document is a Type I project.”
In the case of a Type I project, the study area may encompass many miles of existing and proposed
highway and may include several alternative alignments through the study corridor. A study area may
be divided into several areas with similar noise characteristics; often by community, neighborhood,
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or other receptors of interest that are in close proximity to each other. Alternatively, the study area
may be limited to a single land use—such as a school—that requires building noise reduction
measurements. A study “area” could also comprise multiple locations along different highways in
different parts of the region, state, or country. Examples of this situation include regional or
statewide Type II noise barrier needs studies or national noise barrier insertion loss or vehicle noise
emission levels research studies.
Obtaining Highway Plans and Local Mapping (as needed)

In many cases, highway plans and local mapping are helpful for understanding the project limits and
for determining whether certain possible receptors of interest have been identified for acquisition by
a project sponsor for project right-of-way (ROW). Project plans and mapping may be obtained from
the planning and design offices of the project sponsor or the environmental or design consultants
responsible for the study area or project of interest. County geographic information systems (GIS)—
where available—are excellent sources of mapping, and often include a 5-ft or 2-ft (1.5-m or 0.6-m)
ground elevation contour data layer. More information on geospatial and elevation data useful for
noise modeling (and possibly for noise measurements) is available in FHWA’s Recommended Best
Practices for the Use of the FHWA Traffic Noise Model (TNM).8
For existing noise studies for Type I highway projects, land-use mapping will help identify the
activity category of the adjacent or nearby land uses, which in turn identifies how or if those land
uses need to be studied. In some cases, such as noise barrier insertion loss measurements, highway
plans and off-ROW ground elevation contour mapping are critical for finding an “equivalent” NoBarrier site (“BEFORE”) for simultaneous measurements at the Barrier site (“AFTER”).
Preliminary Identification of Measurement Sites via Desk Review

The type of measurement, as described in the various sections of this handbook, and the extent of
the project area are factors that will determine the number of required noise measurement sites.
Online mapping websites or programs utilizing online maps and aerial photography are essential
tools in the preliminary identification of measurement sites before going into the field. These tools,
including street-level photography, are useful for identifying land uses and possible areas of frequent
human use that may affect or determine microphone location once on site. These tools are also
useful for identifying important sources of noise that may establish the existing sound levels at a site
in the case of a Type I new-alignment project. In addition, these tools can help identify undesirable
noise sources that interfere with a needed measurement of traffic noise only, such as for FHWA
TNM model validation or noise barrier insertion loss determination. Assess the presence and
potential impact of these sources during a field review.
Confirmation of Sites Through Field Review, Including Microphone
Location(s)

Online resources, as useful as they are, are not always kept current and should not be relied upon as
sole sources of site information when planning a study. A field review is important as the final step
Bajdek, C., Menge, C., Mazur, R.A., Pate, P., and Schroeder, J., Recommended Best Practices for the Use of the FHWA Traffic
Noise Model (TNM), FHWA-HEP-16-018, FHWA, Washington, DC, 2015.
8
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for deciding on the suitability of a measurement site and for determination of the best location to
place the microphone. However, especially for smaller Type I studies, it may not be practical in
terms of travel, labor and cost to undertake an advance field review. Make final determinations in
consultation with the project sponsor.
Some project sponsors require consultants to conduct a field review for site identification and to
submit a report or letter requesting approval of proposed measurement sites before mobilization for
measurements. Some project sponsors have their own staff conduct the field review with the study
consultant and approve the locations in the field. Others rely on information from a desk review for
site approval. Still other project sponsors do not require any advanced approval of the sites, relying
instead on the judgment of the consultant or measurement team for site selection during the
planning stage, with confirmation during the noise measurement trip.
Identifying set-up problems when the field crew arrives on site to do the measurements is the least
desirable situation. Field reviews are critical before mobilizing for measurements on major research
studies with more complex measurement set-ups requiring greater attention given to the details
during project planning—in advance of, during, and after the field review. Wait until after
considering all details to make a final selection of sites and rule out sites that are no longer suitable.
Early identification of set-up problems makes it easier to find solutions, alternative sites or
alternative microphone locations.
Access to the microphone location(s) is critical. Some questions to consider when selecting
measurement sites are: Where can gear be dropped off safely for deployment? How difficult is the
path between the drop-off point and the microphone locations? Must brush or tall weeds be cut to
clear a path? Are fences impeding access, requiring ladders or other means to cross? Are there gates
that are locked and, if so, is a key available or is there another way around? Where will vehicles be
parked during the measurements?
Microphone heights need to be determined (such as atop a noise barrier for insertion loss
measurements); it is also important to determine the support method(s) for elevating and holding
the microphones at desired heights. Methods for stabilizing and securing the microphone support
(such as weighing down the base or using guy wires) need to be addressed. Considering where the
analyzer and operator will be located can help determine microphone extension cable lengths If a
meteorological station is being used, then similar considerations need to be given to transducer
support, cabling, and instrumentation placement. Finding acceptable and safe sites can be a
challenge for projects requiring traffic counts or speed measurements.
Developing site layout and set-up sketches ahead of the field review—and then finalizing them
during the field review—is a good practice. Likewise, creating site evaluation data sheets that can be
completed during the field review helps with thinking through issues that are critical to successful
measurements. On a complicated set up, determining the exact points to place tripods and marking
them for easy identification during the measurement trip can expedite the set-up time and mitigate
uncertainty and errors. Taking photographs from several directions and narrated videos of potential
microphone locations, the surrounding terrain, noise sources, and the roadway pavement may be
valuable for the field crew and in developing final plans.
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Obtaining Private Property and ROW Access Permission

Some projects require access to private property (residential or otherwise) to conduct noise
measurements (and to plan research-oriented studies). Field crews may also need access to public
properties such as school yards or buildings. There are varying requirements for obtaining access
permission. For research-oriented studies, such as noise barrier insertion loss measurements,
obtaining advance approval is critical because the success of the measurements may depend on
accessing a specific piece of property.
Some project sponsors require notice to property owners requesting permission or providing
notifications of intent to enter on sponsor letterhead. Other sponsors have less strict requirements
and may not require notice, just a simple courtesy knock on the doors of residences or businesses
requesting access upon arrival at a planned site. Some locations may require additional arrangements
such as when there is a locked gate. If access permission is given, then carrying a name and phone
number for the contact person on the property is a good practice in case entry is not successful.
Approval is often sought during the pre-measurement field review and could include leaving a letter
with a phone number to call in case no one is on site at the time of the first visit to give permission.
Having a letter of identification (during the field review and during the measurements) is helpful.
The letter could briefly describe the need for access, what will be done (e.g., “setting up a camera
tripod with a sound level measuring system in the backyard for a half-hour”), the expected date and
time range (e.g., “daylight hours,” “between 10:00 p.m. and midnight”), and project sponsor contact
information to confirm the legitimacy of the request or to obtain more details. The inability to
obtain or be granted permission to enter private property usually requires choosing another site.
In some cases, setting up on private property can be avoided by staying on public property at a
nearby location that will provide similar sound levels results, such as a local street’s cul-de-sac that
ends at the ROW fence where the distance to the road in question is the same as the distance to the
residential yard of interest. On the other hand, if there is a house at the end of that cul-de-sac and a
backyard measurement is needed, then setting up in the cul-de-sac in front of the house would not
give comparable results.
In other cases, measurements will need to be made on the highway ROW. Examples include vehicle
noise emission levels at 50 ft (15.2 m) from the center of the near lane or the reference microphone
atop a noise barrier in an insertion loss study. Project sponsor requirements to access these locations
vary, possibly including approval for a roadside safety committee that might require formal input
and approval at a regularly scheduled meeting. In other cases, a ROW access permit may be required
from the responsible official. In still other cases, approval may be less formal. Regardless, seek
permission in advance to avoid schedule delays and possible loss of a needed measurement location.
Assessing Personnel and Equipment Needs

Each measurement procedure in this handbook will have different personnel needs and, in many
cases, different equipment needs. Assess and address these needs during the planning process. Some
measurements, such as existing sound levels for a new-alignment highway, can be done by one
person (or more than one person, each with their own noise measurement equipment so that
multiple sites can be measured at the same time).
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Other measurements require more people. For example, model validation measurements may
require additional people to count traffic and collect vehicle-speed data simultaneously with the
sound level measurement; however, if traffic is being video-recorded for counting in an office later,
then the field crew size can be reduced. Research-oriented measurements, including noise barrier
insertion loss measurements with simultaneous measurements at the Barrier and equivalent NoBarrier sites, could require three or four people to deploy the sound level and meteorological
instruments and attend the sound level instruments during the data collection, plus another crew to
count or record traffic and collect speed data.
Also assess equipment needs. Each section of this handbook describes the needed equipment and
Appendix B provides detailed information on instrumentation, accessories, and field supplies.
Planning for contingencies by including back-up equipment can be important, especially if the
measurements are complex, not easily replicated or far from the home base, and if replacements are
not easily obtained in the field if something goes wrong.
Developing a Field Schedule

Developing a detailed tentative field schedule will facilitate effective budgeting. Consult with the
field crew if the person planning the study does not typically go into the field for measurements.
Include the following in a field schedule:













Personnel assignments.
Date(s) and needed time of day(s).
Travel time to the measurement study area.
Possible time to coordinate with property owners if access is needed and advance permission
was not received.
Time to finalize microphone locations.
Time to respond to unforeseen events (e.g., nearby lawn care) that may delay the
measurements or require seeking an alternative location.
Time to set up sound level instrumentation and (if needed) traffic data collection and
meteorological instrumentation.
Time for data collection and documentation (including number of repetitions per site, if
applicable).
Time for moving to next site (if applicable) and to/from lodging on multiple-day trips.
Time for tear-down of more complicated instrumentation set-ups.
Return travel time to home base.
Time for collecting data another day (contingency day) in case of unacceptable weather
conditions or other reason.

Planning for Data Dow nload, Labeling and Storage

The amount of time needed to download, label and store data depends on the type and complexity
of the measurements. No special planning is needed for single-instrument set-ups; however,
consider having a file labeling and storage protocol for consistency across jobs. Research
measurements with multiple sound level instruments may require many files for each measurement
period:
14
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Sound level data for each instrument.
Meteorological data for each sensor, if a meteorological station is deployed (e.g., wind,
temperature).
Traffic classifications counts or traffic video files.
Speed data.
Site photographs or videos.
Scans of field data sheets or logs.
Audio data files, if collected.

Use a logical file naming system—including site number and microphone or other transducer
number, date, time, and type of file—for data reduction and analysis after the measurements.
Arranging Travel (as needed)

Travel arrangements are part of the planning and budgeting process. Consider the following when
making travel arrangements as part of the planning and budgeting process:


The number of people that will be on site and if they will need vehicles during the
measurements: if crew members are making simultaneous sound level measurements at
different sites, then it is more time-efficient to have separate vehicles rather than having one
person being shuttled between sites.



Multiple vehicles make sense for some measurements, such as barrier insertion loss studies
or when collecting traffic data with a separate crew. Give consideration to the distance
between interchanges when working on the highway ROW because long distances require
additional time when making trips for breaks, getting supplies, or troubleshooting equipment
issues.



Travel times between the measurement sites and lodging for overnight stays.



Hotel rules on receiving equipment if shipping to a hotel is necessary, including maximum
number of cases and any fees involved; get the name and phone number of a contact person
to be notified when the shipment is expected to arrive.



If traveling by air, the types of tickets purchased, their costs, and any change or cancellation
fees: obtaining valid sound level measurements is weather-dependent, which could lead to
last minute shifting of measurement days or rescheduling of a trip. Also, consult airline and
national rules prior to travel because some equipment or supplies (e.g., certain types of
batteries) may not be allowed on aircraft.



The impact of possible trip delays and rescheduling due to weather or other circumstances
when shipping equipment instead of carrying it on an airplane or checking it as luggage.
Some equipment may not be allowed to be shipped on aircraft and may require ground
shipment; consult shipping company rules. Sometimes, it is easier and more cost-effective to
drive instead of flying to have flexibility with regards to weather or other unexpected events.
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Final Planning

Pre-trip equipment gathering, testing, and settings: Check equipment functionality and settings
(typically A-weighting and one-minute sampling interval duration) before starting travel. Verify
functionality of accessories and that batteries are of the right type and are fresh or charged.
Synchronize all personal watches or time devices and the time clocks in the instruments before the
measurements begin; a useful online time reference is at www.time.gov. Verify packing of all
supplies to be carried or shipped to the site.
Development of field data sheets: The FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide includes sample field
data sheets and logs.9 Use these or similar sheets and logs. Templates of field logs or data sheets may
also be customized for each job, perhaps with some common information, such as project name and
location, pre-filled. Each section of this handbook contains field data documentation information.
Tracking weather forecasts: The ability to collect valid sound level data depends on weather
conditions. High winds and precipitation are leading causes of delayed, interrupted, rescheduled, or
cancelled sound level measurements. Online weather sites are good resources for monitoring
forecasts. The field crew should monitor weather conditions until the time of departure before
making the decision to travel.
Two final notes:



9

Proper planning for the next trip begins upon return from the last trip. Address any
instrumentation or accessory issues right away and resolve problems before the next trip.
Planning for contingencies can help, but does not always safeguard against all problems.
Understand and accept that something can go wrong during fieldwork despite the best
planning.

Noise Measurement Field Guide, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., 2017.
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3.0 Determination of Existing Noise Levels
The main use of the procedures in this section is to determine existing noise levels for a proposed
highway project on new alignment. They could also be used for other basic noise measurements
such as:



Investigating noise complaints.
Assessing Type II (per 23 CFR 772) noise barrier needs.

The FHWA noise regulation in 23 CFR 772 requires the determination of existing noise levels for
highway noise studies to establish a base case for comparison with future project noise levels.
Comparison of existing and future noise levels is one of two means of determining the noise
impacts of a proposed project, that is, by identifying whether there is a substantial increase in level
due to the project.
Section 772.11(a) of 23 CFR 772 requires “determination” of existing noise levels10 by:



Field measurements for projects on new alignment; or
Modeling for projects on existing alignments (e.g., widenings).

This section of the handbook discusses field measurements for new alignment projects, and Section
4.0 discusses model validation noise measurements for the second approach.
For projects on new alignment, the noise analyst identifies project impacts by comparing existing
noise levels to future worst-hour noise levels for the design-year “build” condition, which are
predicted using FHWA TNM. (The analyst also compares those future levels to activity-based Noise
Abatement Criteria (NAC) in 23 CFR 772.) In 23 CFR 772.5, the term “existing noise levels” is
defined as “the worst noise hour resulting from the combination of natural and mechanical sources
and human activity usually present in a particular area.” These sources could include traffic on
nearby or distant roads that are not part of the project, as well as noise from other modes of
transportation, and noise from non-vehicular sources. It may be difficult to establish a worst noise
hour for the existing situation for a new-alignment project because there may be no existing roads
near the area to be measured to create a repeatable noise environment. In any case, do not assume
that the worst noise hour in the existing condition correlates to the worst noise hour in the build
condition.
Site Selection

Site selection for measurements is driven by the study goals—in this case, establishing existing
sound levels to assess impacts based on the future increase over those levels due to a highway
project. Specifics may depend on a project sponsor’s noise policy or procedures.
There are two considerations regarding site selection:


The choice of a site based on its characteristics.

There is a typographical error in the text in 23 CFR 772 in Sec. 772.11(a). Subsections (1) and (2) state: “(1) For
projects on new alignments, determine traffic noise impacts by field measurements. (2) For projects on existing
alignments, predict existing and design year traffic noise impacts.” In both cases, the word “impacts” should be “levels.”

10
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The location for the placement of the microphone for the measurement.

3.1.1 Site Characteristics

Site selection is guided by the location of noise-sensitive receptors and major nearby noise sources.
Land-use maps, aerial photos, including web-based mapping sites and field reconnaissance are
helpful for initially identifying potential noise-sensitive areas. Budget and schedule restrictions
preclude measuring at all receptors; even without these limitations, measurements at all—or even
most—receptors are not necessary or expected.
Include residential areas in a noise measurement study. Consider the representativeness of each site
during the selection process. In some instances, one residential site near a proposed highway can
represent other similar sites—especially in the case of new alignments where there may not be a
nearby major roadway. In any case, the representative site should exhibit similar background sound
level conditions to the other sites. Consider measurements at other noise-sensitive land uses
identified in the activity categories in 23 CFR 772.
Site selection is also guided by other noise sources that may raise the “typical” existing level at a site
such that the increase in level due to the highway project would be less than otherwise; this increase
in levels could affect a decision on the noise impact at a site. Address the frequency of occurrence
and duration of noise from these other sources in the context of the hourly time period considered
in highway noise studies. Examples of these other sources to be aware of include industrial or
manufacturing sites, railroads, airports, even especially loud air conditioning or pool pumps in
residential areas.
3.1.2 Microphone Location

Usually, study objectives will dictate microphone locations. Measurements on residential property
are usually taken in an area in the yard between the proposed ROW line and the building where
frequent human activity occurs, such as a patio, porch, pool, deck or swing set. In general, choose
measurement sites that are clear of obstructions and vertical sound-reflecting surfaces. However, an
area of frequent human use often has nearby reflecting surfaces, such as the building wall, and a
measurement may need to be made at that location. A reflecting surface can cause an increase in the
measured sound level compared to the surface not being present, depending on the location of the
major sound sources relative to the building and the microphone. In these cases, the reflected sound
level increases due to reflections at these areas of frequent use represent reality.
Lacking easily identified areas of frequent human use, choose a point near the center of the yard for
smaller lots. For larger lots, a location closer to the residence than the center of the yard may be
more appropriate. Avoid extreme locations—either too close to the road or too far from it—to not
understate or overstate noise levels and noise impacts. In choosing locations, be aware of localized
noise sources that would affect or contaminate the measured levels, such as air conditioners, playing
children, and dogs. Consistency in microphone locations is desirable, allowing for site conditions to
dictate deviations. Also, it may be possible or necessary to choose a location on public ROW that is
representative of the noise environment at the area of frequent human use if private property access
is a problem. In such a case, be especially aware of localized noise sources such as street traffic.
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In general, use a microphone height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above ground, being representative of ear height
for a standing person. For multistory apartments with outdoor balconies or single-family homes
with outdoor decks, then microphones at heights of 5 ft (1.5 m) above floor elevation may be
needed.
Per 23 CFR 772 for an Activity Category C land use, if no exterior activity exists at a site or is far
from or shielded from the project, there may be a need to study the interior environment as an
Activity Category D land use. Section 6.0 provides a procedure for measuring an outdoor-to-indoor
building noise reduction that could be applied to a future exterior sound level prediction to
determine a future interior sound level. The guidance on interior microphone placement in Section
6.0 could also be used in conjunction with the procedures in this section for direct measurement of
an existing interior sound level for comparison to a future interior predicted sound level for impact
assessment per 23 CFR 772.
Noise Descriptors

For determining existing noise levels per 23 CFR 772, the needed descriptor is the one-hour Aweighted equivalent sound level, Leq(h), or the A-weighted sound level exceeded 10% of the study
hour, L10(h). While not required for a Federal-aid noise study being done with Leq(h), L10(h) is also a
useful descriptor because the L10(h) - Leq(h) difference provides clues about the amount of variation
in the levels during the sample period. For example, a small difference means little variation in the
level over time. Typically, for many highway traffic situations, Leq(h) is 2–3 dB lower than L10(h),
whereas Leq(h) being greater than L10(h) typically means a low traffic volume. Also of potential
interest are: L50 (the A-weighted sound level exceeded 50% of the measurement period), an indicator
of the median sound level; and L90 (the A-weighted sound level exceeded 90% of the measurement
period), an indicator of the background sound level. The maximum A-weighted sound level (LAFmx)
is the loudest sample in the measurement period, and can be an indicator of possible measurement
anomalies, such as unrepresentative loud events or equipment problems.
Instrumentation

For existing noise measurements, the key instrumentation and accessories include the following:





Integrating sound level meter or analyzer, 11 including microphone and preamplifier,
preferably with capability of sampling in consecutive, one-minute intervals.12
Calibrator.
Windscreen.
Tripod.

11 Section 772.11(d) (3) of 23 CFR 772 calls for the use of an integrating sound level meter or analyzer, which
automatically measures Leq.
12 The electrical noise floor of the sound level measurement system (meter/analyzer, microphone/preamplifier, and
microphone extension cable, if used) can affect the accuracy of a sound level measurement. Sound pressure levels that
are at least 10 dB higher than the floor should be relatively unaffected. Levels within 5 dB of the noise floor are not
valid. Establishing the noise floor is important for research measurements or measurements in a low-noise environment
or done with a long cable run. The instrument manufacturer should be able to state the electrical noise floor (preferably,
as a function of frequency). It can also be measured in the field using a microphone simulator (often called a “dummy
mic”) during the calibration procedure. More information on a microphone simulator is in Appendix B.
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Microphone extension cable (optional).
Anemometer or handheld wind speed and direction instrument (also, online weather sites and
mobile phone applications can provide data on temperature and humidity).
Data sheets, clipboard, pen or pencil, or electronic data-logging device.
Still camera and optional video camera.

Appendix B provides information and a discussion on instrumentation and other useful accessories
and field supplies.
For this section—determination of existing noise levels by field measurements for projects on new
alignment—traffic-counting and speed detection devices are typically not needed because there is
usually not a road present for which traffic data are needed for model validation. However, traffic
classification counts on nearby local roads can provide insight into the measured sound level and
important nearby noise sources.
Sampling Period

Consider three factors when selecting a sampling period:




When to measure.
Measurement duration.
Measurement repetition.

3.4.1 When to Measure

In general, per 23 CFR 772, the goal of this part of a noise study is to determine existing noise levels
in terms of Leq(h) (or L10(h)). As noted above, existing levels are to represent the worst noise hour,
yet for new-alignment projects that hour may not be easily identified. The worst noise hour is
generally the loudest hour. If the measurement site is near a congested highway, peak travel hours
may not be the loudest hours. Near a highway, the loudest conditions are usually caused by the
highest traffic volume at the highest average speed, which could easily be outside the rush hour
periods—when traffic is free-flowing and when heavy truck volumes tend to be higher.
If the congested road is the subject of the proposed project (i.e., it is to be widened), then follow the guidance in Section
4.0 (model validation measurements) instead of the guidance presented in this section. However, if that road is not part
of the project, but it is influencing the sound levels at a receptor under study, then use the guidance provided in this
section.
In many cases, both with and without a major road nearby, the worst noise hour will occur between
6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. It is often useful to have at least one site where the sound level instrument
can be left out throughout those hours to help identify the worst noise hour. A 24-hour
measurement at one of the project’s noise study sites could be made to understand better the diurnal
variation in the sound level; however, 24-hour sampling is not required for determining existing
noise levels for the purposes of 23 CFR 772. A 12-hour to 14-hour measurement at one
representative location could be useful in identifying the worst noise hour at that location, but be
aware that, depending on local noise sources, the worst noise hour at that location may not
represent the worst noise hour at other locations along the corridor for a new-alignment project. In
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any case, do not assume that the worst noise hour for existing condition is the same as that for the
future “build” condition.
A second aspect of the “when to measure” question pertains to meteorological conditions, which
can substantially affect measured sound levels. First, do not make sound level measurements during
precipitation or when the pavement is wet. Aside from being bad for equipment, rain drops can
generate noise on leaves, metal roofs, and plastic bags that have been placed over microphone
windscreens and instruments. Tire noise increases on wet pavements, especially in the higher
frequencies that most affect an A-weighted sound level. Second, wind affects measured sound levels
in two ways:




Wind can flutter the microphone diaphragm and produce false noise readings (even through
a proper windscreen). Do not make sound level measurements when winds exceed 11 mph
(17 kmh or 5 m/s), regardless of direction (or delete any data collected during such periods
during data analysis). If the A-weighted sound levels are lower than 40 dBA, then even lowerspeed winds can generate false noise.
The change in wind speed with elevation above ground (“wind shear,” which is typically
caused by friction near the ground from vegetation, trees, buildings, and terrain) can affect
sound levels by the phenomenon of refraction: levels downwind from a source can be higher
than levels from the same source during no wind, while levels upwind from a source can be
lower than levels during no wind. These effects typically increase in magnitude with
increasing distance from the source.

Ideally, make sound level measurements when winds are as calm as possible when determining the
existing noise environment. In any case, document wind speed and direction.
Third, the changing of temperature with height above the ground (“temperature lapse rate”) can have
a major effect on measured sound levels by refraction, especially at larger distances from a source.13
When traffic noise is part of the existing noise being measured, sound levels from that traffic will be
lower during bright, sunny days (temperature profile decreasing sharply with height above ground)
compared to a cloudy day or neutral atmosphere (no change in temperature with height, a condition
usually only seen briefly around sunrise and sunset) for the same traffic volume, speed, and vehicle
mix. While nighttime measurements are typically not made for the purposes of this section, those
same traffic sound levels would be higher on clear, calm nights during inversions (temperature
profile increasing with height above ground) compared to daytime levels.
Cloud cover observations may be useful in assessing the potential for temperature refraction effects.
Table 3-1 shows cloud cover classes. Class 1 has the least likelihood of temperature refraction, being
closer to neutral temperature profile than other conditions. Class 4 has the greatest chance of
refraction that could cause the largest decreases in level compared to neutral conditions, while
Class 5 has the greatest chance of refraction that could cause the largest increases in level compared
to neutral conditions. Avoiding measurements before sunrise or after sunset will typically bypass
inversion periods. Measurement of temperature at two heights above ground, such as 5 ft and 15 ft
Temperature and humidity have small effects on measured traffic noise levels at the typical distances of concern, to a
much lesser degree than temperature lapse rate and wind shear/direction.

13
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(1.5 m and 4.6 m), is a precise way to determine lapse rate and the likelihood of refraction, but this is
not required for the determination of the existing noise levels called for in 23 CFR 772.
Table 3-1: Classes of Cloud Cover14
Class
1
2

Description
Heavily overcast
Lightly overcast: either with continuous sun or the sun obscured intermittently by clouds 20% to 80%
of the time

3

Sunny: sun essentially unobscured by clouds at least 80% of the time

4

Clear night: less than 50% cloud cover

5

Overcast night: 50% or more cloud cover

Section 4.1.1 provides more information on meteorological effects on sound levels.
3.4.2 Measurement Duration

In choosing a measurement duration, a key consideration is the ability to represent the one-hour Leq
with a shorter-term measurement to reduce time and cost for the measurement study without
sacrificing accuracy. How long to measure depends on how much the sound level fluctuates.
As background for both this section (new alignment projects) and Section 4.0 (widening projects),
ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010)15 provides useful guidance on classifying the temporal
characteristics of environmental sound. It notes that sounds can be broadly classified as
“continuous” or “intermittent,” and each class can be further defined as “steady, fluctuating or
impulsive.” It notes that “ambient sound itself is always taken to be continuous.”16 The
differentiation between “steady” and “fluctuating” is whether “the A-weighted sound level measured
with the slow exponential time weighting varies by more than ±3 dB about its mean value over the
observation period.” It defines “intermittent sound” as “a sound whose sound pressure level (SPL)
equals or drops below that of the ambient sound at least two times during the observation period.”
For sites where there are no roads nearby, sound levels can be relatively constant, but can fluctuate
over the day, falling into “steady continuous” or “fluctuating continuous” classes. For most highway
traffic noise situations (e.g., a nearby road that is not part of the project or a road that is to be
widened as part of the project), the sound would be characterized as “fluctuating continuous
sound.” For sites close to a highway, levels can fluctuate a great deal, depending on the traffic flow
14 Measurement of Highway-Related Noise (Report No. FHWA-PD-96-5), FHWA, Washington, DC, 1996; “Methods for
Determination of Insertion Loss of Outdoor Noise Barriers,” American National Standard, ANSI/ASA S12.8-1998
(R2013), Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2013.
15 “Measurement of Sound Pressure Levels in Air," ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010), Acoustical Society of America,
Melville, New York, 2010.
16 ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010) states “The total ambient sound that exists at a given point in space is usually due to a
composite of many different sounds with different strengths and frequency content. The composite sound may be a
combination of background noise and sound from a single identifiable source.” In this handbook, background is defined
as ambient sound excluding the source of interest.”
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and distance from the road. The fluctuation can be small (under 10 dB) for a busy highway,
especially beyond 200 ft (61 m) from the road; in closer, the fluctuation for that same road could be
greater (10 dB to 30 dB), especially due to the noise from heavy truck pass-bys.
The fluctuations can exceed 30 dB close to a lightly traveled, low-volume road where there are gaps
in the passing traffic that allow the sound level to drop down toward the ambient level, in which
case the sound would be classified by ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010) as “fluctuating intermittent”
sound. In such a situation, ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010) defines the “signal between the start and
end of the intermittent sound” as “a sound event or simply an event.” Examples would be individual
vehicle pass-bys or aircraft flyovers.
Separately, especially in low-volume situations, a key question to try to answer while in the field is
whether the traffic passing during the measurement is representative of the hourly flow (e.g., one
heavy truck passing by during the measurement on a road where few pass in the entire day could
skew a measurement). In such a case, consider extending the sampling period.
Similarly, several unusually loud vehicles during a measurement near a lightly traveled road can skew
the results of a shorter-duration measurement. On the other hand, along busier roads, loud vehicles
should not, in general, be viewed as unrepresentative; they are part of the overall vehicle population,
which includes a wide range of vehicle noise emission levels.
One guide for choosing duration is the greatest anticipated or observed range in the minimum and
maximum sound levels occurring at the measurement site during the worst noise hour:




Range of 10 dB or less: 10 minutes.
Range of 10–30 dB: 15–20 minutes.
Range greater than 30 dB: 30 or more minutes.

Additionally, most integrating sound level meters allow observation of the cumulative Leq during a
measurement, even if the data are being accumulated in 1-minute intervals. If the cumulative Leq
fluctuations do not settle down after measuring for the above durations, consider extending the
sample period.
3.4.3 Measurement Repetition

Consider the following when determining measurement frequency:





Was consideration given in advance on identifying the worst noise hour?
Was the guidance on how long to measure followed?
Was the calibration check at the end of the measurement successful?
Was care taken to edit data to eliminate unrepresentative events?

A single sound level measurement, regardless of its duration, only offers a slice or snapshot of the
time-varying sound level at a site. Changes in traffic on nearby roads and changes in meteorological
conditions, especially wind direction and temperature lapse rate around sunrise and sunset can
change sound levels—sometimes substantially—as described earlier. In many cases for newalignment projects, there may be no clear indication of noise sources that would establish an
identifiable, repeatable worst noise hour. As noted above, a longer-term measurement at one site
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may help identify the worst noise hour at that site, but it may not be applicable to other sites. One
approach for dealing with the uncertainty of worst noise conditions is to measure at each site during
two different times of the day (or on two different days). If the measured Leq for the two
measurements are within 3 dB of each other, arithmetically average them and round off to a whole
number. If the Leq differ by more than 3 dB, there is some cause of the variation. Measure a third
time and then average the closest two of the three Leq values and round off to a whole decibel.
Measurement Procedure

This section presents the measurement procedure. More specific details for the person going into
the field are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Prior to traveling to conduct the sound level
measurements, plan the measurement study as described in Section 2.0.
3.5.1 On-Site Set Up and Data Collection

The steps below describe what needs to be done upon arrival at the site, on through the successful
collection of data.
1. Determine the exact point to place the microphone prior to setting up for data collection.
Evaluate the presence or likelihood of localized noise sources (e.g., air conditioning units,
pool pumps, neighbors, lawn care, local traffic) and adjust the location accordingly.
2. If using an extension cable, then attach the microphone and preamp to the tripod head,
typically at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above the ground. If not using the cable, then attach the
sound level instrument directly to the tripod. In either case, make sure the tripod is level and
secure; weighing it down on slopes may be needed, especially if breezy conditions are
expected.
3. Check all equipment settings, including use of the A-weighting filter network and
measurement of Leq. If the integrating sound level meter can sample in discrete, repetitive
intervals, then a one-minute interval duration is recommended. Synchronize the time clocks
on the instruments to each other and to all operators’ time-keeping devices. Also check
battery strength.
4. Calibrate the entire acoustical instrumentation system with the extension cable in place, if
one is used.
5. If using other than handheld meteorological instruments, set up the meteorological station.
Proper documentation of meteorological conditions is important. Document wind speed
and direction, temperature, humidity, and cloud cover prior to and after data collection, and
whenever substantial changes in conditions are noted during the measurement.
a. Wind data should be site-specific and contemporaneous with the sound level
measurements. Discontinue or pause sampling when the wind speed exceeds 11 mph
(17 kmh or 5 m/s) (or mark those one-minute periods as contaminated for postmeasurement deletion).
b. Temperature and humidity can be determined though online weather sites or
applications on mobile devices. Historical data are also usually available online for
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documentation of the conditions during the measurements. Make sure weather data
from online sources is from stations near to the measurement site and that weather
conditions from the online source match conditions observed in the field.
c. Temperature lapse rate can have a major effect on measured sound levels by
refraction, especially at larger distances from the source. Observing the cloud cover,
as described in Section 3.4.1, can be useful in assessing the potential for temperature
refraction effects. Lapse rate information is not knowable from online weather sites
by comparison of data from different meteorological stations.
6. Begin filling out the field data sheet, including measuring distances to landmarks, making a
site sketch, and taking photographs to document the location. Optionally, obtain latitude and
longitude coordinates from a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit; note that smartphones
with locational capabilities may not provide the desired accuracy. Make documentation
complete enough so that another person can return to the site at another time and set up at
the same measurement point. Brief video recordings before or during the measurement can
prove useful (possibly including voice narration or the sound level display in a portion of the
video screen). See Section 3.5.2 on completing measurement documentation and the FHWA
Noise Measurement Field Guide for sample data sheets.
7. Measure sound levels for the needed duration.
a. If the integrating sound level meter can sample in one-minute intervals, then
intervals with bad data (e.g., from high winds or operator activity) or
unrepresentative events that might skew the picture of the existing noise
environment can be deleted during post-measurement data reduction, as described in
Section 3.6. If it is suspected or known that certain unrepresentative minutes’ data will need to be
eliminated from the result, then extend the data collection for the same number of additional
minutes.
b. If the integrating sound level meter cannot sample in one-minute intervals and can
only present a single Leq for the entire measurement period, then pay close attention
during the measurement and be prepared to use the instrument’s “pause” and
“resume” data collection buttons to try to edit out bad data. Some instruments have
a “delay” feature that eliminates a portion of the preceding few seconds of data, such
as a 10-second block. Lacking such a feature, it may not be possible to edit out the
bad data and the entire measurement may have to be discarded and repeated.
c. In either case (although harder to do in the latter), keeping notes on a minute-byminute basis of the noise sources is important. Noise source descriptions help
document the conditions and causes of the measured levels, and are especially
important for identifying bad data or unrepresentative events. Use a consistent
shorthand notation for easier note-taking (e.g., “D” for dog, “W” for wind, “HT”
for heavy truck). Also, consider noting typical or maximum sound levels of these
sources for later reference.
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8. Traffic volume and speed data collection are typically not relevant for projects on a new
alignment unless there are other roads nearby that dominate the measured sound level. In
such a case, traffic counts for those roads could give insights into worst noise hour
conditions or the representativeness of the measurement period to the full hour. If
appropriate, collect these data simultaneously with the sound level data. For multilane roads,
it is often easier to video record traffic in the field and count traffic later using the video.
Video recording requires time synchronization between the acoustical instrumentation and
the video camera; having a time-stamp recorded on the video is essential. Estimations of
average speeds or noting of posted speed limits on nearby roads may provide sufficient
background information for new-alignment projects instead of formal speed data collection.
9. After sampling is done, record the result(s) on the field data sheet. For many sound level
analyzers, data needs to be saved to a file for download to a computer; do this either on site
or after completing the day’s measurements. Most analyzers allow multiple files to be
downloaded and saved with unique names. Use the file naming protocols developed during
measurement planning. Be sure to record file names on the data sheets.
10. Next, recheck the instrument’s calibration (with the extension cable still in place, if used). If
this final calibration differs from the initial calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then no
adjustment to the data is necessary. If the final calibration differs from the initial calibration
by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, adjust all data measured with that system during the time between
calibrations as described in Section 3.6. If the final calibration differs from the initial
calibration by more than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system during the
time between calibrations. Repeat the measurement(s) after the instrumentation has been
thoroughly checked by the manufacturer or a repair/calibration facility.
11. Finally, before taking down the equipment and leaving the site, be sure to record all needed
information on the data sheet and take any needed site photographs, as described in Section
3.5.2.
3.5.2 Completing Measurement Documentation

Documentation is an essential part of every measurement. There are two stages to documentation:
1) in the field; and 2) after data analysis. This section describes field documentation. Field data
sheets and more specific guidance are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Complete data
sheets in the field while at the site. Make documentation sufficient for another person to return to
that same microphone location and repeat the measurement with the same equipment and settings
and under the same conditions. Here are some parameters to document using data sheets:





Name of person conducting measurement.
Project name and location.
Site location and description, including address (if applicable), and possibly a site number
assigned by the measurement person or pre-assigned by the measurement study planner.
Model and serial number of the sound level instrument, microphone and calibrator, and
sound level instrument settings (e.g., A-weighting).
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Site sketch (including distances to landmarks), ground surface characterization (including
pavement), and terrain features (all of which would be useful information when the site is
modeled with FHWA TNM).
Measurement date, start and stop time, and duration.
Pre- and post-measurement calibration results.
Measured Leq and other descriptors such as L10 and L90, if measured.
File name for the measurement, if applicable.
Measurement notes, including noise source descriptions and any occurrences of bad,
contaminated, or unrepresentative data.
Summary of meteorological data, especially wind speed and direction.
Summary of traffic classification data and speed data, if any.

Data Analysis and Reporting

Typical data analysis and reporting procedures include these steps:
1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Eliminating bad data: Examine data collected in one-minute intervals using the field notes
and eliminate and label (reason for elimination) any bad, contaminated, or unrepresentative
one-minute intervals in the spreadsheet. Compute the measurement’s Leq in the spreadsheet
using this formula:
Equation 3-1: Formula for Leq

10 log10

10

⁄10

1

th

where Li is the i good minute’s Leq and n is the total number of good minutes.
3. Calibration adjustment: If needed, adjust the Leq to account for a shift in calibration (CAL)
level from before to after the measurement:
a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then no adjustment to the data is necessary.
b. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, then adjust all data measured with that system during
the time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐

CALINITIAL

CALFINAL / 2

For example, if:
Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
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Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq downward by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has
been adjusted.
c. If the final calibration of the sound level instrument differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat the measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.
4. The second aspect of data documentation is reporting. Appendix C provides more details.
a. The measured sound level data are typically compiled in a noise study report table,
including site number, site address, date, start and end time, duration, Leq, and
perhaps a note about the measurement, meteorological conditions, or the key noise
sources. Consider adding a narrative of the measurement results, including a map or
aerial photo locating the measurement points.
b. A graph or table of the Leq variation over time is useful if the site was measured for a
longer period for help in identifying the worst noise hour.
c. A noise measurement report or noise measurement appendix to the noise study is
often prepared for research studies and may be required by a project sponsor for
highway project noise studies. The noise measurement report or appendix typically
includes the following:
-

Copies of the field data sheets (including a site sketch).

-

A table of the one-minute Leq values used in computing the Leq for the full
measurement.

-

One or more site photographs.

-

Summaries of the meteorological and traffic data, if collected.
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4.0 Validation of the FHWA TNM for a Proposed Highway Project
on Existing Alignment
As noted in Section 3.0 the “determination” of existing noise levels is required in 23 CFR 772 for a
highway noise study to establish a base case for comparison with future project levels. Section
772.11(a) of 23 CFR 772 requires “determination” of existing noise levels17 by



Field measurements for projects on new alignment; or
Modeling for projects on existing alignments (e.g., widenings).

This section discusses the measurement of noise levels for use in validating an FHWA TNM model
run of the existing condition. Validation is done by comparing the predicted existing levels to the
measured noise levels. These measurements are only intended for validation of runs for particular highway project
noise studies and not for use in an overall validation study of FHWA TNM.
Measurements made for model validation do not have to be made during the worst noise hour. The
purpose of these measurements is not to define the existing noise levels for impact determination,
but to allow validation of the existing model run so that FHWA TNM can then be used with some
degree of confidence to predict the existing worst noise hour levels that will be used in impact
determination.
Obviously, an existing highway needs to be present to validate the model. The validation process
includes simultaneous collection of sound level data, traffic classification counts, and traffic speed
data; it also includes details on the type of pavement, the ground type, terrain and other potential
sound-attenuating features between the road and the microphone.
These data are all used to create a model run within FHWA TNM, with the counted traffic factored
up to hourly volumes for each vehicle type. Each measurement will have its own FHWA TNM
validation run with the counted traffic specific to the measurement period.
The predicted sound levels are then compared to the measured sound levels for the same periods.
The FHWA Highway Traffic Noise: Analysis and Abatement Guidance 18 notes the following:
“If the measured and predicted highway traffic noise levels are within +/-3 dB(A) for
measurements taken at an NSA [noise-sensitive area], then the model is considered valid and
can be used to predict existing highway traffic noise levels for that NSA. If the model is not
within +/- 3 dB(A) for all the measurements, then the model is not considered valid until
additional measurements are made or until the analyst identifies the reason for the
discrepancy and makes a correction within the model. In some circumstances, it is not
possible to identify a specific reason for not validating a specific measurement location. In
these circumstances, document the discrepancy in the noise analysis report. Do not make
adjustments to the receiver to account for the difference in measured and modeled
levels…Calibration of a noise model, where the user adjusts the noise level at a specific
17 There is a typographical error in the text in 23 CFR 772 in Sec. 772.11(a). Subsections (1) and (2) state: “(1) For
projects on new alignments, determine traffic noise impacts by field measurements. (2) For projects on existing
alignments, predict existing and design year traffic noise impacts.” In both cases, the word “impacts” should be “levels.”
18 Highway Traffic Noise: Analysis and Abatement Guidance, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, DC, December
2011, pp. 31–32.
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receiver to account for differences between measured and modeled noise levels, is not
routinely advisable.”
Occasionally, the predicted noise level will not agree with the measured noise level because of the
conditions during the measurements that cannot be considered within FHWA TNM, such as wind
direction and speed, temperature lapse rate, pavement type or condition, or background noise. In
some cases, a project’s owner may accept the fact that the model cannot be validated at a site or may
require obtaining additional measurements. This handbook only discusses how to make the noise
measurements; it does not discuss how to create or refine the model run.
Site Selection

Site selection for measurements is generally driven by study goals, namely the validation of the
FHWA TNM modeling for the existing conditions at each measurement site. There are two
considerations regarding site selection:



The choice of a site based on its characteristics.
The location for the actual placement of the microphone for the measurement.

4.1.1 Site Characteristics

The FHWA Highway Traffic Noise: Analysis and Abatement Guidance also states that validation of the
model “requires a series of noise measurements along a project, preferably taking noise
measurements within each noise-sensitive area (NSA) or neighborhood.” 19
Site selection is guided by the location of noise-sensitive receptors and major nearby noise sources.
Use highway plans, land-use maps, aerial photos, web-based mapping sites, and field reconnaissance
to identify potential validation areas. Budgets and time usually prohibit measuring and attempting to
validate the model at all receptors. Even without these limitations, validation at all—or even most—
receptors is not necessary.
Include residential areas in the validation process, focusing on areas of frequent outdoor human use.
Consider the representativeness of each site. In some instances, one residential site near a proposed
highway can represent other similar sites. The representative site should exhibit similar background
sound level conditions to the other sites. Exterior activity areas for other noise-sensitive land uses
could be included as validation sites.
For the purposes of model validation, understand that it may be difficult to validate FHWA TNM
when a receptor has one or more rows of houses between it and the road of interest because its
exposure to the traffic noise is limited. The reason is that FHWA TNM models a row of houses as a
“building row” object, which behaves acoustically as a uniformly porous noise barrier. This building
row object does not precisely account for the location of the gaps between the houses, which most
likely would affect measured levels behind them, complicating an attempt at validation. To try to
avoid this problem some analysts model each house as an individual noise “barrier” object in
FHWA TNM. This method helps in locating the gaps, but it does not account for potential reflected
Highway Traffic Noise: Analysis and Abatement Guidance, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, DC, December
2011, p. 31.
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noise off the sides of each house, which could also affect measured levels behind a house and thus
complicate validation. While FHWA TNM 2.5 does not include a function to calculate reflections
off building sides modeled as barrier objects, FHWA TNM 3.0 does include this function. Despite
these concerns, there may be situations that warrant validation for receptors that are not fully
exposed to the traffic noise. Approach such validations with caution.
Also, be cautious if trying to validate FHWA TNM for an elevated roadway on a structure (e.g.,
viaduct or bridge). FHWA TNM does not account for noise radiating out from the underside of the
structure, such as the rolling noise of tires over pavement or the noise of tires hitting pavement or
bridge expansion joints. As a result, it can greatly under-predict the Leq(h), depending on such
factors as height of the structure, receiver height relative to the roadway surface and receiver
distance from the edge of the structure. National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) Report 791,20 Supplemental Guidance on the Application of FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM),
gives guidance on modeling such situations.
Site selection for model validation is guided by the absence of noise sources other than the roadway
under study that may raise the total existing level at a site. Generally, avoid validation sites where
other noise sources are audible unless those sources are intermittent—like trains and airplanes—and
the validation measurements can be made when those sources are not present. If the source is
intermittent, it may be good to do the measurement near that source, so that the source can be easily
identified in the measured sound level data and eliminated during data analysis. It is difficult to
determine if the noise from the other source is affecting the total measured Leq since the road in
question cannot be shut down to get a clean measurement of the Leq of the other source. Unless the
Leq of the other source is 10 dB or more below that of the roadway in question, the other source will
raise the total Leq:




If the other source’s Leq is 4 to 9 dB below the road’s Leq, then the increase in the total
measured Leq will be approximately 1 dB.
If the other source’s Leq is 2 to 3 dB lower, then the total measured Leq will be approximately
2 dB higher than the road’s Leq.
If the other source’s Leq is the same or 1 dB lower, then the total measured Leq will be
approximately 3 dB higher than the road’s Leq.

These effects are provided as information for troubleshooting validation problems; do not use them
as adjustment factors to correct a lack of validation.
When selecting sites for model validation, consider the condition of the pavement for the road in
question. In a validation model run, a pavement type is selected from FHWA TNM’s choices of
dense-graded asphalt concrete (DGAC), open-graded asphalt concrete (OGAC), Portland cement
concrete (PCC), or “Average” (derived from a combination of sound level data for dense-graded
asphalt and Portland cement concrete). The vehicle reference energy emission levels in FHWA
TNM were collected on several pavements that were neither new nor old or distressed. As such,

Menge, C., W. Bowlby, G. Anderson, H. Knauer, A. El-Aassar, D. Barrett, et al, Supplemental Guidance on the Application
of FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM), NCHRP Report 791, NAS, TRB, Washington, DC, 2014.
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choose model validation sites to avoid new or old pavements, which could lead to incorrect
validation conclusions.
In any case, identify the pavement type at the validation site for use in the FHWA TNM model of
the site. As shown in Figure 4-1, tire/pavement noise--based on on-board sound intensity (OBSI)
measurements--varies considerably, even for the same type of pavement.21 Note that FHWA
requires the use of the “Average” pavement type in FHWA TNM for future sound level predictions
unless express permission has been received from FHWA to use another pavement type. The OBSI
level for TNM Average pavement would be approximately 102 dB to 103 dB.
Figure 4-1: Range of Pavement Noise Levels, California and Arizona (OG/RAC = Open-graded
asphalt; PCC = Portland cement concrete; DGA = dense-graded asphalt)

4.1.2 Microphone Location

Study objectives will often determine microphone locations. In choosing locations, be cognizant of
localized noise sources that would affect or contaminate the measured levels, such as air
conditioners, playing children, and dogs.
Model validation requires exercising care when taking measurements. While “existing level” noise
measurements at residences are typically taken at an area of frequent human use that might be near a
Based on figure 5 of: Donavan, P.R., Comparative Measurements of Tire/Pavement Noise in Europe and the United States –
NITE Study, Report No. FHWA/CA/MI-2006/09, California Department of Transportation, Sacramento, CA, 2006.
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building like a house (e.g., a patio or the yard of a home), locate validation sites away from hard
sound-reflecting surfaces such as building walls, retaining walls, solid fences, and signboards.22
ANSI/ASA S12.9-2013/Part 323 indicates that if the microphone is located within 25 ft (7.5 m) of a
surface where reflections may influence the measured levels, then it should be positioned either flush
against the reflecting surface or 3.3 ft to 6.6 ft (1 m to 2 m) away from the surface. In either case, an
adjustment is then made to the measured sound level to approximate the level in the free field
without the reflected noise contribution. ANSI/ASA S12.9-2013/Part 3 uses a -6 dB adjustment for
the flush position and -3 dB for the 3.3 ft to 6.6 ft (1 m to 2 m) position.
American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) E966-10e1, which is the basis for the building
noise reduction procedure in Section 6.0, relaxes these theoretical -6 dB and -3 dB adjustments to -5
dB and -2 dB respectively.24 This handbook recommends these -5 dB and -2 dB adjustments for
model validation measurements in the presence of reflected traffic noise.
In general, use a microphone height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above ground for validation measurements.
However, receptors of interest may be at other heights above ground, such as outdoor balconies of
multistory apartments or decks of single-family homes. If conditions are such that model validation
measurements need to be made at these latter locations, then consider locating the microphone at
the needed height on a tall mast 25 ft (7.5 m) or more away from vertical reflecting surfaces or at the
above-noted close-in positions.
Noise Descriptors

The one-hour A-weighted equivalent sound level [Leq(h)] descriptor is required when validating the
FHWA TNM per 23 CFR 772.
Instrumentation

For model validation measurements, the key instrumentation and accessories include the following:


Integrating sound level meter or analyzer, 25 including microphone and preamplifier,
preferably with capability of sampling in consecutive, one-minute intervals.26

22 FHWA TNM version 2.5 does not have the capability of modeling reflections off single vertical walls, such as the
front or back of a house. Placing a validation site near a vertical reflecting surface could increase the sound level and
invalidate the validation effort. FHWA TNM version 3.0 will have that capability if the user designates that wall as a
reflecting surface for user-designated roadway segments.
23 “Quantities and Procedures for Description and Measurement of Environmental Sound—Part 3: Short-term
Measurements with an Observer Present,” ANSI/ASA S12.9-2013/Part 3, Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New
York, 2013.
24 Sections 9.6.2 and 9.6.3 of ASTM E966-10e1, referencing: Bradley, J. S. and Chu, W. T., “Errors When using Façade
Measurements of Incident Aircraft Noise,” 2002 International Congress and Exposition on Noise Control Engineering,
Dearborn, MI, August 19-21, 2002.
25 Section 772.11(d) (3) of 23 CFR 772 requires the use of an integrating sound level meter or analyzer, which
automatically measures Leq.
26 The electrical noise floor of the sound level measurement system (meter/analyzer, microphone/preamplifier and
microphone extension cable, if used) can affect the accuracy of a sound level measurement. Sound pressure levels that
are at least 10 dB higher than the floor should be relatively unaffected. Levels within 5 dB of the noise floor are not
valid. Establishing the noise floor is important for research measurements or measurements in a low-noise environment
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Calibrator.
Windscreen.
Tripod.
Microphone extension cable (optional).
Anemometer or handheld wind speed and direction instrument (online weather sites and
mobile phone applications can also provide data on temperature and humidity data).
Data sheets, clipboard, pen or pencil, or electronic data-logging device.
Still camera and optional video camera.
Vehicle-speed detection unit (a laser gun is preferred to a radar gun for better targeting of
specific vehicles).
Traffic-counting device.

Appendix B provides information and a discussion on instrumentation and other useful accessories
and field supplies.
Sampling Period

Consider three factors when selecting a sampling period:




When to measure.
Measurement duration.
Measurement repetition.

4.4.1 When to Measure

The goal of these measurements is to validate the FHWA TNM model for the existing condition.
Validation measurements do not need to be made during the worst noise hour and should not be
done during the peak traffic hours if traffic flow is congested because FHWA TNM was not
designed to predict sound levels for this condition.
However, knowing the existing worst hour is important for predicting the existing Leq(h) during that
hour for comparison to the predicted future worst noise hour Leq(h) in the impact determination
process, once the model has been validated. Consider making a 12-hour to 14-hour measurement at
one or more representative locations along the project corridor to help identify the existing worst
noise hour along the existing roadway. A typical time period could be 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. Collect the
data in one-minute increments for easier identification of unrepresentative events for deletion from
the data; then, combine the remaining minutes’ Leq to get the Leq(h) for each hour. Safely secure the
sound level analyzer if it is being left unattended, perhaps by choosing a secure location in a fenced
residential yard or by chaining the locked analyzer case to a tree, fence post or other fixed object.
An alternative technique for identifying the existing worst hour is to predict a series of daytime
Leq(h) if hourly vehicle classification count data are available. In any case, do not assume that the
worst noise hour for existing condition is the same as that for the future “build” condition.

or done with a long cable run. The instrument manufacturer should be able to state the electrical noise floor (preferably,
as a function of frequency). It can also be measured in the field using a microphone simulator (often called a “dummy
mic”) during the calibration procedure. More information on a microphone simulator is in Appendix B.
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Meteorological conditions can have a significant effect on measured sound levels and model
validation. Avoid sound level measurements during precipitation or when the pavement is wet. Tire
noise increases on wet pavements, especially in the higher frequencies that most affect an Aweighted sound level. In ideal circumstances take validation measurements under calm wind
conditions on overcast days to minimize refraction effects that affect the measured sound level. The
propagation algorithms in FHWA TNM assume a calm/neutral atmosphere (no wind and no change
in temperature with height).
The change in wind speed with elevation above ground (“wind shear”) causes refraction of
propagating sound waves: levels downwind from a source are higher than levels from the same
source without wind, while levels upwind from a source are lower than levels without wind. These
effects typically increase in magnitude with increasing distance from the source. Even close to the
road, wind can flutter the microphone diaphragm and produce false noise readings (even through a
proper windscreen). Do not make sound level measurements when winds exceed 11 mph (17 kmh
or 5 m/s), regardless of direction (or delete any data collected during such periods during data
analysis). If the A-weighted sound levels are lower than 40 dBA, even lower-speed winds can cause
false noises.
The change in temperature with height above the ground (“temperature lapse rate”) can also have a
major effect on measured sound levels by refraction. Except for briefly around sunrise and sunset,
there will be a change in temperature with height, even on calm days. Compared to the neutral
condition, levels for the same traffic volume, speed, and vehicle mix would be higher on clear nights
during inversions (temperature increases with increasing height above ground) and lower during
bright, sunny days (temperature decreases with increasing height above ground more rapidly than on
calm, cloudy days).
Research presented in NCHRP Report 79127 provides results for modeled meteorological conditions
relative to calm and neutral atmospheric conditions. The research ran test scenarios with the
SoundPLAN28 computer program, using the Nord200029 sound propagation model, which accounts
for detailed meteorological effects.30
Table 4-1 through Table 4-4 present some of the results from NCHRP Report 791. These tables
detail differences in sound levels for: 1) upwind or downwind conditions for the neutral condition
(no temperature gradient); and 2) temperature gradients for calm wind conditions. These data do not
represent what might happen for combined non-calm and non-neutral conditions. The results are
for a mix of automobiles and trucks for hard-ground and soft-ground sites with no noise barrier and
for receiver heights above ground of 5 ft and 15 ft (1.5 m and 4.6 m) and receiver distances from the
road of 50 ft to 1,600 ft (15.2 m to 488 m). Positive numbers in the tables indicate that sound levels

Menge, C., W. Bowlby, G. Anderson, H. Knauer, A. El-Aassar, D. Barrett, et al, Supplemental Guidance on the Application
of FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM), NCHRP Report 791, NAS, TRB, Washington, DC, 2014.
28 SoundPLAN® User’s Manual, Braunstein + Berndt GmbH, January 2012 (including update information for Version 7.2
– November 2012).
29 Delta, “Proposal for Nordtest Method: Nord2000 – Prediction of Outdoor Sound Propagation,” January 2010.
30 NCHRP Report 791 and its appendices are available online. Appendix J of that report give more details on the
meteorological research.
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are greater than the sounds levels with calm or neutral conditions, and negative numbers mean that
sound levels are lower than those with calm or neutral conditions.
NCHRP Report 791 notes that “TNM users are encouraged to use the data in these tables to explain
the difference in sound levels for validation purposes and for explanation of sound levels for agency
and public purposes.” However, do not use the data in these tables or in the other tables in NCHRP Report 791
to adjust measured levels to validate or calibrate an FHWA TNM model run.
Table 4-1: Differences in Sound Levels (dB) Relative to Calm/Neutral Conditions, Autos, and
Trucks, Without Noise Barrier, Hard Ground, No Temperature Gradient
Receiver
Distance [ft
(m)]

Moderate Upwind
(2.5 m/s)

Strong
Upwind (5
m/s)

Moderate
Downwind (2.5
m/s)

Strong Downwind
(5 m/s)

Receiver height of 5 ft (1.5 m)
50 (15.2)

0 dB

-1 dB

0 dB

0 dB

100 (30.5)

-1

-2

0

0

200 (61)

-2

-5

0

1

400 (122)

-7

-11

1

1

800 (244)

-13

-19

1

2

1,600 (488)

-20

-25

2

2

Receiver height of 15 ft (4.6 m)
50 (15.2)

0

0

0

0

100 (30.5)

0

0

0

0

200 (61)

0

-1

0

0

400 (122)

-1

-4

1

1

800 (244)

-6

-11

1

1

1,600 (488)

-12

-18

1

2

Table 4-1 note: 2.5 m/s = 5.6 mph; 5 m/s = 11.2 mph.

Table 4-2: Differences in Sound Levels (dB) Relative to Calm/Neutral Conditions, Autos, and
Trucks, Without Noise Barrier, Soft Ground, No Temperature Gradient
Receiver
Distance [ft
(m)]

Moderate Upwind
(2.5 m/s)

Strong
Upwind (5
m/s)

Moderate
Downwind (2.5
m/s)

Strong Downwind
(5 m/s)

Receiver height of 5 ft (1.5 m)
50 (15.2)

-2 dB

-3 dB

3 dB

3 dB

100 (30.5)

-3

-4

6

8
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Receiver
Distance [ft
(m)]

Moderate Upwind
(2.5 m/s)

Strong
Upwind (5
m/s)

Moderate
Downwind (2.5
m/s)

Strong Downwind
(5 m/s)

200 (61)

-4

-6

10

12

400 (122)

-7

-9

13

14

800 (244)

-11

-14

14

15

1,600 (488)

-16

-21

14

14

Receiver height of 15 ft (4.6 m)
50 (15.2)

-1

-1

1

1

100 (30.5)

-1

-3

2

2

200 (61)

-3

-5

4

6

400 (122)

-5

-8

8

10

800 (244)

-8

-12

11

13

1,600 (488)

-13

-16

12

13

Table 4-2 note: 2.5 m/s = 5.6 mph; 5 m/s = 11.2 mph.

Table 4-3: Differences in Sound Levels (dB) Relative to Calm/Neutral Conditions, Autos, and
Trucks, Without Noise Barrier, Hard Ground, Calm Wind
Receiver
Distance [ft
(m)]

Weak Lapse
(-0.1 °C/m)

Strong Lapse
(-0.3 °C/m)

Weak Inversion
(+0.1 °C/m)

Strong Inversion
(+0.3 °C/m)

Receiver height of 5 ft (1.5 m)
50 (15.2)

0 dB

0 dB

0 dB

0 dB

100 (30.5)

0

0

0

0

200 (61)

0

0

0

1

400 (122)

0

-1

0

1

800 (244)

-1

-5

1

2

1,600 (488)

-4

-11

2

4

Receiver height of 15 ft (4.6 m)
50 (15.2)

0

0

0

0

100 (30.5)

0

0

0

0

200 (61)

0

0

0

0

400 (122)

0

0

0

1
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Receiver
Distance [ft
(m)]

Weak Lapse
(-0.1 °C/m)

Strong Lapse
(-0.3 °C/m)

Weak Inversion
(+0.1 °C/m)

Strong Inversion
(+0.3 °C/m)

800 (244)

0

-3

1

1

1,600 (488)

-2

-9

1

3

Table 4-4: Differences in Sound Levels (dB) Relative to Calm/Neutral Conditions, Autos, and
Trucks, Without Noise Barrier, Soft Ground, Calm Wind
Receiver
Distance [ft
(m)]

Weak Lapse
(-0.1 °C/m)

Strong Lapse
(-0.3 °C/m)

Weak Inversion
(+0.1 °C/m)

Strong Inversion
(+0.3 °C/m)

Receiver height of 5 ft (1.5 m)
50 (15.2)

0 dB

-1 dB

0 dB

2 dB

100 (30.5)

0

-1

1

4

200 (61)

-1

-2

2

8

400 (122)

-2

-4

3

11

800 (244)

-4

-8

4

12

1,600 (488)

-7

-11

4

13

Receiver height of 15 ft (4.6 m)
50 (15.2)

0

0

0

1

100 (30.5)

0

-1

1

2

200 (61)

-1

-2

1

4

400 (122)

-2

-4

3

8

800 (244)

-3

-7

4

11

1,600 (488)

-7

-12

5

12

Cloud cover observations may be useful in assessing the potential for temperature refraction effects.
Table 4-5 shows cloud cover classes. Class 1 has the least likelihood of temperature refraction, being
closer to neutral temperature profile than other conditions. Class 4 has the greatest chance of
refraction that could cause the largest decreases in level compared to neutral conditions, while Class
5 has the greatest chance of refraction that could cause the largest increases in level compared to
neutral conditions. Avoiding measurements before sunrise or after sunset will typically bypass
inversion periods. Measurement of temperature at two heights above ground, such as 5 ft and 15 ft
(1.5 m and 4.6 m), is a precise way to determine lapse rate and the presence of refraction, but is not
required for sound level measurements made for the purposes of the model validation called for in
23 CFR 772.
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Table 4-5: Classes of Cloud Cover
Class
1
2

Description
Heavily overcast
Lightly overcast: either with continuous sun or the sun obscured intermittently by clouds 20% to 80%
of the time

3

Sunny: sun essentially unobscured by clouds at least 80% of the time

4

Clear night: less than 50% cloud cover

5

Overcast night: 50% or more cloud cover

4.4.2 Measurement Duration

In choosing a measurement duration, a key consideration is to be able to represent the one-hour Leq
with a shorter-term measurement to reduce time and cost for the measurement study, but without
sacrificing accuracy. Measurement duration depends on how much the sound level fluctuates.
Section 3.4.2 provides a discussion of guidance in ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010) on classifying the
temporal characteristics of environmental sound.
Please note that several unusually loud vehicles during a measurement near a lightly traveled road
can skew the results of a shorter-duration measurement. On the other hand, along busier roads, loud
vehicles should not, in general, be viewed as unrepresentative; they are part of the overall vehicle
population, which includes a wide range of vehicle noise emission levels.
One guide for choosing duration is the greatest anticipated or observed range in the minimum and
maximum sound levels occurring at the measurement site during the worst noise hour:




Range of 10 dB or less: 10 minutes.
Range of 10 to 30 dB: 15 to 20 minutes.
Range greater than 30 dB: 30 or more minutes.

Additionally, most integrating sound level meters allow observation of the cumulative Leq during a
measurement, even if the data are being accumulated in 1-minute intervals. If the cumulative Leq
fluctuations do not settle down after measuring for the above durations, consider extending the
sample period.
4.4.3 Measurement Repetition

As noted in Section 3.0, a single sound level measurement at a site, regardless of its duration, only
offers a slice or snapshot of the time-varying sound level at the site. Changes in traffic and in
meteorological conditions, especially wind direction and temperature lapse rate around sunrise and
sunset can change sound levels, sometimes substantially, as described earlier. However, for the
purposes of model validation, a single sound level measurement at a site should be sufficient if
concerns about other noise sources, meteorological conditions, traffic congestion, and unusually
loud vehicles on low-volume roads have been addressed. Also consider:


Was the guidance on how long to measure followed?
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Was the calibration check at the end of the measurement successful?
Was care taken to edit data to eliminate unrepresentative events?

Measurement Procedure

This section presents the measurement procedure. More specific details for the person going into
the field are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Prior to traveling to conduct the sound level
measurements, plan the measurement study as described in Section 2.0.
4.5.1 On-Site Set Up and Data Collection

The steps below describe what needs to be done upon arrival at the site, on through the successful
collection of data.
1. Determine the exact point to place the microphone prior to setting up for data collection.
Evaluate the presence or likelihood of localized noise sources (e.g., air conditioning units,
pool pumps, neighbors, lawn care, local traffic) and adjust the location accordingly.
2. If using an extension cable, then attach the microphone and preamp to the tripod head,
typically at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above the ground. If not using the cable, then attach the
sound level instrument directly to the tripod. In either case, make sure the tripod is level and
secure; weighing it down on slopes may be needed, especially if breezy conditions are
expected.
3. Check all equipment settings, including use of the A-weighting filter network and
measurement of Leq. If the integrating sound level meter can sample in discrete, repetitive
intervals, then a one-minute interval duration is recommended. Synchronize the time clocks
on the instruments to each other and to all operators’ time-keeping devices. Also check
battery strength.
4. Calibrate the entire acoustical instrumentation system with the extension cable in place, if
one is used.
5. If using other than handheld meteorological instruments, set up the meteorological station
and confirm its settings. Proper documentation of meteorological conditions is important.
Document wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity, and cloud cover prior to and
after data collection, and whenever substantial changes in conditions are noted during the
measurement.
a. Wind data should be site-specific and contemporaneous with the sound level
measurements. For model validation measurements, the wind should be calm.
Discontinue or pause sampling when the wind is not calm (or mark those oneminute periods as contaminated for post-measurement deletion).
b. Temperature and humidity can be determined though online weather sites or
applications on mobile devices. Historical data are also usually available online for
documentation of the conditions during the measurements. Make sure weather data
from online sources is from stations near to the measurement site and that weather
conditions from the online source match conditions observed in the field.
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c. Temperature lapse rate can have a major effect on measured sound levels by
refraction, especially at larger distances from the source. For model validation
purposes, the ideal conditions are calm, overcast days. Observing the cloud cover, as
described in Section 4.4.1, can be useful in assessing the potential for temperature
refraction effects. Lapse rate information is not knowable from online weather sites
by comparison of data from different stations
6. Begin filling out the field data sheet, including measuring distances to landmarks, making a
site sketch, and taking photographs to document the location. Optionally, obtain latitude and
longitude coordinates from a GPS unit; note that smartphones with locational capabilities
may not provide the desired accuracy. Make documentation complete enough so that
another person can return to the site at another time and set up at the same measurement
point. Brief video recordings before or during the measurement can prove useful (possibly
including voice narration or the sound level display in a portion of the video screen). See
Section 4.5.2 on completing measurement documentation and the FHWA Noise Measurement
Field Guide for sample data sheets.
7. Deploy traffic-counting and speed detection equipment and people. Note that use of speed
detection devices can affect vehicle behavior by causing braking and slowdowns. Shooting
speeds after the vehicle has passed the device location, especially when on an overpass, often
makes the speed sampling less noticeable to drivers.
8. Measure sound levels for the needed duration.
a. If the integrating sound level meter can sample in one-minute intervals, then
intervals with bad data (e.g., during periods of non-calm winds or operator activity)
or unrepresentative events that might skew the measurement can be deleted during
post-measurement data reduction, as described in Section 4.6. If it is suspected or known
that certain unrepresentative minutes’ data will need to be eliminated from the result, then extend the
data collection for the same number of additional minutes.
b. If the integrating sound level meter cannot sample in one-minute intervals and can
only present a single Leq for the entire measurement period, then pay close attention
during the measurement and be prepared to use the instrument’s “pause” and
“resume” data collection buttons to try to edit out bad data. Some instruments have
a “delay” feature that eliminates a portion of the immediately preceding bit of data,
such as a 10-second block. Lacking such a feature, it may not be possible to edit out
the bad data and the entire measurement may have to be discarded and repeated.
c. In either case (although harder to do in the latter), keeping notes on a minute-byminute basis of the noise sources is important. Noise source descriptions help
document the conditions and causes of the measured levels, and are especially
important for identifying bad data or unrepresentative events. Use a consistent
shorthand notation for easier note-taking (e.g., “D” for dog, “W” for wind, “HT”
for heavy truck, etc.). Also note typical or maximum sound levels of these sources
for later reference.
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9. Collect the traffic count and speed data simultaneously with the sound level data. The Noise
Measurement Field Guide presents sample field logs.
a. Traffic counts: It is often easier to video record traffic in the field and perform
counts later for multilane facilities; video recording requires time synchronization
between the acoustical instrumentation and the video camera.
For FHWA TNM, vehicles are grouped into five acoustically significant types (i.e.,
vehicles within each type exhibit statistically similar acoustical characteristics). These
vehicle types are defined as follows:








Automobiles (A): All vehicles with two axles and four tires and designated
primarily for transportation of nine or fewer passengers or for transportation of
cargo; this vehicle type includes light trucks. Generally, the gross vehicle weight
is less than 9,900 lb (4,500 kg).
Medium trucks (MT): All cargo vehicles with two axles and six tires. Generally,
the gross vehicle weight is greater than 9,900 lb (4,500 kg) but less than 26,400 lb
(12,000 kg).
Heavy trucks (HT): All cargo vehicles with three or more axles. Generally, the
gross vehicle weight is greater than 26,400 lb (12,000 kg).
Buses (B): All vehicles with two or three axles and designated for transportation
of nine or more passengers.
Motorcycles (MC): All vehicles with no more than two or three tires with an
open-air driver or passenger compartment.

Make classification counts (i.e., by vehicle type) by direction, ideally for the same
interval duration as the sound level meter (e.g., one-minute), in case sound level data
needs to be edited out.
b. Traffic speeds: Obtain as many speed samples as possible during the relatively short
duration of a validation noise measurement, trying for roughly equal numbers in each
direction. Speeds on inside travel lanes on a highway are usually higher than speeds
on outside lanes. On any given lane, there is typically not a large speed variation by
vehicle type because the slowest vehicles in that lane tend to set the speed for most
of the others. The noise measurement duration is typically not long enough to
sample a sufficient number of speeds on every lane, possibly except for roadways
with two lanes in each direction. Sample the center lanes for a roadway with three
lanes in each direction; for four lanes in each direction, sample the second lane from
the outside; and for five lanes in each direction, sample the center lane. Record the
direction, lane and vehicle type for each speed sample. If measuring with a speed
gun is not possible, drive the road in each direction as close to the measurement time
as possible, trying to achieve an average speed of the traffic (the test vehicle passes as
many vehicles as pass the test vehicle).
10. After sampling is done, record the result(s) on the field data sheet. For many sound level
analyzers, data needs to be saved to a file for download to a computer; do this either on site
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or after completing the day’s measurements. Most analyzers allow multiple files to be
downloaded and saved with unique names. Use the file naming protocols developed during
measurement planning. Be sure to record files names on the data sheets.
11. If applicable, save any data files associated with the traffic counts or speeds to a computer
either on site or after completing the day’s measurements. Include unique and descriptive file
names, including type of file, site, time of day, and date. Be sure to record the files names on
the data sheets.
12. Next, recheck the sound level instrument’s calibration (with the extension cable still in place,
if used). If this final calibration differs from the initial calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then
no adjustment to the data is necessary unless such adjustment is needed to bring the measurement
within the needed validation tolerance. If the final calibration differs from the initial calibration by
0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, then adjust all data measured with that system during the time between
calibrations as described in Section 4.6. If the final calibration differs from the initial
calibration by more than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system during the
time between calibrations. Repeat the measurement(s) after the instrumentation has been
thoroughly checked by the manufacturer or a repair/calibration facility.
13. Finally, before taking down the equipment and leaving the site, be sure to record all needed
information on the data sheet and take any needed site photographs, as described in
Section 4.5.2.
4.5.2 Completing Measurement Documentation

Documentation is an essential part of every measurement. There are two stages to documentation:
1) in the field; and 2) after data analysis. This section describes field documentation. Field data
sheets and more specific guidance are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Complete data
sheets in the field while at the site. Make documentation sufficient for another person to return to
that same microphone location and repeat the measurement with the same equipment and settings
and under the same conditions. Here are some parameters to document using data sheets:











Name of person conducting measurement.
Project name and location.
Site location and description, including address (if applicable), and possibly a site number
assigned by the measurement person or preassigned by the measurement study planner.
Model and serial number of the sound level instrument, microphone and calibrator, and
sound level instrument settings (e.g., A-weighting).
Site sketch (including distances to landmarks), ground surface characterization (including
pavement), and terrain features (all of which would be useful information when the site is
modeled with FHWA TNM).
Measurement date, start and stop time, and duration.
Pre- and post-measurement calibration results.
Measured Leq. and other descriptors such as L90, if measured.
File name for the measurement, if applicable.
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Measurement notes, including noise source descriptions and any occurrences of bad,
contaminated, or unrepresentative data.
Summary of meteorological data, especially wind speed and direction.
Summary of traffic classification data and speed data.

Data Analysis and Reporting

Typical data analysis and reporting procedures include these steps:
1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Eliminating bad data: Examine data collected in one-minute intervals using the field notes
and eliminate and label (reason for elimination) any bad, contaminated, or unrepresentative
one-minute intervals in the spreadsheet. Compute the measurement’s Leq in the spreadsheet
using this formula:
Equation 4-1: Formula for Leq

10 log10

10

⁄10

1

where Li is the ith good minute’s Leq and n is the total number of good minutes.
3. Calibration adjustment: If needed, adjust the Leq to account for a shift in calibration (CAL)
level from before to after the measurement:
a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then no adjustment to the data is necessary unless
such adjustment is needed to bring the measurement within the needed
validation tolerance; if so, use the procedure in step 3b.
b. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, then adjust all data measured with that system during
the time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐

CALINITIAL

CALFINAL / 2

For example, if:
Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq downward by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has
been adjusted.
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c. If the final calibration of the sound level meter/analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat all measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.
4. Background adjustment: The total measured Leq is a combination of the source Leq and the
background Leq. If the total measured level exceeds the background level by greater than 10
dB, then the background contribution to the total measured level is less than 0.5 dB and no
adjustment of the total measured level is necessary to determine the source-only level. If the
total measured level does not exceed the background level by 5 dB or more, then the sourceonly level cannot be accurately determined; omit those data from data analysis. If the noise
source is continuous traffic, then it is not possible to determine the background Leq and
whether the background noise is increasing the total measured level.
If the total measured level exceeds the background level by between 5 and 10 dB, then adjust
the measured level for background noise to obtain the source-only level as follows:
Equation 4-2: Formula for Adjusting Leq for Background

10 log10 10 0.1

10 0.1

where: Ladj is the background-adjusted measured level;
Lc is the total measured level with source and background combined; and
Lb is the background level alone.
For example, if:
Lc = 55.0 dB
Lb = 47.0 dB
Then:
Equation 4-3: Example of Background Adjustment
.

.

.

.

54.3 dB

5. The second aspect of data documentation is reporting. Appendix C provides more details.
a. The measured sound level data are typically compiled in a noise study report table
including site number, site address, date, start and end time, duration, Leq, and
perhaps a note about the measurement, meteorological conditions, or the key noise
sources. Consider adding a narrative of the measurement results, including a map or
aerial photo locating the measurement points.
b. A graph or table of the Leq variation over time is useful if the site was measured for a
longer period for help in identifying the worst noise hour.
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c. A noise measurement report or noise measurement appendix to the noise study is
often prepared. The noise measurement report or appendix typically includes the
following:
-

Copies of the field data sheets (including a site sketch).

-

A table of the one-minute Leq values used in computing the Leq for the full
measurement.

-

One or more site photographs.

-

Summaries of the meteorological and traffic data, if collected.
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5.0 Including Other Noise Sources for Highway Noise Projects
Projects with multimodal noise sources (e.g., sources near a train line or airport) may require
determination of train and aircraft noise levels to help establish the existing sound environment,
predict the future sound environment, and evaluate noise abatement feasibility and mitigation
design. Methods for undertaking this determination process are provided in this section, with
additional information provided in Appendix E and Appendix F. Some of the information in this
section is based on the 1982 FHWA document, Advanced Prediction and Abatement of Highway Traffic
Noise.31 This section updates the relevant and valuable procedures contained in the 1982 document.
Updates include discussion of modern noise sources, methods, and available operational
information.
Here are the types of projects to which the method applies:




Type I project near train and aircraft operations.
Type II project near train and aircraft operations.
Construction near train and aircraft operations.

The first few subsections discuss how to determine noise levels from other transportation noise
sources. The remaining subsections discuss methods/applications for including these sources in
highway traffic noise analyses. There are five methods/applications discussed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establishing existing noise to determine substantial increase.
Determining worst noise hour.
Establishing existing noise to validate the FHWA TNM.
Determining contributions of train and aircraft sources to future noise levels for identifying
impacts.
5. Determining contributions of train and aircraft sources to future noise levels for purposes of
abatement analysis.
Noise from Trains and Aircraft

The noise emanating from train and aircraft operations can contribute to the sound environment in
a highway project area. The following subsections describe each of the noise sources and methods
for determining the associated sound levels.
5.1.1 Train Noise

There are many similarities between train operations on railroad lines and highway operations. In
both cases, operations occur on fixed paths, individual vehicles move past an observation point at a
relatively constant speed, and there are a limited number of vehicle types with relatively similar
spectral content for each type. Differences between train and highway operations relate primarily to
the noise emission levels of individual vehicles and the time pattern of the operations. For train
operations, there are fewer vehicles in each time period. Operations for light rail and commuter rail
have set schedules for weekdays and weekends that are mostly consistent monthly. Freight rail
Advanced Prediction and Abatement of Highway Traffic Noise, Federal Highway Administration, Office of Environmental
Policy, June 1982.
31
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operations can vary on a daily, monthly, and annual basis. Noise from train operations involves
many parameters, including: type of train (light rail, commuter rail, freight); travel speed; number of
locomotives and cars per train; number of trains per day; use of horns; use of train warning
bells/chimes; use of crossing bells; and effects of special trackwork (e.g., turnouts and crossovers).
Determining train noise levels to incorporate into highway analyses can be accomplished using
screening estimates, measurements, or predictions, as described below.
5.1.1.1. Screening Estimates

Train noise can contribute to overall noise levels in a highway project area if associated noise levels
are within 10 dB of highway noise levels. Practitioners can apply a quick-screening method to
determine if this condition is the case, and if so, further evaluate train noise using measurements
and/or predictions.
Applying the General Assessment Method in the Federal Transit Administration Transit Noise and
Vibration Impact Assessment guidance manual32 (section on estimating existing noise exposure) helps
practitioners roughly estimate existing train noise in a project area. Table 5-1 shows estimates for
train noise based on an average train traffic volume of 5 to 10 trains per day at 30 to 40 mph (48 to
64 kmh) for main line railroad corridors (does not include light rail). Noise levels are provided in
terms of Day-Night Average Sound Level only (DNL, Ldn; 24-hour average level with nighttime
penalty, see Appendix A for definition) and are listed for ranges of distances from the train noise
source to a receiver. Distances are referenced from the track centerline, or in the case of multiple
tracks, to the centerline of the rail corridor.
Table 5-1: Estimating Train Noise (Excluding Light Rail)
Distance from Noise Source
(ft)

Sound Level Estimate
Ldn, dBA

10 to 30

75

30 to 60

70

60 to 120

65

120 to 240

60

240 to 500

55

500 to 800

50

800 and up

45

Table 5-1 notes: 1 ft = 0.3048 m. Sound levels do not include shielding from intervening rows of buildings. General
rule for estimating shielding attenuation in populated areas: Assume one row of buildings every 100 ft (0.2 m); -4.5 dB
for the first row, -1.5 dB for every subsequent row up to a maximum of -10 dB attenuation. (Extracted from Table 5-7
in the 2006 FTA guidance)

Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
32
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5.1.1.2. Measurements

It is possible to measure existing train noise as part of highway noise project measurements near
noise receptors of interest. If long-term measurements are being made to establish diurnal highway
traffic noise patterns, then choose a measurement location such that the measured noise also
captures train operations. Conduct these measurements similarly to those described in Section 3.0,
following guidance to measure existing noise levels. Capturing at least 24 hours of data, establish
existing noise that includes the train noise for where receptors in the highway project area are
exposed to both sources. This would likely not apply to freight trains, since their operations can be
highly variable. Consider the following when conducting such measurements:






Consider the variability of train operations over a 24-hour period and day-to-day when
planning and conducting measurements. Weekdays may have a higher volume of operations
during peak commute times compared to weekends, and nighttime operations may extend to
later hours on weekends. Measuring for 24 hours during a single weekday may or may not
adequately represent the train noise.
Current train operations may not represent future operations. Contact the appropriate rail
agency or agencies to determine if future operations are expected to be notably different from
existing operations. In cases where existing operations are not representative, choose
measurement locations that minimize the influence from train noise, and predict future
operational noise for combining with future traffic noise levels.
Optimize measurement sample sizes for the train events to identify these events and
potentially remove them from existing noise (e.g., when establishing existing noise for model
validation). For example, a light rail pass-by event may last only a few seconds, and a freight
train pass-by event may last several minutes; a sample size of one minute may be appropriate
in these circumstances.

If predictions will be made for existing or future conditions, then train source sound levels could be
measured and used as input to the calculations (this could apply to any train type, including freight).
Measure the maximum train noise level or sound exposure level (see definitions in Appendix A) and
document the distance to the near tracks. Ideally, 10 pass-by events for each train type are used to
calculate a representative average level. This is not a requirement for predictions; typical train noise
levels are provided in FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment guidance manual.33 FTA
guidance also provides measurement guidance specific to trains. Using FTA or Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) methods, calculate the DNL or the worst hour sound level using either
measured or listed train noise levels.
5.1.1.3. Predictions

To predict train noise levels, use a simplified manual method, FTA’s General Assessment Method
(also in FRA CREATE prediction spreadsheet), FTA Detailed Analysis Method, or the HUD quick
method (described in Section 5.1.1.3.3). There are also commercial software packages to predict
train noise, but these are not discussed in this document.
Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
33
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5.1.1.3.1 Simplified Manual Method

A simplified manual method can be used to calculate rail noise. This method is based on FTA and
FRA general assessment techniques and is shown in Appendix E. The calculation method requires
input about the trains, tracks, and operations. The simplified method includes freight, commuter,
and light rail. The resulting rail noise predictions are provided for both the peak hour Leq and the
DNL.
5.1.1.3.2 FTA (Method in Guidance) and FRA CREATE

FTA’s guidance document provides both general assessment and detailed analysis techniques for
predicting rail noise. The simplified manual method described previously is based on the General
Assessment Method; the simplified method can be further refined using the additional noise sources
found in FTA’s guidance document and executed in the FRA CREATE model.34 In addition, the
Detailed Analysis Method in FTA’s guidance document can be applied for a more comprehensive
assessment of rail noise. This method requires additional input parameters such as terrain geometry,
ground type, additional track parameters, specific stationary source parameters, and noise barrier
parameters. FTA’s Detailed Analysis Method permits the most accurate prediction of train noise
compared to other methods described in this document.
5.1.1.3.3 HUD Method

The HUD quick method (DNL Calculator35) permits online calculation of train noise. This method
requires knowledge of train types and operations; however, assumptions are provided in the HUD
Noise Guidebook36 for when some of the parameters are not known. Listed below are assumptions
that can be made for an estimate:






Fraction of trains at night (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) is 0.15.
Average number of diesel locomotives per train is two.
Average number of rail cars is 50 per diesel train and 8 for electrified trains.
Average train speed is 30 mph.
Electrified rapid transit and commuter trains that do not use diesel engines should be treated
the same as railway cars.

5.1.2 Aircraft Noise

There are major differences between aircraft and highway operations. For aircraft, there are relatively
few noise events, but those that do occur can have high noise levels. The pattern of operations is
irregular throughout the day and can vary on a daily or monthly basis. Noise from aircraft operations
in flight and at an airport involves many parameters, including: type and weight of aircraft; number
of arrivals and departures, and types of procedures; flight paths; and aircraft run-ups and other
ground operations. To determine aircraft noise levels to incorporate into highway analyses, use
34 Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, CREATE Railroad Noise Model User Guide, prepared for Federal Railroad
Administration, 2006.
35 HUD Exchange DNL Calculator, US Department of Housing and Urban Development.
36 Noise Assessment Guidelines, US Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Policy Development and
Research, 2009.
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published noise contours, measurements (likely could not capture representative noise during
highway noise measurements), or predictions, as described in the following sections.
5.1.2.1. Utilizing Noise Contours

Find estimates of aircraft noise in a highway project area in published airport noise contours. For
many civil, military, and general aviation airports, noise exposure contours are already available from
local government or airport authorities. These are often generated as part of an airport master plan,
airport expansion, or environmental assessment study. An internet search can provide a noise
practitioner with such contours. Noise levels can be extracted by locating a highway project area on
the contour map and extracting the appropriate DNL. Airport contours usually show levels down to
a DNL of 65 dBA, and there could be lower levels that contribute to the noise in a highway project
area. Further investigation may reveal lower-level contours (various reports for airport noise studies),
and lower-level values can be extracted from those. An alternative is to apply prediction
methodologies to reveal levels/contours below a DNL of 65 dBA.
5.1.2.2. Measurements

It is possible to measure existing aircraft noise as part of highway noise project measurements near
noise receptors of interest. If long-term measurements are being made to establish diurnal highway
traffic noise patterns, then choose a measurement location such that the measured noise also
captures aircraft operations. Conduct these measurements similarly to those described in Section 3.0,
following guidance to measure existing noise levels. Capturing at least 24 hours of data, measure
existing noise that includes the aircraft noise for where receptors in the highway project area are
exposed to both sources. However, these data would likely not be representative of average aircraft
noise, since their operations and the weather can be highly variable. Consider the following when
conducting such measurements:








Consider the daily and monthly variability of aircraft operations when planning and
conducting measurements. Capturing data over a single 24-hour period may not represent an
average over a year (what is normally considered for aircraft), since operations vary greatly
and there may be atmospheric influences that do not represent normal or prevalent
atmospheric effects. Consider whether the day of the measurements can adequately represent
the aircraft noise.
Current aircraft operations may not represent future operations, and future operations may
need to be predicted. Contact the appropriate airport agency or agencies to determine if
future operations are expected to be notably different from existing operations.
Optimize measurement sample sizes for the aircraft events to identify these events properly
and potentially remove them from existing noise (e.g., when establishing existing noise for
model validation). For example, an airplane overflight event may last approximately 30
seconds; a one-minute sample size may be appropriate in these circumstances.
Measured aircraft noise levels near airports may be available through monitoring systems on
airport websites. An example is the WebTrack system at the Los Angeles International
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Airport,37 which shows slightly delayed sound levels at numerous receptor locations. Find
additional information on aircraft noise monitoring in the standard SAE ARP 4221/1.38
5.1.2.3. Predictions

Aircraft noise levels can be predicted using the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) method.
There are also commercial software packages to predict aircraft noise; these are not discussed in this
document. Simplified manual methods for predicting aircraft noise were previously documented by
FHWA, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and HUD; however, while the methods are
valid, the published source sound levels are outdated. Current aircraft source sound levels are
included in the FAA aircraft noise prediction software in the required metric but are not easily
translatable for use in a simplified manual method. Practitioners can use FAA’s model, Aviation
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) to develop predictions.39 Input to the model includes
operations by aircraft type and time of day. Some operational information is available on FAA’s
website, and practitioners can contact local FAA or airports to supplement the information.40
Methods/Applications for Highway Noise Projects

The following subsections describe circumstances for considering train and aircraft noise. As a first
step, screen for possible contributions from train or aircraft noise using the train noise screening
method in Section 5.1.1.1 and aircraft contours (Section 5.1.2.1). If existing or future noise levels
(alone or combined, per Equation 5-1 in Section 5.2.1) are within 10 dB of anticipated highway
noise levels, then consider train or aircraft noise sources further as described in the following
subsections.
5.2.1 Establishing Existing Noise to Determine Substantial Increase

For Type I highway construction projects, one criterion for assessing impacts is if there will be a
substantial increase in traffic sound levels because of the project. To evaluate substantial increase,
the predicted future sound levels need to be compared to existing noise. Consider transportation
noise sources to determine existing noise near train or aircraft operations. Existing traffic noise
levels can be measured at representative locations on a highway project, as described in Section 3.0.
Train and aircraft noise can be measured as part of the existing noise measurements in the project
area. However, the measurement period may not represent typical train or aircraft operations; please
refer to Section 5.1.1.2 (trains) and Section 5.1.2.2 (aircraft) for more information. Also, the traffic
noise measurement location may have been purposefully chosen to avoid these sources, although
there may be receptors exposed to these sources. If it is not possible to measure all noise sources
together, or if it is determined that the train or aircraft noise during the measurement period is not
representative, then consider three steps:

LAX Internet Flight Tracking System—Noise Management website, Los Angeles International Airport.
“Aircraft Noise and Operations in the Vicinity of Airports: System Description, Acquisition, and Operation,” SAE
ARP 4221/1, 2012.
39 Zubrow, et al., AEDT Version 2c User Guide, Report No. DOT-VNTSC-FAA-16-16, US Department of
Transportation, Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, 2016.
40 Air Traffic Activity System (ATADS) > Airport Operations website, Federal Aviation Administration.
37
38
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1. Eliminate the data from measured Leq if there were train or aircraft events during the
measurement period.
2. Obtain train noise by using methods identified in Section 5.1.1 and obtain aircraft noise by
using methods identified in Section 5.1.2.
3. Determine noise levels for the other noise sources and then combine these data with
highway noise data to determine the total existing noise (see Equation 5-1).
For the combining noise sources, three primary metrics are considered: the worst noise hour [Leq(h)],
the DNL (Ldn), and the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL, Lden; DNL with an additional
noise penalty for evening hours—see definition in Appendix A). Equation 5-1 represents combining
levels for all three of the listed metrics, assuming the metrics are the same for the three modes of
transportation (if only two modes are being considered, then eliminate the term for the third mode).
Equation 5-1: Calculation of Combined Sound Levels

10 log10 10

10

10

10

10 10

where:
Lcombined is the combined noise level [applying the Leq(h), Ldn, or Lden metric];
Lhighway is the highway noise level;
Ltrain is the train noise level; and
Lair is the aircraft noise level.
Depending on how train noise is determined, the resulting metric is either Leq(h) or DNL. For the
Leq(h) metric, the highway noise and train noise can be directly combined. For the DNL metric,
highway noise will first need to be converted to DNL before combining with the train noise [please
refer to Appendix F on how to convert highway Leq(h) to DNL].
Aircraft noise is usually presented using the DNL metric. To combine with highway noise, highway
noise will first need to be converted to DNL before combining with aircraft noise [please refer to
Appendix F on how to convert highway Leq(h) to DNL].
5.2.2 Determining Worst Noise Hour

Highway projects require determination of the worst noise hour for existing conditions. This is
accomplished via measurements or modeling (the latter applicable only to an existing highway with
use of a validated model). For measurements, identify worst hour by conducting long-term
measurements. Train and aircraft noise could influence determination of the worst noise hour,
particularly when microphones are placed near freight rail or other loud operations that can increase
hourly noise levels. Consider train and aircraft operations in determining the worst hour. Refer to
FHWA policy on when to include and exclude noise from other transportation sources for worst
highway traffic noise hour determinations.
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To include other transportation noise sources, ensure the train and/or aircraft operations are
representative during the measurement period; refer to Section 5.1.1.2 for more guidance on this. To
exclude other transportation noise sources, they would need to be eliminated before identifying the
worst hour. If long-term measurements are attended or if audio is being recorded, then eliminate
train and aircraft events from the time histories by identifying the events by logged time and time
signature. If long-term measurements are unattended and if audio is not being recorded, then the
events would need to be identified by time signature, which is not always reliable. Long-term
measurements attended during suspected worst highway traffic noise hours (an hour before through
an hour after peak commuting times, assuming no congestion) can facilitate positive event
identification.
5.2.3 Establishing Existing Noise to Validate a Model

Measured existing highway traffic noise is compared to predicted existing highway traffic noise—
using traffic classification counts and speed measurements made during the sound level
measurement, as described in Section 4.0—to validate a FHWA TNM case constructed for a
highway traffic noise project. Since FHWA TNM accounts only for highway traffic noise sources, it
is necessary to eliminate other noise sources from the measured levels that would interfere with the
validation. These include neighborhood noise sources (e.g., lawn mower, generator) and other
transportation noise sources. When existing noise measurements are conducted, isolate and
eliminate train and aircraft and other intrusive noise sources from the measured data before
finalizing the representative noise level. This could be accomplished by pausing measurements
during a contaminating noise event or logging the contamination time for later elimination. As an
example, if a one-minute data block includes a train pass-by event, then eliminate that minute, and
recalculate the short-term measurement Leq without that minute. Section 4.0 provides details.
5.2.4 Train and Aircraft Source Contributions – Impact Determination

If other noise sources need to be considered for future noise impact determinations, then add train
and aircraft noise sources to the predicted highway traffic noise levels via the following method:
1. Obtain train and aircraft noise levels through measurement or prediction or published
contours, as described in Section 5.1.
2. Convert highway noise from Leq(h) to DNL, as necessary and as described in Appendix F. If
working with just highway and train noise, then conversion may not be necessary [if the
resulting train noise is already using the Leq(h) metric].
3. Combine noise sources for the different modes of transportation, as shown in Equation 5-1.
To determine highway noise impacts, assume DNL = Leq(h) + 2, described further in Appendix F.
FHWA may provide further guidance on this assumption in the future.
Consider the type of impact analysis required. An FTA or FRA analysis may be required for a
highway project that moves train tracks closer to a sensitive receptor. If this is the case, then existing
noise—including the train—would need to be established at sensitive receptors; for residential
receivers, this requires use of the DNL metric. Also, due to FTA/FRA requirements, consider using
additional receptors. Concerning data collection, the LAFmx for trains may need to be measured for
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use in FTA or FRA models, or apply the published levels in FTA and FRA guidance, as described in
Section 5.1.
5.2.5 Train and Aircraft Source Contributions – Abatement Analysis

It is necessary to consider all noise sources as part of noise abatement reasonableness for highway
projects. Failure to account for other environmental noise may result in ineffective noise abatement.
It is important to understand the sound level and source locations for each source, and whether
abatement designed for the highway reduces the noise, when considering other transportation
sources in the reasonableness analysis.
The following method considers other transportation noise sources in abatement analysis:
1. Obtain train and aircraft noise levels through measurement or prediction or published
contours, as described in Section 5.1.
2. Establish source locations {i.e. train tracks [wheel/rail source at top of rail and horns
approximately 8 ft (2.4 m) above top of rail]} and aircraft flight paths or ground operations
locations.
3. Estimate sound propagation paths from each source to receptors of interest and determine if
recommended highway noise abatement will reduce or affect noise from other modes of
transportation.
Highway noise abatement may be effective for train noise, depending on the location of the train
tracks. In this case, both the highway and train noise would be reduced with a noise barrier, and the
overall sound level combining the two noise sources would be reduced. If the barrier reduces only
the highway noise, then the overall noise may not be reduced, depending on whether highway noise
is the dominant source. Please refer to Table 5-2 for examples. The first example shows the
predicted highway noise is 70 dBA without a barrier, the train noise is 70 dBA without a barrier, and
the total noise is 73 dBA (please refer to Equation 5-1). If both highway noise and train noise are
reduced 10 dB with the barrier, then each noise source becomes 60 dBA, and the combined noise is
63 dBA. However, if the train noise is not reduced by the barrier, then the total noise would be 70
dBA, as shown in the second example. The third example shows a train noise level lower than the
highway noise level, but with the barrier having no effect, the total noise with the barrier in place is
dominated by the train noise.
For aircraft noise, highway abatement barriers would likely not be effective to reduce in-flight
aircraft noise. However, highway noise barriers may reduce noise from airport ground operations.
The last example in Table 5-2 shows aircraft noise being unaffected by a highway noise barrier and
how it becomes the dominant noise source with the noise barrier in place.
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Table 5-2: Examples of Barrier Effects for All Noise Sources
Highway
Noise
(dBA)

Train
Noise
(dBA)

Aircraft
Noise
(dBA)

Total
Noise
(dBA)

Highway
Noise with
Barrier
(dBA)

Train
Noise with
Barrier
(dBA)

Aircraft
Noise with
Barrier
(dBA)

Total
Noise with
Barrier
(dBA)

70

70

0

73

60

60

0

63

70

70

0

73

60

70

0

70

70

65

0

71

60

65

0

66

70

70

70

75

60

60

70

71

Note: Sound levels are in Leq(h) or DNL

Since highway noise is a mostly continuous noise source, focusing abatement on highway noise
would help to reduce noise in communities most of the time. However, during train or aircraft
events, the highway noise abatement may or may not have an effect.
One additional consideration is that highway noise barriers may reflect other noise sources back
toward a receptor, increasing the noise from the other source. Consider a more appropriate barrier
placement that may avoid such reflections.
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6.0 Building Noise Level Reduction Measurements and Interior
Noise Measurements
This section describes recommended procedures for the measurement of:




Outdoor-indoor noise reduction (OINR). Historically, practitioners have also referred to
OINR as “building noise reduction” (i.e., the effectiveness of a building structure in reducing
interior sound levels from outside noise sources, in this case, traffic).
Interior noise from exterior sources.

The main use of this measurement procedure is on Type I highway project noise studies where a
building-specific OINR or an interior noise level is needed for impact assessment. Also consider
using this procedure in unusual specialized situations such as:



Determining interior noise levels during a construction project or evaluating the effectiveness
of a construction noise abatement measure.
Studying the effectiveness of a sound insulation as a traffic noise abatement measure.

This section may be used for interior microphone placement if the goal is only to determine existing
interior sound levels for the purposes of impact assessment per 23 CFR 772. Then follow the
procedures in Section 3.0 for the rest of the measurement.
The following procedures are in accordance with ASTM E966-10e1.41 The ASTM Standard Guide for
Field Measurements of Airborne Sound Insulation of Building Facades and Facade Elements defines OINR as
“the difference in sound pressure level between the free-field level outdoors in the absence of the
structure and the resulting sound pressure level in a room.” In this procedure, measurements of the
existing traffic noise are made simultaneously outside and inside the building. If traffic is not present
as a noise source (e.g., a new alignment project), then a fixed loudspeaker system may be used as an
artificial noise source. ASTM E966-10e1 further notes that if “the A-weighted noise reduction due
to the actual source is reported, the result is called noise level reduction.” Acknowledging that note,
the term OINR will be used in this handbook to distinguish it from other types of noise level
reduction.
The OINR would typically be applied to an exterior sound level as predicted by FHWA TNM to
determine an interior level for an Activity Category D land use. As described in the FHWA noise
regulation in 23 CFR 772, Activity Category D includes certain land-use facilities (listed in Activity
Category C) that may have interior uses, specifically: “auditoriums, day care centers, hospitals,
libraries, medical facilities, places of worship, public meeting rooms, public or nonprofit institutional
structures, radio studios, recording studios, schools, and television studios.” Interior Noise
Abatement Criteria (NAC) are not included in 23 CFR 772 for residential land uses (Activity
Category B), and hotels, motels, offices and restaurants/bars, and other developed lands. However,
these procedures could also be used for these types of buildings if needed for some other purpose.
Further, 23 CFR 772.11(c)(2)(iv) states the following:

“Standard Guide for Field Measurements of Airborne Sound Insulation of Building Facades and Facade Elements,”
ASTM E966-10e1, ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, 2010.
41
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“A highway agency shall conduct an indoor analysis after a determination is made that
exterior abatement measures will not be feasible and reasonable. An indoor analysis shall
only be done after exhausting all outdoor analysis options. In situations where no exterior
activities are to be affected by the traffic noise, or where the exterior activities are far from
or physically shielded from the roadway in a manner that prevents an impact on exterior
activities, the highway agency shall use Activity Category D as the basis of determining noise
impacts.”
In addition, the FHWA Highway Traffic Noise: Analysis and Abatement Guidance states the following:
“In the absence of calculations or field measurements, compute interior noise level
predictions by subtracting noise reduction factors from the predicted exterior levels for the
building in question, using the information in Table 6 [of that document]. Noise analysts
should take interior noise measurements for the final noise analysis and abatement design for
locations where highway agencies consider noise insulation as an abatement measure.” 42
Table 6-1 presents typical OINR from the Guidance document, which lists them as building noise
reduction factors.
Table 6-1: OINR (“Building Noise Reduction Factors”)
Building Type

Window Condition

Noise Reduction Due to Exterior
of the Structure

All

Open

10 dB

Light Frame

Ordinary Sash (closed)

20 dB

Light Frame

Storm Windows

25 dB

Masonry

Single Glazed

25 dB

Masonry

Double Glazed

35 dB

Table 6-1 notes: This table was derived from Table 6 of the Guidance document. Consider windows open unless
there is firm knowledge that the windows are in fact kept closed almost every day of the year.

This table provides conservative results. The actual OINR depends on wall construction, façade
surface area, percent of façade surface area for windows and doors, window opening area, roof and
ceiling construction, window construction, etc. If some or all of these parameters are known or can
be estimated, OINR calculations can be made using ISO 12354-3:2017, “Building acoustics Estimation of acoustic performance of buildings from the performance of elements - Part 3:
Airborne sound insulation against outdoor sound.” Follow-up with measurements should be made,
where practical, to verify interior impacts if modeling predicts them.

Highway Traffic Noise: Analysis and Abatement Guidance, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, DC, December
2011, p. 30.
42
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Site Selection

Site selection for measurements is generally driven by study goals. In this case, the goal either is to
determine an OINR or to determine interior noise levels (or both). Specifics may depend on the
project sponsor’s noise policy or procedures.
There are two aspects to consider regarding site selection:



The choice of a site based on its characteristics.
The location for the actual placement of the microphone for the measurement.

6.1.1 Site Characteristics

For the purposes of 23 CFR 772, the site should be one of the Activity Category D land uses listed
above. Specifically, the site should be one where: 1) an exterior impact has been identified and
exterior abatement measures (such as a noise barrier) will not be feasible and reasonable or 2) no
exterior activities are to be affected by the traffic noise or where the exterior activities are far from
or physically shielded from the roadway in a manner that prevents an impact on exterior activity
areas.
6.1.1.1. Interior Measurements

Choose as the interior location(s) one or more rooms or spaces of interest such as school
classrooms, worship spaces, medical examining rooms, and patient rooms that face the existing or
proposed highway. Choose a room or space that is completely enclosed and stop all noise-generating
activities in the room during the measurements. The interior background sound level needs to be at
least 10 dB below the lowest anticipated maximum A-weighted sound pressure level (LAFmx) of
vehicle pass-bys. If not, then the full measure of the OINR cannot be determined; instead only a
lower bound to the OINR can be determined.
6.1.1.2. Exterior Measurements

Look for an exterior measurement site with the following geometric characteristics, which may be
difficult to find because a specific building in its unique surroundings is typically being tested:








A flat, open space relatively free of large reflecting surfaces, such as parked vehicles,
signboards, hillsides, or buildings other than the subject building, located within 100 ft (30 m)
of either the vehicle path or the microphone.
An outer façade of the room to be tested (“test” façade) that is parallel to a straight and level
roadway. Ideally, the line of sight from microphone positions to the roadway will be
unobscured within an arc of 140° (angles of incidence of at least 70° in each direction).
A vertical angle of incidence off the horizontal from a point on the test façade 5 ft (1.5 m)
above the interior floor to the ground at the vehicle pass-by location closest to the test façade
that is no greater than 30°. If this restriction is not met, then the results are valid for only that
angle; do not generalize them to other conditions.
A predominant, background sound level at the measurement site low enough to enable the
measurement of vehicle pass-by sound levels. Ideally, the difference between the lowest
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anticipated maximum A-weighted sound pressure level (LAFmx) of a vehicle pass-by and the Aweighted background level, as measured at the exterior microphone, should be at least 10 dB.
6.1.2 Microphone Location
6.1.2.1. Interior Measurements

A room volume less than 5,300 ft3 (150 m3)43 necessitates only a single microphone position. Place
the microphone at 5 ft (1.5 m) above the floor of the interior location and at least 3 ft (1 m) from
any walls (Figure 6-1).
If the room volume is 5,300 ft3 (150 m3) or greater, use multiple fixed microphone positions. The
largest dimension of the interior test wall facing the road should be divided by 10 (by 3 if in meters)
and rounded to the next highest integer to determine the number of microphone positions.44 These
microphone positions should be 3.3 ft to 6.5 ft (1 m to 2 m) from the test wall and at least 3.3 ft
(1 m) from all other walls, at a height of 4 ft to 5 ft (1.2 m to 1.5 m) above the floor.
6.1.2.2. Exterior Measurements

There are four possible locations for the placement of the exterior microphone. Positions 1a, 2 and
3 are shown in Figure 6-1:




Position 1a (free field at equivalent distance): At least 10 ft (3 m) from the side of the
building, at the same distance from the road as the test wall, at the same height above the
road as the interior microphone, but not less than 5 ft (1.5 m) above the ground. Carefully
select this position such that the microphone is not shielded by the building or influenced by
noise sources behind the building. This positioning essentially eliminates influences on the
measured levels due to reflections.
Position 1b (remote free-field for calibrated loudspeaker): If a loudspeaker is being used
as the source and it is not possible to do the exterior measurement at Position 1a or Positions
2 and 3 (below), then perform a free-field measurement remotely at a different time and place
if the loudspeaker system can be calibrated such that the measured free-field exterior sound
pressure level can be replicated during the interior measurement at the building. Make this
remote calibration measurement at five random positions that would each be equivalent in
distance to the location of the test façade if the building was present; then, average these five
measurements. These random positions could be separated by as little as 3.3 ft (1 m). Also, if
this approach is used, measure a near-field calibration sound pressure level 1.6 ft (0.5 m) in
front of the speaker and then verify that level during the measurement at the building.45 The
remote free-field site needs to have the same terrain and ground cover as the ground between
the loudspeaker and the building being tested.

For example, roughly 662 ft2 (61.5 m2) for an 8-ft (2.4-m) high ceiling.
For example, if the wall is 40 ft (12 m) long by 10 ft (3 m) high, then there would be four microphone positions.
45 ASTM E966 uses this close-in microphone location. Take care about not overloading the sound level instrument
circuitry because the signal should be loud enough to be 5–10 dB above background inside a building with an OINR as
much as 35 dB. If overloading occurs, then the reference microphone should be moved back to a distance where no
overload occurs, assuming that this more distant reference location can be replicated at the building site.
43
44
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Position 2 [nearby, 6.6 ft (2 m)]: Place the microphone at 6.6 ft (2 m) from the façade,
located on the roadway side of the building, at a point opposite the middle of the façade, at
the same height above the road as the interior microphone, but not less than 5 ft (1.5 m)
above the ground. ASTM E966-10e1 notes that if there is a major protrusion like a balcony,
locate the test point 6.6 ft (2 m) outside the protruding section and identify the protrusion as
part of the façade being tested. Position 2 is not recommended if the roadway façade of the
building is within 25 ft (7.5 m) of the centerline of the near lane of traffic. If using the
loudspeaker as the noise source, then only use this “nearby” method when neither the
calibrated speaker (Position 1b) nor the flush method (Position 3) are feasible. The reason is
that the calibrated loudspeaker and flush methods are the most repeatable.
Position 3 (flush, when the façade surface is smooth and hard): Use a microphone of
0.5 inches (13 mm) or smaller in diameter and place it close to, but not touching, the surface,
ASTM E966-10e1 states that the measurement should be made at the center of the test
façade “and preferably at up to four more points” about the façade, and that the
measurements should be averaged. It also notes that “a modified foam windscreen partly cut
away to permit placement of the microphone close to the surface may be used.”

Figure 6-1: Microphone Positions for Building Noise Reduction Measurements

6.1.3 Loudspeaker Source Position

If a loudspeaker is used as the source, locate it at a distance from the building façade such that the
ratio of the distances from the loudspeaker to the farthest (D1) and nearest (D2) parts of the façade
covering the room to be tested (not the entire façade) is no greater than two (i.e., D1/D2 is less than
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or equal to 2). Calculate this distance beforehand to ensure that the measurement will be feasible.
Also calculate this distance if the remote, calibrated loudspeaker approach (Position 1b) is going to
be used. Angle the loudspeaker toward the façade at a preferred incidence angle of 45° 46 as shown
in Figure 6-2. This angle, θ, is determined by the perpendicular to the façade at the midpoint of the
room to be tested and the line joining the loudspeaker to the midpoint.
Figure 6-2: Loudspeaker Position Near Portion of Façade Covering Room to be Tested

Noise Descriptors

Use the equivalent sound level (Leq) for determining the OINR.
Instrumentation

Since measurements are to be done simultaneously, two sets of equipment are needed.









Two integrating sound level meters or analyzers, including microphones and preamplifiers,
preferably with capability of sampling in consecutive, one-minute intervals (with one-third
octave band capability for loudspeaker approach).47
Measurement/recording instrumentation (optional).
Calibrator.
Two windscreens (one may need to be cut in half vertically if the flush mounting Position 3 is
being used).
Two tripods (some other type of support may be needed if the flush mounting position is
being used).
Two microphone extension cables (optional).
Anemometer or handheld wind speed and direction instrument (also, online weather sites and
mobile phone applications can provide data on temperature and humidity).

ASTM E966-10e1 also states that measurements could be made at angles of 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75° and averaged on a
weighted basis. Refer to sections 8.2.3 and 8.6.1 of the ASTM document for details.
47 The electrical noise floor of the sound level measurement system (meter/analyzer, microphone/preamplifier, and
microphone extension cable, if used) can affect the accuracy of a sound level measurement. Sound pressure levels that
are at least 10 dB higher than the floor should be relatively unaffected. Levels within 5 dB of the noise floor are not
valid. Establishing the noise floor is important for research measurements or measurements in a low-noise environment
or done with a long cable run. The instrument manufacturer should be able to state the electrical noise floor (preferably,
as a function of frequency). It can also be measured in the field using a microphone simulator (often called a “dummy
mic”) during the calibration procedure. More information on a microphone simulator is in Appendix B.
46
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Data sheets, clipboard, pen or pencil, or electronic data-logging device.
Still camera and optional video camera.
Loudspeaker system (single speaker) (if applicable).

Note that traffic data collection, while possibly of interest, is not required for this procedure because
the goal is to determine the difference in the indoor and outdoor levels and the indoor and outdoor
measurements are being done simultaneously.
Appendix B provides specifications for loudspeakers under the heading of “artificial noise source.”
The signal needs may require a pre-study field review to conduct a measurement of the background
one-third octave band sound pressure levels in the interior space to be tested (with interior noise
sources quieted), followed by an estimation of the needed one-third octave band sound pressure
levels at the exterior façade. This calculation could assume that the A-weighted OINR will be 10 dB
for an open-window test and from 20–35 dB for a closed-window test, using Table 6-1 for guidance.
See step six in Section 6.6 on how to use the measured one-third octave band sound pressure levels
to compute an A-weighted OINR.
Sampling Period

Consider three factors when selecting a sampling period:




When to measure.
Measurement duration.
Measurement repetition.

6.4.1 When to Measure

The goal of these measurements is to determine the OINR for test rooms or chosen interior spaces.
For traffic as the noise source, these measurements do not need to be made during the worst noise
hour and should not be done when traffic flow is congested because the traffic noise level will be
lowered, making it more difficult to determine the full amount of the OINR. Ideally, conduct
measurements under a steady or fluctuating—yet continuous—flow of traffic. If traffic is
intermittent (as discussed in Section 3.4.2), ASTM E966-10e1 recommends measurements of the
Sound Exposure Level (SEL) of individual vehicle pass-bys instead of the time-averaged Leq because
periods of no traffic would lower the Leq, making it more difficult to determine the full amount of
the OINR. This handbook suggests another approach: measure Leq, but pause sampling during lulls
in traffic. This alternative is much easier than trying to measure SELs by vehicle type and then
constructing an OINR that is weighted by vehicle type.
For the loudspeaker as the noise source, measurements may be made at any time when the
background sound level from other noise sources is 10 dB or more below the loudspeaker level
outside the façade of the room being tested. Background noise is unlikely to be an issue because the
loudspeaker level will have to be quite high to determine the full OINR.
Meteorological conditions are less important for these measurements than for other types of
measurements because a noise reduction is being determined, not a level that will be used for impact
determination or other purposes. However, do not conduct sound level measurements during
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precipitation or when the pavement is wet. Tire noise increases on wet pavements, especially in the
higher frequencies that most affect an A-weighted sound level and therefore an A-weighted noise
level reduction. Also, wind can flutter the microphone diaphragm (even through a proper
windscreen), producing false noise reading. Do not make sound level measurements when winds
exceed 11 mph (17 kmh or 5 m/s), regardless of direction (or delete any data collected during such
periods during data analysis). If the A-weighted sound levels are lower than 40 dBA, even lowerspeed winds can cause false noises.
6.4.2 Measurement Duration

Unlike some of the other measurement procedures in this handbook, the goal of these
measurements is not to represent the one-hour Leq with a shorter-term measurement. A key
consideration in choosing a measurement duration is the need to properly represent the spectrum of
the traffic noise and accurately determine the A-weighted noise level reduction:






For continuous traffic, the recommended minimum duration is five minutes or until the
cumulative Leq does not change by more than 0.5 dB from one minute to the next, whichever
is longer.
For intermittent traffic, where the Leq is measured during traffic pass-bys and sampling is
paused during lulls, the cumulative duration of the measured Leq should be at least five
minutes.
For the loudspeaker noise source, the duration may be as short as one minute assuming a
constant sound is being played; as noted above, make the remote calibration measurement
(Position 1b) at five random positions representing the façade location.

Also, for all the methods, use multiple fixed microphone positions if the room volume is 5,300 ft3
(150 m3) or greater, as described in Section 6.1.2.1. Simultaneously using more than one interior
sound level measurement system could expedite the data collection process.
6.4.3 Measurement Repetition

Repeating the measurement more than once can help address any variability in the result. As noted,
the goal of this procedure is to determine a difference in levels—the OINR—not to determine a
representative Leq(h) and thus there should be less variation in the result.
For continuous traffic and the loudspeaker method, perform a quick field calculation of the OINR
after the first measurement by subtracting the interior Leq from the exterior Leq. If multiple interior
measurement positions are used, then calculate and average each OINR. Then, repeat the
measurement and calculate this second measurement’s OINR or average OINR.
Make a third measurement if the OINR for the two measurements differs by more than 3 dB. If
none of the three measured OINR are within 3 dB of each other, then identify the cause of the
variation, and repeat the measurement after the cause has been identified and rectified. For
intermittent traffic, it may not be feasible to repeat the measurement if the traffic volume is low.
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Measurement Procedure

This section presents the measurement procedure. More specific details for the persons going into
the field are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Prior to traveling to conduct the sound level
measurements, plan the measurement study as described in Section 2.0. Choose the noise source
(traffic or loudspeaker), including how to power the loudspeaker system, if used. Also, determine the
microphone positions. Having at least one person outside and one person inside the test room is
important for assuring validity of the collected data. Coordinate with the building owner or manager
and the occupants during a pre-measurement field review and at the time of the measurement.
6.5.1 On-Site Set Up and Data Collection

Perform the following steps for any of the exterior microphone positions. For Position 1a (the
calibrated loudspeaker approach), perform the relevant steps at the remote site first, prior to the set
up and measurements at the study site.
1. Determine the exact locations to place the microphones (and loudspeaker, if used) prior to
setting up for data collection. Evaluate the presence or likelihood of localized noise sources
(e.g., air conditioning units, pool pumps, neighbors, lawn care, local traffic) and adjust the
location accordingly.
2. If using extension cables, then attach the microphones and preamps to the tripod heads or
other holders at the needed heights inside and outside of the building. If not using cables,
then attach the sound level instruments directly to the tripods (noting that this set up might
prove difficult for the exterior flush position). In any case, make sure the tripods or holders
are level and secure.
3. Check all equipment settings, including use of the A-weighting filter network and
measurement of Leq (and possibly one-third octave band sound pressure levels). If the
integrating sound level meters can sample in discrete, repetitive intervals, then a one-minute
interval duration is recommended. Synchronize the time clocks on the instruments to each
other and to all operators’ time-keeping devices Also check battery strength.
4. Calibrate the entire acoustical instrumentation systems with the extension cables in place, if
one is used.
5. As noted, there are fewer concerns about meteorological effects on sound propagation for
this procedure although high wind speed could cause false noise at the microphone. Wind
data should be site-specific and contemporaneous with the sound level measurements. Mark
any one-minute periods when the wind exceeds 11 mph (17 kmh or 5 m/s) as contaminated
for post-measurement deletion.
6. Deploy the speaker system if using a loudspeaker. If the calibrated loudspeaker method is
used, then deploy a reference microphone at 1.6 ft (0.5 m) in front of the speaker and verify
the calibrated output of the speaker. As noted in Section 6.1.1.2, it is possible that the sound
level at this close-in microphone location could overload the sound level instrument
circuitry. In this case, move the reference microphone farther away, assuming that this more
distant reference location can be replicated at the building site.
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7. Begin filling out the field data sheet, including measuring distances to landmarks, making a
site sketch, and taking photographs to document the location. Optionally, obtain latitude and
longitude coordinates from a GPS unit; note that smartphones with locational capabilities
may not provide the desired accuracy. Make documentation complete enough so that
another person can return to the site at another time and set up at the same measurement
point. Brief video recordings before or during the measurement can prove useful (possibly
including voice narration or the sound level display in a portion of the video screen). See
Section 6.5.2 on completing measurement documentation and the FHWA Noise Measurement
Field Guide for sample data sheets.
8. Shut off or otherwise quiet any audible interior noise sources in the test room for the noise
measurements. Also, shut off, quiet or remove from the site any audible outdoor noise
sources that might interfere with the test measurements, such as an air conditioning system,
pool pump, or lawn care equipment. As a guide, if the level of these other sources is within
5 dB of the total level, including the traffic or loudspeaker noise, then consider any measured
data to be invalid.
9. Measure the background sound level at the interior and exterior microphones in the absence
of traffic (if flow is intermittent) or with the loudspeaker shut off (if used). Sampling
duration depends on the temporal nature of the background source. If it is steady and
continuous, then a 30-second sample may be sufficient. If it is fluctuating and continuous,
then choose the duration to be long enough to capture the louder fluctuations. If it is
fluctuating and intermittent (like aircraft flyovers or train pass-bys), then consider
conducting the test measurements when the background source is absent.
If traffic flow is continuous, then the background level cannot be determined and the
operator must judge if any background noise sources that are present are causing an increase
in the total measured level. Audibility of the background noise source is an important
evaluation factor. If not audible, then the background noise is likely not affecting the total
level and no background adjustment is needed. If audible, then determine an upper limit to
the background level by measuring the L90 statistical descriptor. Report such upper-limit
background levels as “assumed.” (Most integrating sound level analyzers have the built-in
capability to measure statistical descriptors and can be set to measure L90.)
10. Simultaneously measure the test interior and exterior sound levels (except for the remote
calibrated loudspeaker method) for the needed durations and repetitions.
a. If the integrating sound level meters can sample in one-minute intervals, then
intervals with bad data (e.g., during high-wind periods or operator activity) or
unrepresentative events (e.g., aircraft flyovers or emergency vehicle sirens) that might
skew the measurement can be deleted during post-measurement data reduction, as
described in Section 6.6. If it is suspected or known that a certain number of
unrepresentative minutes’ data will need to be eliminated from the result, then
extend data collection for the same number of additional minutes.
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b. Pay close attention during the measurement and be prepared to use the instrument’s
“pause” and “resume” data collection buttons to try to edit out bad data if the
integrating sound level meters cannot sample in one-minute intervals and can only
present a single Leq for the entire measurement period. Some instruments have a
“delay” feature that will automatically eliminate a portion of the immediately
preceding bit of data, such as a 10-second block. Lacking such a feature, an operator
may not be able to edit out the bad data successfully and may have to discard the
entire measurement and repeat it.
c. In either case (although harder to do in the latter), keeping notes on a minute-byminute basis of the noise sources is important. Noise source descriptions help
document the conditions and causes of the measured levels, and these notes are
especially important for identifying bad data or unrepresentative events. Use of a
consistent shorthand notation makes the note-taking easier (e.g., “D” for dog, “W”
for wind, “HT” for heavy truck). Notes can include typical or maximum sound levels
of these sources.
11. After sampling is done, record the result(s) on the field data sheet. For many sound level
analyzers, data needs to be saved to a file for download to a computer; do this either on site
or after completing the day’s measurements. Most analyzers allow multiple files to be
downloaded and saved with unique names. Use the file naming protocols developed during
measurement planning. Be sure to record files names on the data sheets.
12. Next, recheck the sound level instruments’ calibration with the extension cables still in place,
if used. If this final calibration differs from the initial calibration by less than 0.4 dB, no
adjustment to the data is necessary. If the final calibration differs from the initial calibration
by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, adjust all data measured with that system during the time between
calibrations as described in Section 6.6. If the final calibration differs from the initial
calibration by more than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system during the
time between calibrations. The measurement(s) will need to be repeated after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked by the manufacturer or a repair/calibration
facility.
13. Finally, before taking down the equipment and leaving the site, ensure that all needed
information is recorded on the data sheet and any needed site photographs have been taken,
as described in Section 6.5.2.
6.5.2 Completing Measurement Documentation

Documentation is an essential part of every measurement. There are two stages to documentation:
1) in the field; and 2) after data analysis. This section describes field documentation. Field data
sheets and more specific guidance are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Complete data
sheets in the field while at the site. Make documentation sufficient for another person to return to
that same microphone location and repeat the measurement with the same equipment and settings
and under the same conditions. Here are some parameters to document using data sheets:


Name of person conducting measurement.
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Project name and location.
Site location and description, including address (if applicable), and possibly a site number
assigned by the measurement person or preassigned by the measurement study planner.
Model and serial number of the sound level instruments, microphones and calibrator, and
sound level instrument settings (e.g., A-weighting).
Site sketch (including distances to landmarks and the roadway or loudspeaker) and
dimensions of outside façade and interior room (width, length, and height).
Measurement date, start and stop time, and duration.
Pre- and post-measurement calibration results.
Measured sound level results.
File name(s) for the measurement data, if applicable.
Measurement notes, including noise source descriptions and any occurrences of bad,
contaminated, or unrepresentative data.
Summary of meteorological data, especially wind speed.
Summary of traffic data, if any.

Data Analysis and Reporting

Typical data analysis and reporting procedures include the following steps:
1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Eliminating bad data: Examine data collected in one-minute intervals using the field notes
and eliminate and label (reason for elimination) any bad, contaminated, or unrepresentative
one-minute intervals in the spreadsheet. Compute the measurement’s Leq in the spreadsheet
using this formula:
Equation 6-1: Formula for Leq

10 log10

10

⁄10

1

th

where Li is the i good minute’s Leq and n is the total number of good minutes.
3. Calibration adjustment: If needed, adjust the Leq to account for a shift in calibration (CAL)
level from before to after the measurement:
a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then no adjustment to the data is necessary.
b. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, then adjust all data measured with that system during
the time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐

For example, if:
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Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq downward by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has
been adjusted.
c. If the final calibration of the sound level meter/analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat the measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.
4. Background adjustment: The total measured Leq is a combination of the source Leq and the
background Leq. If the total measured level exceeds the background level by greater than
10 dB, then the background contribution to the total measured level is less than 0.5 dB and
no adjustment of the total measured level is necessary to determine the source-only level. If
the total measured level does not exceed the background level by 5 dB or more, then the
source-only level cannot be accurately determined; omit those data from data analysis. If the
noise source is continuous traffic, then it is not possible to determine the background Leq
and whether the background noise is increasing the total measured level; see the discussion
in Section 6.5.1, step 9.
If the total measured level exceeds the background level by between 5 and 10 dB, then adjust
the measured level for background noise to get the source-only level as follows:
Equation 6-2: Formula for Adjusting Leq for Background

10 log10 10 0.1

10 0.1

where: Ladj is the background-adjusted measured level;
Lc is the total measured level with source and background combined; and
Lb is the background level alone.
For example, if:
Lc = 55.0 dB
Lb = 47.0 dB
Then:
Equation 6-3: Example of Background Adjustment

10 log10 10 0.1

55.0

10 0.1

47.0

5. OINR calculation: Compute the OINR as follows, where:
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Lexterior is the exterior level, adjusted as needed; and
Linterior is the exterior level, adjusted as needed.
For exterior microphone at Position 1a or 1b:

OINR

Lexterior ‐ Linterior

dB .

For exterior microphone at Position 2 located near the facade, account for the sound
pressure increase with a -2 dB adjustment:

OINR

Lexterior ‐ Linterior ‐ 2

dB .

For example, if:

Lexterior

77.0 dB

Linterior

50.0 dB

Then:

OINR

25 dB

77.0 – 50.0 ‐ 2

For exterior microphone at Position 3 flush with the facade, account for the sound pressure
increase with a -5 dB adjustment:

OINR

Lexterior ‐ Linterior ‐ 5

dB

For example, if:

Lexterior

80.0 dB

Linterior

50.0 dB

Then:

OINR

80.0 – 50.0 ‐ 5

25 dB

6. Loudspeaker data analysis: Use the one-third octave band spectral data to obtain an Aweighted OINR for a traffic noise spectrum:
a. Determine the OINRf in each one-third octave band (f) using the appropriate
equation in step 5.
b. Apply the OINRf to a representative exterior one-third octave band A-weighted
sound level spectrum for traffic noise by subtracting each OINRf from each band’s
exterior A-weighted sound level to get OINRf-adjusted one-third octave band Aweighted sound levels.
c. Combine the exterior one-third octave band A-weighted sound levels to get an
overall exterior A-weighted sound level.
d. Combine the OINRf-adjusted one-third octave band A-weighted sound levels to get
an overall interior A-weighted sound level.
e. Subtract the overall interior A-weighted sound level from the overall exterior Aweighted sound level to get the overall A-weighted OINR for traffic noise.
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7. The second aspect of data documentation is reporting. Appendix C provides more details.
a. The measured OINR data could be compiled in a noise study report table including
site number, site address, date, start and end time, duration, OINR, and a note about
the measurement technique and noise source. Consider adding a narrative of the
measurement results, including a map or aerial photo locating the measurement
points.
b. If a noise measurement report or noise measurement appendix to the noise study is
prepared, include the OINR measurements as part of that report with the following
items:
-

Copies of the field data sheets (including a site sketch).

-

The measured interior and exterior sound levels or one-third octave band
sound pressure levels and calculation of the OINR.

-

One or more site photographs.

-

Summaries of the meteorological and traffic data, if collected.
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7.0 Existing Vibration Measurements
This section describes recommended procedures for performing existing groundborne vibration
measurements near highways. There are no Federal requirements regarding traffic-induced vibration.
Vibration measurements may be conducted for two reasons:



To evaluate the vibration due to traffic conditions on an existing highway for comparison to
future project levels.
To evaluate the base levels of vibration at a site near a proposed highway.

Vibration data may be collected for:




Type I projects where vibration-sensitive receivers are nearby.
Type II projects where a vibration or groundborne noise complaint needs to be addressed.
Multimodal projects where vibration impact analysis must be completed for another agency.

Knowing the existing level of vibration may be important for multimodal projects, particularly those
where nearby railroad tracks are relocated. Additional analysis may be required by FRA or FTA
when tracks are relocated or train schedules are significantly changed.
Groundborne vibration is measured by transducers that measure the vertical motion of the ground
or surface to which they are attached. There are two commonly used types of transducers used for
measuring groundborne vibration. Geophones, which measure vibration velocity, and
accelerometers, which measure vibration acceleration. Both types of device are acceptable for use in
measuring, though accelerometers must have their signal converted to vibration velocity, either
through an electrical integrator in the data recording system, or in post processing. “Transducer” will
be used here to refer to either a geophone or an accelerometer. Further information about
transducers is included in Appendix B.
In addition to vibration, groundborne noise may be of concern. Groundborne noise is the sound
produced from floors and walls shaking due to groundborne vibration. This noise typically has a low
frequency rumbling characteristic. Groundborne noise may occur in conjunction with airborne
noise; however, at most receptors airborne noise will be the dominant source. Some exceptions
include buildings with no windows or doors facing traffic, or receptors behind existing noise
barriers. In these cases, groundborne noise may be the dominant noise source.
Groundborne noise is difficult to measure directly. Sound may be measured in an interior space, but
it is often difficult to distinguish between the airborne contribution and the groundborne
contribution. It may be possible to measure noise in an interior space and derive the groundborne
noise in buildings where the reduction from outdoor-to-indoor noise is known (Section 6.0).
Similarly, it can be assumed that direct measurement of sound levels will correlate with groundborne
noise in interior spaces where the penetration of noise from the exterior is low.
Typically, groundborne noise is indirectly calculated from the measured groundborne vibration. To
derive groundborne noise, an assumed radiation factor (Krad) is added to the measured vibration.
Section 7.2 suggests Krad assumptions. Groundborne noise is also predicted using an A-weighting
adjustment. Therefore, it is necessary to collect vibration data in one-third octave bands so that the
A-weighting may be applied during post processing.
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Consider conducting background noise measurements in special cases where ambient noise inside a
receiver is low, such as a recording studio or concert hall. This would require a low-noise
microphone and recorder system. Knowing the existing noise levels inside these spaces can be useful
for comparison to any predicted groundborne noise levels. This section only discusses vibration
measurements and does not address low-noise interior measurements.
Site Selection

Site selection is guided by the location of vibration-sensitive receptors. Vibration-sensitive receptors
include residences, offices, schools, and churches. Additionally, receptors such as hospitals or
research laboratories may house equipment that is sensitive to vibration. Please refer to FTA’s
guidance in Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment for additional examples of groundborne
vibration-sensitive uses.48
7.1.1 Site Characteristics

Site selection is guided by the location of vibration-sensitive receptors and major nearby vibration
sources. Vibration-sensitive receptors will mostly mirror noise-sensitive receptors. The same
techniques used to identify potential NSAs can be used to identify vibration-sensitive areas (Section
3.1.1). Potential vibration-sensitive areas can be identified using land-use maps, aerial photos
(including web-based mapping sites), and field reconnaissance. The vibration measurement study
should include residential areas. When selecting sites, consider the representativeness of the site.
For groundborne noise, consider the topography and building construction. Consider conducting
measurements at receptors where groundborne noise is expected to dominate airborne noise. This
includes receptors where the airborne sound path is blocked, such as areas behind noise barriers.
Additionally, there may be land uses that are sensitive to vibration, but not to noise. These types of
land use typically house vibration-sensitive equipment, and may include vibration-sensitive
manufacturing, hospitals, and university research operations. High-power electron microscopes can
be sensitive to vibration, and even optical microscopes may be difficult to use when vibration is
below human annoyance levels. Highway operations do not usually affect vibration-sensitive
equipment, but it is possible for highway construction to interfere with use of such equipment.
Site selection should also consider roadway irregularities. Discontinuities in paving—including
potholes, changes in pavement type, and bridge expansion joints—can add significantly to the
vibration levels. Some discontinuities, such as joints, should be considered permanent features in the
roadway, while features like potholes are not. Whether to measure near discontinuities is dependent
on the type of project, and it can be left to the practitioner’s judgment.
7.1.2 Transducer Location

Study objectives will usually dictate transducer locations. Measurements at residences are usually
taken at or near the building. Avoid extreme locations—either too close to the road or too far from
it—in order to accurately capture vibration impacts. In choosing locations, be aware of localized
Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
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vibration sources that would affect or contaminate the measured levels, such as air conditioners,
children, and dogs. Consistency in sensor locations is desirable, with site conditions possibly
dictating deviations.
FTA offers guidance about placement of transducers indoors or outdoors: “Although groundborne
vibration is almost exclusively a problem inside buildings, measurements of existing ambient
vibration should generally be performed outdoors.”49 Some exceptions to this guidance are
suggested such as when “equipment and activities inside the building …cause greater vibration than
that due to external sources.”
7.1.2.1. Exterior Positions

Firmly affix the transducer to the ground. If the chosen site has smoothly paved surfaces, then
epoxy, museum wax, or earthquake gel may be used to mount the transducer. Attach sensors in soil
to a spike or stake inserted into the ground. The geological conditions near the site should be
considered, including large visible rocks, bodies of water, and any significant changes in the ground
level. The type of surface to which the transducer will be fixed should be reasonably representative
of the nearby geology. The transducer should be firmly attached to the ground below it. Soft toplayers should be avoided, such as loose gardening soil, mulch or leaves, or gravel.
7.1.2.2. Interior Positions

Interior vibration may also be measured in cases such as when sensitive equipment is located within
the receptor, or when it is necessary to document already high vibration levels from internal
operations. A vibration transducer should be placed at the center of the floor span where the
amplitudes are highest. The transducer should be firmly affixed to the floor. On floors with hard
surfaces, transducers may be adhered similarly to exterior positions. Removeable adherents such as
museum wax or earthquake gel are preferred for indoor positions. For carpeted areas, the transducer
should be affixed to the hard floor below the carpet. The transducer should be mounted on a plate
or block with three leveling nails or spikes. The spikes must penetrate the pile of the carpet and the
carpet pad and contact the hard surface below. The system must have sufficient weight to hold the
transducer in good contact with the floor through the spikes. This may be achieved either by using a
heavy metal plate or by adding weight with sand bags or similar weights. For thin carpeting mat, the
use of nails or spikes can be eliminated, but weight should still be added to the plate or block.
Vibration Descriptors

Groundborne vibration and noise use similar descriptors to airborne noise. Additionally, the
groundborne vibration is directly related to the groundborne noise.
7.2.1 Groundborne Vibration

Groundborne vibration is characterized by the vertical vibration velocity. It is typically sufficient to
measure only the vertical component. According to FTA, “Although transverse components can

Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
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submit significant vibration energy into a building, the vertical component usually has greater
amplitudes than transverse vibration.”
The root-mean-square (RMS) levels of groundborne vibration characterize human response, while
peak particle velocity (PPV) levels of groundborne vibration characterize the potential for building
damage. Vibration is reported in decibels, referenced to 1x10-6 in/sec, and designated VdB.
Groundborne vibration does not include any weighting. The RMS averaging time or time constant
should be one second.
The ambient vibration is characterized by the Leq for some desired period. Unlike for noise (Section
3.2) it is not required to specifically identify the 1-hour Leq. The appropriate measurement duration is
discussed in Section 7.4, and will depend on the project. Statistical descriptors (e.g., L90) may also be
used to further understand the vibration environment.
The RMS level for the duration of the event is typically used when characterizing a single event, such
as a vehicle pass-by. The maximum RMS level (Lmax) may also be used, as it may be easier to obtain
than the average level for an event. Groundborne vibration RMS levels may be collected in one-third
octave bands. FTA defines its detailed vibration criteria levels in terms of one-third octave bands.
Recording spectral data is necessary for conversion to groundborne noise, discussed in Section 7.2.2.
7.2.2 Groundborne Noise

The same descriptors used for groundborne vibration may be used for groundborne noise.
However, the groundborne noise must be presented in terms of sound pressure level and include Aweighting. Therefore, groundborne noise is reported in dBA. The A-weighted equivalent sound level
(Leq) for the measurement period should be used to characterize ambient noise level. Statistical
descriptors (e.g., L90) may also be used to further understand the groundborne noise environment.
Single events may be characterized by the average RMS level for an event or by Lmax level for an
event. Groundborne vibration and groundborne noise are intrinsically connected, so the same
descriptor should be used for both.
Predicted groundborne noise is often derived from the measurement of groundborne vibration. The
noise is calculated by
Equation 7-1: Derivation of Groundborne Noise

LA

LV

Kawt

Krad dB

where: LA is the A-weighted groundborne noise level, in dBA;
LV is the measured groundborne vibration level, in VdB;
Kawt is the A-weighting (Table 17-1 shows A-weight values by one-third octave band); and
Krad is the radiation factor.
The current FTA-recommended Krad is +0 dB50 and the FRA-recommended Krad is -5 dB. These
values for Krad are suggestions for typical buildings. Spaces that have large, flexible surfaces may
have much higher groundborne noise levels, as high as +10 dB. These spaces can include halls,
50
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performance spaces, or gymnasiums. FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment 51 and the
FRA High-Speed Ground Transportation Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment 52 include further
discussion of Krad. Groundborne noise is similarly calculated, whether LV represents an ambient level
(Leq) or an event maximum RMS level (Lmax).
Instrumentation

See Appendix B for discussion of and information on instrumentation. Two types of transducers are
recommended—accelerometers and geophones. Only one type needs be deployed for a
measurement. Geophones measure ground velocity directly, while accelerometers measure ground
acceleration. If an accelerometer is used, then the data will need to be integrated to obtain vibration
velocity. This may be done at the recorder level or completed in postprocessing.
7.3.1 Instrumentation for Vibration Measurements

Needed instrumentation for vibration measurements include the following:













Digital signal recorder.
Integrating sound level meter or analyzer.
Vibration transducer (accelerometer or geophone).
Vibration calibrator (shaker; optional).
Ground stake (for mounting transducer in soil).
Plate or block (for mounting transducer on hard surface).
Epoxy.
Museum wax or earthquake gel.
Cable.
Traffic-counting device.
Speed-measurement device.
Additional useful accessories and supplies are suggested in Appendix B.

Some sound level meters can record input from transducers other than microphones, including
accelerometers or geophones. Take care to ensure that vibration velocity is measured with a flat
weighting if using a sound level meter. No A-weighting should be applied to vibration
measurements, and the signal should be integrated to velocity if using an accelerometer. The
frequency bandwidth for vibration should include frequencies as low as 1 Hertz (Hz).
Meteorological data is not generally required for groundborne vibration measurements.
As noted, consider interior noise measurements in some specialized cases. These measurements
require a low-noise microphone and data recording system. No additional discussion of low-noise
measurements is included here.

Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
52 Hanson, et al., High-Speed Ground Transportation Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. DOT/FRA/OFD12/15, Federal Railroad Administration, Washington, DC, 2012.
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Sampling Period

The sampling periods for groundborne vibration mostly carry the same considerations as for
airborne noise (Section 3.4). For vibration, weather is not generally considered, though
measurements should be avoided if there is heavy rainfall. Consider three factors when selecting a
sampling period:




Measurement time (Section 7.4.1)
Measurement duration (Section 7.4.2), and
Measurement frequency (Section 7.4.3).

7.4.1 Measurement Time

Exterior vibration measurements may be made for two reasons:



To characterize the existing ambient conditions of an area.
To document specific vibration events, such as vehicle pass-bys.

The ambient vibration is characterized in terms of Leq for some continuous period. The duration of
this period is discussed in Section 7.4.2, and may range from 10 to 30 minutes. Specific events, such
as vehicle pass-bys, are characterized using the maximum RMS level (Lmax) during the time that the
vehicle passes by. The RMS should be averaged using a time constant of one second.
The appropriate time to conduct exterior existing vibration measurements will depend on the
information sought. If ambient vibration is sought, then the measurement can be conducted as is for
measuring existing noise (Section 3.4.1 and Section 4.4.1). The highest period of groundborne
vibration does not necessarily correlate with the highest hour of noise. The highest vibration can
depend on traffic volume, speed, vehicle makeup, and the presence of irregularities in the road. The
vehicle makeup should be documented when traffic is a major contributor to the measured vibration
levels.
If characterization of specific events is desired, then the period to measure should coincide with
when those events are likely to occur. Measurement of bridge joints or other roadway irregularities
should take place when traffic is moving at maximum flow and when there are a variety of vehicle
types. Railway schedules should be consulted and measurements conducted when nearby trains are
operating.
Although not common, there are some cases where measurements of indoor vibration are
important. Possible reasons to conduct vibration measurements at a building interior include the
following:



To document already high vibration levels due to existing activity inside or near the building.
To document low ambient vibration conditions in an isolated space such as a concert hall or
recording studio.

At these locations, the use of the space will inform the optimal period for measurement. For
example, at a radio or television recording studio, there may be operations early or late at night.
There could be little traffic, rail, or other activities while the studios are in use. Background vibration
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inside the studio should be measured during a period that reflects these low ambient conditions.
Interior measurements documenting low ambient conditions should be made in unoccupied spaces.
Groundborne vibration is not highly sensitive to meteorological conditions. However, vibration is
sensitive to the conditions of the ground. Falling rain or hard precipitation can cause excess
vibration at the sensor and mask the typical ambient or traffic vibration. Frozen ground and
unusually saturated or dry ground can also affect the propagation of vibration. Vibration
measurements should be made during typical conditions for the local area.
7.4.2 Measurement Duration

Two considerations should be balanced when choosing a measurement duration. The first
consideration is the ability of the measurement period to represent a one-hour vibration Leq. The
second consideration is the ability of the measurement period to capture any relevant high-vibration
events. Section 3.4.2 provides a discussion of guidance in ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010) on
classifying the temporal characteristics of environmental sound.
When measuring existing vibration at an exterior location, the suggested measurement duration is
the same as presented in Section 3.4.2 for measuring existing noise. A range of 10 to 30 minutes is
appropriate depending on the temporal characteristics of the existing vibration:




Range of 10 dB or less: 10 minutes.
Range of 10 to 30 dB: 15 to 20 minutes.
Range greater than 30 dB: 30 or more minutes.

When measuring existing noise or vibration levels inside a sensitive receptor, “steady continuous”
levels are expected. In this case, the preceding guidance suggests using a 10-minute measurement
period. If the conditions outside the sensitive receptor are “fluctuating,” then the measurement
period should be long enough to capture the fluctuations, if the measurement were conducted at the
exterior.
Depending on the nearby conditions, additional effort may be required to capture a high-vibration
event, regardless of the temporal variation of the environmental sound. If there are potholes or
other irregularities in the nearby road, then an event of a vehicle driving over the irregularity should
be measured. Commuter rail may only operate a few times per day. If there is a commuter rail line
nearby, then the measurement should be scheduled to include at least one rail event.
7.4.3 Measurement Frequency

A single vibration level measurement, regardless of its duration, only offers a slice (or snapshot) of
the site’s time-varying vibration level. Changes in traffic on nearby roads can change vibration levels,
sometimes substantially, as described previously.
However, for the purposes of this section of the report, a single measurement may be sufficient for
establishing the existing level at a site for noise impact determination. The following merits
consideration:


Was the guidance on how long to measure followed?
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Was the measurement period representative of the ambient conditions? (Either low ambient
or high ambient, based on the objectives of the measurement.)
Were the vibration events recorded and documented?
Were unrepresentative event data eliminated?

Measurement Procedure

Prior to traveling to conduct the sound level measurements, plan the measurement study as
described in Section 2.0. The vibration measurement procedure mirrors the noise measurement
procedure (Section 3.5). Weather data are not required for vibration measurements. If noise and
vibration data are collected for the same receptor, then the microphone and vibration transducer
should be positioned near one another.
7.5.1 On-Site Set Up and Data Collection

The steps below describe what needs to be done upon arrival at the site, on through the successful
collection of data.
1. Determine the exact point to place the transducer prior to setting up for data collection.
Evaluate the presence or likelihood of localized vibration sources (e.g., air conditioning
units, pool pumps, neighbors, lawn care, local traffic) and adjust the location within the
constraints of the measurement procedure.
2. The transducer should be firmly affixed to the ground. If the transducer is placed in soil,
then it should be attached to a stake in the ground. If the transducer is placed on a solid
surface, then it should be adhered to the surface using appropriate epoxy, wax, or gel.
3. The transducer should be connected using the appropriate cable to the data recording
system. Use the correct settings for any external power, voltage, or current excitation of the
transducer. Geophones and accelerometers are not directly interchangeable with
microphones. Vibration transducers may not be mounted directly to the sound level meter
or data recorder.
4. Check the entire instrumentation system for functionality. Transducers may be inspected by
tapping the ground nearby and viewing or listening to the response on the data logger or
level meter. Field calibration is not always required. Transducers may be calibrated using a
handheld shaker, with all system components in place.
5. Begin filling out the field data sheet, including measuring distances to landmarks, making a
site sketch, and taking photographs to document the location. Documentation should be
sufficient such that another person could return to the site at another time and set up at the
same measurement point. Document roadway irregularities or other potential vibration
sources. Brief video recordings before or during the measurement are useful (possibly
including voice narration or the sound level display in a portion of the video screen).
6. Vibration levels should then be measured for the needed duration.
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a. The number of unusual or unrepresentative events should be considered for the total
data collection time needed when measuring ambient levels only; too many of these
events may warrant additional data collection.
b. Accurate notes should be kept about the timing and duration of events when
measuring to determine the source vibration level of specific events.
7. Traffic data could be recorded for highway ambient vibration measurements. If doing this,
traffic count and speed information should be conducted generally in agreement with
FHWA TNM requirements (Section 4.5.1). However, vibration data are not used for model
validation so it is not necessary to follow these guidelines exactly. It may be more important
to distinguish varying sources of vibration (e.g. if there is a pothole in one lane of traffic, but
not others, then it may be best to conduct the vehicle count by lane rather than only vehicle
type or to log heavy trucks or buses passing over any roadway irregularities).
8. Record the measured Leq result(s) or event level Lmax on the sound level data sheet after
sampling is complete. For many vibration data recorders, data need to be saved to a file for
downloading to a computer, either on site or after the day’s measurements are completed.
Most analyzers should allow multiple files to be saved with unique names for later
downloading. Use the file naming protocols developed during measurement planning. Be
sure to record files names on the data sheets.
9. If applicable, any data files associated with the traffic counts or speeds should be saved for
downloading to a PC, either on site or after the day’s measurements are completed. Files
should be uniquely and relevantly named, including type of file, site, time of day and date. It
is important to record the file names on the data sheets.
10. Finally, before taking down the equipment and leaving the site, ensure that all needed
information is recorded on the data sheet and any needed site photographs have been taken,
as described in Section 7.5.2.
7.5.2 Completing Measurement Documentation

Documentation is an essential part of every measurement. There are two stages to documentation:
1) in the field; and 2) after data analysis. This section describes field documentation. Field data
sheets and more specific guidance are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Complete data
sheets in the field while at the site. Documentation should be sufficient for another person to return
to that same transducer location and repeat the measurement with the same equipment and settings
and under the same conditions. Here are some parameters to document using data sheets:





Name of person conducting measurement.
Project name and location.
Site location and description, including address (if applicable), and possibly a site number
assigned by the measurement person or preassigned by the measurement study planner.
Model and serial number of the data recorder, transducer and calibrator, and instrument
settings.
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Site sketch, including distances to landmarks, ground surface characterization, and terrain
features. Important terrain features include any roadway irregularities that contribute to
vibration such as potholes or bridge joints.
Measurement date, start and stop time, and duration.
Notes from pre-measurement tap test or calibration (optional).
Measured level, Leq or event Lmax.
File name for the measurement, if applicable.
Measurement notes, including vibration source descriptions and any occurrences of bad,
contaminated, or unrepresentative data.
Summary of traffic data, if any.
Data Analysis and Reporting

Vibration data are not A-weighted, and the A-weighting should neither be applied in the data
collection nor the data analysis phase.
1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Depending on the vibration level data recorder, Leq may need to be computed from raw data.
3. Consult the field log sheets for specific vibration event levels. The log sheet identifies
individual events of interest; discard any unrepresentative events.
4. Merge into the spreadsheet any field-logged event information, like speed data/vehicle type.
5. Calculate predicted groundborne noise levels from the measured vibration data using
Equation 7-1.
6. The second aspect of data documentation is reporting. Appendix C provides details for
noise documentation. Vibration documentation would be similar—highlights shown below.
a. The measured vibration level data are typically compiled in a vibration study report
table. Typical values to include are: site number, site address, date, start and end time,
duration, and Leq or Lmax. A narrative of the measurement results may also be
required or desired, including a map or aerial photo locating the measurement points.
b. If the site was measured for a longer period, then a graph or table of the level
variation over time is useful.
c. A vibration measurement report or an appendix to the noise study can be prepared.
The report or appendix typically includes:
-

Copies of the field data sheets (including a site sketch).

-

A table of the data collected. The format of the table will depend on the
objective of data collection and may vary for vibration or groundborne
noise, and for Leq and Lmax levels.

-

One or more site photographs.

-

Summaries of the traffic data, if collected.
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8.0 Construction Equipment Noise and Vibration Measurements
This section describes recommended procedures for the measurement of highway construction
equipment noise and vibration. The results of these measurements are used to assess the potential
noise impact of a construction site associated with a highway-related project.
The measurement procedures described in this section apply to any highway project that requires
use of construction equipment. The measurements result in reference construction noise and
vibration levels, which are used to make predictions for levels around active construction sites.
Another type of measurement related to construction is monitoring noise and vibration levels during
project construction. Although similar methods apply, monitoring requirements involve some
modification. For example, sensor placement may change depending on nearby sensitive receptors
(e.g., recording studios for noise or fragile buildings for vibration). Also, monitoring may be
necessary to meet Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements to protect
construction workers or other workers nearby, and OSHA guidance would apply.
Highway construction site activity consists of several generic phases, including mobilization,
clearing and grading, earthwork, foundations, bridge construction, base preparation, paving, and
cleanup. Thus, any noise impact due to a construction site comprises contributions from each of
these phases. The noise level associated with each construction phase is first determined by
measuring the levels of individual equipment and then summing the individual contributions over
time. The type and number of construction machines, and equipment operation duration, are a
direct function of the construction phase.
The procedures described herein characterize each construction equipment type by up to four
modes of operation: 1) the equipment is stationary in a passive operation mode [“stationarypassive,” (e.g., a bulldozer at idle)]; 2) the equipment is stationary in an active operation mode
[“stationary-active,” (e.g., a loader lifting earth, debris)]; 3) the equipment is moving to another area
within a site but is not actively performing project-related activities [“mobile-passive,” (e.g., a
bulldozer moving but not pushing earth, debris)]; and 4) the equipment is mobile in an active
operation mode [“mobile-active,” (e.g., a bulldozer moving while pushing earth, debris)].
Site Selection

Site selection is guided by measurement of equipment noise emission levels and vibration levels. Site
selection includes two considerations:



Site characteristics.
Microphone and transducer placement.

8.1.1 Site Characteristics

Determining overall noise and vibration levels associated with a particular construction site first
requires establishing reference emission levels for each type of construction equipment operating
in each of the four modes of operation. As such, the general site characteristics for determining
reference noise emission levels for construction equipment are somewhat similar to those presented
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in Section 10.0 for determining noise emissions for highway vehicles. These characteristics are as
follows:








A flat open space free of large reflecting surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards,
buildings, or hillsides, located within 100 ft (30.4 m) of either the construction equipment’s
path (if measurements of mobile operations are being performed), its stationary position (if
appropriate), or the microphone(s).
The ground surface within the measurement area is free of snow and representative of
acoustically hard (e.g., pavement) or acoustically soft (e.g., grass, dirt) surfaces.
The line of sight from the microphone(s) to the construction equipment being measured is
unobscured within an arc of 120°.
A predominant, background level at the measurement site low enough to enable the
measurement of uncontaminated equipment sound and vibration levels. The difference
between the lowest anticipated operation equipment levels and the background level should
be at least 10 dB. This is true for both noise measured in A-weighted levels and vibration
measured in PPV or RMS levels.
The site should be located away from known noise and vibration sources, such as airports,
construction site’s other equipment in use, rail yards, heavily traveled roadways, and any
other significant noise or vibration sources, if possible.

Assess the representativeness of the area for vibration. This may include making assumptions
about the underground structure such as the presence of underground vaults, utilities, or other
structures, as well as the geological sublayers.
8.1.2 Microphone and Transducer Location

Position microphones at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above ground level and at a distance of 15 m (50 ft)
perpendicular to the equipment’s typical operating location (for “stationary-passive” and “stationaryactive” operating modes) and typical operating path (for “mobile-passive” and “mobile-active”
operating modes). For stationary noise sources, conduct measurements at each of four positions
around each piece of construction equipment, with each position representing azimuth angles
separated by 90° (Figure 8-1).53 For mobile noise sources, measurements should be made with each
piece of equipment passing by in left-to-right and a right-to-left directions (Figure 8-1).54 Undertake
at least three measurement repetitions—preferably six—for all measurements.
Place vibration transducers at the same positions as microphones to measure vibration. Firmly affix
vibration transducers on the ground. Attach sensors in soil to a spike or stake inserted into the
ground. Affix sensors placed on hard surfaces, such as pavement, to the ground using epoxy,
museum wax, or earthquake gel. Record RMS levels for both passive and active operation of the
construction equipment. Only collect PPV levels during the highest vibration periods—usually only
during active operation. For stationary-type equipment, it may not be necessary to measure vibration
53 “Exterior Sound Level Measurement Procedure for Powered Mobile Construction Equipment.” Society of
Automotive Engineers' Standard, SAE J88a Society of Automotive Engineers, 1976.
54 “Sound Levels for Engine Powered Equipment.” Society of Automotive Engineers' Standard, SAE J952b, Society of
Automotive Engineers, 1976.
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at all four positions shown in Figure 8-1. Groundborne vibration does not have the bodily shielding
that airborne noise does.
Figure 8-1: Microphone Positions for Construction Equipment Noise Measurements (Stationary)

Figure 8-2: Microphone Positions for Construction Equipment Noise Measurements (Mobile)

Level Descriptors

For stationary noise sources, measure a 30-second LAeq at each of the four azimuth angles. Use
shorter durations if the sound level is relatively steady as a function of time and if a 30-second
measurement is not possible. For mobile noise sources, measure the maximum A-weighted sound
pressure level with fast exponential time averaging (LAFmx). The individual reference levels and the
number and type of each piece of construction equipment are then, ultimately, used to compute the
total equivalent sound level, LAeq,total, for a typical work day during a particular construction phase.
Other descriptors can be computed using the mathematical relationships presented in Appendix A.
The LAeq descriptor may be more useful in assessing potential noise impact due to constructionrelated activity.
Vibration from construction equipment is characterized for two different purposes: human response
and building response. Use construction noise descriptors—but with a flat weighting—to
characterize human response. Measure the 30-second Leq for stationary sources. Consider longer
measurement periods if low-frequency vibration (below 5 Hz) is a concern. Measure the maximum
vibration velocity level LFmx for mobile sources.
High levels of groundborne vibration caused by construction equipment may cause building damage
and necessitate assessment. Levels for building damage are compared to PPV. PPV can be measured
using the same transducers at the same positions as noise and vibration Leq. Both Leq and PPV can
be calculated from the recorded waveform data. If the recording device does not record the signal
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directly (e.g., sound level meter), then the device should be set to log both Leq and PPV
simultaneously.
The FHWA Roadway Construction Noise Model (RCNM) currently uses broadband noise levels;
however, a future version is expected to include one-third octave band noise data. It is possible that
the model could be extended to include one-third octave band vibration data and predictions. For
these reasons, measuring construction noise and vibration one-third octave band emission levels
could help with modeling. Evaluate applicable metrics for the RCNM input capabilities to determine
additional measurement metrics requirements.
Instrumentation

The instrumentation for measuring construction equipment noise and vibration is the same as for
measuring existing or traffic noise and vibration. See Section 3.3, Section 4.3, and Section 7.3 for
additional information.
8.3.1 Noise









Integrating sound level meter or analyzer, including microphone and preamplifier, preferably
with capability of sampling in consecutive, one-second intervals55 (with one-third octave band
measurement capability, if capturing spectral data).
Calibrator.
Windscreen.
Tripod.
Microphone extension cable, (optional).
Anemometer or handheld wind speed and direction instrument (also, online weather sites and
mobile phone applications can provide data on temperature and humidity).

8.3.2 Instrumentation for Vibration










Digital signal recorder.
Integrating sound level meter or analyzer (with one-third octave band measurement
capability, if capturing spectral data).
Seismograph.
Vibration transducer (accelerometer or geophone).
Vibration calibrator (shaker; optional).
Ground stake (for mounting transducer in soil).
Epoxy, Museum wax, or earthquake gel.
Cable.

The electrical noise floor of the sound level measurement system (meter/analyzer, microphone/preamplifier, and
microphone extension cable, if used) can affect the accuracy of a sound level measurement. Sound pressure levels that
are at least 10 dB higher than the floor should be relatively unaffected. Levels within 5 dB of the noise floor are not
valid. Establishing the noise floor is important for research measurements or measurements in a low-noise environment
or done with a long cable run. The instrument manufacturer should be able to state the electrical noise floor (preferably,
as a function of frequency). It can also be measured in the field using a microphone simulator (often called a “dummy
mic”) during the calibration procedure. More information on a microphone simulator is in Appendix B.
55
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Some sound level meters can use geophones or accelerometers as inputs. These meters will usually
have options to convert acceleration inputs to velocity and to directly record unweighted level
descriptors and PPV. If these options are unavailable, then a different device should be used to
record the measurement. Similarly, for seismographs, the device must record the appropriate level
descriptors or the recorded waveform must undergo postprocessing.
A multichannel recording system should be used when measuring noise and vibration for the same
equipment in the same operating mode. This will aid in identifying and correlating noise and
vibration data from different events.
Meteorological data are generally not needed for vibration measurements. However, avoid vibration
measurements if it is raining, if soil is atypically saturated with water, or if the ground is frozen.
Sampling Period

The sampling period varies for each type of construction equipment depending on the operating
mode (“stationary-passive,” “stationary-active,” “mobile-passive,” and “mobile-active”). During
the measurement, appropriate personnel should operate the equipment in a manner that is
considered typical for the work period and operating mode. Due to construction site activity, the
sampling period may be based entirely on good engineering judgment; the person performing the
measurements is responsible for obtaining representative, high-quality data.
Measurement Procedure

The steps below describe what needs to be done upon arrival at the site, on through the successful
collection of data.
1. The instrumentation should be deployed as shown in Figure 8-1 or Figure 8-2, depending on
the mode of operation. Place the transducer on the ground at the same location as the
microphone if collecting vibration data.
2. Calibrate the entire acoustic instrumentation system prior to initial data collection, at hourly
intervals thereafter, and at the end of the measurement day. Document meteorological
conditions (wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity, and cloud cover) prior to data
collection, at a minimum of 15-minute intervals, and whenever conditions substantially
change.
3. Check all equipment settings, including use of the A-weighting filter network and
measurement of Leq. Integrating sound level meter should sample in discrete and repetitive
one-second intervals, if possible. Check battery strength.
4. Measure the background sound and vibration level in the absence of activity (if operation of
the equipment is intermittent) or with the equipment shut off or inactive. Sampling duration
depends on the temporal nature of the background source. Sample at least 10 seconds. If it
is fluctuating and continuous, then the sampling duration should be long enough to capture
the louder fluctuations. If it is fluctuating and intermittent (like aircraft flyovers or train passbys), then consider conducting the test measurements when the background source is
absent.
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5. Appropriate personnel should operate the construction equipment in a manner that is
considered typical for the work period and particular operating mode.
6. Record the sound LAFmx or LAeq30s for each equipment type and operating mode, as
appropriate.
7. During measurements keep notes on a second-by-second basis of extraneous noise or
vibration sources. Extraneous source descriptions help document the conditions and causes
of the measured levels, and are especially important for identifying bad data or
unrepresentative events. Use a consistent shorthand notation for easier note-taking.
8. Record the average vibration RMS level Leq or maximum vibration level L Fmx for each
equipment type, as appropriate.
9. Record the PPV during operation for each equipment type in active operating mode.
Data Analysis

Exact data analysis and reporting requirements will vary by project sponsor. However, typical data
analysis and reporting procedures are shown below for the noise data analysis and, as applicable, the
vibration data analysis.
8.6.1 Noise Data Analysis

1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Eliminating bad data: Examine data collected in one-second intervals using the field notes
and eliminate and label (reason for elimination) any bad, contaminated, or unrepresentative
data in the spreadsheet. Compute the measurement’s Leq in the spreadsheet using this
formula:
Equation 8-1: Formula for Leq

10 log10

10

⁄10

1

th

where Li is the i good second’s Leq and n is the total number of good seconds.
3. Calibration adjustment: If needed, adjust the Leq to account for a shift in calibration (CAL)
level from before to after the measurement:
a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then no adjustment to the data is necessary
b. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, then adjust all data measured with that system during
the time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐
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For example, if:
Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq downward by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has
been adjusted.
c. If the final calibration of the sound level meter/analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat all measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.
4. Background adjustment: The total measured Leq is a combination of the source Leq and the
background Leq. If the total measured level exceeds the background level by greater than
10 dB, the background contribution to the total measured level is less than 0.5 dB and no
adjustment of the total measured level is necessary to determine the source-only level. If the
total measured level does not exceed the background level by 5 dB or more, the source-only
level cannot be accurately determined and those data should be omitted from data analysis.
If the noise source is continuous, then it is not possible to determine the background Leq and
whether the background noise is increasing the total measured level.; see the discussion in
Section 6.5.1, step 9.
If the total measured level exceeds the background level by between 5 and 10 dB, then the
measured level should be adjusted for background noise to get the source-only level as
follows:
Equation 8-2: Formula for Adjusting Leq for Background

10 log10 10 0.1

10 0.1

where: Ladj is the background-adjusted measured level;
Lc is the total measured level with source and background combined; and
Lb is the background level alone.
For example, if:
Lc = 55.0 dB
Lb = 47.0 dB
Then:
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Equation 8-3: Example of Background Adjustment
.

.

.

.

54.3 dB

5. Calculate an energy-averaged level (LAVG,j) of the LAeq30s values obtained for each azimuth
angle and each measurement repetition of each equipment type in each stationary mode of
operation, j (See Section 8.4).
6. Calculate an energy-averaged level (LAVG,j) of the LAFmx values obtained for each
measurement repetition of each equipment type in each mobile mode of operation, j (See
Section 8.4).
7. Calculate the LAeq,I for each equipment type, i.
8. Compute the LAeq,total for a typical workday when all equipment measurements used for a
particular phase are complete.
The total equivalent sound level for a typical work day during a particular construction phase is
computed as follows:
Equation 8-4: Formula for LAeq Over Time
,

10 log10

10

10

,

1

where: LAeq,total is the total equivalent sound level for a typical work day during a particular
construction period;
k

is the number of different types of equipment; and

LAeq,i is the equivalent sound level for equipment type i.
For example, given:
LAeq,1 = 89.0 dB
LAeq,2 = 81.7 dB
LAeq,3 = 79.0 dB
LAeq,4 = 80.5 dB
Therefore:
Equation 8-5: Example of Leq Addition
89.0

,

10 log10 10 10

81.7

10 10

79.0

10 10

80.5

10 10

90.6

9. Assess noise impact due to construction equipment activity based on study objectives. In
most instances, the environmental analyses will use the computed LAeq,total to compare the
potential effects of different construction phases. Consider long-term existing noise
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measurements at a site if a particular noise-sensitive receiver is a primary concern in the
study; conduct these measurements in accordance with the recommendations in Section 4.0.
8.6.2 Vibration Data Analysis

1. Download the vibration data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Process any recorded waveform data to appropriate level descriptors. First integrate data
collected using an accelerometer to vibration velocity:
a. Leq is the average RMS vibration velocity level during the period of the measurement.
b. LFmx is the maximum level during an event, using a fast time constant of 125
milliseconds.
c. PPV is the maximum instantaneous positive or negative peak in the vibration
velocity.
d. Level descriptors are added to the spreadsheet.
3. Background adjustment: The background adjustment is completed in a similar manner as
for noise. The total measured Leq is a combination of the source Leq and the background Leq.
If the total measured level exceeds the background level by greater than 10 dB, then the
background contribution to the total measured level is less than 0.5 dB and no adjustment of
the total measured level is necessary to determine the source-only level. If the total measured
level does not exceed the background level by 5 dB or more, then the source-only level
cannot be accurately determined and those data should be omitted from data analysis. If the
vibration source is continuous, then it is not possible to determine the background Leq and
whether the background vibration is increasing the total measured level.; see the discussion
in Section 6.5.1, step 9.
4. Calculate an energy-averaged level (LAVG,j) of the Leq values obtained for each measurement
repetition of each equipment type in each stationary mode of operation, j (Section 7.4).
5. Calculate an energy-averaged level (LAVG,j) of the LFmx values obtained for each measurement
repetition of each equipment type in each mobile mode of operation, j (Section 7.4).
6. Calculate the Leq,i for each equipment type, i.
7. Compute the Leq,total for a typical workday during each phase when all equipment
measurements used for a particular phase are complete.
8. Calculate a PPV value for each equipment type operating in active mode (stationary and
mobile). Depending on the type of equipment, it may be acceptable to calculate an energy
average of the PPV obtained for each repetition. It may also be appropriate to use the
maximum PPV obtained for all repetitions to represent each vehicle and operating mode.
9. Perform an assessment of vibration impact due to construction equipment activity based on
study objectives. In most instances, the computed Leq,total will be used in environmental
analyses to compare the potential human response effect of different construction phases.
PPV levels are used for screening construction activity risks for building damage. The
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sensitivity of buildings to vibration is highly variable. Consult with the project sponsor for
the appropriate guidelines on conducting assessments for building damage. For example, the
Caltrans Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual56 offers vibration criteria for
buildings. Federal guidance for building vibration sensitivity is provided in FTA Transit Noise
and Vibration Impact Assessment.57

Andrews, et al., Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual, California DOT, Sacramento, CA, 2013.
Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
56
57
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9.0 Noise Barrier Insertion Loss Measurements
This section describes recommended procedures for the measurement of highway noise barrier
insertion loss (IL). IL is the difference in sound level at a receptor location with and without the
presence of a noise barrier, assuming no change in the sound level of the source.
The following project types could use highway noise barrier IL measurement procedures:





Post-installation evaluation of the effectiveness of a Type I highway project noise barrier.
Pre-installation and post-installation evaluation of the effectiveness of a Type II noise barrier.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of construction site noise barriers, including barriers for
stationary pieces of equipment (with appropriate procedure modifications).
Evaluation of noise barrier effectiveness for highway facilities such as rest areas or truck
weigh stations (with appropriate procedure modifications).

The procedures described in this section are in accordance with ANSI/ASA S12.8-1998 (R2013),58
which provides three methods to determine the field insertion loss of noise barriers:
1. Direct measured BEFORE/AFTER measurement.
2. Indirect measured, with the BEFORE measurement at an equivalent site.
3. Indirect predicted, with model predictions of BEFORE levels.
Direct Measured: The direct measured BEFORE/AFTER method requires making site
measurements before the barrier has been constructed to determine BEFORE levels; it also requires
another set of measurements at the same site after construction to determine AFTER levels. This
method ensures identical site geometric characteristics if there have not been any changes to the
roadway’s cross-sectional geometry, such as a widening of the roadway. However, this method also
requires equivalent BEFORE and AFTER meteorological and traffic conditions that may be
difficult to reproduce.
Indirect Measured: The indirect measured method requires performing measurements at a site
with a barrier to determine AFTER levels; it also requires another set of measurements at an
“equivalent” site without a barrier to determine equivalent BEFORE levels.
Judge a site as equivalent if geometric, meteorological, and traffic conditions are essentially identical
for the BEFORE case as compared with the AFTER case. Geometric equivalence refers to the
terrain characteristics and ground impedance at the site, including pavement type and condition.
Meteorological equivalence refers to temperature lapse rate (the change in temperature with
increasing height above ground), wind speed and direction, and—to a lesser degree—temperature
and humidity (see Section 9.1.1.2). Traffic equivalence refers to vehicle volumes (by type of vehicle)
and speed.
For the indirect measured method, the BEFORE and AFTER measurements are best made
simultaneously at adjacent sites to ensure essentially the same meteorological and traffic conditions
for both sets of measurements. However, finding an adjacent equivalent site may be difficult. If the
“Methods for Determination of Insertion Loss of Outdoor Noise Barriers," ANSI/ASA S12.8-1998 (R2013).
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2013.
58
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selected site is not adjacent or the measurements ae not simultaneous, then: 1) adjustments will likely
be needed for equivalence of traffic, with the possible introduction of some error if vehicle mix or
speed is different; and 2) meteorological conditions may not be equivalent, including wind direction
if the roadways at each site are not oriented the same relative to north.
Indirect Predicted: The indirect predicted method uses measurements at a site with a barrier to
determine AFTER levels. It also uses a highway traffic noise prediction model such as FHWA TNM
to predict BEFORE sound levels at the same site without the barrier. The first disadvantage of this
method is that it presumes the accuracy of a model for this particular site instead of using actual
measurements for the BEFORE condition. The second disadvantage of this method, at least in the
case of FHWA TNM, is that it can only be used when AFTER levels have been measured under
neutral meteorological conditions (no wind and no change in temperature with height above
ground), since FHWA TNM only models for neutral conditions.
Site Selection

Site selection for all three measurement methods is guided by site geometry and the location of
receptors of interest. Site selection is also driven by the goals of the study—in this case, to determine
the IL of a noise barrier at receptors of interest. There are two aspects to consider regarding site
selection:



The choice of a site based on its characteristics.
The location for the placement of the microphones for the measurement.

9.1.1 Site Characteristics

The location of a planned or existing noise barrier of interest and, for the indirect measured method,
an equivalent No-Barrier BEFORE site determine site selection. Establish equivalence in site
geometry, meteorological conditions, and traffic conditions for valid comparison of BEFORE
and AFTER sound levels. Use highway plans, land-use maps, aerial photos, including web-based
mapping sites, and field reconnaissance to identify candidate sites.
9.1.1.1. Site Geometry

Equivalence in site geometry entails similar terrain characteristics and ground type within an
angular sector of at least 120° and preferably 140° from all measurement points looking toward
the noise source. Important terrain characteristics include the following:


The roadway’s cross-sectional geometry, including
−
−
−
−
−
−

Number of lanes;
Type and condition of pavement;
Presence and width of paved shoulders;
Presence of a median barrier or edge-of-shoulder parapets or safety barriers;
Presence and location of the top of slope for a depressed roadway “in cut,” or an
elevated roadway’s shoulder break if the roadway is “on fill;” and
Presence of curves and possible super-elevation (tilting of the roadway cross-section)
on curves.
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Important terrain characteristics near the measurement point include
−
−



Height of ground above or below roadway elevation; and
Presence of objects that shield part or all the roadway or that may reflect noise from
the roadway to the receptor points, such as houses or other buildings, existing walls or
fences, roadway signs, zones of trees or heavy vegetation.

Important ground type characteristics include
−
−

Ground impedance; and
The location of changes in ground type between the roadway and the measurement
points.

Identify the presence of paved areas or water, which affect measured levels. For research
purposes, equivalence in ground impedance may be determined by performing measurements in
accordance with the ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010,59 which, among other methods, is discussed in
Section 9.1.2.1.
For more empirical studies, or if ground impedance measurements are not feasible, then judge
the ground for BEFORE and AFTER measurements as equivalent if general ground surface
type and conditions (e.g., surface water content) are similar. Ground surface guidance is found
in Ground and Pavement Effects using FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model 2.5,60 which is repeated in NCHRP
Report 791.61
Additionally, the presence of noise sources other than the roadway of interest, including other
roads, rail lines, airports, industrial or commercial operations, and temporary construction,
repair, and maintenance activities could make the direct or indirect BEFORE site not
equivalent to the AFTER site. An exception would be if the measurements can be done when
these sources are not operating.
9.1.1.2. Meteorological Conditions

Equivalence in meteorological conditions includes the following:





Wind speed and direction.
Temperature lapse rate (for research measurements, measure lapse rate during the sound level
measurements; for more empirical studies, use the degree of cloud cover as an indicator of
the possible lapse rate condition).
Temperature and humidity (to a lesser degree).

Wind: Wind affects measured sound levels in two ways:

“Determining the Acoustic Impedance of Ground Surfaces,” ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010, Acoustical Society of America,
Melville, New York, 2010.
60 Hastings, A.L. and J.L. Rochat, Ground and Pavement Effects using FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model 2.5, Report DOT-VNTSCFHWA-10-01 and FHWA-HEP-10-021, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, Acoustic Facility,
Cambridge MA, April 2010.
61 Menge, C., W. Bowlby, G. Anderson, H. Knauer, A. El-Aassar, D. Barrett, et al, Supplemental Guidance on the Application
of FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM), NCHRP Report 791, NAS, TRB, Washington, DC, 2014.
59
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Wind can flutter the microphone diaphragm and produce false noise readings (even through
a proper windscreen). Do not make sound level measurements when winds exceed 11 mph
(17 kmh or 5 m/s), regardless of direction (or delete any data collected during such periods
during data analysis). If the A-weighted sound levels are lower than 40 dBA, even lowerspeed winds can cause false noise.
The change in wind speed with elevation above ground (“wind shear,” which is typically
caused by friction near the ground from vegetation, trees, buildings, and terrain) can affect
sound levels by the phenomenon of refraction: levels downwind from a source can be higher
than levels from the same source during no wind, while levels upwind from a source can be
lower than levels during no wind. These effects typically increase in magnitude with
increasing distance from the source.

Judge wind conditions equivalent for BEFORE and AFTER measurements if



The wind class in Table 9-1 (Upwind, Calm, or Downwind) remains unchanged; and
The vector component of the average wind velocity from source to receiver [vector wind
speed (VWS)] stays within the ranges in Table 9-1.62

VWS is computed as:
VWS = (Wind Speed) x cos(Wind Direction)
It is possible to calculate a VWS under 2.2 mph (1.0 m/s) when strong winds are nearly parallel
to the roadway. However, this condition is not truly a “calm” case. In other words, avoid
BEFORE/AFTER measurements in such instances.63 A negative VWS indicates the wind is
blowing from the sound level measurement point to the source (the upwind class).
Table 9-1: Classes of Wind Condition
Wind Class

Vector Wind Speed (mph)

Upwind

-11 to -2.2

Calm

-2.2 to +2.2

Downwind

+2.2 to +11

Table 9-1 note: 1 mph = 0.45 m/s.

Temperature lapse rate: The changing of temperature with height above the ground (“temperature
lapse rate”) can have a major effect on measured sound levels and IL by refraction, especially at
greater distances from the source.64 For the same traffic volume, speed and vehicle mix, levels would
be higher on clear nights during inversions (temperature increasing with height above ground). The
62 “Methods for Determination of Insertion Loss of Outdoor Noise Barriers," ANSI/ASA S12.8-1998 (R2013).
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2013; Fleming, G.G. and E.J. Rickley, Performance Evaluation of
Experimental Highway Noise Barriers, Report No. FHWA- RD-94-093. Cambridge, MA: John A. Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center, April 1994.
63 Fleming, G.G. and E.J. Rickley, Performance Evaluation of Experimental Highway Noise Barriers, Report No. FHWA- RD94-093. Cambridge, MA: John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, April 1994.
64 Temperature and humidity generally have small effects on measured traffic noise levels at the typical distances of
concern, to a much lesser degree than temperature lapse rate and wind shear/direction.
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levels would be lower during bright, sunny days (temperature decreasing sharply with height above
ground) compared to a neutral atmosphere (no change in temperature with height). Neutral
conditions are usually only seen briefly around sunrise and sunset).
For research studies, measure temperature lapse rate during the sound level measurements.
Measurement of temperature at two heights above ground—such as 5 ft and 15 ft (1.5 m and
4.6 m)—is a precise way to determine lapse rate and the likelihood of refraction. Section 4.4.1
presented characterizations or classes of the lapse rate per guidance in NCHRP Report 791:65 1)
strong lapse; 2) weak lapse; 3) neutral; 4) weak inversion; and 5) strong inversion. For this
measurement procedure, it is sufficient to characterize lapse rate by one of three conditions:




Lapse (-0.1°C/m or greater).
Neutral (greater than -0.1°C/m and less than +0.1°C/)
Inversion (+0.1°C/m or greater).

For more empirical studies, as an alternative to measuring and using the lapse rate to help determine
equivalence, make the BEFORE and AFTER acoustical measurements under the same class of
cloud cover. Table 9-2 describes these classes.
Table 9-2: Classes of Cloud Cover
Class
1
2

Description
Heavily overcast
Lightly overcast: either with continuous sun or the sun obscured intermittently by clouds 20% to 80%
of the time

3

Sunny: sun essentially unobscured by clouds at least 80% of the time

4

Clear night: less than 50% cloud cover

5

Overcast night: 50% or more cloud cover

Temperature and humidity: Judge average temperatures during BEFORE and AFTER
measurements equivalent if they are within 25° F (14° C) of each other. Also, in certain conditions,
dry air produces substantial changes in sound attenuation at high frequencies. Therefore, for a
predominantly high-frequency source (most sound energy over 3,000 Hz, which would not be traffic
noise), ensure that the absolute humidity for BEFORE and AFTER measurements are similar.
9.1.1.3. Traffic Equivalence

Equivalence in traffic conditions includes the following:



Volume of traffic by vehicle type.
Speed of traffic.

Menge, C., W. Bowlby, G. Anderson, H. Knauer, A. El-Aassar, D. Barrett, et al, Supplemental Guidance on the Application
of FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM), NCHRP Report 791, NAS, TRB, Washington, DC, 2014.

65
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To a certain degree, nonequivalence in traffic conditions can be factored out through the use of a
reference microphone (Section 9.1.2.1). There may be some differences for BEFORE and AFTER
measurements in spectral content, directivity, and spatial and temporal patterns of the individual
vehicles, but this is usually not an issue in most traffic situations. However, discard data that include
unrepresentative or unusual vehicle sounds.
9.1.2 Microphone Location
9.1.2.1. Reference Microphone

If possible, use a reference microphone for all barrier insertion loss measurements at both the
Barrier and No-Barrier sites. Using reference microphones allows for a calibration of measured
levels, which helps to account for variations in the characteristics of the noise source (e.g., traffic
speeds, volumes, and mixes).
Place the reference microphone in the same position as in the AFTER case for the BEFORE
measurements for the direct measured method and for the equivalent BEFORE measurements for
the indirect measured method. If the barrier is located 50 ft (15.2 m) or more from the center of the
near travel lane, then place the AFTER reference microphone at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) directly
above the top of the barrier. (Figure 9-1).
If the barrier is located less than 50 ft (15.2 m) from the center of the near travel lane, then place the
reference microphone at 50 ft (15.2 m) from the center of the near travel lane, at a height such that
the line of sight angle between the microphone and barrier top, as measured from the center of the
near travel lane is at least 10° (Figure 9-2). It may not be practical to use this latter position because
of the microphone height that might be required, especially for tall noise barriers at the roadway
shoulder. In such a case, the measurement may be performed without the reference microphone at
the Barrier site if the equivalent No-Barrier (BEFORE) site is adjacent to the Barrier site, because
the traffic will be the same at the two sites.
Figure 9-1: Reference Microphone—Position 1
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Figure 9-2: Reference Microphone—Position 2

9.1.3 Study Site (Receiver) Microphones

When determining barrier insertion loss, the receiver microphone locations should be identical in
the BEFORE and AFTER cases in terms of distance from the road and height above the road. In
most situations, study objectives will dictate microphone locations. As such, this section presents a
generic discussion of microphone locations, and assumes no specific study objectives have been
identified. However, the same locations where existing noise measurements might be made as part
of a traffic noise study could be places of interest for measuring barrier insertion loss.
The preferred microphone height is 5 ft (1.5 m) above the ground. It may be helpful to include
microphones at representative heights of balconies [plus 5 ft (1.5 m)] or at window height if
multistory structures are of interest. Lacking specific points of interest, it may be helpful to position
receiver microphones at offset distances from the barrier that correspond to incremental doublings
of distances [e.g., 50 ft, 100 ft, and 200 ft (15 m, 30 m, and 60 m)] and at multiple heights at each
offset distance. For receiver distances greater than 300 ft (100 m) from the source, atmospheric
effects have a much greater influence on measured sound levels than at closer distances.66 Obtain
precise meteorological data in such instances to ensure BEFORE and AFTER equivalence of the
meteorological conditions.

66 Johnson, D.L., Marsh, A.H., and Harris, C.M. Acoustical Measurement Instruments, Handbook of Acoustical
Measurements and Noise Control, New York, Columbia University, 1991; Hendriks, R.W. and J. Hecker, Parallel Noise
Barrier Report: A Noise Absorptive Demonstration Project, Sacramento, CA, California Department of Transportation, July
1989.
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Noise Descriptors

Use the equivalent sound level (Leq) for determining the noise barrier insertion loss for traffic. Use
the SEL (LAE), or the maximum A-weighted sound level with fast time response characteristics
(LAFmx), if the goal is to describe the sound of single events, such as individual vehicle pass-bys.
The DNL (Ldn) and the CNEL (Lden) may be used to describe long-term noise environments
(typically greater than 24 hours), particularly for land-use planning. However, given the requirements
of source and meteorological equivalence for the BEFORE and AFTER measurements, it would
extremely difficult to measure a barrier’s IL for DNL or CNEL. An exception could be for the
indirect measured method if the BEFORE and AFTER sites were adjacent to each other, with the
roadway oriented in the same direction relative to north at each site. Even then the IL would almost
certainly be for a mixed set of meteorological conditions. DNL and CNEL can be computed using
the mathematical relationships presented in Appendix A once the Leq and LAE noise descriptors are
established.
Instrumentation














Integrating sound level meters or analyzers, including microphones and preamplifiers, with
capability of sampling in consecutive, one-minute intervals.67 (At least two systems are needed
if using the direct measured or indirect predicted methods; at least four systems are needed if
using the indirect measured method with simultaneous measurements at the AFTER and
equivalent BEFORE sites.)
Audio recording instrumentation (optional).
Calibrator.
Windscreens (one for each sound level instrument).
Tripods (probably with tall extensions) or other tall microphone support systems (one for
each sound level instrument).
Microphone extension cables (one for each sound level instrument).
Meteorological instrumentation, with capability of measuring temperature at two heights of 5
ft and 15 ft (1.5 m and 4.6 m) above the ground.
Vehicle-speed detection unit.
Traffic-counting device.
Data sheets, clipboard, pen or pencil, or electronic data-logging device.
Still camera and optional video camera.

Appendix B provides information and a discussion on instrumentation, as well as other useful
accessories and field supplies.

The electrical noise floor of the sound level measurement system (meter/analyzer, microphone/preamplifier, and
microphone extension cable, if used) can affect the accuracy of a sound level measurement. Sound pressure levels that
are at least 10 dB higher than the floor should be relatively unaffected. Levels within 5 dB of the noise floor are not
valid. Establishing the noise floor is important for research measurements or measurements in a low-noise environment
or done with a long cable run. The instrument manufacturer should be able to state the electrical noise floor (preferably,
as a function of frequency). It can also be measured in the field using a microphone simulator (often called a “dummy
mic”) during the calibration procedure. More information on a microphone simulator is in Appendix B.
67
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Sampling Period

Consider three factors when selecting a sampling period:




When to measure.
Measurement duration.
Measurement repetition.

9.4.1 When to Measure

The goal of these measurements is to determine the IL of traffic noise provided by an in-place noise
barrier of choice and possibly under meteorological conditions of choice. These measurements do
not need to be made during the worst noise hour. Avoid measurement when traffic flow is
congested because the traffic noise level will be lowered, making it more difficult to determine the
full amount of the IL.
A key aspect of the “when to measure” question relates to meteorological conditions of interest,
which can substantially affect both measured sound levels and noise barrier IL, as discussed in
Section 9.1.1.2. Conduct BEFORE and AFTER measurements under equivalent meteorological
conditions for comparability. Essentially, with the key factors being wind shear and temperature
lapse rate, nine meteorological “classes” can be described: upwind (with negative, neutral, or positive
lapse rate); calm (with negative, neutral, or positive lapse rate); and downwind (with negative,
neutral, or positive lapse rate). Using lapse rate categories of strong and weak results in further
classification division.
The meteorological class can change several times over one day, especially with changes in wind
direction. The class that will occur during measurements cannot reliably be determined in advance.






In the case of the direct measured method, while the meteorological conditions in the
BEFORE case will be known when the AFTER measurements are ready to be made, the
challenge is to replicate those conditions in the AFTER case.
In the case of the indirect measured method, the meteorological conditions in the BEFORE
and AFTER cases will likely be identical if the sites are adjacent and the roadway is oriented
in the same direction relative to north at both sites. However, the nature of the identical
conditions depends on the measurement day’s weather.
In the case of the indirect predicted method (where only AFTER measurements are made),
conduct these measurements under calm, neutral conditions because the FHWA TNM
model, which is used to predict the BEFORE condition, assumes calm, neutral conditions.
These conditions are likely to occur just before sunset and just around sunrise as the
temperature lapse rate shifts from negative to positive, and vice versa.

In addition to the effects of wind direction on equivalence, wind can flutter the microphone
diaphragm and produce false noise readings (even through a proper windscreen). Do not make
sound level measurements when winds exceed 11 mph (17 kmh or 5 m/s), regardless of direction
(or delete any data collected during such periods during data analysis). If the A-weighted sound
levels are lower than 40 dBA, even lower-speed winds can cause false noises.
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Finally, avoid sound level measurements during precipitation or when the pavement is wet. Aside
from being bad for equipment, rain drops can generate noise on leaves, metal roofs, and plastic bags
that have been placed over microphone windscreens and instruments. Tire noise increases on wet
pavements, especially in the higher frequencies that most affect an A-weighted sound level.
9.4.2 Measurement Duration

Unlike some of the other measurement procedures, the goal is not to represent the one-hour LAeq
with a shorter-term measurement, but rather to determine a level difference, the IL. A key
consideration in choosing a measurement duration is the proper representation of the spectrum of
the traffic noise, so that the A-weighted IL is accurately determined.
Because it is largely impossible to determine the meteorological class(es) in advance, one technique
is to measure sound levels, wind speed and direction and temperature lapse rate for a four-hour
block of time in one-minute increments.68 This block of time could be extended beyond four hours
depending on the study requirements and time and budget permitting. Then, the data are broken
down into five-minute periods and the Leq and meteorological class are determined for each fiveminute period.
Additionally, traffic data varies over time. Assign each of the five-minute time periods to a traffic
class based on similarities in traffic volume, mix, and speed. Assign some of the five-minute periods
into groups of equivalent periods by jointly examining traffic and meteorological classes.
If traffic is intermittent, then the difference in traffic parameters from one five-minute period to the
next may be too large to characterize any of the periods as equivalent. In such a case, extend the
period duration to 10-minutes or longer, which is possible if the data have been collected in oneminute intervals.
9.4.3 Measurement Repetition

Repeating a measurement more than once will help address result variability concerns. As noted, this
procedure determines the noise barrier IL, not a representative one-hour Leq; thus, there should be
less variation in the result. Collect and average at least three periods of equivalent data—in terms of
traffic and meteorological class—to determine the IL for a set of conditions. If measuring four or
more hours of data (as discussed previously), then it may be possible to describe the IL of the noise
barrier for multiple sets of equivalent traffic and meteorological conditions.
Measurement Procedure

This section presents the measurement procedure. More specific details for the persons going into
the field are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Prior to traveling to conduct the sound level
measurements, plan the measurement study as described in Section 2.0, preferably with a thorough
field review. Careful advanced planning of microphone locations, heights, and the needed
microphone support mechanisms (tripods, tall tripods or masts with guy-wire systems) is crucial, as
Bowlby, W., R. Williamson, D. Reiter, C. Patton, G. Pratt, K. Kaliski, K. Washburn, J. Rochat, A. El-Aassar, H.
Knauer, G. Sanchez, and D. Barrett, Field Evaluation of Reflected Noise from a Single Noise Barrier—Phase 1, Web-only
Document 218, NCHRP, TRB, National Academies, 2015.
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are suitable and safe locations for counting of traffic and sampling of speeds. The following steps
apply for all methods except the BEFORE predictions for the indirect predicted method, which is
discussed separately in Section 9.6.
9.5.1 On-Site Set Up and Data Collection

The steps below describe what needs to be done upon arrival at the site, on through the successful
collection of data.
1. Determine the exact location to place the microphone prior to setting up for data collection.
Evaluate the presence or likelihood of localized noise sources (e.g., air conditioning units,
pool pumps, neighbors, lawn care, local traffic) and adjust the location accordingly.
2. Check equipment settings, including use of the A-weighting filter network and measurement
of Leq (and possibly one-third octave band sound pressure levels). Synchronize instruments’
time clocks and to the operator’s time-keeping devices. Use a one-minute interval duration if
the integrating sound level meters can sample in discrete, repetitive intervals. Check battery
strength.
3. Calibrate each entire acoustical instrumentation system with the microphone extension
cables in place and before any tall microphone supports are raised into place.
4. Set up the microphones and preamps on the tripods or other support systems holders at the
needed heights at the reference and study locations after calibration. Attach the sound level
instruments directly to the tripods if not using cables. In any case, level and secure the
tripods or holders; guying may be necessary for taller supports.
5. Confirm the meteorological station settings and set up the station. Frequently document
wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity, and cloud cover during sound level data
collection if a station is not being used for automatic data collection.
a. Wind data should be site-specific and contemporaneous with the sound level
measurements, measured no less frequently than every five minutes. Mark as
contaminated any one-minute sound level measurement periods when the wind
exceeds 11 mph (17 kmh or 5 m/s); delete these periods after measurement.
b. Determine temperature and humidity though online weather sites or applications on
mobile devices. Historical data is also usually available online. Make sure weather
data from online sources is from stations near to the measurement site and that
weather conditions from the online source match conditions observed in the field.
c. Make regular observations of the cloud cover, as described earlier in Section 9.1.1.2,
as a qualitative check on any temperature differences that may be measured by
collecting temperature at two heights.
6. Begin filling out the field data sheet, including measuring distances to landmarks, making a
site sketch, and taking photographs to document the location. Optionally, obtain latitude and
longitude coordinates from a GPS unit; note that smartphones with locational capabilities
may not provide the desired accuracy. Make documentation complete enough so that
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another person can return to the site at another time and set up at the same measurement
point. Brief video recordings before or during the measurement can prove useful (possibly
including voice narration or the sound level display in a portion of the video screen). See
Section 9.5.2 on completing measurement documentation and the FHWA Noise Measurement
Field Guide for sample data sheets.
7. Deploy traffic-counting and speed detection equipment and people.
8. Assess the background sound level because it can increase the measured sound levels at one
or more of the microphones and affect the ability to determine the insertion loss. A
background sound level 10 dB or less below the total level at a microphone affects the total
level. Avoid measurements under this condition, and avoid using one-minute intervals
during this condition in data analysis of longer-term sampling periods.
Intermittent traffic flow: It may be possible to measure the background sound level in the
absence of traffic. Sampling duration depends on the temporal nature of the background
noise:
−
−
−

If the background noise is steady and continuous, then 30 seconds may be sufficient.
If the background noise is fluctuating and continuous, then make the duration long
enough to capture the louder fluctuations.
If the background noise is fluctuating and intermittent (like aircraft flyovers or train
pass-bys), then consider conducting the test measurements when the background
source is absent.

Continuous traffic flow: The background level cannot be determined. Judge whether any
background noise sources cause an increase in the total measured level. Audibility of
background noise source is one important factor. If inaudible, then it is likely that
background noise is not affecting the total level. If background noise is audible, then do not
use the one-minute intervals in which it is audible in the data analysis.
9. Measure sound levels for the needed duration.
a. Delete intervals with bad data (e.g., during periods of non-calm winds or operator
activity) or unrepresentative events that might skew the measurement during postmeasurement data reduction if the integrating sound level meter can sample in oneminute intervals, as described in Section 4.6. If doing observed, short-term
measurements and there are suspected or known unrepresentative minutes of data
that will need to be deleted from the result, extend the data collection for the same
number of minutes as will be deleted.
b. Pay close attention during the measurement and be prepared to use the instrument’s
“pause” and “resume” data collection buttons to try to edit out bad data if the
integrating sound level meter cannot sample in one-minute intervals and can only
present a single Leq for the entire measurement period. Some instruments have a
“delay” feature that will automatically eliminate a portion of the immediately
preceding bit of data, such as a 10-second block. Lacking such a feature, the operator
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may not be able to edit out the bad data successfully and may have to discard the
entire measurement and repeat it.
c. In either case (although harder to do in the latter), keeping notes on a minute-byminute basis of the noise sources is important. Noise source descriptions help
document the conditions and causes of the measured levels; these are especially
important for identifying bad data or unrepresentative events. Use a consistent
shorthand notation for easier note-taking (e.g., “D” for dog, “W” for wind, “HT”
for heavy truck). Consider noting typical or maximum sound levels of these sources.
10. Collect the traffic count and speed data simultaneously with the sound level data. Sample
field logs are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide.
a. Traffic counts: Video-recording traffic in the field and performing counts later is
often easier for multilane facilities than real-time counting; video recording requires
time synchronization between the acoustical instrumentation and the video camera.
For FHWA TNM, vehicles are grouped into five acoustically significant types (i.e.,
vehicles within each type exhibit statistically similar acoustical characteristics). These
vehicle types are defined in Section 4.0 of this handbook.
Make classification counts (i.e., by vehicle type) by direction, ideally for the same
interval duration as the sound level meter (e.g., one minute), in case sound level data
needs to be edited out. Some project sponsors may require counts by lane.
b. Traffic speeds: Obtain as many speed samples as possible during the noise
measurement, trying for roughly an equal number in each direction. Speeds on inside
travel lanes on a highway are usually higher than speeds on outside lanes. On any
given lane, there is typically not a large speed variation by vehicle type because the
slowest vehicles in that lane tend to set the speed for most of the others. The noise
measurement duration is typically not long enough to sample speeds on every lane,
possibly except for roadways with two lanes in each direction. Sample the center
lanes for a roadway with three lanes in each direction; for four lanes in each
direction, sample the second lane from the outside; and for five lanes in each
direction, sample the center lane. Record the direction, lane and vehicle type for each
speed sample.
Appendix B provides details on different types of equipment and techniques for
measuring speed.
11. After sampling is done, record the result(s) on the field data sheet. For many sound level
analyzers, data needs to be saved to a file for download to a computer; do this either on site
or after completing the day’s measurements. Most analyzers allow multiple files to be
downloaded and saved with unique names. Use the file naming protocols developed during
measurement planning. Be sure to record files names on the data sheets.
12. Also save any data files associated with the traffic counts or speeds for download to a
computer, either on site or after the day’s measurements are completed. Use unique and
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relevant file names, including type of file, site, time of day, and date. Record the files names
on the data sheets.
13. Recheck the sound level instrument’s calibration (with the extension cable still in place, if
used). If this final calibration differs from the initial calibration by 0.4 dB or 0.5 dB, then
adjust all data measured with that system during the time between calibrations as described
in Section 9.7. If the final calibration differs from the initial calibration by more than 0.5 dB,
then discard all data measured with that system during the time between calibrations. Repeat
the measurement(s) after the instrumentation has been thoroughly checked by the
manufacturer or a repair/calibration facility.
14. Finally, record all needed information on the data sheet and take any needed site
photographs before taking down the equipment and leaving the site, as described in Section
9.5.2.
9.5.2 Completing Measurement Documentation

Documentation is an essential part of every measurement. There are two stages to documentation:
1) in the field; and 2) after data analysis. This section describes field documentation. Field data
sheets and more specific guidance are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Complete data
sheets in the field while at the site. Make documentation sufficient for another person to return to
that same microphone location and repeat the measurement with the same equipment and settings
and under the same conditions. Here are some parameters to document using data sheets:














Name of person conducting measurement.
Project name and location.
Site location and description, including address if applicable, and possibly a site number
assigned by the measurement person or preassigned by the measurement study planner.
Model and serial number of the sound level instrument, microphone and calibrator, and
sound level instrument settings (e.g., A-weighting).
Site sketch (including distances to landmarks, ground surface characterization, plus
pavement) and terrain features (all of which would be useful information for documenting
site equivalence of if the site is to be modeled with FHWA TNM).
Measurement date, start and stop time, and duration.
Pre-measurement and post-measurement calibration results.
Measured Leq, unless longer-term sampling was done and saved to a file for later downloading
and analysis.
Traffic data.
File name(s) for the measurement data, if applicable.
Measurement notes, including noise source descriptions and any occurrences of bad,
contaminated, or unrepresentative data.
Summaries of meteorological and traffic data, especially wind speed and direction, unless
longer-term sampling was done and saved to a file for later downloading and analysis.
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Predicted Before Levels for the Indirect Predicted Method

1. Perform the data collection for the AFTER case according to Section 9.5.1.
2. Enter the observed site data and, if available, the highway plans into a highway noise
prediction model such as FHWA TNM to create a model run. Model every traffic lane as a
FHWA TNM roadway.
3. Perform the following for each measurement period in the AFTER case:
a. Factor the counted traffic to hourly volumes, by vehicle type by lane.
b. Compute an average speed (by vehicle type by lane, if possible).
c. Create a separate FHWA TNM run for each measurement period using the factored
traffic volumes and average.
d. Compute the BEFORE Leq(h) at the reference position and at each receiver position
for each measurement period.
Modeled levels at the reference position may differ substantially in the predicted BEFORE case
from the measured AFTER case. In such instances, consider using the Continuous-Flow Traffic
Time-Integrated Method (CTIM) procedure described in Section 13.0 to normalize for different
traffic conditions.
Data Analysis and Reporting

Establish the equivalence of meteorological conditions (i.e., wind, temperature, humidity, and cloud
cover) for valid comparisons of BEFORE and AFTER measured levels (see Section 9.1.1.2). This
section assumes that equivalence of site parameters, such as terrain characteristics and ground
impedance, was established prior to performing measurements. Exclude from subsequent analysis
sampling periods without established equivalence.
1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Eliminating bad data: Examine data collected in one-minute intervals using the field notes
and eliminate and label (reason for elimination) any bad, contaminated, or unrepresentative
one-minute intervals in the spreadsheet. Compute the measurement’s Leq in the spreadsheet
using this formula:
Equation 9-1: Formula for Leq

10 log10

10

⁄10

1

th

where Li is the i good minute’s Leq and n is the total number of good minutes.
3. Calibration adjustment: If needed, adjust the Leq to account for a shift in calibration (CAL)
level from before to after the measurement:
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a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, no adjustment to the data is necessary, although the
adjustment shown below could be made for research purposes.
b. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, adjust all data measured with that system during the
time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐

CALINITIAL

CALFINAL / 2

For example, if:
Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has been
adjusted.
As an alternative, if collecting a long block of data (e.g., the four hours described in
this section) and dividing those data into discrete short-term periods, consider
adjusting the data assuming a linear drift in the calibration over the duration of the
data collection. To do this, calculate time-based adjustments and apply them to each
short-term period. In the example above, the assumption would be to adjust data
collected in the first hour less than data collected in the last hour, instead of all data
being adjusted by -0.2 dB.
c. If the final calibration of the sound level meter/analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat the measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.
4. Reflections or edge-diffraction bias adjustment: For reference microphone Position 1
directly atop the barrier, sound may reflect off the barrier and then off the tractor or trailer
of a heavy truck or the body of a medium truck, and back to the microphone. These
reflections could cause a slight increase in the sound level at that microphone. Similarly,
there may be an edge-diffraction effect for a reference microphone atop a barrier that could
also increase the sound level at that microphone.
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For these reasons, consider applying a -0.5 dB bias adjustment to the Position 1 reference
microphone sound levels in the AFTER case.69 Use good engineering judgment—based on
repeatability through measurements—to determine the magnitude and necessity of this
adjustment. This is particularly relevant to the indirect measured method where the
equivalent BEFORE site is adjacent to the AFTER site and the traffic passing both sites is
the same at both sites. For example, if for several measurement periods, a consistent
repeatable difference at the reference microphone position in the equivalent BEFORE and
AFTER case occurs, and it can be shown that the traffic during both cases were equivalent,
then the difference can be attributed to reflection or edge-diffraction effects.
Larger corrections may be necessary for situations with parallel barriers on both sides of the
road, if evidenced in repeated measurements of the equivalent BEFORE and AFTER cases
where traffic is equivalent. Alternatively, consider using FHWA TNM’s Parallel Barriers
module to determine a multiple-reflections increase due to the parallel barriers that would be
in addition to the -0.5 dB source reflections/edge-diffraction bias.
5. IL determination: Determine the IL for each measurement repetition and each
BEFORE/AFTER pair. (Report the result as a “lower bound to IL” when background level
cannot be demonstrated or is judged to be less than 10 dB below the measured level; in this
case, background noise hinders determination of the full IL.) Subtract the difference in the
BEFORE case’s adjusted reference and receiver levels from the difference in the AFTER
case’s adjusted reference and receiver levels:

ILi

LAref

Ledge ‐ LArec ‐ LBref ‐ LBrec

dB

where:
ILi is the IL at the ith receiver;
LBref and LAref are, respectively, the BEFORE and AFTER adjusted reference levels;
Ledge is the reflections/edge-diffraction bias adjustment, if used; and
LBrec and LArec are, respectively, the BEFORE and AFTER adjusted source levels at
the ith receiver.
For example, if:
LAref = 78.2 dB
Ledge = -0.5 dB
LArec at Receiver 1= 56.3 dB
LBref = 77.7 dB
LBrec at Receiver 1= 65.0 dB

69 Hendricks, R.W., Field Evaluation of Acoustical Performance of Parallel Highway Noise Barriers Along Route 99 in Sacramento,
California, Report No. FHWA/CA/TL-91/01, Sacramento, CA, California Department of Transportation, Division of
New Technology, Materials and Research, January 1991; Fleming, G.G. and E.J. Rickley, Parallel Barrier Effectiveness: Dulles
Noise Barrier Project, Report No. FHWA-RD-90-105, Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center, May 1990.
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Then:

IL1

78.2 ‐ 0.5 ‐ 56.2 ‐ 77.7 ‐ 65.0

21.5 ‐ 12.7

8.8 dB

6. The second aspect of data documentation is reporting. Appendix C provides more details.
a. The measured sound level data are typically compiled in a noise study report table
including: site number, site address, date, start and end time, duration, Leq, IL, and
notes about the measurement, meteorological conditions, or the key noise sources.
b. Include discussion and documentation of BEFORE and AFTER site, meteorological
and source equivalence.
c. Include a narrative of the measurement results with a map or aerial photo locating
the measurement points.
d. Include graphs or tables of the time-varying levels if the site was measured for a
longer period of time for the purposes of establishing meteorological or source
equivalence.
e. Prepare a noise measurement report or noise measurement appendix to the noise
study. The noise measurement report or appendix typically includes the following:
-

Copies of the field data sheets (including site sketches).

-

Graphs or tables of the time-varying levels if the measurement was
conducted for an extended period of time for the purposes of establishing
meteorological or source equivalence.

-

Multiple photographs for the site and each microphone position.

-

Detailed tabulations of the meteorological and traffic data.
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10.0 Vehicle Noise Emission Level Measurements
This section describes recommended procedures for the measurement of vehicle noise emission
levels. Do not use these procedures for determining existing sound levels or validating FHWA TNM
as part of a traffic noise study done under 23 CFR 772. Instead, use these specialized procedures to
accomplish the following:



Characterize the sound generated by vehicles traveling on different pavement types as part of
a research study.
Create user-defined vehicles for input into the FHWA TNM, which is used to predict sound
levels from traffic and to design traffic noise barriers.70

The procedures described in this section are consistent with the methodology used during the
development of the Reference Energy Mean Emission Levels (REMEL) database for FHWA
TNM.71 Section 10.6.1 discusses the methodology for developing the REMEL equations.
FHWA TNM groups vehicles into five acoustically significant types (i.e., vehicles within each type
exhibit statistically similar acoustical characteristics). These vehicle types, defined in Section 4.5.1,
are automobiles, medium trucks, heavy trucks, buses, and motorcycles. The FHWA TNM User
Guide states the following policy: “TNM allows the user to input data and calculate noise levels
utilizing user-defined vehicle types. This feature should only be used for unique vehicle types which
differ substantially from the five standard vehicle types contained in TNM, e.g., recreational vehicles
or electric vehicles. It should not be used to input State-specific emission levels for the five standard
vehicle types.”
After determining the REMEL equation parameters for input into TNM, the noise analyst must
choose one of the five standard vehicle types as being most similar to the user-defined vehicle type.
FHWA TNM then assigns the spectral and source height characteristics of that standard type to the
user-defined vehicle type. Be aware that, in reality, the spectral and source height characteristics of
the new vehicle type may differ from those of the five standard types. For example, is the spectrum
for an electric vehicle similar to those of the gasoline- or diesel-powered vehicles that comprise
TNM’s automobile vehicle type, especially at low speeds?
Before conducting a study to develop REMEL equations, review Appendix B of FHWA Traffic Noise
Model (TNM) Pavement Effects Implementation Study: Progress Report 172 and consult with FHWA. The

Anderson, G.S., Lee, C.S., Fleming, G.G., and Menge, C.W., FHWA Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®), Version 1.0:
User's Guide, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-009, Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center,
January 1998; Lau, M.C., Lee, C.S.Y., Rochat, J.L., Boeker, E.R., and Fleming, G.G., FHWA Traffic Noise Model® User's
Guide (Version 2.5 Addendum), Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, April 2004.
71 Fleming, G.G., Rapoza, A.S., and Lee C.S., Development of the Reference Energy Mean Emission Level database for the FHWA
Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®), Version 1.0, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-008, Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe
National Transportation Systems Center, November 1995; Fleming, G.G., Rickley, E.J., Development of National Reference
Energy Mean Emission Levels for Constant-Flow Roadway Traffic: Test Plan, Letter Report No. DTS-75-HW327-LR2,
Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, September 1993.
72 Rochat, J.L., Hastings, A.L., Read, D.R. and Lau, M.C.,FHWA Traffic Noise Model (TNM) Pavement Effects Implementation
Study: Progress Report 1, Report No. DOT-VNTSC-FHWA-12-01, USDOT John A. Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, January 2012.
70
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report’s Appendix B addresses a number of important problems regarding the sufficiency and
validity of the collected database and resulting emission level equations:


Identifying and handling problematic data sets for overall levels:
−
−
−
−
−
−



Insufficient data to obtain Gaussian estimate of parameter.
No low-speed data.
No high-speed data.
Insufficient speed range to compute high speed slope.
Data that do not fit the model: high speed data extends below idle.
Data that do not fit the model: high speed data have no slope or have negative slope.

Identifying and handling problematic data sets for one-third octave bands:
−
−
−

Insufficient speed range.
Binning of data by speed.
Strong tonal components.

Site Selection

Site selection is driven by the goals of the study—in this case, to measure vehicle noise emission
levels. There are two aspects to consider regarding site selection:



The choice of a site based on its characteristics.
The location for the actual placement of the microphones for the measurement.

10.1.1 Site Characteristics

Use highway plans, land-use maps, aerial photos, including web-based mapping sites, and field
reconnaissance to identify candidate sites. Select 5 to 10 unique sites to minimize site-specific effects
associated with vehicle noise emission level measurements. Also choose a site for measuring idling
vehicles.
These sites should possess the following characteristics:






The site exhibits constant-speed roadway traffic operating under cruise conditions at speeds
between 10 mph and 70 mph (15 kmh and 110 kmh) and is located away from intersections,
lane merges, roadway grade conditions, or any other features that would cause traffic to
accelerate or decelerate, unless the purpose of the measurements is to study levels during
acceleration or deceleration.
Traffic at the site is light enough in either travel direction to measure “clean” vehicle pass-bys
(unaffected by noise from other vehicles). See Appendix D regarding minimum vehicle
separation distances for achieving the needed sound level drop-off.
A predominant background level at the measurement site needs to be low enough to enable
the measurement of uncontaminated vehicle pass-by sound levels. Section 10.4.1 discusses
background levels in the context of event quality. The site should be located away from
known noise sources, such as airports, construction sites, rail yards, or other heavily traveled
roadways. Section 0 discusses the minimum separation distance of vehicle pass-bys for
avoiding contamination by other vehicles.
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The outside travel lane (i.e., vehicle path) is smooth, dry Portland cement concrete, densegraded asphalt, or open-graded asphalt and free of extraneous material such as gravel or road
debris.
The site is a flat, open space with no large reflecting or shielding surfaces, such as parked
vehicles, signboards, buildings, noise barriers, solid fences, parapets, crash barriers, and
hillsides, located within 100 ft (30.4 m) of either the vehicle path or the microphone(s)
(Figure 10-1).
The terrain does not slope up or down substantially between the roadway and the
microphone location(s).
The line of sight from the microphone(s) to the roadway is unobscured within an arc of 120°.
The ground surface within the measurement area is free of snow and representative of
acoustically hard (e.g., pavement) or acoustically soft (e.g., grass) terrain.

Figure 10-1: Site Geometry for Emission Level Measurements

10.1.2 Microphone Location

Place the microphone 50 ft (15.2 m) from the center of the near travel lane, with the microphone
diaphragm positioned for grazing incidence at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above the plane of the
roadway surface (Figure 10-1). If the ground slopes up from the roadway to this location, then
maintain a minimum height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above the ground, even if it results in the height of the
microphone being greater than 5 ft (1.5 m) above the plane of the roadway surface. Note the
microphone height above the roadway plane. Position additional microphone systems at other offset
distances [e.g., 100 ft and 200 ft (30 m and 60 m)] if characterizing the sound level drop-off rate at
the site is a goal of the measurement study.
Noise Descriptors

The maximum A-weighted sound pressure level with fast exponential time averaging (LAFmx) is used
for the development of vehicle noise emission level relationships. Additionally, one-third octave
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band spectral data from 25 Hz to 10,000 Hz will be useful during analysis. While spectral data are
not required for creating a user-defined vehicle type in FHWA TNM, the program’s computations
are performed in one-third octave bands. Since the FHWA TNM user must assign the spectral
characteristics of one of the five standard vehicle types to the user-defined type, it is important to
verify consistency with the spectral data currently in the model.73 Spectral data are also essential if
data are being collected as part of a research project to characterize REMELs on different pavement
types.
Instrumentation












Sound level meter or analyzer with one-third octave band measurement capabilities, including
microphone and preamplifier.74
Calibrator.
Windscreen.
Tripod.
Microphone extension cable.
Anemometer or handheld wind speed and direction instrument (online weather sites and
mobile phone applications can also provide temperature and humidity data).
Data sheets, clipboard, pen or pencil, or electronic data-logging device.
Still camera and optional video camera.
Vehicle-speed detection unit (a laser gun is preferred to a radar gun for better targeting of
specific vehicles).
Audio recording instrumentation (optional).
Sampling Period

Measuring vehicle noise emission levels is different from measuring the Leq of a stream of traffic.
Measuring vehicle noise emission levels requires “clean” pass-bys of individual vehicles, unaffected
by noise from other vehicles traveling in the same direction or in the opposite direction. Specifically,
the ideal difference between the lowest anticipated LAFmx for a vehicle pass-by and the A-weighted
background level, as measured at the 50-ft (15.2-m) microphone, is at least 10 dB. The sampling
period for each vehicle pass-by varies, but the period should encompass a minimum rise and fall in
the sound level time-history trace of 6 dB, with 10 dB being preferred (Section 10.4.1 and Appendix
D). Rise and fall are defined, respectively, as the difference between LAFmx and the minimum
measured level associated with either the start or end of a given pass-by (whichever difference is
smaller). This criterion ensures the quality of the pass-by event, and may be determined by:
73 Fleming, G.G., Rapoza, A.S., and Lee C.S., Development of the Reference Energy Mean Emission Level Database for the FHWA
Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®), Version 1.0, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-008, Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe
National Transportation Systems Center, November 1995.
74 The electrical noise floor of the sound level measurement system (meter/analyzer, microphone/preamplifier, and
microphone extension cable, if used) can affect the accuracy of a sound level measurement. Sound pressure levels that
are at least 10 dB higher than the floor should be relatively unaffected. Levels within 5 dB of the noise floor are not
valid. Establishing the noise floor is important for research measurements or measurements in a low-noise environment
or done with a long cable run. The instrument manufacturer should be able to state the electrical noise floor (preferably,
as a function of frequency). It can also be measured in the field using a microphone simulator (often called a “dummy
mic”) during the calibration procedure. More information on a microphone simulator is in Appendix B.
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1) observing the display of the sound level meter; or 2) examining the time history (instantaneous
LAFmx as a function of time) if the sound level instrument has the capability of displaying and storing
that time history.
10.4.1 Event Quality

The event quality for each pass-by can be affected by the presence of background noise or nearby
vehicles, which can affect the measured maximum level during the subject vehicle pass-by and the
rise and fall of the level during the pass-by. Determine event quality during data measurement and
prior to data analysis using three type designations (Type 2, 1, or 0):




Type 2, the highest quality event: an event with a rise and fall of at least the optimum
10 dB.
Type 1: an event with a rise and fall of between 6 dB and 10 dB.
Type 0: an event with a rise and fall of less than 6 dB; discard and do not use such events.

In special situations where it is difficult to find ideal sites, the analysis can include lower-quality
events, such as events in which the background is less than 10 dB below the LAFmx.
Type 1 events in which the background is less than 10 dB below the LAFmx: There may be
situations where it is necessary to relax the 10-dB background requirement to 6-dB. Examples are
during the measurement of low-speed automobiles or during the measurement of infrequent vehicle
types, such as buses. Correct the LAFmx for these events for background via energy-subtraction
before data analysis as follows:
Equation 10-1: Formula for Adjusting Leq for Background

10 log10 10 0.1

10 0.1

where:
Ladj is the background-adjusted measured level;
Lc is the measured level with vehicle and background combined; and
Lb is the background level alone.
For example, if:
Lc = 55.0 dB
Lb = 47.0 dB
Then:
Equation 10-2: Example of Background Adjustment

10 log10 10 0.1

55.0
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10.4.2 Minimum Separation Distance

Use a minimum separation distance between vehicles during event selection in the field. This will
ensure negligible contamination from vehicles other than the subject vehicle (either leading or
following the subject vehicle traveling in the same direction or traveling in the opposite direction).
Appendix D presents a procedure for determining and using this minimum separation distance.
Minimum separations differ by vehicle type. If trying to measure an automobile with a leading or
following heavy truck, the separation should be at least twice as much than as if the other vehicle
was a car (assuming heavy trucks are approximately 10 dB louder than automobiles). If trying to
measure a heavy truck with a leading or following automobile, then the separation should be much
less than if the other vehicle was a heavy truck. If microphones are also to be positioned farther
from the road, then the separation distances should be greater to avoid contamination from nearby
vehicles.
10.4.3 Recommended Number of Samples

Table 10-1 provides, as a function of speed, the recommended minimum number of samples.75
While the number of samples is somewhat arbitrary and often a function of budgetary constraints, a
larger number of samples will result in higher precision and a greater degree of statistical confidence
in the final emission levels. Report 1 for discussion on sample sizes and distribution over the speed
range of interest.76
Note that collecting the minimum number for frequent vehicles like automobiles and heavy trucks
may be easy, it could difficult and impractical for less frequent vehicles like medium trucks, buses,
and motorcycles. As a point of relative comparison, 2,825 automobiles, 765 medium trucks,
2,986 heavy trucks, 355 buses, and 39 motorcycles were sampled on a total of three different general
pavement types in the development of FHWA TNM. Do not exclude samples that appear to be
outliers (e.g., extremely loud vehicles) in the dataset; the data collected should be representative of a
random sample because the field measurement procedure uses the minimum separation-distance
criteria.

Section 8.3 of “Standard Method of Test for Determining the Influence of Road Surfaces on Vehicle Noise Using the
Statistical Isolated Pass-By (SIP),” TP 98-13, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
Washington, DC, 2015, gives a minimum number of 30 samples and a desirable number of 100 without a speed range
constraint. The values in the table are in recognition that on a given road the speed variation will be such that a number
between minimum and desirable will be achieved.
76 See in particular Appendix B, page 73, of Rochat, J.L., Hastings, A.L., Read, D.R. and Lau, M.C.,FHWA Traffic Noise
Model (TNM) Pavement Effects Implementation Study: Progress Report 1, Report No. DOT-VNTSC-FHWA-12-01, USDOT
John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, January 2012.
75
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Table 10-1: Recommended Minimum Number of Samples
Speed Bin, mph (kmh)

Recommended Minimum Number of Samples

Idling or under 10 (16)

10

11–20 (18-32)

10

21–30 (34-48)

20

31–40 (50-64)

30

41–50 (66-80)

30

51–60 (82-97)

30

61–70 (98-113)

30

71 (114) and above

30

Measurement Procedure

This section presents the measurement procedure. More specific details for the person going into
the field are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field Guide. Prior to traveling to conduct the sound
level measurements, plan the measurement study, as described in Section 2.0. In the case of vehicle
emission-level measurements, the project sponsor SHA should coordinate with FHWA during the
study conception and planning should be done.
10.5.1 On-Site Set Up and Data Collection

1. Determine the exact location to place the microphone prior to setting up for data collection.
Evaluate the presence or likelihood of localized noise sources such as road maintenance or
repair, off-ROW commercial, industrial, or construction activity, and local traffic, and adjust
the location accordingly. If needed, because of the strict site requirements, a new location
may need to be found or the measurements rescheduled.
2. Figure 10-2 details one option for instrumentation deployment. In this instance, a minimum
of two operators is necessary for logging all field data: a sound level instrument
operator/observer and a vehicle observer operating the speed detection device.
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Figure 10-2: Vehicle Emission Levels Measurement Plan View

3. Check all equipment settings, including use of the A-weighting filter network, fast
exponential time response and measurement of LAFmx. Verify settings if one-third octave
band sound pressure level data are being collected. Synchronize the time clocks on the
instruments to each other and to all operators’ time-keeping devices. Also check battery
strength.
4. Calibrate the entire acoustical instrumentation system with the extension cable in place, if
one is used. Check calibration every hour for extended periods of vehicle sampling.
5. After calibration, attach the microphone and preamplifier to the tripod head at a height of
5 ft (1.5 m) above the plane of the roadway surface and 50 ft (15.2 m) from the center of the
near travel lane. Make sure the tripod is level and secure; weighing it down on slopes may be
needed, especially if breezy conditions are expected.
6. If using other than handheld meteorological instruments, set up the meteorological station
and confirm its settings. Proper documentation of meteorological conditions is important.
Document wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity, and cloud cover prior to and
after data collection, and whenever substantial changes in conditions are noted during the
measurement.
a. Wind data should be site-specific and contemporaneous with the sound level
measurements. Discontinue or pause sampling when the wind speed exceeds 11 mph
(17 kmh or 5 m/s) (or mark those one-minute periods as contaminated for postmeasurement deletion).
b. Temperature and humidity can be determined though online weather sites or
applications on mobile devices. Historical data are also usually available online for
documentation of the conditions during the measurements. Make sure weather data
from online sources is from stations near to the measurement site and that weather
conditions from the online source match conditions observed in the field
c. Temperature lapse rate can have a major effect on measured sound levels by
refraction, especially at larger distances from the source. Observing the cloud cover,
as described in Section 3.4, can be useful in assessing the potential for temperature
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refraction effects. Lapse rate information is not knowable from online weather sites
by comparison of data from different stations.
7. Begin filling out the field data sheet, including measuring distances to landmarks, making a
site sketch, and taking photographs to document the location. Optionally, obtain latitude and
longitude coordinates from a GPS unit; note that smartphones with locational capabilities
may not provide the desired accuracy. Make documentation complete enough so that
another person can return to the site at another time and set up at the same measurement
point. Brief video recordings before or during the measurement can prove useful (possibly
including voice narration or the sound level display in a portion of the video screen). See
Section 10.5.2 on completing measurement documentation and the FHWA Noise Measurement
Field Guide for sample data sheets.
8. Deploy the speed detection equipment. If applicable, check the calibration of the speed
detection device periodically in the field for accuracy and functionality: 1) for a laser gun,
pointing at a fixed object at a known distance and reading the distance is one type of check;
and 2) for Doppler radar, using a calibrated tuning fork and the unit's internal circuit test
capability is typical.
9. Measure the background sound level during gaps in vehicle pass-bys. If there are no gaps, it
is likely that the site is not going to be suitable for vehicle emission-level measurements. The
background sound level criteria described earlier require the background sound level to be at
least 6 dB—and preferably 10 dB—below the LAFmx of the quietest vehicle type being
sampled.
10. Measure vehicle emission sound levels for the desired number of samples of each vehicle
type.
a. Identify a potential pass-by event when the minimum separation-distance criterion is
met. Note: Orange highway cones may be positioned 400 ft (120 m) upstream from
the observer’s station to aid in identifying potentially acceptable events.
b. After the vehicle passes the observers' station, begin the sound level data capture. As
the vehicle passes the microphone, measure the speed.
c. After the vehicle passes the microphone(s) and before subsequent vehicles approach,
end sound level data capture. Note: If the subject vehicle's speed varies by more than
2 mph (3.2 kmh) or sound level contamination is observed, omit the pass-by event
from later data analysis.
d. Log the following data for each pass-by event: site number, event number, vehicle
class, vehicle speed, maximum A-weighted sound level (LAFmx), spectral data (if being
measured), event quality type, and any observed anomalies or extraneous sounds.
10.5.2 Completing Measurement Documentation

Documentation is an essential part of every measurement. There are two stages to documentation:
1) in the field; and 2) after data analysis. This section describes field documentation. Data sheets and
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more specific guidance for the person going into the field are in the FHWA Noise Measurement Field
Guide. Complete data sheets in the field while at the site. Make documentation sufficient for another
person to return to that same microphone location and repeat the measurement with the same
equipment and settings and under the same conditions. Here are some parameters to document
using data sheets:











Name of person conducting measurement.
Project name and location.
Site location and description, including address if applicable, and possibly a site number
assigned by the measurement person or preassigned by the measurement study planner.
Model and serial number of the sound level instrument, microphone and calibrator, and
sound level instrument settings (e.g., fast exponential time response and A-weighting).
Site sketch including distances to landmarks, ground surface characterization (including
pavement) and terrain features.
Measurement date, start and stop time, and duration.
Pre-measurement and post-measurement calibration results.
Measured sound levels.
File name(s) for the measurement, if applicable.
Measurement notes, including noise source descriptions and any occurrences of bad,
contaminated, or unrepresentative data.
Data Analysis and Reporting

1. Download the data file(s) to a computer and import into a spreadsheet.
2. Examine the field notes and eliminate any contaminated samples. As noted earlier, it is
extremely important not to exclude samples which appear to be outliers (e.g., samples
measured for extremely loud vehicles) in the dataset.
3. Merge the field-logged vehicle information, including event quality type and speed data, for
each pass-by event in the spreadsheet with the corresponding LAFmx data, for subsequent
analysis, and development of REMEL regression equations.
4. Calibration adjustment: If needed, adjust the LAFmx of each event to account for any shift
in calibration (CAL) level from before to after the measurement:
a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, no adjustment to the data is necessary, although the
adjustment shown below could be made for research purposes.
b.

If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, adjust all data measured with that system during the
time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐
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For example, if:
Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq downward by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has
been adjusted.
As an alternative if a long block of data has been collected (e.g., over several hours)
and those data are being divided into discrete short-term periods, consider adjusting
the data assuming a linear drift in the calibration over the duration of the data
collection. To do this, calculate time-based adjustments and apply them to each
short-term period. In the example above, the assumption would be to adjust data
collected in the first hour less than data collected in the last hour, instead of all data
being adjusted by -0.2 dB.
c. If the final calibration of the sound level meter/analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat the measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.
10.6.1 Development of REMEL Regression Equations

FHWA TNM allows the program’s user to input user-defined vehicles. FHWA’s current policy is
that this capability is not for entering state-specific emission levels, but for representing new vehicle
types other than the standard five in FHWA TNM. Before proceeding with the data analysis, consult
with FHWA for the latest procedures, because what is presented below is subject to change.
Developing the overall A-weighted REMEL equation for a user-defined vehicle type involves two
basic steps:


Develop the level-mean emission level equation.



Develop the adjustment to transform the level-mean equation to an energy-mean emission
level (REMEL) equation.

Then, determine the four needed input parameters for specifying the user-defined vehicle in FHWA
TNM.
1. To develop the A-weighted level-mean equation, regress the measured LAFmx data as a
function of vehicle speed (s) for each vehicle type using any commercially available statistical
analysis program. The emission level [L(s)] is expressed in terms of an engine/exhaust term,
which is independent of vehicle speed (s), and a tire/pavement term, which increases with
increasing speed. Figure 10-3 illustrates the graphical form of L(s) on a logarithmic plot.
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Figure 10-3: Graphical Form of the FHWA TNM Regression Equation

L(s) is the level of the combined levels of a constant, C, representing the engine/exhaust
component, and [A log10(s) + B], representing the tire/pavement component. The functional
form of the “level-mean” regression equation is represented as follows:
Equation 10-3: Functional Form of the “Level-Mean” Regression Equation

10 log
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⁄

10 log
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⁄
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10
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2. Next, develop the adjustments (ΔEb and ΔEc) to transform the level-mean equation to an
energy-mean (REMEL) equation. Then, adjust the level-mean equation upward by the ΔE
values, which are functions of the differences between the level-mean regression and the
individual LAFmx values. As the variance in the LAFmx data increases, the level-mean and
energy-mean diverge. The ΔE values account for this divergence. Because the idle level and
tire/pavement levels are independent, the variance of one of these components does not
affect the variance of the other. Therefore, there are two ΔE parameters: one for each
component. Only the idle measurement data are used to compute ΔEc and only the higherspeed measurement data are used to compute ΔEb. In practice, since the low-speed data are
not dominated by tire noise [typically under 40 mph (64 kmh)], the low-speed data [typically
under 40 mph (64 kmh)] are included with the idle noise data.
a. First, compute the linear average of all samples,
(idle/low speeds and higher speeds):
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Equation 10-4: Formula for Linear Average of All Samples

1
1

where:
Li represents the level of the ith sample, and
N represents the total number of data samples.
b. Now, define the residuals between the samples for each component and the level
mean (ri) for each component as:
Equation 10-5: Formula for Residuals between Samples and Level-Mean

where: ri equals (ri)c or (ri)b, depending on the component source data (respectively,
idle/low-speed and higher-speed).
c. Then, compute the energy average of the residuals for each component as follows:
Equation 10-6: Formula for Level-Mean to Energy-Mean Adjustment Factor

Δ

10 log
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3. The ∆Ej adjustments for the idle/low-speed data (∆Ec) and the higher-speed data (∆Eb) are
then added to the engine/exhaust term and the tire/pavement term of the L(s) equation, i.e.,
the C and B coefficients, as follows:
Equation 10-7: Formula for Energy-Mean Emission Level Regression Equation
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For example, assume
C = 50.128
A = 41.741
B = 1.149
∆Ec = 2.26725
∆Eb = 0.925
s = 65 mph (105 kmh) (if metric units are used, then s is divided by 1.609 in the
equation to convert to an English value).
Then:
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Equation 10-8: Example of Energy-Mean Calculation
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77.8

From the above energy-mean emission-level regression equation, four input parameters are required
to specify a user-defined vehicle type in the FHWA TNM:
1. Minimum level (the C coefficient plus ΔEc).
2. Reference level [the emission level at 50 mph (80 kmh), computed from the energy-mean
equation].
3. Slope (the A coefficient).
4. Designation of a “similar” vehicle type.
A similar vehicle type is one of the five FHWA TNM vehicle types to which the user-defined type is
most alike. In determining the similar vehicle type, the factors to be considered, in order of
importance, are: estimated sub-source heights; estimated acceleration characteristics; and estimated
one-third octave band frequency spectrum.77

Anderson, G.S., Lee, C.S., Fleming, G.G., and Menge, C.W., FHWA Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®), Version 1.0:
User's Guide, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-009, Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center,
January 1998; Fleming, G.G., Rapoza, A.S., and Lee C.S., Development of the Reference Energy Mean Emission Level Database for
the FHWA Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®), Version 1.0, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-008, Cambridge, MA, John A.
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, November 1995.
77
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11.0 Determining the Influence of Pavement on Tire-Pavement
Noise
There are two standardized methods of directly measuring tire-pavement noise source levels: the
close-proximity (CPX) method and the on-board sound intensity (OBSI) method. These procedures
isolate tire noise generation from other sources of the exterior vehicle noise. These other sources
include items such as powertrain noise due to the engine, exhaust, transmission, and other driveline
components, and noise generated aerodynamically due to air flow around and underneath the
vehicle body.
The tire-pavement noise measurement methods use a vehicle or vehicle with trailer to collect data
on in-service highway lanes or test roadways, which allows for acquisition of data at any desired
location along a roadway, or any travel lane, assuming all method criteria are met. These methods
have limitations, including limited tire type representation and inability to account for porous
pavement effects on sound propagation (as experienced by receptors adjacent to roads).
Here are the types of projects to which the methods apply:





Quieter pavement research.
Highway noise research.
Type I project, if a model is not validating well, and a likely cause is pavement.
Type II project, if there is concern about pavement noise.
ISO 11819-2 (2) The Close-Proximity Method

The ISO CPX method [International Organization of Standardization (ISO) 11819-1, Acoustics—
Measurement of influence of road surfaces on traffic noise—Part 2: The close-proximity (CPX)
method] was the first at-the-source procedure to be standardized on a national/international level.
This procedure requires the use of a special test vehicle or test trailer designed to meet specific
acoustic performance standards. Two required microphone locations are specified 7.9 in (200 mm)
outboard of the plane of the tire sidewall. The sound pressure levels measured by these microphones
at specified speeds are averaged together to define a reported CPX level. Standard test tires are used
for the measurements.
11.1.1 Summary of CPX Procedure

The ISO CPX was developed in the late 1990s to quantify the level of tire-pavement noise produced
in situ by an in-service pavement. The draft procedure was published in 2000 and was released as a
standard in 2017. Changes include the specifications of the trailer/vehicle used, the standard test
tires, corrections for temperature, correction for test tire hardness, and the reduction of potential
uncertainties. Currently, there are three alternatives for measurement apparatus: an enclosed test
trailer, an open test trailer, and a self-powered vehicle. An enclosed trailer is intended to reduce the
effects of wind on the measurement microphones and noise contamination of other vehicles on the
roadway under test. Requirements are placed on the enclosed trailer design to minimize the effect of
the reflections inside the enclosure, background noise from the towing vehicle, and the second nontest tire for a two-wheel trailer. Open trailers are required to meet the same specifications with
additional consideration for wind noise on the microphones. For self-powered vehicles, there are
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additional requirements on where the test tire is mounted and additional recommendations regarding
vehicle treatments.
11.1.2 Discussion of CPX Procedure

The ISO CPX method has had extensive development in Europe for almost 20 years. Much of the
quieter pavement research done in Europe and Asia has used the CPX method, resulting in a wealth
of method data. Several studies have been reported in the literature regarding the relationships
between CPX data and the ISO SPB method [ISO 11819-1, Acoustics—Measurement of influence
of road surfaces on traffic noise—Part 1: Statistical pass-by (SPB) method; see Section 12.0 for more
information on the SPB method]. Because the CPX method measures sound pressure level, the
results of CPX measurements on porous pavement include some of the effects of pavement sound
absorption, which can help in pass-by correlation for these pavements. The CPX method also uses
different tires to represent light and heavy vehicle tire-pavement noise. The actual noise
measurements for the CPX method are quite simple, relying only on a measurement of sound
pressure level.
One of the significant drawbacks of the CPX procedure is the use of a trailer or special self-powered
vehicle. For the two different types of trailer, open and enclosed, there is the expense of building,
qualifying, maintaining, and storing the trailer. With a trailer, different tow vehicles could be used so
that a dedicated vehicle is not needed if a new tow vehicle does not introduce interfering
background noise. A self-powered vehicle also must be qualified and possibly treated with acoustical
material, which can require dedicating a vehicle to the CPX measurement. Further, it may be
difficult to find a self-powered vehicle that will accommodate all the test tire sizes and provide the
required tire loading.
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials T360-6
OBSI Procedure

The American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Standard Method
of Test Measurement of Tire/Pavement Noise Using the OBSI method evolved from a procedure
adapted for use in Caltrans in their Quieter Pavement Research projects in the early 2000s. These
projects evaluated pavements for noise performance. The application of sound intensity to tire noise
measurement was originally developed at General Motors for tire noise research and specification in
the early 1980s. The procedure applies microphones suspended from a fixture mounted to the
tire/wheel hub directly on a test vehicle. Two closely spaced microphones forming an intensity
probe measure sound intensity at two locations 3.9 in (100 mm) outboard of the leading and trailing
edges of the tire contact patch. The sound intensity readings measured by these probes are averaged
together to determine the reported OBSI level at a standardized speed of 60 mph (96.6 kmh). A
standard test tire is used for measurement.
11.2.1 Summary of OBSI Procedure

The OBSI procedure was adapted by AASHTO as a full standard in 2016 and designated T360-6
after being referred to as TP76 while it was a provisional standard. T360-6 was developed by a
FHWA Working Group beginning in the mid-2000s. The FHWA Tire-Pavement Noise Strategic
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Planning Workshop, held in September 2004, identified the need for a common on-board, at-thetire-pavement source measurement procedure. Two NCHRP projects, which were completed in the
mid to late 2000s, supported this need. The first project evaluated at-the-source methods and
recommended the OBSI approach.78 The second project evaluated measurement variables and
established precision and bias statements.79
Under the OBSI procedure, the method for suspending the intensity probes in position is not
defined; however, practitioners typically use a fixture attached to the wheel hub using lug nut
extensions in place of some of the normal lug nuts. The procedure does not require a specific or
dedicated test vehicle; however, it must accommodate the test tire and wheel, be mounted on a nondriven, non-steering axle, and provide the required tire loading range as it is or with added weight. If
the vehicle meets the requirements, then it is not necessary to use the same vehicle for repeated
measurements.
In addition to the probes being 3.9 in. (100 mm) from the deflected tire sidewall, they are 3 in.
(77.2 mm) above the pavement. The two probes are 8.25 in. (209.6 mm) apart horizontally, which
positions the probes directly opposite the leading and trailing edges of the tire contact patch. The
preferred standard test speed is 60 mph (96.6 kmh) with acceptable alternatives of 45 mph, 35 mph,
and 25 mph (72.4 kmh, 56.3 kmh, and 40.3 kmh). One test tire is specified: the ASTM Standard
Reference Test Tire (SRTT) F2493, which is the same as that adopted by the CPX procedure.
Studies have found that the ASTM SRTT represents heavier highway vehicles without requiring
additional tire designs. The standard defines required tire inflation pressure, tire rubber hardness,
and tire loading. The standard also provides data quality indicators that must be met, including the
direction of the intensity vector coming from the tire, the ratio of sound pressure level to sound
intensity level (PI index), the coherence of the pressure signals for the two microphones comprising
a sound intensity probe, and the allowable variation from run-to-run. A standard test section length
is 440 ft (134.1 m), and an energy average is to be made over this length. The levels from the leading
and trailing edge probes employ energy basis averages and require at least two measurements of the
same section. The standard also includes a temperature correction method.
11.2.2 Discussion of OBSI Procedure

Since the mid-2000s, the OBSI procedure has been used in the United States almost exclusively to
collect at-the-source levels for various pavements, producing a large dataset. Numerous studies
demonstrate the correlation between OBSI data and controlled pass-by data employing the SRTT
tire. Correlation has also been demonstrated between the OBSI and CPX procedures. The nature of
the sound intensity measurement results in additional data quality indicators that are unattainable
from sound pressure level measurements, including PI index, intensity vector direction, and
coherence between microphones of an intensity probe. Due to the processing of the microphone
signals to obtain sound intensity, the effects of wind noise on the probes decrease by more than
10 dB compared to an equivalent sound pressure level measurement, and the data quality indicators
identify if wind noise is present. For porous pavements, OBSI measures only the reduction of tire
Measuring Tire/Pavement Noise at the Source, National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 630, 2009.
Measuring Tire-Pavement Noise at the Source: Precision and Bias Statement, National Cooperative Highway Research Program
Report for Project 1-44(1), 2011.
78
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noise strength due to the pavement and near-field reflections from the absorptive pavement do not
confound the test. OBSI measures on a test vehicle, and it is possible to directly compare the tire
noise source strength to levels from controlled pass-by tests without removing and remounting the
test tire; this is not possible for trailer methods.
Sound intensity is a more complex measurement than sound pressure level. It requires simultaneous
acquisition of a minimum of two sound pressure signals; four channels are typically simultaneously
acquired for ease of testing. The microphone and preamplifiers of each probe also need to be phase
matched or a method of phase compensation employed. Unlike sound pressure, there is no off-theshelf calibrator for a sound intensity measurement, requiring greater care to ensure measurement
accuracy.
11.3 SAE J2920 Sound Intensity

The SAE J2920 Measurement of Tire/Pavement Noise Using Sound Intensity procedure is currently
in progress. It takes the procedures of the AASHTO T360-6 and adapts these for use in vehicle
applications for characterizing specific tires rather than pavements.
11.4 Other Procedures

There are also two pass-by procedures that are intended to isolate tire-pavement noise. These are
discussed in Section 12.3.2.
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12.0 Determining the Influence of Pavement on Highway Vehicle
Noise
Isolating the effect of pavement on total vehicle noise emissions is a building block for predicting
the effect of pavement on overall traffic noise. This requires the use of pass-by noise measurements
of individual vehicles. These fall into two categories: controlled vehicle pass-bys and statistical
vehicle pass-bys. With controlled pass-bys, typically one (or several) vehicle is used and one or a
limited number of sets of tires are used under known operating conditions. Statistical pass-bys
measure vehicles as they occur on an existing roadway, which includes a multitude of individual
vehicles, operating conditions, and tires. Controlled pass-bys are a subset of the statistical pass-bys;
as a result, most of the standardization related to pavement has been for statistical pass-by methods.
There are two standardized methods in place for statistical pass-by measurement: one through ISO
and one through AASHTO. These measurement methods allow for acquisition of data on the side
of the road (wayside) at locations that meet strict criteria. Considering this and the data/time
requirements, it is challenging to evaluate multiple locations on a highway. Also, for highways with
multiple lanes, evaluation is likely only possible for the closest (and maybe adjacent) lane. One of the
benefits to a wayside method is capturing the influence of pavement sound absorption for porous
pavements, although with the methods described below, the absorption effect is limited to a small
width of pavement and would not fully capture the full effect of sound propagation across all lanes
of traffic.
Here are the types of projects to which the methods apply:





Quieter pavement research.
Highway noise research.
Type I project, if a model is not validating well, and a likely cause is pavement.
Type II project, if there is concern about pavement noise.

12.1 ISO Statistical Pass-By Method

The ISO SPB method (ISO 11819-1, Acoustics—Measurement of influence of road surfaces on
traffic noise—Part 1: Statistical pass-by method) was originally published as a standard in 1997 and
was reviewed and confirmed in 2013. This method (Part 1) is the first of four standards grouped in
the ISO 11819 suite of procedures identified as Acoustics—Measurement of the influence of road
surfaces on traffic noise, which includes the CPX standard (Part 2), Reference Tyres (Part 3), and
SPB using a backer board (Part 4). The SPB method measures the maximum sound pressure levels
of acoustically isolated vehicles as they occur in normal traffic.
12.1.1 Summary of SPB Method

The SPB method applies to light vehicles and heavy vehicles classified as either dual-axle and multiaxle. Individual vehicle measurements require positioning a microphone 15 ft (7.5 m) from the
centerline of the lane of vehicle travel at a height of 3.9 ft (1.2 m). Specifications are provided on the
measurement site, including the length of the roadway under test, the area to be free of reflecting
objects, and ground type. Measurements require identifying an isolated target vehicle in the proper
lane of travel and monitoring the A-weighted sound level continuously as the vehicle approaches
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and recedes from the microphone using fast-scale time-averaging (fast-response) meter. The
reported level for each vehicle is based on the maximum sound level attained. The standard also
provides criteria for interfering sounds from other vehicles and measures vehicle speed at the time
of maximum sound level. The standard prescribes minimum vehicle measurement numbers by
vehicle category and regresses pairs of vehicle sound level and speed for each vehicle category.
The standard uses one of three road speed categories depending on the roadway. These categories
include: Low—28 mph to 39.8 mph (45 kmh to 64 kmh); Medium—44.4 mph to 61.5 mph (65 kmh
to 99 kmh); and High—62.1 mph (100 kmh) or greater. For each category, a reference speed is
defined, which is the same for all vehicles in the Low-Speed category. For the Medium and High
categories, the reference speed is different for light and heavy vehicles. To determine a reported
value of all vehicles in a category, the level produced by the regression line at the reference speed is
used. These values for each vehicle type are combined for the speed category using a weighting
factor for a prescribed percent volume for each vehicle type to calculate a Statistical Pass-by Index
(SPBI) to represent a fixed mix of traffic on the road surface under test.
ISO 11819-4 sets standard methods for the use of a “backer board” in conjunction with
conventional SPB measurements. The purpose of this board placed behind the measurement
microphone, away the roadway, is to extend the SPB application to situations where the standard
conditions of ISO 11819-1 cannot be met. Such conditions include built-up urban environments,
the presence of safety and noise barriers, embankments, or other non-ideal situations.
12.1.2 Discussion of SPB Method

The SPB procedure has been in use in Europe and other parts of the world for many years, and
there is an extensive knowledge base around its use. Relating the reported results to three fixed
reference speed facilitates comparison of pavements without concern of the average vehicle speed.
The prescribed use of 25 ft (7.5 m) microphone distance helps to reduce the effects of background
and other contaminating noise. The use of the SPBI allows the comparison of a representative
traffic mix on each test surface. The procedures also define a method using a backer board to extend
the range of suitable test sites.
The SPB standard is split into specific, non-overlapping speed ranges. The measured average speed
in the speed range must be within one standard deviation from reference speed for that range. For
sites where the standard deviation is small and the average is biased to the upper or lower limit, it
may be difficult to meet this criterion. The procedure also includes a normalization process to
estimate the level at the reference speed from the sound level versus speed regression. This process
does not account for variation in speed gradients (sound level versus speed) from one test pavement
to another. The ultimate reported value of the procedure is SPBI, which depends on weighting
factors for light and heavy vehicles. These factors vary considerably depending on location, country,
and time of day. The values given in the standard typify most global conditions; however, based on
the reference speeds, these may be more typical of European conditions.
12.2 Statistical Isolated Pass-By Method (SIP)

The AASHTO Statistical Isolated Pass-By (SIP) method was developed in the mid-2000s and
submitted to AASHTO as a provisional procedure in 2011 [AASHTO Standard method of test for
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determining the influence of road surfaces on vehicle noise using the statistical isolated pass-by
(SPB) method]. Since that time, SIP has undergone some minor revisions with the most recent
version being in 2013 (and another expected in 2017). The AASHTO number designation TP 99
may change when the method becomes a full specification. The procedure reflects to a large degree
the ISO SPB with the primary exceptions being microphone placement and calculation of the
reported values. The procedure separates vehicles into five categories.
12.2.1 Summary of the SIP Method

The SIP method can be applied to light vehicles, medium trucks, heavy trucks, buses, and
motorcycles corresponding to the vehicle groupings in the REMEL database.80 The method defines
two primary microphone positions for the measurement of individual vehicles: one at a distance of
25 ft (7.5 m) from the centerline of the lane of vehicle travel at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) and another
at a distance of 50 ft (15 m) from the centerline of the lane of vehicle travel at a height of 12 ft (3.7
m). The measurement must include at least one of the positions; however, both are recommended
when feasible. Specifications are provided on the measurement site including the length of the
roadway under test, the area to be free of reflecting objects, and ground type. For the measurements,
an isolated target vehicle is identified in the proper lane of travel, and the A-weighted sound level is
monitored continuously as the vehicle approaches and recedes from the microphone using fast-scale
time-averaging (fast-response) meter. The maximum sound level attained is taken as the reported
level for each vehicle. Criteria for interfering sounds from other vehicles are also provided in the
standard. Vehicle speed at the time of maximum sound level is also measured. Minimum numbers of
acceptable pass-by measurements for all categories is 30 with a desirable number of 100. Pairs of
vehicle sound level and speed are then regressed for each vehicle category. Pairs that fall outside of
three standard deviations of the regression line are removed, and the regression recalculated.
There are no speed categories for the SIP method. The result is reported as the SIP Index (SIPI).
The SIPI is determined by first calculating the “Designated Speed,” which is the average speed of all
the vehicles included in the regression. The sound level is extracted from the regression curve at this
speed and noted. The sound level from a vehicle reference curve based on the REMEL database at
the Designated Speed is then subtracted from the level obtained from the measured regression to
determine the SIPI. This is repeated for each vehicle category included in the measurements. A
unique reference curve is provided for each vehicle category. The SIPI’s for each category are
reported separately, and there is no attempt to combine these into a traffic index of any type.
12.2.2 Discussion of the SIP Method

A derivative of the SIP procedure has been use in the United States for many years and there is an
extensive knowledge base around its use. It is essentially the same procedure used to acquire the
REMEL database, with the exception of the microphone position. For the REMEL database, the
pass-by levels were measured at 50 ft (15 m) from the centerline of the lane of vehicle travel, but at a
height of 5 ft (1.5 m) instead of 12 ft (3.7 m). For the SIP procedure, the 25 ft (7.5 m) distance
80

Fleming, G., Rapoza, A., and Lee, C., Development of National Reference Energy Mean Emission Levels for the FHWA Traffic
Noise Model (FHWA TNM), Version 1.0, Report No. DOT-VNTSC-FHWA-96-2, U.S. Department of Transportation,
1996.
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provides a greater sign-to-noise ratio and allows measurement at a larger number of sites. At 50 ft
(15 m), the higher microphone location can minimize some ground effects and provides data at the
same distance as the REMEL data. The use of a reference curve for determining the reported level
minimizes any influence of speed gradient on this value and negates the need for any further
normalization.
The SIP standard does not produce levels that are directly comparable to the REMEL’s database
due to the differences in microphone positioning. Comparison to the older data requires
adjustments. At the 25 ft (7.5 m) distance, the SIP microphone is 5 ft (1.5 m), which is slightly
higher than the 3.9 ft (1.2 m) used in the ISO SPB procedure. This adds some uncertainty in
comparing the results between the measurement procedures. The SIPI provides no method of
estimating a traffic noise index based on assumed vehicle ratios.
12.3 SAE/ISO Single Vehicle Pass-by Methods

Both SAE and ISO maintain standard procedures for pass-by measurements for determining the
noise produced by accelerating vehicles and by tires. For vehicles under acceleration, the SAE
procedures mirror those produced by ISO. For tire noise, SAE addresses truck tires only, while the
ISO procedure covers a full spectrum of vehicle types. In all cases, these procedures are intended to
be conducted on test tracks for which specific, standardized criteria apply that meet the ISO 10844
standard, Specification of Test Tracks for Measuring Noise Emitted by Road Vehicles and Their
Tyres.
12.3.1 SAE/ISO Vehicle Noise Emission Procedures

The vehicle noise emission procedures characterize vehicles operating under urban driving
conditions. The levels produced are subject to regulation in various countries and in various local
jurisdictions in the United. The SAE J2805_201511 Measurement of Noise Emitted by Accelerating
Road Vehicles is identical to the ISO 362-1:2015 in title and content. Under the procedure, the test
vehicle operates under acceleration following strict requirements. The microphone distance to the
centerline of vehicle travel is 25 ft (7.5 m). This procedure applies to multiple vehicle categories
ranging from passengers to heavy trucks.
12.3.2 SAE/ISO Tire Noise Measurement Procedures

The SAE and ISO procedures diverge for tire noise measurement:




SAE J57_201405 Sound Level of Highway Truck Tires: This pass-by procedure, performed
at multiple speeds on a test track, provides for the measurement of the sound generated by a
test truck tire mounted on a single-axle trailer. Instructions advise on minimizing the effects
of extraneous sound sources during the measurement.
ISO 13325:2003 Coast-by Methods for Measurement of Tyre-to-Road Sound Emission: This
procedure uses either a motor vehicle or towed trailer under coasting conditions. The test or
towing vehicles are to be in a non-powered condition with the transmission in neutral, and
the engine and auxiliary systems are not running to the degree possible within safety
concerns. Measurements done with a test vehicle only may be higher than the tires alone,
while the trailer method provides a better indication of the noise produced by the tires alone.
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13.0 Determining the Influence of Pavement on Highway Traffic
Noise
Highway traffic noise is generated by multiple vehicles and vehicle sources, with most noise
emanating from the tires interacting with the pavement. To determine the influence of pavement on
highway traffic noise, it is necessary to account for all vehicle types and all lanes of traffic. These
measurement methods allow for acquisition of data on the side of the road (wayside), at locations
that meet strict criteria. Considering this and the data/time requirements, it is challenging to evaluate
multiple locations on a highway. The methods allow for evaluation of the pavement effect for
existing traffic on a highway, with one method including all vehicles and all lanes. One of the
benefits to a wayside method is capturing the influence of pavement sound absorption for porous
pavements; one method described below captures the absorption effect for sound propagation
across all lanes of traffic.
Here are the types of projects to which the methods apply:





Quieter pavement research.
Highway noise research.
Type I project, if a model is not validating well, and a likely cause is pavement.
Type II project, if there is concern about pavement noise.
Continuous-Flow Traffic Time-Integrated Method (CTIM)

The influence of pavement on highway traffic noise can be examined by applying AASHTO TP 99,
Standard method of test for determining the influence of road surfaces on traffic noise using the
Continuous-Flow Traffic Time-Integrated Method (CTIM). This method was developed in the mid2000s and submitted to AASHTO as a provisional procedure in 2011. Since that time, CTIM has
undergone some minor revisions with the most recent version being TP 99-13 (and another
expected in 2017). The AASHTO number designation may change when the method becomes a full
specification.
The CTIM includes the following key elements:






CTIM allows for examination of pavement at the same site over time (BEFORE and AFTER
application of new pavement or as pavement ages). As an interim step, CTIM also allows for
a comparison of the pavement under study to the FHWA TNM Average pavement; this
could be useful in determining if existing pavement is louder or quieter than FHWA TNM’s
Average pavement and may help validate a highway project noise model.
This method applies to freely flowing highway traffic and is typically applied when it is not
possible to measure single vehicle pass-by events without contamination from other vehicles’
noise. In-service traffic data are collected for a minimum duration of approximately one hour
at a single site, although up to four hours of data collection may be necessary to reach a
desirable number of data points [clean 15-minute equivalent sound level (Leq) data blocks].
Traffic noise levels are collected 50 ft to 100 ft (15.2 m to 30.4 m) from the center of the
nearest highway travel lane using a class 1 sound level meter or spectrum analyzer system.
Meteorological data (wind speed and direction, air temperature) are also collected. In
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addition, traffic data (volume, type, speed—as would be required for FHWA TNM
validation) are collected.
Noise data blocks are normalized using FHWA TNM to compare data block to data block
and also dataset to dataset (e.g., BEFORE and AFTER application of a new pavement).
CTIM results in a single value, average normalized traffic noise; these values can be compared
among datasets. Also required for reporting are the unnormalized average traffic noise and
the average difference between measured and modeled noise levels.
AASHTO offers a template spreadsheet to help with the normalization process and
calculations.

CTIM is currently applicable only to a single site, but it could be extended with further
normalization procedures to site-to-site comparisons.
Statistical Pass-By Method (SPB)

Combining results of individual vehicle types, it is possible to simulate the effect of pavement on
highway traffic noise. The following method provides guidance to measure single vehicle pass-by
maximum noise levels for automobiles and heavy trucks, then provides analysis steps to determine
the effect of a pavement under study on highway traffic noise: ISO 11819-1, Acoustics—
Measurement of influence of road surfaces on traffic noise—Part 1: SPB method. More information
on the SPB method can be found in Section 12.0. This method and the related backing-board
method (discussed next) require enough isolation for each vehicle pass-by event to minimize effects
from other vehicles. On busy highways, such isolation may not be possible at all or only during late
night or early morning hours. Both these methods allow for site-to-site comparison and require
obtaining maximum sound levels that are not contaminated by other vehicle noise.
Another method for determining the influence of pavement on traffic noise is ISO 11819-4,
Acoustics—Method for measuring the influence of road surfaces on traffic noise—Part 4: SPB
Method Using Backing Board. This method is a modified version of SPB that uses a microphone
mounted on a backing board instead of a microphone in normal free-field conditions. It is applicable
to measurements taken in an urban, built-up environment or in the presence of safety barriers, noise
barriers, embankments, or road cuttings. As with the standard SPB method, combining results of
various vehicle types, it is possible to simulate the effect of pavement on highway traffic noise,
rather than just vehicle noise.
The AASHTO Statistical Isolated Pass-by Method (SIP) cannot be applied since it does not include
the step of combining individual vehicle results into highway traffic results.
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14.0 Determining the Influence of Ground or Pavement Surface
on Sound Propagation
There are several methods for measuring the impedance or sound absorption coefficient of ground
to help with determining the influence of it on highway traffic or vehicle noise propagation.
Application of these methods ranges from highway noise research to quieter pavement design.
Understanding how the ground/pavement surface absorbs/reflects sound can help with
understanding received sound levels, refining traffic noise propagation modeling, and gathering
knowledge for potential innovative, strategically placed ground surfaces to reduce noise in
communities adjacent to highways (e.g., a sound absorptive roadway shoulder or ROW).
Here are the types of projects to which the method applies:



Highway noise research.
Quieter pavement research.
In-Situ Methods

Apply in-situ methods using a sound source and receivers above a ground type of interest. The
methods described are nondestructive. Depending on the application of interest, one method may
be more suitable than others.
14.1.1 Non-normal Incidence

The two methods described in this section allow for examination of ground effects that
approximates the angle of incidence as sound propagates away from the highway toward
communities. Most other methods apply normal incidence, which can affect the measured
impedance. The influence of ground can be examined using an ANSI and ASA standard:
ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010, American National Standard Method for Determining the Acoustic
Impedance of Ground Surfaces (previously known as Template Method for Ground Impedance).
The key elements of the method include the following:






This method is applicable to all nominally flat, commonly occurring surfaces, including
grassland, snow-covered ground, and pavement. The method is primarily intended for
outdoor measurements, but it could be applied indoors with proper space or acoustical
treatment.
A point sound source generates tones, and two microphones in a specific configuration with
the source and ground, used with a two-channel sound level meter or analyzer, collect timeaveraged one-third octave band data. The frequencies examined are 250 Hz to 4,000 Hz.
The difference in sound levels between the two microphones helps to determine the effective
flow resistivity (used for calculating ground effects in the FHWA TNM for specific ground
types or user-specified) and acoustic impedance of the ground.
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Two sources include an extension of this method that allows for extraction of additional
information for pavements: 1) the FHWA Pavement Effects Implementation Study,81 and 2) a
journal article describing the extended method. 82
Another non-normal incidence method can be referred to as the loudspeaker intensity method. 83
Here are some key elements of the loudspeaker intensity method:





This developing method simulates noise radiated by a tire to the side of the road.
Place a compact loudspeaker on the pavement and broadcast pink noise. Deploy
microphones 25 ft and 50 ft (7.5 m and 15.2 m) from the speaker, at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m).
Measure the noise at those distances and the sound intensity level at the speaker.
Calculate the differences between the source and receiver positions by subtracting the distant
sound pressure levels from the sound intensity level on a one-third octave band basis, from
250 Hz to 5,000 Hz. Examine comparisons among ground types to show which frequencies
are most affected by sound absorption (the method was designed to test the effect of porous
pavements compared to standard pavements). The typical sound level drop-off rate between
the 25-ft and 50-ft (7.5-m and 15.2-m) microphones should be 6 dB; greater rates show an
effect due to pavement sound absorption.

14.1.2 Normal Incidence

The methods in this section determine sound absorption for sound that impinges the surface at
normal incidence (perpendicular to surface) and apply the ISO 13472-1, Acoustics—Measurement
of sound absorption properties of road surfaces in situ—Part 1: Extended surface method. This
method is a free-field test covering a ~10 ft2 (3 m2) area used to evaluate the sound absorption
characteristics of a road surface. This method examines frequencies between 250 Hz and 4,000 Hz.
Additionally, ISO 13472-2, Acoustics—Measurement of sound absorption properties of road
surfaces in situ—Part 2: Spot method for reflective surfaces, can be applied. This method is an
impedance tube method to determine the sound absorption of road surfaces in one-third-octave
bands. The tube is secured to the pavement of interest. The method examines frequencies between
315 Hz and possibly up to 2,000 Hz.
Laboratory Methods
14.2.1 Impedance Tube Methods

Traditional impedance tube methods require a material core sample of the material to obtain the
absorption coefficient or acoustical impedance. These methods test the absorption for normal
incidence of sound and are primarily used for basic research and product development of sound
absorptive materials. If a ground sample is tested using an impedance tube method, then the results
81

“FHWA TNM Pavement Effects Implementation Study: Progress Report 1”, Report No. DOT-VNTSC-FHWA-1201, January 2012.
82
Judith L. Rochat and David R. Read, “Effective flow resistivity of highway pavements,” J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 134(6), Pt.
2, December 2013.
83
Judith L. Rochat, Paul Donavan, Andrew Seybert, and Tyler Dare, “Pavement sound absorption measurements in the
U.S.,” Proceedings of Inter-Noise 2012.
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are expected to vary from testing the material with non-normal or grazing incidence. The following
is a list of some impedance tube methods:





ISO 10534-1, Acoustics—Determination of sound absorption coefficient and impedance in
impedance tubes—Part 1: Method using standing wave ratio.
ISO 10534-2, Acoustics—Determination of sound absorption coefficient and impedance in
impedance tubes—Part 2: Transfer-function method.
ASTM E1050, Standard test method for impedance and absorption of acoustical materials
using one tube, two microphones, and a digital frequency analysis system.
ASTM C384, Standard test method for impedance and absorption of acoustical materials by
impedance tube method.

14.2.2 Free-Field Methods

It is possible to apply ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010 in a laboratory setting, assuming the ground sample is
large enough and the lab has proper acoustical absorption.
A laboratory method adapted from ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010 is described in Inter-Noise conference
proceedings.84 This method uses a 3.3 ft x 1.6 ft (1 m x 0.5 m) test sample and conducts the neargrazing incidence test in an anechoic chamber. It uses white noise as the sound source, and examines
frequencies from 680 Hz to 3,600 Hz. This method tests surfaces with and without the sample in
place and compares the sample results with an ideal reflecting surface.

84

Judith L. Rochat, Paul Donavan, Andrew Seybert, and Tyler Dare, “Pavement sound absorption measurements in the
U.S.,” Proceedings of Inter-Noise 2012.
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15.0 Vehicle Interior Noise Measurements
Interior vehicle noise is largely the domain of vehicle manufacturers and automotive suppliers. Most
manufactures supplement the public measurement standards with internal test procedures targeted
for specific vehicle noise development applications; however, the published standards provide a
framework for company-specific measurement procedures that evaluate different vehicle operations,
subsystems, or components. These standards can also evaluate the effect of road surfaces on interior
noise. Applications include evaluating the interior noise produced by different pavements and by
pavement surface modifications such as rumble strips.
SAE J1477 Measurement of Interior Sound Levels of Light Vehicles

SAE J1477 Recommended Practice was first issued in 1986 and reaffirmed in 2000. It is currently
listed as a work in progress. The procedure establishes a framework for conducting vehicle interior
noise measurements that can be applied in a consistent manner from one vehicle to another or from
one vehicle modification to another. The procedure specifies the location of the measurement
microphone for an occupied seat and unoccupied seat. The measurements employ a fast-scale timeaveraging (fast-response) meter. The specific vehicle operating conditions are constant cruise at
6.2 mph (10 kmh) increments from 37.3 mph to 62.1 mph (60 kmh to 100 kmh) performed on a
level roadway with a smooth surface. Special tests will be developed, as necessary, to evaluate
specific items such road surface, vehicle operating modes, operation of various systems and
subsystems, or other items as necessary. The procedure is applicable to passenger cars, multipurpose
vehicles, and light trucks having gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of 10,000 lb (4,540 kg) or less.
The procedure provides maximum allowable wind speeds and a temperature range.
ISO 5128:1980 Measurement of Noise Inside Motor Vehicles

ISO 5128 provides information similar to that of the SAE J1477, but adds prescribed operating
conditions of cruise, full throttle acceleration, and stationary conditions. It is applicable to all types
of road vehicles, not just vehicles weighing 10,000 lb or less. In addition to microphone locations
with respect to the vehicle seats, the procedure provides locations for standing occupants and
sleeping berths. The procedure also provides guidance on weather conditions, background noise,
road conditions, and vehicle conditions.
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16.0 Appendix A: Terminology
This section presents pertinent terminology used throughout the document. Definitions are derived
from the following sources:









“Acoustical Terminology." ANSI/ASA S1.1-2013. Acoustical Society of America, Melville,
New York, 2013.
“Methods for Determination of Insertion Loss of Outdoor Noise Barriers.” ANSI/ASA
S12.8-1998 (R2013), Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2013.
“Procedures for Outdoor Measurement of Sound Pressure Level.” American National
Standard, ANSI/ASA Standard S12.18-1994 (R2009), Acoustical Society of America,
Melville, New York, 2009.
Hendriks, R., Rymer, B., Buehler, D., and Andrews, J., “Technical Noise Supplement to the
Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol – A Guide for Measuring, Modeling, and Abating Highway
Operation and Construction Impacts,” California Department of Transportation, 2013.
Beranek, L., Ver, I., “Noise and Vibration Control Engineering: Principals and Applications,”
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1992.
Harris, C.M., ed., “Handbook of Acoustical Measurements and Noise Control,” McGrawHill Inc., New York, 1991.

A-Weighting

A-weighting is the weighting network used to account for changes in level sensitivity as a function of
frequency. The A-weighting network de-emphasizes the high (6.3 kHz and above) and low (below 1
kHz) frequencies, and emphasizes the frequencies between 1 kHz and 6.3 kHz, to simulate the
relative response of the human ear to environmental noise (see Appendix B). An A-weighted sound
level has the A-weighting applied and is reported in units of decibels, often with a designator of A
on the abbreviation (dBA).
Absorption Coefficient

See Sound Absorption Coefficient.
Acoustic Energy

Acoustic energy, commonly referred to as “sound energy,” or just “energy,” is the total energy in a
medium minus the energy that would exist at that same part of a medium with no sound waves.
Unit, joule (J). Some practitioners refer to the unitless solution of pressure ratio = 10SPL/10, where
SPL is the sound pressure level and is expressed in decibels re 20 µ Pa, as a quantity of energy, since
sound pressure is related to acoustic energy through sound power.
Ambient Noise

Ambient noise is the all-encompassing sound associated with an environment, which is usually a
composite of sounds from several sources, near and far. It is assumed that measurement of ambient
noise includes noise from the measurement system (Appendix B).
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Artificial Noise Source

An artificial noise source is an acoustical source that is controlled in position and calibrated as to
output power, spectral content, and directivity.
Anti-alias Filter

An anti-alias filter is a low-pass filter applied to the input signal of a digital system prior to the
digitization process. This filter, unique to digital systems, ensures that spurious signals (alias signals)
resulting from the digitization process are not contributing components of the sampled signal. An
anti-alias filter must be included in all digital systems, prior to the analog-to-digital conversion.
Background Noise

Background noise is the all-encompassing sound of a given environment, excluding contributions
from the sound source or sources of interest. For example, if measuring a vehicle pass-by event,
then the background noise would not include noise from the vehicle passing by (just the noise in
between vehicle pass-by events). Measurement of background noise includes noise from the
measurement system (Appendix B).
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL, denoted by the symbol Lden)

CNEL is a 24-hour A-weighted average sound level for a given day, after addition of 5 dB to sound
levels between the evening hours of 1900 (7:00 p.m.) and 2200 (10:00 p.m.) (“penalty” for relaxation
and conversation time) and addition of 10 dB to nighttime sound levels between the hours of 2200
(10:00 p.m.) and 0700 (7:00 a.m.) (“penalty” for sleep time). Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting). The
CNEL noise descriptor is used primarily in the state of California. Internationally, it is also known as
the “day-evening-night level.” CNEL is computed as follows based on hourly equivalent sound
levels:
Equation 16-1: Formula for Community Noise Equivalent Level

10 log10

1
24

24

10

10

1

where:
= Community Noise Equivalent Level in dB;

Leq h = equivalent sound level (see definition) for the ith hour; and
Wi

= 0 for day hours (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
= 5 for evening hours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)
= 10 for night hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

The equation can also be written as follows and can be applied when the equivalent sound level is
known for each part of the day:
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Equation 16-2: Alternative Formula for Community Noise Equivalent Level

10 log10
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24
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24
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9
10
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where:

Lden

= Community Noise Equivalent Sound Level in dB;

Lday

= equivalent sound level for day hours (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)—the day term in the
equation can be divided by peak and off-peak traffic hours if desired, with the appropriate
constant of elapsed time/24 hours applied;

Leve

= equivalent sound level for evening hours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.); and

Lnight = equivalent sound level for night hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.).
The CNEL can also be expressed in terms of SEL as follows:
Equation 16-3: Formula for Community Noise Equivalent Level based on SEL

10 log10

3.162

10

49.4

where:

LAE

= SEL in dB (see definition);

Nday

= Number of vehicle pass-bys between 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., local time;

Neve

= Number of vehicle pass-bys between 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., local time;

Nnight = Number of vehicle pass-bys between 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., local time; and
49.4 = A normalization constant that spreads the acoustic energy associated with highway
vehicle pass-bys over a 24-hour period [i.e., 10 log10 (86,400 seconds per day) = 49.4 dB].
Contamination

See Noise Contamination.
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL, denoted by the symbol Ldn)

DNL is a 24- hour A-weighted average sound level for a given day, after the addition of 10 dB to
sound levels between the nighttime hours of 2200 (10:00 p.m.) and 0700 (7:00 a.m.) (“penalty” for
sleep time). Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting). Ldn is computed as follows based on hourly
equivalent sound levels:
Equation 16-4: Formula for Day-Night Average Sound Level

10 log10

1
24

24

10
1

where:

Ldn

= Day-Night Average Sound Level in dB;
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Leq h = equivalent sound level (see definition) for the ith hour; and
Wi

= 0 for day and evening hours (7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.)
= 10 for night hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)

The equation can also be written as follows and can be applied when the equivalent sound level is
known for each part of the day:
Equation 16-5: Alternative Formula for Day-Night Average Sound Level

10 log10

15
10
24

10
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10
24

10
10

where:

Ldn

= Day-Night Average Sound Level in dB;

Lday = equivalent sound level for day hours (7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.)—the day term in the
equation can be divided by peak and off-peak traffic hours if desired, with the appropriate
constant of elapsed time/24 hours applied; and
Lnight = equivalent sound level for night hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.).
The day-night average sound level can also be expressed in terms of SEL as follows:
Equation 16-6: Formula for Day-Night Average Sound Level based on SEL

10 log10

10

49.4

where:

LAE

= SEL in dB (see definition);

Nday

= Number of vehicle pass-bys between 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., local time;

Nnight = Number of vehicle pass-bys between 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., local time; and
49.4 = A normalization constant which spreads the acoustic energy associated with
highway vehicle pass-bys over a 24-hour period [i.e., 10 log10 (86,400 seconds per day) =
49.4 dB].
Decibel (dB)

A decibel is a unit of level that denotes the ratio between two quantities that are proportional to
power; the number of decibels is 10 times the base 10 logarithm of this ratio. For the purpose of this
document, the reference level of sound pressure or noise is 20 µPa (approximately the threshold of
human hearing at 1 kHz). The reference level of vibration is 1 µ-inches/second.
Diffracted Wave

A diffracted wave is a sound wave whose front has been changed in direction by an obstacle or
other non-homogeneity in the propagation medium, typically air for the purposes of this document,
other than by reflection or refraction.
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Divergence

Divergence is the spreading of sound waves from a source in a free-field environment. In the case of
highway noise, two types of divergence are common: spherical and cylindrical. Spherical divergence
occurs for sound emanating from a point source (e.g., a single vehicle pass-by). It is independent of
frequency, and is computed using a 20 log10(d1/d2) relationship. For example, if the sound level from
a point source at 50 ft (15 m) was 90 dB, then at 100 ft (30 m) it would be 84 dB due to divergence
[i.e., 90 + 20 log10 (50/100)]. Cylindrical divergence occurs for sound emanating from a line source,
(e.g., continuous traffic on a highway). It is independent of frequency, and is computed using a 10
log10 (d1/d2) relationship. For example, if the sound level from a line source at 50 ft (15 m) was 90
dB, then at 100 ft (30 m) it would be 87 dB due to divergence [i.e., 90 + 10 log10 (50/100)].
Dynamic Range

Dynamic range is the difference between the highest input SPL achievable without exceeding a
specified nonlinearity or distortion of the output signal, for a specified frequency range, and the
lowest input SPL for which the level linearity is within specified tolerances. Dynamic range is
discussed further in Section 17.3.3.2.
Equivalent Sound Level or Equivalent Continuous Sound Level

The Equivalent Sound Level or Equivalent Continuous Sound Level (TEQ or Leq, denoted by the
symbol LAeqT, or generically, Leq) is ten times the base-10 logarithm of the ratio of time-meansquared instantaneous sound pressure, during a stated time interval, T (where T=t2-t1), to the square
of the standard reference sound pressure. Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting). For the purpose of this
document, the reference sound pressure is 20 µPa. The equivalent sound level is a time-averaged
sound level that has the same acoustic energy as the time-varying sound level during the same time
period. LAeqT can be measured and reported for a specific time interval T or it can be calculated from
multiple samples as follows:
Equation 16-7: Formula for Equivalent Sound Level

10 log

10

/

10

/

⋯ 10

/

where:

LAeqT

= A-weighted equivalent sound level in dB for time T;

SPL1, SPL2, …SPLN

= first, second, and Nth A-weighted sound pressure level;

N

= number of sound level samples; and

T

= total time interval constructed from N samples
[e.g., T = 1 hour for twelve 5-minute samples; in this case the sound
descriptor can be written as LAeq1h or another common format,
Leq h ].
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The equivalent sound level can also be expressed in terms of SEL as follows:
10 log10

2

1

where:

LAeqT = equivalent sound level in dB;
LAE

= SEL in dB (see definition); and

t1, t 2

= t1 is the start time, and t2 is the end time for the time interval.

Exponential Time-Weighted Sound Level

The exponential time-weighted sound level is 10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of
the running time average of the exponential-time-weighted and frequency-weighted squared sound
pressure to the square of the reference pressure. Unit, decibel (dB). Exponential time weightings are
most commonly fast-scale (τ = 0.125 seconds) and slow-scale (τ = 1.0 seconds), where τ is the
exponential time constant, which is the time required to increase the time-varying quantity by (1 –
1/e), or decrease by (1/e). Sound level fluctuations are easier to read on a sound level meter with the
slow setting compared to the fast setting; however, the fast setting gives better resolution of
instantaneous response. See Appendix B for a more detailed discussion of exponential time
averaging.
Far Field

Far field is the acoustic field sufficiently distant from a distributed source that the sound pressure
decreases with the applicable geometrical divergence with increasing distance (neglecting reflections,
refraction, and absorption). This occurs when the SPL (due to this sound source) decreases by 6 dB
per doubling of distance from the source (i.e., spherical divergence); or if the sound source is linear,
then the far field is the portion of the sound field in which the SPL decreases by 3 dB per doubling
of distance.
Free Field

Free field is a sound field in a homogeneous medium whose boundaries exert a negligible influence
on the sound waves. In a free-field environment—absent atmospheric effects—sound spreads
spherically from a source and decreases in level at a rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance from a
point source, and at a rate of 3 dB per doubling of distance from a line source.
Frequency

Frequency is the rate of change with time of the instantaneous phase of a sine function divided by
2π, with dimensions of cycles per second or hertz (Hz).
Ground Attenuation

Ground attenuation is the change in sound level—either positive or negative—due to intervening
ground between source and receiver. Ground attenuation is a relatively complex acoustic
phenomenon, which is a function of ground characteristics, source-to-receiver geometry, and the
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spectral characteristics of the source. A commonly used rule-of-thumb for propagation over soft
ground (i.e., grass, terrain) is that ground effects will account for about 1.5 dB per doubling of
distance (in addition to divergence). However, this relationship is quite empirical and tends to break
down for distances greater than about 100 ft to 200 ft (30 m to 61 m). Specific methodologies have
been developed to estimate ground attenuation, such as that utilized in FHWA’s Traffic Noise
Model.
Ground Impedance

Ground impedance is a complex function of frequency relating the sound transmission
characteristics of a ground surface type. Measurements to determine ground impedance can be made
in accordance with ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010.85
Hard Ground

Hard ground, also referred to as acoustically hard ground, is any highly acoustically reflective surface
in which the phase of the sound energy is essentially preserved upon reflection. Examples include
water, water-soaked earth, hard-packed earth, asphalt, and concrete. Although the effects of hard
ground vary by frequency, the overall result is a net amplification in sound (reflected sound adds to
direct sound).
Insertion Loss (IL)

Insertion loss is the difference in levels BEFORE and AFTER installation of a barrier
(encompassing all causes of the difference), where the source, terrain, ground, and atmospheric
conditions, in the BEFORE and AFTER cases, are equivalent.
kHz (Kilohertz)

kHz is an abbreviation for 1,000 hertz (Hz); hertz is a unit of frequency.
LAE

See Sound Exposure Level (SEL, denoted by the symbol LAE).
LAeq

See Equivalent Sound Level or Equivalent Continuous Sound Level.
LAFmx/LASmx

See Maximum Sound Level (MXFA or MXSA, denoted by the symbol LAFmx or LASmx, respectively).
Lden

See Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL, denoted by the symbol Lden).

“Method for Determining the Acoustic Impedance of Ground Surfaces,” ANSI/ASA S1.18-2010, Acoustical Society
of America, Melville, New York, 2010.
85
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Ldn

See Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL, denoted by the symbol Ldn).
L90

L90 is a statistical descriptor describing the sound level exceeded 90% of a measurement period.
Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting).
Line Source

A line source is multiple closely spaced or moving point sources collectively radiating sound
cylindrically. (Sound levels measured from a line source decrease at a rate of 3 dB per doubling of
distance in free-field conditions.)
Lower Bound to Insertion Loss

Lower bound to insertion loss is the value reported for insertion loss when background levels are
not measured or are too high to determine the full attenuation potential of the barrier.
Maximum Sound Level (MXFA or MXSA, denoted by the symbol LAFmx or LASmx,
respectively)

Maximum sound level is the maximum, A-weighted and exponential-time-weighted (fast or slow)
sound level associated with a given event or during a time interval (Figure 16-1). Unit, dBA (assumes
A-weighting).
Near Field

Near field is the acoustic field so close to an extended source that the effects of the source size are
manifest in the measurements. The near field is between the source and the far field. The near field
exists under optimal conditions at distances less than four times the largest sound source dimension.
Noise

Noise is any unwanted sound. Objectively, noise can be defined as erratic, intermittent, or
statistically random oscillation (variation from reference).
Noise Barrier

A noise barrier is a wall or earth berm (or combination of the two) that interferes with sound
propagation and minimizes excessive or intrusive noise for inhabitants of noise-sensitive land uses
near a noise source (e.g., busy highway).
Noise Contamination

Noise contamination is any noise event other than that which is intended for measurement.
Contamination typically occurs when the background noise is within 10 dB of the noise produced by
the source intended for measurement.
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Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC)

Noise reduction coefficient is the single-number rating of the sound absorption properties of a
material; it is the arithmetic mean of the Sound Absorption Coefficient at 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1,000 Hz,
and 2,000 Hz, rounded to the nearest multiple of 0.05 metric sabins per square meter. Measurements
to obtain the noise reduction coefficient value are performed in accordance with ASTM Standard
C423.
Octave Band

Octave bands are sounds that can be represented by several frequency bands between two frequency
limits (for human hearing the frequency limits are 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz). One customary bandwidth
is one octave, where the upper frequency limit of the band is approximately twice (21/1) the lower
limit. Octave bands are represented by their center frequencies (e.g., 31.5 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250
Hz, 500 Hz, and 1,000 Hz).
One-Third Octave Band

One-third octave band is the most customary bandwidth for a highway noise frequency analysis.
One-third octave bands reveal more details in the spectral content than octave bands and are
typically appropriate for highway traffic noise. The upper frequency limit for a one-third octave
band is approximately 1.26 (21/3) times the lower limit. One-third octave bands are represented by
their center frequencies (e.g., 20 Hz, 25 Hz, 31.5 Hz, 40 Hz, 50 Hz, 63 Hz, 80 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz,
160 Hz, 200 Hz, 250 Hz, 315 Hz, 400 Hz, 500 Hz, 630 Hz, 800 Hz, and 1,000 Hz).
Peak Sound Level (PKA, denoted by the symbol LApk)

Peak sound level is the peak, A-weighted sound level associated with a given event or during a time
interval. This is based on the peak [as opposed to root-mean-squared (RMS)] instantaneous sound
pressure. Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting). The peak sound level is often used to assess hearing
damage from impulsive noises and is rarely applied to environmental noise measurements. See also
Maximum Sound Level (MXFA or MXSA, denoted by the symbol LAFmx or LASmx, respectively).
Peak Particle Velocity (PPV)

Peak particle velocity is the maximum instantaneous positive or negative peak of the vibration signal.
Unit, micro-inches/second.
Pink Noise

Pink noise is a random or pseudorandom signal intended to have equal energy in each octave or
one-third octave band. (Pink noise generators are sometimes used to check signal quality prior to
noise measurements.)
Point Source

Point source is a source that radiates sound spherically. (Sound levels measured from a point-source
decrease at a rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance in free-field conditions.)
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Sabine Absorption Coefficient

Sabine absorption coefficient is the absorption coefficient obtained in a reverberation room by
measuring the time rate of decay of the sound energy density with and without a patch of the soundabsorbing material under test laid on the floor. These measurements are performed in accordance
with the ASTM Standard C423. Unit, metric sabins per square meter.
Soft Ground

Soft ground, which is also referred to as acoustically soft ground or porous ground, is any highly
absorptive surface in which the phase of the sound energy is changed upon reflection, except at low
frequencies. Examples include grassland, terrain covered with dense vegetation, plowed or aerated
earth, or freshly fallen snow. Although the effects of soft ground vary by frequency, for sound
propagation angles typically associated with highway traffic noise, the overall result is an attenuation
in reflected noise as compared to hard ground. (At propagation angles greater than 20° from
horizontal, which can occur at short ranges, or in the case of elevated sources or receivers, soft
ground becomes a good reflector and can be considered hard ground.) See also Ground Attenuation
and Hard Ground.
Sound Absorption Coefficient

Sound absorption coefficient is the ratio of the sound energy, as a function of frequency, absorbed
by a surface, to the sound energy incident upon that surface. See also Sabine Absorption Coefficient.
Sound Exposure Level (SEL, denoted by the symbol LAE)

Sound exposure level is 10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of a given time integral of
squared instantaneous sound pressure to the squared reference sound pressure of 20 µ Pa. Unit,
dBA (assumes A-weighting). The time interval must be long enough to include most of the sound
source’s acoustic energy. At a minimum, this interval should encompass the 10 dB down points
(Figure 16-1).
Figure 16-1: Graphical Representation of LAE and LAFmx Noise Descriptors

In addition, LAE is related to LAeqT by the following equation:
10 log10
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where:

LAE

= Sound exposure level;

LAeqT = Equivalent sound level in dB (see definition above); and
t1, t 2

= t1 is the start time, and t2 is the end time for the time interval.

Sound Intensity (I)

Sound intensity is the average rate of sound energy transmitted in a specified direction at a point
through a unit area normal to this direction at the point considered. Unit, watt per square meter
(power/area) [W/m2= N/(s*m)]. Since sound intensity is sound power over an area, it is dependent
on the shape of the sound wave. For example, for a spherical wave, area = 4πr2, where r is the
distance from the sound source at which intensity is being evaluated. Sound intensity is directly
proportional to the square of prms (RMS pressure) and is related by the density (ρ) and speed of
sound (c) in a medium: I = (prms)2/(ρ*c).
Sound Intensity Level (denoted by the symbol LI)

Sound intensity level is 10 times the base-10 logarithm of the ratio of a time-average intensity of a
given sound in a stated direction, to the reference value for sound intensity of 1 picowatt per square
meter (picoW/m2). Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting). Sound intensity level values can apply to
broadband levels or for a stated frequency band.
Sound Power (P)

Sound power, for a specified sound source, is the sound energy radiated per unit of time (rate of
energy flow). Unit, watt (W = J/s = N*m/s).
Sound Pressure (p)

Sound pressure is the total instantaneous pressure at a point in a medium minus the static pressure
at that point. Unit, pascal (Pa = N/m2). Sound pressure (prms) squared is directly proportional to
sound intensity and is related by the density (ρ) and speed of sound (c) in a medium: (prms)2 =
I*(ρ*c). Since sound intensity is related to sound power, sound pressure is also related to sound
power.
Sound Pressure Level (SPL, denoted by the symbol Lp)

Sound pressure level is 10 times the base-10 logarithm of the ratio of the square of prms (RMS
pressure) signal, to the square of the reference sound pressure of 20 µPa, the approximate threshold
of human hearing at 1 kHz. Unit, dBA (assumes A-weighting). SPL values can apply to broadband
levels or for a stated frequency band.
Sound Transmission Class (STC)

Sound transmission class is a single-number rating used to compare the sound insulation properties
of barriers, including windows and doors in buildings.
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Spectrum

Spectrum is a signal’s resolution expressed in component frequencies or fractional octave bands.
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17.0 Appendix B: Instrumentation
This section describes field measurement instrumentation for sound, vibration, and other
measurement systems.
Sound Level Measurement Equipment
17.1.1 Microphone System

A microphone transforms sound pressure variations into electrical signals that are measured by
sound level meters or one-third octave band spectrum analyzers. These electrical signals are also
often recorded digitally for later off-line analysis. Microphone characteristics are further addressed
in ANSI/ASA S1.4-2014/Part 1.86
A preamplifier provides high-input impedance and constant, low-noise amplification over a wide
frequency range.87 Also, depending on the type of microphone being used (Section 17.1.1.1), a
preamplifier may also provide a polarization voltage to the microphone. The manufacturer typically
provides paired microphone-preamplifier units.
Use a tripod or similar device to support the microphone system (microphone and preamplifier).
Isolate the microphone system from the support, especially if the support is made up of a metal
composite. In certain environments, the support can act as an antenna, picking up errant radio
frequency interference that can potentially contaminate data. Common isolation methods include
encapsulating the microphone system in nonconductive material (e.g., nylon) prior to fastening it to
the support.
Observe the correct grazing incidence (Section 17.1.1.3) when attaching a microphone/sound level
meter system to a tripod. In addition, ensure that the microphone system is positioned relative to the
support device to minimize contamination due to sound reflections from the support. Research has
shown that a position directly behind the support device provides for minimum interference.88
Once supported appropriately, position the microphone as appropriate for the type of measurement.
Connect the microphone system to the measuring/recording instrumentation via an extension cable
using at least 50 ft (15 m) of cable; this minimizes any potential contamination of the measured data
due to operator activity.
17.1.1.1. Microphone Type

Condenser (or electrostatic or capacitor) microphones are recommended for several measurement
purposes because of their high stability, reasonably high sensitivity, excellent response at high
frequencies, and low electrical noise characteristics. Pre-polarized condenser microphones are
commonly used with modern sound level meters. There are two types of condenser microphones:
conventional and electret.
“Electroacoustics – Sound level meters – Part 1: Specifications,” ANSI/ASA S1.4-2014/Part 1. Acoustical Society of
America, Melville, New York, 2006.
87 Peterson, A., Gross, E., Handbook of Noise Measurement, Concord, MA, General Radio Company, 1963.
88 Rickley, E.J., Ingard, U., Cho, Y.C., and Quinn, R.W., Roadside Barrier Effectiveness: Noise Measurement Program, Report
No. NHTSA-78-24, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, 1978.
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Conventional condenser microphones characterize magnitude changes in sound pressure in terms
of variations in electrical capacitance. Changes in sound pressure move the diaphragm and
change the spacing between the diaphragm and the microphone backplate. This dynamic change in
the gap between the diaphragm and backplate translates to a change in electrical capacitance. In the
case of a conventional condenser microphone, a polarization voltage must be applied to the
backplate. Typically, the preamplifier applies a polarization voltage between 50 V and 200 V to the
microphone backplate. Due to the requirement that a polarization voltage be supplied from a
source external to the microphone (i.e., the microphone is not a “closed” system),
measurements made with a conventional condenser microphone are often adversely affected by
atmospheric conditions, especially high humidity. High humidity can result in condensation
between the microphone diaphragm and backplate. Condensation can cause arcing of the
polarization voltage, rendering the measured data essentially useless.89,90 Use of dehumidifying
chambers, desiccants, and nonconductive back coating, such as quartz to minimize
condensation effects. Several manufacturers provide devices to minimize this often-overlooked
potential problem.
As opposed to conventional condenser microphones, electret condenser microphones use a thin
plastic sheet with a conductive coating on one side as a backplate. This design allows the
microphone to maintain its own polarization (i.e., often referred to as a “pre-polarized” design).91
“Pre-polarization” allows the electret microphone to be essentially a “closed” system, eliminating
the potential for condensation in high-humidity environments.
17.1.1.2. Microphone Size

The diameter of a microphone diaphragm directly affects its usable frequency range, dynamic range
(or level sensitivity), and directivity. For example, as the microphone diameter becomes smaller, the
useable frequency range increases; however, sensitivity decreases.89,92 Thus, the selection of a
microphone size often involves a compromise of these elements. Unless measurements at
extremely low SPLs are required (e.g., below 20 dB SPL) a 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) diameter microphone
is suitable for most situations. For low-SPL measurements, a 1-in. diameter microphone may be
necessary, although some 0.5-in. microphones are capable of low-SPL measurements.
17.1.1.3. Microphone Incidence

Microphone sensitivity varies with the angle of incidence between the sound waves and the
microphone diaphragm. Two microphone system orientations and their specific applications are
discussed below: normal and grazing incidence.
Normal incidence, also referred to as 0° incidence, occurs when sound waves impinge at an angle
perpendicular, or normal, to the microphone diaphragm (Figure 17-1). Normal incidence is best
used for situations involving point-source measurements, in which the sound being measured is

Condenser Microphones and Microphone Preamplifiers, Denmark, Brüel & Kjær Instruments, Inc., September 1982.
Johnson, D.L., Marsh, A.H., and Harris, C.M. Acoustical Measurement Instruments. Handbook of Acoustical
Measurements and Noise Control. New York: Columbia University, 1991.
91 Peterson, A., Gross, E., Handbook of Noise Measurement, Concord, MA, General Radio Company, 1963.
92 Broch, J.T. Acoustic Noise Measurements. Denmark: Brüel & Kjær Instruments, Inc., June 1975.
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coming from a stationary, single, known direction (e.g., an idling automobile or a power
generator).
Grazing incidence systems, also referred to as 90° incidence, occurs when sound waves impinge at
an angle that is parallel to, or grazing, the plane of the microphone diaphragm (Figure 17-1). This
orientation is preferred for moving—or line-source—measurements since the microphone
presents a constant incidence angle to any source located within the plane of the microphone
diaphragm.
Figure 17-1: Microphone Incidence

Grazing incidence is commonly used for the measurement of highway, aircraft, and guided-transit
noise. Correction of the measured data in accordance with manufacturer-published response curves
is required if other than grazing incidence is used for the measurement of moving noise sources.
This process can be quite complex because the incidence angle is continually changing, thus
requiring continuously varying corrections. It is perfectly acceptable to position a microphone for
grazing incidence even if it has its flattest frequency response characteristics in a normal incidence
configuration if the appropriate manufacturer-published corrections are applied, and if the
required corrections do not exceed certain limits.93 If the manufacturer does not provide the
appropriate incidence corrections, then perform tests in accordance with ANSI/ASA S1.10-1986
(R2001).94
Base microphone corrections on random-incidence response curves when measuring randomly
occurring sounds (e.g., background noise measurements, or existing noise measurements where the
location of the sound source can be arbitrary).

“Electroacoustics, Instruments for measurement of aircraft noise - Performance requirements for systems to measure
one-third octave-band sound pressure levels in noise certification of transport-category aeroplanes.” International
Electrotechnical Commission Standard, IEC Draft Standard 1265, Denmark, International Electrotechnical
Commission, 1999.
94 “Method for Calibration of Microphones,” ANSI/ASA S1.10-1986 (R2001), Acoustical Society of America, Melville,
New York, 2001.
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Vibration Level Measurement
17.2.1 Transducer Type

There are two types of transducers used to measure groundborne vibration: geophones and
accelerometers. Both types of transducers convert the vibratory motion of the sensor to an electrical
signal. Vibration transducers may not require a preamp, in contrast with microphones (e.g., most
geophones produce an electrical signal that is suitable for recording directly). Both types of devices
are small and mounted directly to the ground. Vibration transducers may be attached to a spike or
ground stake for good coupling when used in soil. For attaching to hard surfaces, transducers can be
adhered using epoxy, museum wax, or earthquake gel. Vibration transducers must have a vertical
vibration measurement component. Many transducers include triaxial units that measure vertically
and horizontally in two directions. Only vertical vibration measurements are described herein.
17.2.1.1. Geophones

Geophones measure the velocity of vibration of the ground. Geophones comprise a mass in a coil
magnet. Movement of the mass creates voltage in the coil that is proportional to the velocity of the
mass. Geophones are limited by their frequency range. The construction and design of the
geophone results in the system having a typical natural frequency, below which the signal rolls off.
Common geophones have a natural frequency of 10 Hz. Some geophones have natural frequencies
of 2 Hz or even 1 Hz. It may be acceptable to apply a correction to the low frequency data to
account for the roll-off below the natural frequency. Use accelerometers if low frequency data is a
primary concern of measurements.
17.2.1.2. Accelerometers

Accelerometers also comprise a mass that creates an electrical signal as it moves. The electrical signal
is proportional to the acceleration of the mass. Commonly used seismic accelerometers use
piezoelectric crystals. As the mass moves, the movement compresses the crystal and varies the
charge across the crystal faces. Accelerometers may also be made from capacitive systems or
microelectromechanical systems. Accelerometers typically have wide frequency ranges, from 1 Hz to
several kilohertz. Many accelerometers also measure static (or 0 Hz) acceleration, though these are
not often used for measuring vibration.
Measurement System
17.3.1 Waveform Recorder

A waveform recorder directly captures the input signal from an acoustical or vibration
transducer. There are two basic types of recorders: analog and digital. Analog recorders store
signals as continuous variations in the magnetic state of the particles on the tape. Digital recorders
store signals as a combination of binary “1s” and “0s.” Most digital recorders represent a
continually varying analog level using many discrete 16- or 24-bit words (i.e., a unique combination
of 16 or 24 “1s” and “0s”). The number of 16-bit words depends on the recorder’s sampling rate.
The sampling rate must be at least twice the highest frequency of interest, which is often 20 kHz
for transportation-related measurements. In theory, this means that one second of continuously
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varying analog data is represented by at least 40,000 discrete samples. However, in practice—and
due to the design limitations on anti-alias filters (anti-alias filters are described)—a sampling rate of
44,000 to 48,000 is common (i.e., 44,000 to 48,000 discrete 16-bit combinations of “1s” and “0s”)
(Section 17.3.3.1). Not all field measurement systems will include a recorder. A recorder offers the
unique capability of repeated playback of the measured noise source, allowing for more detailed
analyses. The advantages of modern digital over analog recorders are numerous. Digital recorders
typically have much wider frequency response characteristics, and a much larger dynamic range.
17.3.2 Sound Level Meter

Sound level meters and sound level analyzers measure sound levels. Section 772.11(d) (3) of 23 CFR
772 calls for the use of an integrating sound level meter or analyzer, which automatically measures
Leq. Sound level meters (SLMs) should perform true numeric integration and averaging in
accordance with ANSI/ASA S1.4-2014/Part 1.95 Components of an SLM include (Figure 17-2): a
microphone with preamplifier, an amplifier, frequency weighting, input gain control, time averaging,
and an output indicator or display. Base selection of a specific model of sound level meter on cost
and the level of accuracy desired, input gain control, time averaging, and an output indicator or
display.
Figure 17-2: Components of a Sound Level Meter

The accuracy of an SLM is characterized by its “class.” There are three types of SLMs available: class
0, 1, and 2. Class 0 SLMs are designed for laboratory reference purposes, where the highest
precision is required. Class 1 SLMs are designed for precision field measurements and research.
Either class 1 or class 2 SLMs are acceptable for use in traffic noise analyses for Federal-aid highway
projects.
An analyzer has automated sampling features that a meter generally does not have. Additionally,
many sound level analyzers will also automatically compute the “exceedance” statistics such as L10,
L50, and L90. Analyzers can usually sample and store results for multiple intervals—typically ranging
from one second to an hour—within a longer-duration measurement. Having the measurement data
broken into short intervals allows “bad” (contaminated or unrepresentative) data to be eliminated
without losing an entire measurement. The length of the intervals will depend on the amount of data
storage on the device. The practitioner should select the shortest interval setting that still allows data
to be recorded for the full measurement period.
Employ a one-third octave band analyzer when the frequency characteristics of the sound source are
of concern. Employ these units to determine noise spectra and compute various noise descriptors,
such as LAeqT and LAE. One-third octave band filters must be shown to comply with a Type 1-D
“Electroacoustics – Sound level meters – Part 1: Specifications,” ANSI/ASA S1.4-2014/Part 1, Acoustical Society of
America, Melville, New York, 2006.
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Butterworth filter, as defined in ANSI/ASA S1.11-2014.96 The Type 1-D Butterworth filter design
has existed in analyzers for decades. However, manufacturers are now providing filter-shape
algorithms that depart from the traditional Butterworth design, and more closely resemble “ideal”
filters, which allow essentially no energy outside of the pass-band.
17.3.3 Characteristics of the Measurement System

There are several important issues or differences to consider when selecting a specific model of
recorder or sound level meter.
17.3.3.1. Bandwidth

The bandwidth of a measurement instrument refers to its frequency range of operation. Most
measurement instrumentation will accurately measure levels in the frequency range 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
the audible range for humans. Typically, measurement of one-third octave band data between 50 Hz
and 10 kHz will satisfy the objectives of highway-related noise studies.
The bandwidth for vibration is considerably lower than for noise. The ISO publication Mechanical
vibration and shock – Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration (ISO 2631) indicates that humans
are sensitive to vibration in the range of 8 Hz to 80 Hz. Likewise, FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration
Impact Assessment 97 defines criteria for vibration in the range of 8 Hz to 80 Hz. Structures and
sensitive equipment may be sensitive to vibration as low as 1 Hz. Vibration at frequencies higher
than 80 Hz can also contribute to groundborne noise. Therefore, humans may be sensitive to
frequencies as high as 160 Hz or 200 Hz. When measuring vibration, the measurement system must
have a minimum bandwidth of 1 Hz to 80 Hz. Vibration frequencies as high as the 315 Hz onethird octave band are often collected, particularly if groundborne noise is of concern.
The bandwidth for digital recorders is defined by their sampling frequency. As described, the
sampling frequency represents the number of times per second that the input signal from a
transducer is captured by the recording system. The signal must be sampled at double the maximum
frequency of interest, and the sampling frequency is typically somewhat higher than this, in part due
to the need for anti-alias filters. An anti-alias filter is a low-pass filter applied to the input signal of a
digital system prior to the digitization process. This filter, unique to digital systems, ensures that
spurious signals (alias signals) resulting from the digitization process are not contributing
components of the sampled signal. An anti-alias filter must have attenuation characteristics, which
reduces the contribution of aliased frequency components in the output to a negligible level.98 The
system’s digitization process and the on-board electrical filters govern the bandwidth for SLMs.
Because SLMs are specifically designed for measuring acoustic signals, the bandwidth is typically
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

“Specification for Octave-Band and Fractional-Octave-Band Analog and Digital Filters,” ANSI/ASA S1.11-2014,
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York 2014.
97 Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit
Administration, Washington, DC, 2006.
98 McGillem, C.D., Cooper, G.R., Continuous and Discrete Signal and System Analysis, New York, Purdue University, School
of Electrical Engineering, 1984.
96
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Digital recorders can record frequencies as low as 0 Hz, whereas SLMs often do not measure below
16 Hz or 20 Hz. When measuring vibration, ensure that the bandwidth includes low frequencies
(down to 1 Hz). Some SLMs have factory settings available that enable low-frequency measurement.
17.3.3.2. Dynamic Range

Dynamic range is the difference in decibels between the maximum and minimum levels measured by
a recording system. The measurement system should have a dynamic range wide enough that the
highest levels measured do not overload the system and the lowest levels measured are sufficiently
above the system noise floor to avoid contamination. As individual sensors have a dynamic range
(Microphone Size), so too does the complete system.
The dynamic range is defined by the interaction of all components of the measurement system,
including transducer, cabling, connections, amplification, digitization, electronics, and recording. The
maximum level may be limited by elements such as the physical design of the transducer or the
voltage input limits to the data recorder. The minimum level is likewise limited by elements such as
the physical properties of the transducer, noise introduced at the cabling or amplification stage, or
the analog-to-digital conversion bit depth.
The digitization process often controls the dynamic range at both the upper and lower limits. The
overload point in a digital system is a well-defined point controlled by the maximum size of the bitregister used in the digitization process. When the size of the bit-register is exceeded, “hard”
limiting occurs, followed by instantaneous distortion. In most cases, the upper limit of the
dynamic range of a digital recorder is specified from this “hard” limiting point, and the overload
and full-scale indicators are referenced to it. In contrast, analog recorders have no clearly defined
overload point and generally “soft” limiting (a gradual process) begins around 6 dB above the full
scale (0 dB) on a volume unit meter, with the subsequent gradual increase in distortion. The lower
limit of the system is also controlled by the analog-to-digital converter. As there is a maximum
bit size, there is also a minimum bit size. Signal levels below this bit value are not detected and
not recorded.
Sixteen-bit digital recorders have a total dynamic range approximately 80 dB, while 24-bit
recorders are approximately 100 dB. In contrast, many microphones will have a full dynamic
range greater than 130 dB. The dynamic range of the transducer should be compared to that of the
data recorder. Manufactures typically provide microphone/sound level meter pairs that are
compatible with each other.
Many recorders and SLMs offer options to adjust the input range or gain. Adjust the input gain of a
measurement system to provide for maximum dynamic range while preserving a modest safety
factor to avoid overload. To avoid system overload, set the gain so that the expected maximum level
of the source being measured is 20 dB below overload. Increasing the maximum level can also raise
the noise floor. It is recommended that the linear operating range of the measurement system is in
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accordance with tolerances specified in IEC 61265:1995,99 a standard specific to aircraft noise
measurement.
17.3.3.3. Frequency Weighting

Frequency weighting accounts for changes in sensitivity of the human ear as a function of frequency.
Three standard weighting networks—A, B, and C—account for different responses to SPLs (Figure
17-3 and Table 17-1). (The absence of frequency weighting is referred to as “flat” response.)
C-weighting is essentially linear, although there are small adjustments at frequencies below 40 Hz
and above 8000 Hz. B-weighting reflects the human ear’s response to sounds of moderate pressure
level. A-weighting reflects the human ear’s response to sounds of lower pressure level.100 Aweighting is the most widely used system for assessing transportation-related noise. In fact, unless
otherwise stated, noise descriptors for transportation-related activity are assumed to be A-weighted.
Most SLMs and one-third octave band analyzers offer A- and C-weighting options. B-weighting is
obsolete. (The response for the A-, B-, and C- weighting curves are all referenced to a frequency
of kHz. In other words, the weighting at 1 kHz for all three curves is zero.)
Modern SLMs also include a Z-weighting. The Z-weighting is flat between 10 Hz and 20 kHz, as
opposed to the C-weighting, which rolls off high and low frequencies. (Vibration measurements are
not weighted and should use a Z-weighting or unweighted option.)
Figure 17-3: A-, B-, C-, and Z-Weighting by Frequency

99 “Electroacoustics - Instruments for measurement of aircraft noise - Performance requirements for systems to measure
one-third-octave-band sound pressure levels in noise certification of transport-category aeroplanes,” International
Electrotechnical Commission Standard, IEC Draft Standard 61265:1995, Denmark: International Electrotechnical
Commission, 1995.
100 Yerges, L.F. Sound, Noise and Vibration Control, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1978.
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Table 17-1: A-, B-, and C-Weighting by Frequency
One-Third Octave Band
Center Frequency

A

B

C

20

-50.4

-24.2

-6.2

25

-44.8

-20.5

-4.4

31.5

-39.5

-17.1

-3.0

40

-34.5

-14.1

-2.0

50

-30.3

-11.6

-1.3

63

-26.2

-9.4

-0.8

80

-22.4

-7.3

-0.5

100

-19.1

-5.6

-0.3

125

-16.2

-4.2

-0.2

160

-13.2

-2.9

-0.1

200

-10.8

-2.0

0

250

-8.7

-1.4

0

315

-6.6

-0.9

0

400

-4.8

-0.5

0

500

-3.2

-0.3

0

630

-1.9

-0.1

0

800

-0.8

0

0

1000

0

0

0

1,250

0.6

0

0

1,600

1.0

0

-0.1

2000

1.2

-0.1

-0.2

2,500

1.3

-0.2

-0.3

3,150

1.2

-0.4

-0.5

4,000

1.0

-0.7

-0.8

5,000

0.6

-1.2

-1.3

6,300

-0.1

-1.9

-2.0

8,000

-1.1

-2.9

-3.0

10,000

-2.5

-4.3

-4.4

12,500

-4.3

-6.1

-6.2

16,000

-6.7

-8.5

-8.6

20,000

-9.3

-11.2

-11.3

17.3.3.4. Exponential Time Averaging

Exponential time averaging is a method of stabilizing instrumentation response to signals with
changing amplitudes over time using a low-pass filter with a known, electrical time constant. The
time constant is defined as the time required for the output level to reach 67% of the input,
assuming a step-function input. Also, the output level will typically reach 100% of an input stepfunction after approximately five time constants. The exponential time-averaged output produced by
the low-pass filter is a running average dominated by the most recent value but smoothed out by the
contribution of the preceding values. Two exponential time-averaging response settings are used for
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traffic and environmental noise: fast and slow, with time constants (J) of 0.125 second and 1 second,
respectively (Figure 17-4).
Figure 17-4: Exponential Time Averaging

Slow response is typically used for measurements of sound source levels that vary slowly as a
function of time, such as aircraft. Fast response is typically used for measuring individual highway
vehicle pass-bys (Section 10.0). Slow response is recommended for the measurement of long-term
effects due to highway noise, where impulsive noises are not dominant.
17.3.3.5. Temperature and Humidity Effects

Temperature and humidity can affect the sensitivity of many types of instrumentation, including
microphones and spectrum analyzers. As discussed in Section 17.1.1, non-electret condenser
microphones are subject to arcing under high-humidity conditions. Also, battery life is substantially
shortened when subject to prolonged low temperatures. Follow manufacturers’ recommendations
for acceptable temperature and humidity ranges for equipment operation. Typically,
recommendations range from -10°C to 50°C (14°F to 122°F) and from 5% to 90% relative
humidity.
17.3.3.6. Data Storage

Data storage is an important element of any analog or digital system. Analog systems use magnetic
tape to store information, which is delicate and bulky. Modern digital systems use solid-state
memory, which is physically small relative to the total device size. Digital memory for field
measurement systems can be as high as tens or hundreds of gigabytes (GB). Waveforms recorded at
24-bit resolution and sampling frequencies of 40,000 samples per second can require significant
memory; nevertheless, it is still frequently possible to record several hours—or even days—worth of
data using a single recording device. Sound level meters do not typically record waveforms; rather,
these meters store processed data in the form of Leq or other noise descriptors. This offers
tremendous savings for memory; consider a single 1-second Leq value stored compared to
40,000 values stored for a waveform for that second. Because of this, SLMs are sometimes
manufactured with limited storage capabilities to save costs. Most modern digital devices offer easy
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and fast download of data to computers, either by physically connecting the device to a computer
with a data transfer cable, or by allowing removal of the storage media. If the digital storage is not
sufficient to complete field measurements, then transfer the data to a laptop or hard-drive in the
field and remove the data from the SLM. Consult manufacturers for information about data storage
and transfer.
17.3.4 Calibrator

An acoustic calibrator provides a means of checking the entire acoustic instrumentation system’s
(i.e., microphone, cables, and recording instrumentation) sensitivity by producing a known SPL
(referred to as the calibrator’s reference level) at a known frequency, typically 94 dB or 114 dB at
1 kHz, or 124 dB at 250 Hz. The calibrator used for measurements described herein should meet the
Type 1L performance requirements of IEC 60942:2003.101 Calibrate acoustic instrumentation at the
beginning and end of each measurement session, and BEFORE and AFTER any changes are made
to system configuration or components. Use the following procedure to determine calibration
(CAL) adjustments prior to data analysis:
a. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by less than 0.4 dB, then no adjustment to the data is necessary
b. If the final calibration of the sound level meter or analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by 0.4 dB to 0.5 dB, then adjust all data measured with that system during
the time between calibrations by arithmetically adding to the data the following CAL
adjustment:

CAL adjustment

Reference level ‐

CALINITIAL

CALFINAL / 2

For example, if:
Reference level (manufacturer’s calibration level) = 114.0 dB
Initial calibration level = 114.0 dB
Final calibration level = 114.4 dB
Then:

CAL adjustment

114.0 ‐

114.0

114.4 /2

‐0.2 dB

In this example, adjust the measured Leq downward by 0.2 dB, with a note that it has
been adjusted.
c. If the final calibration of the sound level meter/analyzer differs from the initial
calibration by greater than 0.5 dB, then discard all data measured with that system
during the time between calibrations and repeat all measurements after the
instrumentation has been thoroughly checked.

101 “Electroacoustics - Sound Calibrators,” International Electrotechnical Commission Standard, IEC Standard
60942:2003, Denmark, International Electrotechnical Commission, 2003.
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17.3.5 Microphone Simulator

In accordance with ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005,102 establish the electronic noise floor of the entire
acoustic instrumentation system on a daily basis by substituting the measurement microphone with a
passive microphone simulator (dummy microphone) and recording the noise floor for a period of at
least 30 seconds. A dummy microphone electrically simulates the actual microphone by providing a
known fixed (i.e., passive) capacitance that is equivalent to the minimum capacitance the
microphone can provide. This permits valid measurement of the system’s electronic noise floor.
With the microphone removed and the simulator inserted in its place, monitor all input channels of
the instrumentation system using headphones. Extraneous signals, such as radio interference or
hum, can result when the system is located near antennae, power lines, transformers, or power
generators. The system is especially susceptible to such interference when using long cables that
essentially act as antennae for such signals. Eliminate extraneous signals or reduce these signals to a
negligible level (i.e., at least 40 dB below the expected maximum level of the measured noise source).
This can usually be accomplished by reorienting the instrumentation or cables, using shorter cables,
checking and cleaning grounding contacts, or—in a worst-case scenario—moving the
instrumentation system away from the source of the interference, if the position of the source is
known.
17.3.6 Pink Noise Generator

Establish the frequency response characteristics of the entire acoustic instrumentation system on a
daily basis by measuring and storing 30 seconds of pink noise. Pink noise is a random signal for
which the spectrum density (i.e., narrow-band signal) varies as the inverse of frequency. In other
words, one-third octave band spectral analysis of pink noise yields a flat response across all
frequency bands.
17.3.7 Windscreen

Place windscreens atop all microphones used in outdoor measurements. A windscreen is a porous
sphere placed atop a microphone to reduce the effects of wind-generated noise on the microphone
diaphragm. The windscreen (preferably new) should be clean, dry, and in good condition. Typically,
the effect on the measured sound level due to the insertion of a windscreen into an acoustic
instrumentation system can be neglected. The windscreen manufacturer should provide a table of
corrections based on frequency and angle of interest. Conduct tests for high-precision
measurements in an anechoic chamber if a manufacturer does not provide corrections.
Meteorological Instrumentation

Weather data should be site-specific and contemporaneous with the sound level measurements.
Properly document meteorological conditions, especially wind speed and direction, which can affect
measured noise levels near a highway. This effect typically increases in magnitude with increasing
distance from the source. Other factors that can affect sound include temperature, humidity, and
“Measurement of Sound Pressure Levels in Air,” American National Standard, ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 (R2010),
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2010.

102
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barometric pressure. Many handheld weather measurement units can record all four of these
parameters.
17.4.1 Anemometer

Research has shown that wind speed and direction may affect measured noise levels near a
highway.103 These effects typically increase with increasing distance from the noise source. An
anemometer is an instrument that measures wind speed. Anemometers should meet the
requirements of ANSI/ASA S12.18-1998 (R2009).104
For general-purpose measurements at relatively close distances to a noise source (i.e., within 100 ft
(30 m), a handheld, wind-cup anemometer and an empirically observed estimation of wind direction
are sufficient to document wind conditions. For research purposes or for measurements where the
receiver(s) will be positioned at distances greater than 100 ft (30 m) from the noise source, use a
high-precision anemometer, capable of measuring wind conditions in three dimensions, integrated
into an automated, data-logging weather station. For all types of measurements, position the
anemometer at a relatively exposed position and at an elevation approximately equal to that of the
highest receiver position.105
Wind can flutter the microphone diaphragm and produce false noise readings (even through a
proper windscreen). Sound level measurements made during winds exceeding 11 mph (17 kmh or
5 m/s) may be contaminated. If the A-weighted sound levels are lower than 40 dBA, then even
lower-speed winds can generate false noise. Also, wind conditions are critical in judging data
equivalency; refer to Section 9.1.1.2 for details on classes of wind conditions and Section 4.4.1 for
their effects on sound levels.
17.4.2 Thermometer, Hygrometer, and Psychrometer

Temperature and humidity can affect measured sound levels, typically to a lesser degree than wind.
Use a thermometer for measuring ambient temperature and a hygrometer for measuring relative
humidity in conjunction with all noise measurement studies. An alternative is to use a psychrometer,
which is capable of measuring both dry and wet bulb temperature. Dry and wet bulb temperatures
are used to compute relative humidity (Appendix A). Use a sling psychrometer for general-purpose
measurements. Use a high-precision system, such as an automated, fast-response, data-logging
weather station, if for research purposes. The thermometer or other temperature sensor should have
an accuracy of ±5 percent or better at full scale. Shield all temperature sensors from direct solar
radiation. In addition, measuring temperature profiles may require a variable-height support

103 Hendricks, R.W., Field Evaluation of Acoustical Performance of Parallel Highway Noise Barriers along Route 99 in Sacramento,
California, Report No. FHWA/CA/TL-91/01, Sacramento, CA, California Department of Transportation, Division of
New Technology, Materials and Research, January 1991.
104 “Procedures for Outdoor Measurement of Sound Pressure Level” American National Standard, ANSI/ASA Standard
S12.18-1998 (R2009), Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2009.
105 “Methods for Determination of Insertion Loss of Outdoor Noise Barriers,” American National Standard,
ANSI/ASA S12.8-1998 (R2013), Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2013.
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device.106 In the case where the noise source is on pavement, such as vehicle emissions (Section
10.0), practitioners should only conduct measurements when pavement is dry; emission levels may
be influenced by up to 2 dB by moisture on road surfaces.107 In addition, atmospheric absorption
can substantially reduce measured sound levels, especially at high frequencies in a low-temperature,
low-humidity environment. As such, use caution when comparing measured data taken under
substantially different temperature and humidity conditions, especially when the distance from
source to receiver is quite large, or when the sound source is dominated primarily by higher
frequencies. (Refer to Section 4.4.1 for more information on judging data equivalency in terms of
temperature conditions.) It is difficult to provide general rules-of-thumb, or guidance for quantifying
atmospheric absorption, because of the many parameters involved; however, there are several
standards that provide algorithms for computing such effects, including SAE 866A108, ANSI/ASA
S1.26-1995109, and ISO 9613-1.110
Vehicle-Speed Detection Unit

Measured sound levels of transportation-related vehicles are a direct function of vehicle speed. This
section discusses various instruments for measuring vehicle speed.
17.5.1 Doppler-Radar Gun

A Doppler-radar gun can measure vehicle speed. When using a radar gun, position it at least 400 ft
(120 m) upstream of traffic flow, relative to the noise measurement microphone, and direct it toward
the vehicles as they approach the microphone. This placement minimizes effects on traffic flow
resulting from driver curiosity.111 Position the radar gun 30 ft (10 m) from the centerline of the path
of the measured vehicle. This will ensure that the angle subtended by the axis of the radar antenna
and the direction of travel of the vehicle will be less than 5°, when the vehicle is at the microphone
pass-by point. The resulting uncertainty in vehicle-speed readings, due to angular effects on Doppler
accuracy, will not exceed 0.28 mph (0.5 kmh) over a speed range from 10 mph to 70 mph (15 kmh
to 110 kmh).112 In addition, some manufacturers now offer speed guns that use laser technology.
Such units would also be better for determining individual vehicle speed. A radar gun will measure

106 “Methods for Determination of Insertion Loss of Outdoor Noise Barriers,” ANSI/ASA S12.8-1998 (R2013),
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2013.
107 “Method for Measuring the Influence of Road Surfaces on Traffic Noise: The Statistical Pass-By Method,”
International Organization for Standardization, ISO/CD 11819-1, Delft, Netherlands, International Organization for
Standardization, November 1994.
108 “Application of Pure-Tone Atmospheric Absorption Losses to One-Third Octave-Band Data,” Society of
Automotive Engineers Standard SAE ARP 5534. New York: Society of Automotive Engineers, 2013.
109 “Method for Calculation of the Absorption of Sound by the Atmosphere,” ANSI/ASA S1.26-1995 (R 2014),
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2014.
110 “Acoustics-Attenuation of Sound During Propagation Outdoors- Part 1: Calculation of the Absorption of Sound by
the Atmosphere,” International Organization for Standardization, ISO 9613-1, Geneva, Switzerland, International
Organization for Standardization, 1993.
111 Fleming, G.G., Rapoza, A.S., and Lee C.S., Development of the Reference Energy Mean Emission Level Data Base for the
FHWA Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®), Version 1.0, Report No. FHWA-PD-96-008, Cambridge, MA, John A.
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, November 1995.
112 Operator's Manual for Stationary Radar, Model K-15 II Hand Held Unit, Owensboro, KY, MPH Industries, Inc., 1985.
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the largest reflective object. If there are other larger vehicles present, then it may capture those.
Laser-based systems are easier to direct at a single object.
17.5.2 Stopwatch

Use a stopwatch to determine vehicle speed. Position cones or observers at known distances from
one another along the roadway. Maintain a separation distance of at least 50 ft (15 m). Start/stop the
stopwatch at the instants the vehicle reaches the pass-by points. Determine the vehicle’s speed by
dividing the distance by the measured time. It is also possible to measure vehicle speed using a video
camera in conjunction with a time-synchronized display.
17.5.3 Light Sensor

Light sensors can also determine vehicle speed. Position the light sensors at known distances from
one another along the roadway. Maintain a separation distance of at least 50 ft (15 m). The light
sensors are triggered when the vehicle reaches the pass-by points. The triggering of the sensors
typically results in a signal being sent to some type of electronic detector, which in turn is
programmed to read and store time of day, or compute elapsed time between pulses from a
computer or other time base. Light sensor systems are commercially available at most electronics
stores. The signal detector system can also trigger the start and stop of acoustic data collection.
17.5.4 Pneumatic Line

Position pneumatic lines at known locations from one another along the roadway to determine
vehicle speed. The pressure in the pneumatic line increases when a vehicle passes over it, causing a
mechanical switch to close. The vehicle’s speed is determined by dividing the known distance by the
measured time period. Mechanical switches can also trigger the start and stop of acoustic data
collection. Be aware that noise is generated when vehicles pass over the pneumatic lines, so provide
adequate distance between the pneumatic lines any sound level meter.
Traffic-Counting and Classification Device

Many transportation-related measurements require the collection of traffic data. The type of data
includes vehicle types as defined in Section 4.5.1, vehicle volumes by type, and average vehicle
speed. This data may be required for: 1) determination of site equivalence; or 2) input into a highway
traffic noise prediction model; see Sections 4.0 and 9.0. This section discusses various instruments
for the counting and classification of roadway traffic, including the use of a video camera, counting
board, or pneumatic line. If none of these instruments is available, then employ meticulous
pencil/paper tabulation.
17.6.1 Video Camera

Use a video camera to record traffic in the field and perform counts off-line later. This approach,
however, requires strict time synchronization between the acoustic instrumentation and the camera.
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17.6.2 Counting Board

A counting board is a board with three or more incrementing devices, depending on the number of
vehicle types. Each device is manually triggered to increment for a given type of vehicle pass-by.
These devices can be mechanical or electronic.
17.6.3 Pneumatic Line

A pneumatic line can be used to determine traffic counts. The pressure in the line increases when a
vehicle passes over it, causing a mechanical switch to close. The mechanical switch triggers an
internal counting mechanism to increment. Pneumatic lines do not record the specific vehicle mix
(i.e., automobiles, trucks, and other vehicle types).
Special Purpose Instrumentation
17.7.1 Tachometer

A tachometer indicates or measures the revolutions per minute of a revolving shaft. A tachometer
can more completely characterize noise sources, primarily for research. A tachometer may also
measure special equipment (e.g., power generators).
17.7.2 Artificial Noise Source

A fixed, artificial noise source—such as a loudspeaker—replaces an actual noise source, usually
when the actual source is not available, such as might be the case for building noise-reduction
measurements (Section 6.0). Where measurements using a loudspeaker source are to be directly
compared with measurements made using the actual noise source, employ a high-powered
omnidirectional loudspeaker system to properly simulate the direct and reflected sounds of the
source.113 The loudspeaker should produce signals of random noise filtered in one-third octave
bands. Loudspeaker directional characteristics should be such that at 2,000 Hz, the free-field
radiated signal out to an angle of 45° drops no more than 6 dB relative to the on-axis signal. In
addition, the loudspeaker should supply sufficient output for measurements within the 80 Hz to
5,000 Hz band range.114
17.7.3 Noise Dosimeter

In accordance with ANSI/ASA S1.25-1991115 and OSHA, a noise dosimeter is a small device that
integrates sound pressure over time to determine a subject’s noise dose, as a percentage of a
manually set maximum criterion determined by OSHA.116 Similar to a sound level meter,
components of a noise dosimeter include: a microphone with preamplifier, an amplifier, AFleming, G.G. and E.J. Rickley, Parallel Barrier Effectiveness: Dulles Noise Barrier Project, Report No. FHWA-RD-90-105,
Cambridge, MA, John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, May 1990.
114 “Field Measurement of Airborne Sound Insulation of Building Facades and Facade Elements,” American Society of
Testing and Materials, ASTM Standard E 966-04, Philadelphia, PA, American Society of Testing and Materials, 2004
115 “Specification for Personal Noise Dosimeters,” American National Standard, ANSI/ASA S1.25-1991 (R2017),
Acoustical Society of America, Melville, New York, 2017.
116 Johnson, D.L., Marsh, A.H., and Harris, C.M., Acoustical Measurement Instruments, Handbook of Acoustical
Measurements and Noise Control, New York, Columbia University, 1991.
113
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weighting, a squaring device, slow exponential time averaging, an exchange rate of 5 dB, and an
output indicator or display.
Support Instrumentation

Ensure that all support instrumentation is compatible with the acoustic instrumentation. For
example, headphones should have an input impedance suitable for the recording instrumentation’s
output impedance. In addition, for maximum power transfer and minimum distortion, cables used
with this equipment should have a matching impedance. Finally, always make available sufficient
back-up equipment (e.g., batteries, chargers, data sheets, digital storage media). There are several
tools and accessories that can make data collection easier. General-use tools (e.g., screwdrivers,
wrenches, and voltmeters) are useful for troubleshooting. Personal protective equipment beyond the
minimum safety requirements is also often useful. Other useful accessories include the following:





















Extra batteries for all equipment.
Battery charger for any equipment, including AC chargers and car adaptors.
Data sheets, clipboard, pen, or pencil.
Business cards.
Letter from appropriate agency explaining the work being done.
Duct tape or electrical tape.
Watch or timer.
Still camera or video camera.
Rangefinder or tape measure for measuring distances from the measurement point to
identifying features such as buildings, fences, trees, etc.
GPS receiver or cell phone for documenting measurement locations.
Cellular (4G) modems for connecting device or laptop to the internet.
Possibly, a laptop or tablet: many analyzers also allow downloading of stored data to a
computer; consider downloading and viewing the data while still on the field trip to confirm
data.
Plastic tarp for ground moisture protection during early morning or nighttime measurements
(if made), which can also serve as an emergency rain cover.
Personal protective equipment (the minimum safety requirements of the client and employer
should always be met): safety vest, hard hat, safety glasses, boots, gloves, first aid kit,
sunscreen, and sunglasses.
Lawn chair, rain gear, head lamp.
Digital audio recorder with an operator-set trigger to record audio for a short period of time
when a threshold sound level is exceeded, as an important aid in identifying the louder
sound-producing events.
Chain and lock to chain a security case to a tree, pole, or fence.
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18.0 Appendix C: Report Documentation
The documentation for a noise study depends on the nature of the study and the planned use of the
results.
For a proposed Type I highway project, a noise study report is typically prepared and includes a
summary and discussion of the noise measurement results. The noise study report may have one or
more appendices with detailed sound level measurement data, site photographs, meteorological and
traffic count data, and copies of field logs. Some project sponsors may require a separate noise
measurement report instead of an appendix to the noise study report. For some Type I highway
projects, an environmental document (environmental impact statement or environmental
assessment) is prepared and includes one or more sections summarizing the noise study results.
These results typically include a summary of the measured sound level data and a discussion of their
use for either establishing the existing noise environment or validating the FHWA TNM. Exact
reporting requirements and format will vary by project sponsor, with some being more specific and
prescriptive than others.
For a research study, a noise measurement report is typically prepared and can have one or more or
noise measurement appendices with detailed sound level measurement data, site photographs,
meteorological and traffic count data, and copies of field logs. The research organization or sponsor
may have specific requirements for format, organization and content of the measurement report.
For some measurements, such as the results of a complaint investigation, the documentation may be
a simple as a letter report.
Th following sections illustrate typical components of the noise measurements documentation for
research-oriented measurements, where noise and frequency response testing were done. Included
are sample text, tables and figures. No attempt has been made to cover every situation.
These components are:








Site figures.
Source description.
Instrumentation description.
Meteorological data.
Ground surface characterization.
Measurement procedures.
Acoustical data.
Site Description and Figure(s)

Verbal descriptions and graphic depictions provide context for documenting a measurement site and
the instrumentation locations:
“The measurement site was on Route XY (a four-lane highway) 1.5-mile (2.5 km) past
Exit 11. A reference microphone was attached to a mast, placed at a height of 18 ft (5.5 m)
above the roadway pavement, and located at a 50 ft (15 m) offset position from the
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centerline of the near travel lane. Another portable mast was fitted with two microphones,
placed at heights of 5 ft (1.5 m) 15 ft (4.5 m) and located at a 100-ft (30 m) offset position.
Figure 18-1 and Figure 18-2 present the plan and elevation views, respectively.”
Figure 18-1: Measurement Site Plan View

Figure 18-1 source: Google Earth with annotation.
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Figure 18-2: Measurement Site Elevation View

Source Description

It is important to describe the source of the noise, which in most cases is traffic, but could also be
other transportation and non-transportation sources, construction equipment, individual vehicle
pass-bys, or an artificial noise. The example below describes traffic conditions (volume and speed)
that occurred during a set of measurements:
“The source was constant free-flowing traffic traveling on Route XY. The team collected
traffic volume and mix using a hand-held traffic counter [or, were recorded using a video
camera] to obtain vehicle counts. Vehicles were counted and classified in the FHWA TNM
five categories: automobiles (A); medium trucks (MT); heavy trucks (HT), Buses (B); and
motorcycles (M). Vehicles were further grouped by direction [northbound/eastbound and
southbound/westbound]. Averaged speeds were recorded for each direction. Table 18-1
shows vehicle counts and average speed for each test run.”
Include start and end times, especially if short-term measurements are being adjusted for worst-hour
conditions based on a longer-term measurement at another site or if the measurement’s run was cut
short due to unacceptable conditions (e.g., rain). Secondary sources that may have influenced the
measurements such as other transportation modes, commercial, or industrial sources, should be
documented.
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Table 18-1: Vehicle Count and Average Speed Data
NB/
EB
Run
#

Start
Time

End
Time

A

NB/
EB

MT

NB/
EB

HT

NB/
EB

B

NB/
EB

M

SB/
WB

A

SB/
WB

MT

SB/
WB

HT

SB/
WB

B

SB/
WB

M

NB/
EB

SB/
WB

Avg.

Avg.

Spd.

Spd.

mph

mph

1

10:00

10:20

1023

72

159

9

3

1161

33

255

6

3

65

70

2

10:20

10:40

1098

69

138

6

2

1293

33

288

0

6

60

70

3

10:40

11:00

1071

45

183

3

6

1119

39

249

6

0

68

70

4

11:00

11:15

1014

55

186

6

3

906

38

265

2

0

55

70

5

11:20

11:30

945

48

122

5

0

984

35

225

6

3

50

70

6

12:00

12:20

1098

45

129

0

0

1476

36

276

0

6

70

65

Instrumentation Description

The following example provides detailed instrument descriptions and an example of instrumentation
log:
“The team measured sound levels using three ABC Model 888 class 1 precision integrating
sound level meters, positioning the microphone/preamplifier combinations 1 ft (0.3 m) from
the masts to minimize errors due to reflections from the mast structure. XYZ Model 0123
windscreens were placed atop each microphone to reduce the effects of wind-generated
noise on the microphone diaphragm. Each Model 888 meter preprocessed and stored the
measured sound level data. Each unit was programmed to continually measure and store Aweighted sound levels with “fast” exponential response characteristics at a rate of one data
record per second, with energy-averaged one-minute equivalent sound levels also computed
and stored. A passive microphone simulator established the electronic noise floor of each
system prior to the measurement. In addition, the frequency response of each system was
tested using pink noise generated by an ABC Model 20B random noise generator. Traffic
speed was obtained with a DEF Doppler radar gun set up 25 ft (7.5 m) off the edge of the
near travel lane, approximately 330 ft (100 m) west of the microphone centerline. The radar
gun was directed at the departing westbound traffic, thus minimizing the possibility of
individual vehicles slowing down after detecting the radar signal. A team member visually
observed the radar’s digital display, and recorded continuously during each measurement
period at a rate of approximately one reading every 10 seconds. A XYZ Model 405 video
camera was set up on a nearby overpass to record pass-by traffic at the measurement site.
The camera was time-synchronized with the Model 888 meters so that the noise data could
be correlated with the traffic data. A Model 2000 pocket weather meter measured wind
speed and temperature at a relatively exposed position and at an elevation approximately
equal to that of the highest receiver position.”
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Table 18-2 provides a sample of instrumentation log that includes instrumentation type (i.e., sound
level meter, calibrator, radar gun, and video camera). The manufacturers’ recommended calibration
cycle and the most recent calibration date should be recorded.
Table 18-2: Sample Instrumentation Log
Item#

Quantity

Instrument Type
(Description)

Serial
Number

Class
1/2

Frequency
Response

Mfr.
Calibration
Interval

Calibration
Date

1

3

ABC 888

29654

1

Fast

Yearly

June 2017

2

3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

1

GHI 4321 Calibrator

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yearly

June 2017

4

1

DEF radar gun

1331

N/A

N/A

Yearly

April 2017

5

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

XYZ 0123
Windscreen

XYZ 405 Video
Camera
Model 2000 pocket
weather meter

Meteorological Data

The following provides an example of how to describe meteorological conditions that occurred
during noise measurements:
“A weather station continually recorded temperature, humidity, wind speed, and wind
direction data. Wind speed and direction were measured at a height of 25 ft (7.5 m) above
the ground (height equivalent to the highest microphone position); temperature and
humidity were measured at a height of 5 ft (1.5 m) above the ground. In addition, a team
member documented cloud cover periodically along with significant changes in weather
conditions. After the measurements, the average wind speed and average wind direction
relative to magnetic north (degrees) were computed for each five-minute test run. The fiveminute average wind speed and direction were then used in the calculation of the vector
component of wind speed in the x-y plane from the source to receiver for each test run.”
Table 18-3 presents meteorological data. Include start and end times to allow correlation with the
sound level measurement data and traffic data.
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Table 18-3: Meteorological Data
End Time

Cloud
Coverage

Wind
Speed
(mph)

Wind
Direction
()

Temp
(F)

Relative
Humidity
(%)

Vector
Wind
Speed
(mph)

10:00

10:20

Clear

8

N

65

45

6

2

10:20

10:40

Overcast

10.5

S

70

43

7

3

10:40

11:00

Sunny

5

SE

80

46

3

Run #

Start
Time

1

Ground Surface Characterization

The following text is an example of how to document roadway surface and adjacent ground
surfaces.
“The roadway surface was composed of dense-graded asphalt concrete. The roadside terrain
between the road and the receivers was relatively flat and composed of packed clay with lowcut grass. Table 18-4 includes a user key of FHWA TNM ground types to assist in assigning
field conditions with modeling parameters.”
It is recommended that examples of pavement photographs and topography be added.
Table 18-4: Ground Types117
Run #

Pavement 1

Pavement 2

Shoulder

Ground 1

Ground 2

1

Dense Grade

Dense Grade

P

FG

FG

2

Open Grade

Open Grade

P

W

W

3

Average

Average

P

PS

PS

Measurement Procedures

Below is an example of a written description of field measurement procedures:
“At the beginning of the measurement day, the team conducted a complete system check on
the entire measurement system. To establish the electronic noise floor of each system, a
passive microphone simulator was substituted for each microphone. A 30-second recording
sample of pink noise tested the frequency response of each system. In addition, 30 seconds
of calibration data were recorded at the beginning and end of the measurement day. Data
were collected at a rate of one sample per second, with the computing and storing of oneminute equivalent sound levels. At the end of the measurement day, the sound level data
stored in each Model 888, and the meteorological data and traffic volume video counts, were
downloaded to a notebook computer and uploaded as a backup on the cloud for off-line
processing.”

Ground Zone Key: P=Pavement; W=Water; HS=Hard Soil; LS=Loose Soil; La=Lawn; FG=Field Grass;
GS=Granular Snow; PS=Powder Snow; C=Custom.

117
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Acoustical Data

The following is an example of a description of the post-measurement data analysis with a table that
shows the collected data (adjusted for calibration drift, if necessary):
“Processing of the noise data files stored on the notebook computer was accomplished offline, using the utility support software in tandem with the field notes. The utility software
produced a graphical history plot (noise level versus time) for examination of potentially
contaminated data. These field notes were examined and all questionable data highlighted in
the notes were removed. Table 18-5 includes the measurements.”
Include start and end times to allow correlation with the meteorological and traffic data, and for any
adjustments that might need to be made if the measurement was cut short due to unacceptable
conditions (e.g., rain). Also, include the measurement period duration and the measured sound level
data (Leq) for each measurement run. Use an appendix to the measurement documentation if
printouts or tables of the one-minute Leq data used to compute the runs’ results are needed.
Table 18-5: Calibration-adjusted Leq data
Run #

Start Time

End Time

Duration
(min)

Leq (dB)

1

10:00 a.m.

10:20 a.m.

20

70.3

2

10:20 a.m.

10:40 a.m.

20

66.7

3

10:40 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

20

62.7

4

11:00 a.m.

11:15 a.m.

15

64.7

5

11:20 a.m.

11:30 a.m.

10

60.6

6

12:00 p.m.

12:20 p.m.

20

63.6
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19.0 Appendix D: Minimum Separation-Distance Criteria for Noise
Emission Levels
The minimum separation-distance criteria were based on Caltrans’ California vehicle noise emission
levels study.118
The Caltrans study included the following assumptions:
1. Vehicle behaves as a point source (i.e., assumes spherical divergence).
2. Zero ground attenuation of the emission level; the ambient level was at least 10 dB less than
the LAFmx of the observed vehicle.
In general, when a vehicle approaches a measurement microphone at a constant speed, the observed
sound level at the microphone relates to the vehicle position using the following equation:
Equation 19-1: Relationship of Sound Level to Vehicle Position
2

1

20 log10

Δ

2

2

where:
L1 is the emission level of the subject vehicle, Vehicle 1, due entirely to Vehicle 1 at X1;
ΔX is the distance between X1 and X2, or the minimum separation distance to be
determined, in the same units as D; and
D is the distance from the microphone to X1, or 50 ft (15 m) in this case.
L2 represents the emission level of Vehicle 1 transposed by some distance, ΔX, down the
road. If it is assumed that Vehicle 1 and Vehicle 2 are the same, then L2 also represents the
emission level of Vehicle 2, some distance ΔX from Vehicle 1.
Figure 19-1 shows a diagram of the relative position of vehicles X1 and X2 and the microphone.

Hendricks, R.W., California Vehicle Noise Emission Levels, Report No. FHWA/CA/TL-87/03, California Department of
Transportation, January 1987.
118
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Figure 19-1: Diagram of Vehicle Separation Distance and Measurement Microphone

If other vehicles are in proximity of the subject vehicle to be measured, the measured sound level at
the microphone for the subject vehicle may increase due to contamination. A maximum of 0.5 dB
contamination is allowable.
Based on the 0.5-dB criterion, the next step is to determine the associated separation-distance
criteria. Potential sources of contamination include contamination due to ambient noise and
contamination due to other vehicles in proximity of the subject vehicle (Figure 19-2).
The maximum contamination due to ambient noise was determined to be 0.4 dB, assuming the
ambient level is 10 dB less than the LAFmx of observed vehicles. Consequently, the maximum
allowable contamination due to subsequent vehicles is 0.1 dB, based on the 0.5-dB contamination
criterion.
The emission level due to a subsequent vehicle, Vehicle 2 in the case of Figure 19-1, must be at least
15.9 dB below that of the subject vehicle, Vehicle 1. This ensures that subsequent vehicles cause no
more than 0.1-dB contamination. The next step is to determine the separation distance associated
with the 15.9-dB requirement.
Substitute the following values into Equation 19-1 to solve for ΔX, the separation distance
(Equation 19-2; also accounts for difference in sound level between vehicle 1 and vehicle 2):
L1 = LAFmx
L2 = LAFmx-15.9
D = 50 ft (15 m)
Equation 19-2: Required Distance to Avoid Contamination

Δ

50

10

.

|

|

50

where:
ΔX is the minimum separation distance to avoid contamination; and
Δ sound level = difference in sound level between vehicle 1 and vehicle 2.
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Figure 19-2: Minimum Separation Distance Between Two Similar Vehicles

The minimum separation distance between similar vehicles required to ensure that the total
contamination is not greater than 0.5 dB is 308 ft (93.9 m) for REMELs measured at 50 ft (15 m).
Assuming a heavy truck is 10 dB louder than an automobile at comparable speeds, then the
minimum separation distance between an automobile and a heavy truck is 985 ft (300.2 m).
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20.0 Appendix E: Simplified Manual Prediction Method for Rail
Noise
In some cases, it is necessary to predict rail noise to help with establishing existing noise, to help
with designing highway noise abatement, or to screen for rail noise impacts. This section provides a
method for predicting rail noise for such cases.
There are two main steps in predicting rail noise levels following the General Assessment Method in
FTA’s guidance:119
1. Determine the noise source reference levels.
2. Estimate the rail noise at receiver locations.
A simplification of this method is provided here to estimate rail noise sound levels. Shown below are
details for each step based on FTA guidance combined with FRA guidance.120 (If updated FTA and
FRA guidance becomes available, reference such guidance for prediction method refinements.)
Determine Noise Source Reference Levels

The most typical rail noise sources include freight rail, commuter rail, and light rail. Table 20-1
shows associated source levels (SEL) at a distance of 50 ft (15 m) and speed of 50 mph (80 kmh).
Horns for freight rail and commuter rail are included in the table and should be applied for track
segments within 0.25 mile (0.40 km) of a grade crossing. Special trackwork, crossing bells, and other
stationary noise sources may also contribute to the sound at a receptor location. If such elements are
suspected to contribute to the received noise levels, then reference FTA and FRA guidance to apply
methods to further refine the predicted rail noise levels, including stationary sources. Compared to
horns, elements such as crossing bells may be negligible. (There are some adjustments for track type
and track crossovers included in the calculations in this section, in Table 20-2.)
Table 20-1: Reference Levels for Typical Rail Noise Sources—SELs 50 ft (15 m) from Track,
50 mph (80 kmh)
Reference SEL
(SELref), dBA

Source

Type

Freight Rail

Locomotive

97

Freight Rail

Freight and Hopper Cars

100

Freight Rail

Horn (within one-quarter mile of grade crossing)

110

Commuter Rail

Locomotive, Diesel-electric

92

Commuter Rail

Locomotive, Electric

90

Commuter Rail

Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU)

85

Commuter Rail

Cars

82

Hanson, et al., Transit Noise and Vibration Impact, Report No. FTA-VA-90-1003-06, Federal Transit Administration
(FTA), 2006.
120 Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, CREATE Railroad Noise Model User Guide, prepared for FRA, 2006.
119
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Reference SEL
(SELref), dBA

Source

Type

Commuter Rail

Horn (within one-quarter mile of grade crossing)

110

Light Rail

Cars, assuming at-grade, ballast, welded rail

82

*Note: Levels for other rail sources can be found in FTA guidance.

Estimate the Noise at Receiver Locations

Incorporate other track, train, and operational parameters to predict noise at receiver locations, as
appropriate:









Number of train pass-bys during the peak hour.
Number of train pass-bys during the day (7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and night (10:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m.).
Train speed in miles per hour (mph), maximum expected.
Number of locomotives and cars per train.
Track type.
Track alignment (to extract distances to receivers).
Location of rail crossings (to know when to include train horns).
Location of noise barriers and building rows.

After acquiring the appropriate information, use the equations in Table 20-2 to calculate a one-hour
A-weighted equivalent sound level (shown as Leq(h) in the table) for each source type, based on the
SELref levels shown in Table 20-2. Then combine the noise sources to obtain the worst hour sound
level (shown as Leq(h), Combo in the table). It may be necessary to compute the combined totals with and
without warning horns, since some neighborhoods along the corridor may be exposed to horn noise
whereas others may not. To apply the day-night average sound level (DNL) metric, first calculate
Lday and Lnight, then combine as shown to get Ldn, also shown in the table. Some sources may be
different distances from the receiver of interest. An example is a case with both freight and light-rail
tracks.
Table 20-2: Computation of Rail Noise at the Reference Distance of 50 ft (15 m)
Source

Equation to compute level at 50 ft (15 m)

10 log

,

K log

Locomotives

50

10 log

5 log

42

35.6

10 log

,

20 log

Rail Vehicles (cars,
including light rail)

10 log
Locomotive Warning
Horns

50

10 log

,

50
50
10 log
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10 log
5 log

42
10 log

35.6
5 log

35.6
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Source

Equation to compute level at 50 ft (15 m)
,

10 log

Transit Warning
Horns

10 log

10 log

,

Combined Peak
Hour*

10

Combined Daytime*

Lday

Combined
Nighttime*

Lnight

Leq h where V

Combined Day/Night

L
NLoco

5 log

50

10

,

,

⁄

35.6

42
⁄

10
10

Vnight

10 log

10

⁄

9

10

S

= train speed, mph

V

= average hourly volume of train traffic, trains per hour

D

= distance to receiver, in feet

Vday

⁄

= average number of cars per train
= constant
+5 for jointed track or for a crossover within 300 ft
+4 for aerial structure with slab track
+3 for embedded track on grade
0 for ballast & tie track on grade
-5 if a noise barrier blocks the line of sight (follow FTA guidance if a more refined
shielding effect is necessary, e.g. for a tall barrier that would provide more than 5 dB
noise reduction)
-4.5 dB shielding for first row of buildings, -1.5 dB for every subsequent row up to a
maximum of -10 dB attenuation

= average hourly daytime volume of train traffic, trains per hour
number of trains, 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. / 15 hours

Vnight

13.8

= average number of locomotives per train
= constant
-10 for passenger diesel
0 for DMUs
+10 for electric

Adjtrack

⁄

,

= sound level as defined in “Source” column, A-weighted decibels

K

NCars

⁄

,

Vday

Leq h where V
15

10 log

50

= average hourly nighttime volume of train traffic, trains per hour
= number of trains, 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. / 9 hours

*Include only sources that apply.
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21.0 Appendix F: Noise Metric Conversions
Since different modes of transportation utilize different noise descriptors or “metrics,” it is
necessary to convert from one noise metric to another to combine them into a single sound level.
The subsection below describes the conversion of worst highway noise hour to the day-night
average sound level (DNL). Appendix A includes noise metric definitions.
Converting Worst Hour Highway Traffic Noise to DNL

Before discussing conversion of worst hour highway traffic noise to DNL, note that DNL for traffic
noise can be obtained using other methods. For predictions, it is possible to calculate DNL using
the FHWA TNM; rather than the DNL calculations in FHWA TNM that assume equal traffic
volumes every hour, an alternative is to use FHWA TNM to predict noise for each time of day, and
combine the levels as shown in Appendix A, definition for Day-Night Average Sound Level. For
measurements, it is possible to measure a representative equivalent sound level for each time of day
then combine these to get DNL (again, see equations in the definition for Day-Night Average
Sound Level in the Terminology section, Appendix A).
The following text discusses converting the worst hour highway traffic noise to DNL. The methods
discussed here are based on those seen the 1982 FHWA document, Advanced Prediction and Abatement
of Highway Traffic Noise121 and Caltrans protocol document.122 The conversions are an approximation
of DNL based on the following assumptions: 1) 24-hour traffic mixes remain constant and that
traffic speeds do not change; 2) peak hour traffic coincides with the worst hour Leq, which is often
not true.
To convert worst hour Leq to DNL, make adjustments from a reference condition that assumes
traffic volumes, speeds, and mixes remain constant throughout the entire 24 hours. In addition,
know the following parameters:




Average daily traffic (ADT).
Estimate of the peak hour traffic volume.
Estimate of the day and night traffic volume split.

Assuming that the worst hour equivalent sound level was already determined at the point of interest
for the highway, the steps to determine DNL are as follows:
1. Determine the peak hour percentage of the 24-hour highway traffic volume.
2. Determine the daytime and nighttime percentages of the 24-hour volume.
3. Use the charts in Table 21-1 and Table 21-2 to obtain adjustments 1 and 2.
4. The day-night level is then the summation of the worst hour Leq with 1 and 2.
This approximation for the DNL incorporates the preceding assumptions. It also assumes that the
volume percentages used in the charts in Table 21-1 and Table 21-2 are appropriate to both
Advanced Prediction and Abatement of Highway Traffic Noise, Federal Highway Administration, Office of Environmental
Policy, June 1982.
122 Technical Noise Supplement to the Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol, California Department of Transportation, 2013.
121
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automobiles and heavy trucks. The method is relatively insensitive to these assumptions, however,
since it has been found for many roadways studied that the DNL is equal to the peak hour
Leq + 2 dB. This makes sense looking at the charts for typical traffic flows in which the peak hour
percentage ranges from 8% to 12% and the nighttime percentage of the ADT ranges from 10% to
20%.
Table 21-1: Volume Percentages
Peak Hour % ADT

1 (dB)

4

0.2

5

-0.8

6

-1.6

7

-2.3

8

-2.8

9

-3.3

10

-3.8

11

-4.2

12

-4.6

13

-4.9

14

-5.3

15

-5.6

17

-6.1

20

-6.8

Table 21-2: Volume Percentages by Time of Day
Day % ADT

Night % ADT

2 (dB)

100

0

0

95

5

1.6

90

10

2.8

85

15

3.7

80

20

4.5

75

25

5.1

70

30

5.7

65

35

6.2

60

40

6.6

The DNL for highway noise is expressed as
Equation 21-1: Convert Highway Worst Hour Leq to DNL (Ldn)

Ldn, highway

Leq h , highway

∆1

∆2 dB

An alternative to using the tables above is to apply the following equation, which corrects for the
peak hour and nighttime penalty:
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Equation 21-2: Convert Highway Worst Hour Leq to DNL (Ldn) without Tables

Ldn, highway

Leq h , highway

10 log10 4.17 / P

10 log10 D

where:
Ldn, highway is the DNL for highway noise;
Leq(h), highway is the worst hour sound level for highway noise;
P is the peak hour volume % of ADT;
D is the daytime fraction of ADT (%volume/100);
N is the nighttime fraction of ADT (%volume/100); and
D + N = 1.
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Virtual Public Hearing for FM 1641/FM 548 Improvements

Farm to Market Road (FM) 1641
From FM 548 to FM 148
and
FM 548 from FM 1641 to United States (US) 80
Kaufman County, Texas
CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
June 30, 2020

The FM 1641 reconstruction project includes widening approximately 0.2 miles of FM 548 and approximately 5.4 miles of FM 1641.
The existing FM 548 is a 4-lane urban roadway, and the existing FM 1641 is a rural 2-lane roadway. Both roadways would be
reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) section with turn lanes. A raised median would be added, and 14-foot wide
shared-use lanes to accommodate bicycles and 6-foot wide sidewalks would be added in each direction. The existing right-of-way
(ROW) width is approximately 90 feet wide with the proposed project ROW width being approximately 130 feet wide. Approximately
20.3 acres of new ROW and 3.0 acres of permanent drainage easements would be required to accommodate the proposed
improvements.
This virtual hearing begins on June 30, 2020 and will remain available online through the comment period deadline of July
15, 2020. During this time, please view the video presentation and exhibits provided on this site to learn about the project, and
provide your comments.

PRESENTATION
Click this link to view the narrated video presentation: https://youtu.be/Akmqh-KqdKQ
EXHIBITS
You may click on any of the project exhibits below to view them at full size.

Click the links below to view the Approved Schematic for the FM 1641/FM 548 project. The Roll Index provides an overview to help
locate your property on the map rolls.
Roll Index
ROLL 1: From US 80 Frontage Rd to East of Nicole Lane
ROLL 2: From East of Nicole Lane to East of Helms Trail

ROLL 3: From East of Helms Trail to East of IH 20
ROLL 4: From East of IH 20 to East of FM 148
The video links below provide a view of how the proposed roadway is expected to operate with and without the proposed
improvements:
2045 Build Alternative – This animation shows the roadway in 2045 with the proposed improvements in place. These
improvements are outlined in the presentation and include expanding the roadway to 4 lanes and adding turn lanes:
https://youtu.be/GoYHpjgHnfg
2045 No Build Alternative – This animation shows the roadway in 2045 if the proposed improvements are not constructed:
https://youtu.be/ry10lebo24w

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT

The environmental technical reports for this project may be accessed via the links below:
FM 1641 Project Description and Scoping
FM 1641 Air Quality – Congestion Management Process
FM 1641 Archeology Background Study
FM 1641 Biology Species Analysis
FM 1641 Community Impacts Analysis
FM 1641 Hazardous Materials Initial Site Assessment
FM 1641 Historic Resources Studies
FM 1641 Noise Analysis
FM 1641 Surface Water Analysis
FM 1641 Public Meeting Documentation
Following this public hearing, the environmental document will be finalized for environmental clearance, anticipated in August 2020.
RIGHT-OF-WAY (ROW) INFORMATION
The proposed project would require approximately 20.3 acres of new ROW and 3.0 acres of permanent drainage easements.
Although additional ROW would be required, no residential or non-residential structures are anticipated to be displaced at this time.
Information about the process for state purchase of ROW and relocation assistance may be found in the following pamphlets:
Relocation Assistance: ENGLISH or SPANISH
State Purchase of ROW: ENGLISH or SPANISH
HOW TO PROVIDE COMMENTS
The deadline for providing comments is July 15, 2020.

Comments may be provided online, or by mail, email, or voicemail, as explained below.
Comment Online: Comments may be completed and submitted online by clicking this link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FM1641_Kaufman
Comment via Email or Mail: The PDF Comment Form may be completed on the computer or printed and handwritten, and can be
submitted by email or mail. Click the links below for the PDF Comment Form.
PDF Comment Form: ENGLISH or SPANISH
Email comments to Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov

Mail comments to:
TxDOT Dallas District Office
Attention Nelson Underwood, P.E.
4777 East US Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150-6643
Verbal Testimony: Call (469) 708-3179 and leave your comment on the voicemail. For the official documentation, please clearly
state your name and address before your verbal comment. You will be able to record a 3-minute long verbal comment. Your
comment will be transcribed and included in the hearing documentation.
QUESTIONS?
Contact the TxDOT project manager, Nelson Underwood, P.E., to ask questions about the project at Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov
or (214) 320-6628.
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Copyright TxDOT
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Virtual Public Hearing in Response to Public Health

TxDOT changed the in-person
public hearing to a virtual format
only, in response to the COVID-19
outbreak.
The virtual public hearing and
TxDOT website will provide the
same information as an in-person
hearing would have.
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Virtual Public Hearing Purpose

1. Inform the public of project status and present
recommendations.
2. Describe the project so the public can determine how they may
be affected.
3. Provide the public the opportunity to provide input.
4. Develop a record of public participation.
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How to Submit Your Comments
Please submit your comments regarding the design modifications presented in
this Virtual Public Hearing by using any of the four methods below by our
deadline, July 15, 2020.

Comment Online

Email Us

Click the provided link
on the website

Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov

Mail-in
Comments

Leave a
Voicemail

TxDOT Dallas District Office
Attn: Nelson Underwood, P.E.
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150

(469) 708-3179

For general questions about the presentation or the project, please contact
TxDOT Project Manager, Nelson Underwood, P.E. at
Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
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Viewing Design Schematic and Environmental Documentation

Websites
– www.keepitmovingdallas.com/
Under “Public Hearings/Meetings”
– www.txdot.gov
Search “Hearings and Meetings Schedule”
– www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641
Direct site link to the posted materials
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Project Location, Need and Purpose
 Project Limits:
– FM 1641
• From: FM 548
• To: FM 148
– FM 548
• From: US 80
• To: FM 1641
– Kaufman County
– Project length –
Approximately 5.6 miles
 Need for the Project:
– Fails to meet current design
standards and population
growth.
 Project Purpose:
– Reduce traffic congestion,
enhance operations of the
roadway, improve safety,
increase mobility, and added
capacity.
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Existing Roadway

 Existing FM 1641 (from FM 548 to FM 148):
– Mainly consists of two undivided 11-foot wide rural lanes with 3-foot wide shoulders.
– No median.
– Intersected by two major collector roadways:
• I-20

• FM 548

– Existing right-of-way (ROW) width varies from 90 to 125 feet.
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Existing Roadway

 Existing FM 548 (from US 80 to FM 1641 ):
– Mainly consists of two 11-foot wide northbound travel lanes and two 11-foot wide
southbound travel lanes.
– Median present.
– Railroad tracks crossing near East Broad Street.
– Intersected by two major collector roadways:
• E. Broad Street

• E. US 80
– Existing ROW width varies from 130 to 140 feet.
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Proposed Roadway- From US 80 to IH 20

 Project improvements would also include:
– Widening approximately 0.22 mile of FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641 and widening
approximately 4.34 miles of FM 1641 from FM 548 to IH 20.
– Both roadways reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) with turn lanes.
– Two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide travel lanes with a 42-foot wide
raised median.
– Shared use path for bicycles and pedestrians in each direction.
– Proposed ROW width from 120 feet to approximately 155 feet.
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Proposed Roadway- From IH 20 to FM 148

 Project improvements would include:
– Widening approximately 1.07 miles of FM 1641 from IH 20 to FM 148.
– Roadway reconstructed to an urban 4-lane section with a two-way-left-turn-lane.
– Two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide travel lanes with a 20-foot
wide two-way-left-turn-lane.
– Shared use path for bicycles and pedestrians in each direction.
– Proposed ROW width from 130 to approximately 155 feet.
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Utility Adjustments

 Underground and overhead utilities
–Utility adjustments and relocations throughout the
corridor would be required prior to construction.
–The adjustments and relocation of any utilities would
be managed so that no substantial interruptions
would occur.
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Projected Cost and Schedule

Anticipated Ready to Let Date
2022

Estimated Total Project Cost
Approximately $57.6 Million
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Review and Approval of Environmental Document

The environmental review, consultation, and other
actions required by applicable Federal environmental
laws for this project are being, or have been, carriedout by TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a
Memorandum of Understanding dated December 9,
2019, and executed by FHWA and TxDOT.
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Environmental Review / Impacts Addressed

 Right-of-Way/Displacements

 Water Resources

 Traffic Noise

 Wetlands/Waters of the U.S.

 Community/Socio-economic

 Biological Resources

 Air Quality

 Hazardous Materials

 Visual/Aesthetics

 Indirect and Cumulative
Effects

 Archeological Resources
 Historic Resources
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Environmental Review – Right-of-Way

 Proposed Right-of-Way (ROW)
– Approximately 22.26 acres of new ROW and 0.24 acre of
permanent drainage easements.
– The ROW would be acquired from numerous properties along
the east and west sides of the project.
– No displacements would occur.
– All ROW acquisition would be completed in accordance with
the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended.
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Environmental Review- Cultural Resources

 Cultural Resources
– No historic-age buildings meet eligibility criteria for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
– An archeological study concluded that the project will have
no effect on archeological historic properties.
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Environmental Review- Floodplains

 Floodplains
– The majority of the project area is outside FEMA designated
100-year flood hazard areas.
– One flood hazard area associated with an intermittent
tributary to Buffalo Creek.
– Hydraulic design would be in accordance with TxDOT
policies.
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Environmental Review- Waters of the U.S./Wetlands

 Waters of the U.S., including Wetlands
– The proposed project would result in the permanent fill of
approximately 0.19 acre of streams.
– Activities would be authorized under a Clean Water Act
Section 404 Nationwide Permit 14.
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Environmental Review- Hazardous Materials

 Hazardous Materials
– There were no sites considered to be an environmental risk
to this proposed project.
– Any unanticipated hazardous materials impacts
encountered shall be addressed with the requirements by
TxDOT and standard specifications.
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Environmental Review- Traffic Noise

 Traffic Noise
– A Traffic Noise Analysis was completed in accordance with
TxDOT and FHWA guidelines.
– Six modeled noise receivers are expected to be impacted.
– Noise abatement would be feasible and reasonable for three
of the modeled noise receivers.
• These receivers represent 29 single-family residences.
• Three barriers are being proposed to help reduce the noise
levels.
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Environmental Review- Conclusion

 Conclusion
– Studies, analyses, and evaluation of the proposed project
indicate no significant impacts
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Next Steps and Timeline
 Public Comment Period (ends July 15, 2020)

Next Steps:

 Anticipated Environmental Clearance (Summer 2020)
 PS&E Plan Preparation
 Funding
 Approval of Construction Plans

Project Timeline:
Public Meeting Held - July 11, 2019
Schematic Approved - March 2020
Public Hearing Held - June 30, 2020
ENV Clearance Anticipated - Summer 2020
Right of Way Acquisition Begins – Fall 2020
Anticipated Ready to Let Date – 2022
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We Request Your Feedback
Please submit your comments regarding the design modifications presented in
this Virtual Public Hearing by using any of the four methods below by our
deadline, July 15, 2020.

Comment Online

Email Us

Click the provided link
on the website

Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov

Mail-in
Comments

Leave a
Voicemail

TxDOT Dallas District Office
Attn: Nelson Underwood, P.E.
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150

(469) 708-3179

For general questions about the presentation or the project, please contact
TxDOT Project Manager, Nelson Underwood, P.E. at
Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
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Thank you for your interest in the
FM 1641/ 548 Project
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Virtual Public Hearing
Video Presentation
Narration

SLIDE 1 – Title Slide
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the FM 1641/ 548 virtual public hearing.
interest in the Project and welcome each of you.

We appreciate your

Please note you can pause this presentation at any point to allow more time to view the slides.
SLIDE 2 – Public Hearing Purpose
Given the unique circumstance of the COVID-19 outbreak, along with our commitment to protecting
public health during this national emergency, TxDOT is conducting this virtual public hearing to avoid
in-person contact. At this time, the virtual format will be in lieu of an in-person public hearing.
The presentation will cover the same information the Dallas District would have shared at the in-person
public hearing. However, the comment process will be different. Details on how to submit a comment
and have your questions addressed will be covered later on in this presentation. All project information
can be found on the TxDOT website.
SLIDE 3 – Public Hearing Purpose
This virtual public hearing has been convened by the Texas Department of Transportation and is being
held to receive and consider comments from the public regarding the Project.
You may have attended previous public hearings conducted by the Texas Department of
Transportation. However, for the benefit of those of you who have never attended one, I would like to
explain why and how the Department conducts a public hearing.
A public hearing has four essential purposes:
1. Inform the public of the status of planning on the project and present the recommendations based
on studies performed to date.
2. Describe the project so those attending can determine the project’s potential to affect their lives and
property.
3. Provide the public an opportunity to see information and express their views at this stage in the
planning process when flexibility to respond to comments still exists and before location and design
decisions are finalized.
4. And finally, to develop a record of public views and participation to accompany recommendations
for subsequent decisions.
This virtual public hearing is being held in compliance with both federal and state laws. A transcript of
this hearing will be made available for the official record.
SLIDE 4 – Comments
Following this virtual public hearing, the Department will proceed with the preparation of the final
environmental documentation. Your statements and comments will be addressed in this document and
will be given full consideration in the preparation of the final recommendation and design for the Project.
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Comments will be accepted in a number of ways. You may fill out a Comment Online, submit a written
comment via email to Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov, submit a written comment via mail to TxDOT
Dallas District Office, Attention Nelson Underwood, P.E. 4777 E. Highway 80, Mesquite, TX 75150, or
leave a verbal comment via voicemail at 469-708-3179. There is a link for a PDF Comment Form that
can be filled out on the computer and emailed to the address provided, or printed, filled out by hand,
and then mailed to the address provided.
Comments must be received or postmarked within 15 days of the hearing date, which is July 15, 2020,
to be part of the official virtual public hearing record.
Questions on this project may be directed to the TxDOT project manager, Nelson Underwood, P.E. at
Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
SLIDE 5 – Viewing Design Schematic and Documentation
I will now explain the design aspects of the project. The design schematic and environmental
documentation for the Project may be viewed at www.keepitmovingdallas.com under “Public Hearings
/ Meetings,” at www.txdot.gov
by searching “Hearings and Meetings Schedule, or on
www.keepitmovingdallas.com/FM1641.” The information on these websites is the same information
being presented in this speech.
SLIDE 6 – Project Location, Need and Purpose
TxDOT is proposing to widen an approximate 5.6-mile long section of FM 1641/ 548 in Kaufman
County. The reconstruction project includes widening approximately 0.22 miles of FM 548 and
approximately 5.44 miles of FM 1641.
The proposed project is needed because the existing FM 1641 and FM 548 within the project limits fails
to meet current design standards and is inadequate to meet current and future traffic volumes, resulting
in congestion and reduced mobility.
The purpose of the proposed project is to provide infrastructure options to reduce traffic congestion
on the existing roadways; to improve operations of the roadway; to provide a safer, more convenient
route for traveling through the area; to increase mobility (including pedestrian and bicycle
accommodations); and, to add capacity.
SLIDE 7– Existing Roadway
The existing FM 1641 facility from FM 548 to FM 148 in Kaufman County mainly consists of a one 11foot wide northbound travel lane, one 11-foot wide southbound travel lane rural roadway with no median
and 3-foot-wide shoulders. There are two existing bridges over FM 1641 where I-20 crosses. The
facility is intersected by two major collectors, including I-20, FM 548, and other minor collectors and
local roads. There are right and left-turn lanes present at key intersections and school entrances.
Existing posted speed limits are 35 miles per hour at school zones, and 40 to 55 miles per hour in other
sections of the corridor. The existing FM 1641 right-of-way width ranges from 90 to 125 feet.
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SLIDE 8– Existing Roadway
The existing FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641 in Kaufman County is an urban roadway consisting of two
11-foot wide northbound travel lanes and two 11-foot wide southbound travel lanes with a median.
Along the FM 548 section, there are railroad tracks crossing FM 548 near East Broad Street. The facility
is intersected by two major collectors, including E. Broad Street and E. US 80. There are right and leftturn lanes present at key intersections. Existing posted speed limit is 40 miles per hour. The existing
FM 548 right-of-way width ranges from 130 to 140 feet
SLIDE 9 – Proposed Roadway- From US 80 to IH 20
The proposed project includes widening approximately 0.22 mile of FM 548 from US 80 to FM 1641
and widening approximately 4.34 miles of FM 1641 from FM 548 to IH 20. Both roadways would be
reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane). This section of the proposed project would consist
of two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide travel lanes, with a 42-foot wide raised median,
and a shared use path in each direction to accommodate bicycles and pedestrians. Turning lanes will
be provided within the median at some locations. The proposed right-of-way width would range from a
minimum of 120 feet to a maximum of approximately 155 feet.
SLIDE 10 – Proposed Roadway- From IH 20 to FM 148
This section of the proposed project would consist of widening and reconstructing approximately 1.07
miles of FM 1641 from IH 20 to FM 148 to an urban 4-lane section with a two-way-left-turn-lane. This
section of the proposed project would consist of two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide
travel lanes with a 20-foot wide two-way-left-turn-lane and a shared use path in each direction to
accommodate bicycles and pedestrians. The proposed right-of-way width would range from a minimum
of 130 feet to a maximum of approximately 155 feet. Approximately 22.26 acres of new right-of-way
and 0.24 acre of permanent drainage easements would be required to accommodate the proposed
improvements for the entire proposed project. Proposed easements would be located at strategic
stream crossing areas. Proposed drainage would be curb and gutter.
SLIDE 11 – Utility Adjustments
Utility adjustments and relocations throughout the corridor would be required prior to construction.
The adjustments and relocation of any utilities would be managed so that no substantial interruptions
would occur.
SLIDE 12 – Projected Cost & Schedule
The Project is anticipated to be Ready to Let by 2022 and will take approximately 3 years to construct.
“Letting” is when TxDOT notifies the construction community that a project is ready to be bid on.
Construction on a project begins after the letting process is complete. The total estimated construction
cost for the project is approximately $57.6 million.
The project is unfunded and cannot be let until funding is identified.
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This concludes the project information and design portion of the presentation. The next few slides will
provide an overview of the environmental evaluation for the proposed FM 1641/ 548 Project.
SLIDE 13 – Review and Approval of Environmental Document
Prior to December 16, 2014, the Federal Highway Administration, or FHWA, reviewed and approved
documents prepared under the National Environmental Policy Act, known as NEPA; however, on
December 16, 2014 the Texas Department of Transportation assumed responsibility from FHWA
through a Memorandum of Understanding to review and approve certain assigned NEPA environmental
documents. This Memorandum of Understanding between TxDOT and FHWA was updated on
December 9, 2019. The review and approval process applies to this project.
Environmental studies were conducted for the proposed Project to support an environmental clearance
in accordance with NEPA. These environmental analyses are necessary to identify, avoid, and
minimize effects to the Human and Natural Environments.
The technical environmental documentation was approved for further processing by TxDOT and was
coordinated with other public agencies. Notices for this public hearing were advertised in the Dallas
Morning News, Al Día, and Forney Messenger, on the TxDOT.gov website under “Hearings and
Meetings Schedule” and on Keepitmovingdallas.com under “Public Hearings and Meetings.” The
TxDOT Public Information Office also prepared a news media release to advertise the public hearing.
The TxDOT technical reports and roadway design schematics are available at
Keepitmovingdallas.com. and txdot.gov.
SLIDE 14 – Environmental Review / Impacts Addressed
The technical documentation for this project addresses the potential environmental impacts identified
during the preliminary engineering of the proposed project. These areas of potential impacts included
natural, social, and cultural resources. This slide shows a list of all resources that were evaluated during
the environmental analyses. The following slides include a summary of those findings.
SLIDE 15 – Environmental Review / Right-of-Way
A total of approximately 22.26 acres of new ROW and 0.24 acre of permanent drainage easements
would be required to complete the proposed improvements. Right-of-way would be acquired from
numerous properties along both the east and west side of the project. No businesses or residents
would be displaced.
No public facilities such as parks, recreational areas, churches, schools, or cemeteries, would be
displaced as a result of the construction of the project.
All ROW acquisition would be completed in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended. Brochures titled “The Purchase of Right
of Way,” and “Relocation Assistance,” are available on our website at Keep It Moving Dallas. These
materials contain detailed information to inform you of your rights and provide information about the
TxDOT ROW acquisition process.
SLIDE 16 – Environmental Review- Cultural Resources
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TxDOT historians evaluated historic-age structures constructed prior to 1978 and found that there were
no structures that that would meet eligibility criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
A background archeological study concluded that the project will have no effect on archeological historic
properties. No further work is recommended at this time.
SLIDE 17 – Floodplains
A majority of the project area is outside FEMA designated 100-year flood hazard areas. The only flood
hazard area is associated with an intermittent tributary to Buffalo Creek. The hydraulic design for this
project would be in accordance with current TxDOT policies.
SLIDE 18 – Waters of the U.S./Wetlands
The proposed project would result in the permanent fill of approximately 0.19 acre of streams
associated with waters of the U.S. Regulated activities would be authorized under a Clean Water Act
Section 404 Nationwide Permit 14.
SLIDE 19 – Hazardous Materials
There were no sites considered to be an environmental risk to the proposed project.
Any unanticipated hazardous materials impacts encountered during project construction and the site
already discovered shall be addressed in accordance with regulatory requirements and TxDOT
standard specifications
SLIDE 20 – Traffic Noise
A Traffic Noise Analysis was conducted in accordance with TxDOT’s FHWA-approved 2011
Guidelines for Analysis and Abatement of Roadway Traffic Noise. Based on the analysis, six
receptors are expected to be impacted by noise. Noise abatement options were considered for these
receptors in accordance with TxDOT and FHWA criteria. It was determined that noise barriers would
be feasible and reasonable for the three of the six impacted receivers representing 29 single-family
residences and, therefore, are proposed for incorporation into the project.
SLIDE 21 – Conclusion
Based on the studies thus far, the environmental investigations indicate that the proposed project
would have no significant impacts on the quality of the human environment. Revisions may be made
to the environmental documents to either update them or address the needs of the state and federal
agencies. Revisions may also result from considerations of public comments received during the
comment period. After all necessary revisions are provided, a Categorical Exclusion determination is
anticipated for this project.
SLIDE 22 – Next Steps and Timeline
The public comment period for the proposed project ends July 15, 2020. Following this Virtual Public
hearing, documentation of this public hearing will be reviewed by TxDOT for final environmental
clearance and design approval. If there are no major issues arising from this hearing that cannot be
addressed in a reasonable time frame, final environmental clearance is expected by Summer 2020.
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The project has an anticipated Ready to Let Date of 2022. Construction is anticipated to last for
approximately 3 years.
This concludes the environmental evaluation portion of the presentation.
SLIDE 23 – Public Comments
As mentioned earlier, comments will be accepted in four ways, which are outlined on this slide.
All comments will be fully considered and responded to in the project record and made part of the
final environmental document for this proposed project. This document will then be made available for
public review online at www.keepitmovingdallas.com under Upcoming Public Hearing/Meeting and
www.txdot.gov by searching “Hearings and Meetings Schedule.”
All of your statements, comments and questions will be given careful consideration before final
design features are determined. Additionally, all information developed for the proposed design is
available for public inspection and copying at www.keepitmovingdallas.com under Upcoming Public
Hearing / Meeting, or on www.txdot.gov by searching “Hearings and Meetings Schedule.” As a
reminder, all comments must be received or postmarked by July 15, 2020.
SLIDE 24 – “Thank You for your Interest” / Hearing is now Adjourned
Ladies and gentlemen, we sincerely appreciate your attendance and interest concerning the
proposed design of the FM 1641/ 548 Project. Your questions, comments and concerns will receive
careful consideration.
Thank you, this concludes the formal presentation. We are now adjourned.
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Exhibits

VIRTUAL PUBLIC HEARING
FARM-TO-MARKET (FM) 1641
AND
FM 548 PROJECT
KAUFMAN COUNTY

TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 2020
6:00 PM

CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

VIRTUAL PUBLIC HEARING IN
RESPONSE TO PUBLIC HEALTH
2

TxDOT changed the in-person public
hearing to a virtual format only, in
response to the COVID-19 outbreak.
The virtual public hearing and TxDOT
website will provide the same
information as an in-person hearing
would have.

CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Assignment to the
Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT)
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by
applicable Federal environmental laws for this project are being, or
have been, carried-out by TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a
Memorandum of Understanding dated December 9, 2019, and
executed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and TxDOT.
La revisión ambiental, consultas y otras acciones requeridas por las
leyes ambientales federales aplicables para este proyecto están siendo
o han sido, llevado a cabo por TxDOT - en virtud de 23 USC 327 y un
Memorando de Entendimiento del 9 de diciembre de 2019, y
ejecutado por la FHWA y el TxDOT.

WE INVITE YOU TO:
 Learn about the proposed FM 1641/
548 Project
 Review an approved schematic of the
design
 Provide comments on the proposed
project

CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

Existing Roadway: FM 1641 (From FM 548 to FM 148)

4

 Mainly consists of two undivided 11-foot wide rural lanes with 3-foot wide shoulders.
 No median.
 Intersected by two major collector roadways:
• I-20

• FM 548

 Existing right-of-way (ROW) width varies from 90 to 125 feet.
CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

Existing Roadway: FM 548 (From US 80 to FM 1641)

5

 Mainly consists of two 11-foot wide northbound travel lanes and two 11-foot wide
southbound travel lanes.
 Median present.
 Railroad tracks crossing near East Broad Street.
 Intersected by two major collector roadways:
• E. Broad Street

• E. US 80

 Existing ROW width varies from 130 to 140 feet.
CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

Proposed Roadway- From US 80 to IH 20

6

 Project improvements would also include:
– Widening approximately 0.22 mile of FM 548 and widening approximately 4.34 miles of FM 1641.
– Both roadways reconstructed to an urban 4-lane (ultimate 6-lane) with turn lanes.
– Two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide travel lanes with a 42-foot wide raised median.
– Shared use path for bicycles and pedestrians in each direction.
– Proposed ROW width from 120 feet to approximately 155 feet.
CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

Proposed Roadway- From IH 20 to FM 148

7

 Project improvements would include:
– Widening approximately 1.07 miles of FM 1641.
– Roadway reconstructed to an urban 4-lane section with a two-way-left-turn-lane.
– Two northbound and two southbound 12-foot wide travel lanes with a 20-foot wide two-way-left-turnlane.
– Shared use path for bicycles and pedestrians in each direction.
– Proposed ROW width from 130 to approximately 155 feet.
CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020
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Project Timeline
Environmental
Clearance
Anticipated

Schematic
Approved

Anticipated
Ready to Let
Date

Public
Meeting
Held

Public
Hearing
Held

Right of Way
Acquisition
Begins

July 11,
2019

June 30,
2020

Fall
2020

March
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*Dates are subject to change.
CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

Summer
2020

2022

We Request Your Feedback
Please submit your comments regarding the design modifications presented in this
Virtual Public Hearing by using any of the four methods below by July 15, 2020.
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Comment Online
Click the provided link
on the website

Email Us
Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov

Mail-in
Comments
TxDOT Dallas District Office
Attn: Nelson Underwood, P.E.
4777 E. Highway 80
Mesquite, TX 75150

Leave a
Voicemail
(469) 708-3179

For general questions about the presentation or the project, please contact
TxDOT Project Manager, Nelson Underwood, P.E. at
Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
CSJs: 1217-01-019 & 2588-01-020

Thank you for your interest in the
FM 1641/ 548 Project
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Comment Forms

Virtual Public Hearing Comment Form
Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 1641

From FM 548 to FM 148
and
FM 548 From United States (US) 80 to FM 1641
Kaufman County, Texas
CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
Tuesday, June 30, 2020
The Texas Department of Transportation is seeking your comments on the proposed project. All written
comments are welcome. All written comments must be received or postmarked by Wednesday,
July 15, 2020. Written comments may also be submitted by email to Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
Please Print

(Per Texas Transportation Code, §201.811(a)(5)): check each of the following boxes that apply to
you:

❑ I am employed by TxDOT
❑ I do business with TxDOT
❑ I could benefit monetarily from the project or other item about which I am
commenting
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for this
project are being, or have been, carried-out by TxDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding
dated December 9, 2019, and executed by FHWA and TxDOT.

NAME:________________________________________
ADDRESS:________________________________________
________________________________________
CITY:_______________ STATE:_______ ZIP:________
To mail, please fold along dotted lines with this page on the inside, affix postage, and tape closed (do not staple).

----------------------------------------------------------------- Fold Here -------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------- Fold Here --------------------------------------------------------------____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Place
Stamp
Here

TXDOT DALLAS DISTRICT OFFICE
ATTN: MR. NELSON UNDERWOOD, P.E., MSPM
4777 E US HIGHWAY 80
MESQUITE, TEXAS 75150-6643
RE: FM 1641
CSJ: 1217-01-019, ETC.

Formulario de comentario de audiencia
pública virtual
Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 1641

Desde FM 548 hasta FM 148
and
FM 548 Desde United States (US) 80 hasta FM 1641
Condado De Kaufman, Texas
CSJs: 1217-01-019 and 2588-01-020
El Departamento de Transporte de Texas está buscando sus comentarios sobre el proyecto propuesto.
Todos los comentarios escritos son bienvenidos. Todos los comentarios escritos deben ser
recibidos o con matasellos antes del miércoles 15 de julio de 2020. Los comentarios escritos
también pueden enviarse por correo electrónico a Nelson.Underwood@txdot.gov.
Por favor Imprimir

(Según el Código de Transporte de Texas, §201.811(a)(5)): marque cada una de las siguientes
casillas que se aplican a usted:

❑ Soy empleado de TxDOT
❑ Hago negocios con TxDOT
❑ Podría beneficiarme monetariamente del proyecto u otro elemento sobre el que
estoy comentando
La revisión ambiental, consulta y otras acciones requeridas por las leyes ambientales federales aplicables para este
proyecto están siendo, o han sido, llevadas a cabo por TxDOT de conformidad con 23 U.S.C. 327 y un Memorándum de
Entendimiento de fecha 9 de diciembre de 2019, y ejecutado por FHWA y TxDOT.

NOMBRE:________________________________________
DIRECCIÓN:________________________________________
________________________________________
CIUDAD:_______________ ESTADO:_______ CÓDIGO:________
Para enviar por correo, por favor doble a lo largo de las líneas de puntos con esta página en el interior,
aplazar el franqueo, y la cinta cerrada (no grapar).

----------------------------------------------------------------- Doblar Aquí -------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------- Doblar Aquí --------------------------------------------------------------____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Coloque
Estampilla
Aqui

OFICINA DEL DISTRITO DE TXDOT DALLAS
ATTN: SR. NELSON UNDERWOOD, P.E., MSPM
4777 E US HIGHWAY 80
MESQUITE, TEXAS 75150-6643
RE: FM 1641
CSJ: 1217-01-019, ETC.

Approved Schematics

ROLL INDEX
FARM-TO-MARKET (FM) 1641
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EL=486.84

11+00

MONITOR BLVD

STA = 42+50.00

EL = 478.00

473.45

TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS BASED ON NCTCOG TDM AND CORRIDOR INFORMATION PACKET PROVIDED BY TPP NOVEMBER 14, 2019

-1.4
0 %

STA = 23+00.00

474.1

Entrance 2

%
05
+2.

KAUFMAN COUNTY

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

ex = 0.22'

PROP 2-7'x3'SBC

Entrance 1

C

EL = 471.88

EL = 471.38

Monitor Blvd

ROLL
1 OF 4
3320 Belt Line Rd

STA = 14+06.90

STA = 15+06.90

-0.35 %

%
+1.14

%
+1.14

+0.65 %

472.80

Fox Hollow Blvd

-0.50 %

-0.50 %

FOX HOLLOW BLVD

EXISTING GROUND

473.4

Rock Hound Rd

470.20
470.6

FM 548

467.3

FM 688

+0.50 %

ROCK HOUND RD

FM 1641

Henderson Elementary School

467.92

US 80

+1.08
%

-0.50 %

+0.67 %

FM 1641

472.15

Henderson Elementary School

+0.67 %

472.7

BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

+1.08
%

FM 548

471.72

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,

%
28
-2.

[

472.0

1,575
2,200
2,475

475

BEGIN FM 548 PROPOSED PROFILE
BEGIN CSJ 2588-01-020
MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT
STA 11+90.00
EL=471.67

472.00

425
600
700

[

471.8

250
325
375

FM 1641

472.50

175
250
275

FM 1641

BEGIN FM 1641 PROPOSED PROFILE
BEGIN CSJ 1217-01-019
STA 10+81.90
MATCH FM 548 PROPOSED PROFILE STA. 13+00.00
EL=472.41

470.9

175
250
275

[

472.41
471.8

125
175
200

474.3

FEBRUARY 19, 2020

1,375100 700
1,900125 1,000
2,150150 1,125

100
175
225

EL=474.20

175
975
1,350 250
1,525 275

6,375
8,975
10,050

END FM 548 PROPOSED PROFILE
MATCH EXISTING GRADE
STA 23+41.90
EL=466.96

6,725
9,450
10,600

VPC 17+66.90

875
1,200
1,375

5,725
8,050
9,025

6,300
8,850
9,900

475.8

100
125
150

6,475
9,100
10,175

474.50

300
425
475

7,975
11,200
12,550

6,300
8,850
9,900

476.4

325
475
500

8,850
12,400
13,925

6,400
9,025
10,125

475.1

11,375
15,975
17,900

11,1001,025
15,600 1,450
17,500 1,625

8,750
12,275
13,775

150
200
250

[

[

VPC 30+25.00
EL=486.25

K = 104

474.11

5,063 3,642
7,088 4,847
7,939 5,429

8,050
11,300
12,650

6,525
9,175
10,300

L = 150.00

EL=478.85

480

ex = -0.28'

VPT 23+75.00

471.92
ex = -1.47'

10+00

EL = 487.10

12+00

STA = 19+41.90

[

STA = 31+00.00

K = 101

471.8

525
700
800

FM 548 STA 13+00.00
MATCH FM 1641 PROPOSED PROFILE STA. 11+81.90
EL=472.41

FM 688

472.7

2,167
3,034
3,398

88525
P.E. NUMBER

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.

EXISTING GROUND

472.41

175
250
275

NICOLE LN

PROPOSED PROFILE

475

EL = 476.09
6,600
9,250
10,375

[

FM 1641

EL=471.88

6,275
8,800
9,875

6,325
8,875
9,950

[

L = 1,200.00

MONITOR BLVD

VPC 14+06.90

6,350
8,900
9,975

6,075
8,550
9,575

6,150
8,625
9,675

510

K = 348

EXISTING GROUND

472.4

6,200
8,700
9,750

BEGIN PROJECT
END CSJ 2588-01-020
STA 23+82.00

485

75
100
125

ex = -5.17'

EL=482.93

FM 688

11+00

515
EL = 507.86

480

PROPOSED PROFILE

471.91

25
50
75

FM 688

473.6

150
200
225

EL=472.10

8,050
11,300
12,650

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

POT 10+00.00

MONITOR BLVD

471.76

5,575
7,850
8,775

850
1,200
1,325

HE
NDE
R
S
ON
E
L
E
ME
NT
R
Y
S
CHOOL

%
30
+2.

495

VPT 21+16.90

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

85478
P.E. NUMBER

8,150
11,450
12,825

STA 11+50.00

%
30
+2.

STA 11+50.00

485

VPC 22+25.00
EL=477.51

465

472.47

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

9,075
12,750
14,275

EB5

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

VPT 13+75.00
EL=471.99

FM 548

L = 350.00
19,425
27,275
30,550

EB5

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

18" WATER

EL=486.38

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

471.2

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:
17,950
25,130
28,145

1
5
'

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

STA = 69+50.00

EL=472.46

150
200
225

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

EASEMENT

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

END CONSTRUCTION

VPT 16+06.90

50
75
100

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

STA 13+00.00

471.74
471.7

TYPICAL LEFT-TURN BAY DETAIL

%

470

505

Nicole Ln

650
875
1,000

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

520

490

VPC 12+25.00
EL=471.88

EL=469.99

KATHY COLLIER, PO BOX 98, FORNEY, TX 75126

7,825
11,000
12,325

6" PE GAS

8" WATER

2" PE GAS INSIDE OF 4" CASING

EXISTING

R

MATCH LINE STA. 75+00

EB1

8,650
12,150
13,625

1
5
'

VPC 63+50.00
EL=495.58

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

12,075
13,525

PROP ROW

R

VPT 62+75.00
EL=494.05

PO BOX 2607, FORNEY, TX 75126

490

8,900
12,500
14,000

'
5
1
R

VPC 61+25.00
EL=492.23

MC SPADDEN JOE E & KAREN

474.78

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER

1,325
1,875
2,100

20" RCC WATER

MONITOR BLVD

%
00
+2.

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

125
175
200

18,675
26,225
29,400

STA. 60+74

EB4

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

75+00

CULVERT 3

2" PE GAS INSIDE OF 12" CASING

CSJ: 1217-01-019

[ MONITOR BLVD

475

510

10+00

2,685
3,759
4,210

2
0
'

20" WATER LINE

EL=486.34

WB18

100 100
875
1,250125 125
1,400150 150

R

PROP ROW

20" RCC WATER

6" PE GAS

VPT 45+75.00

11610 NICOLE LANE, FORNEY, TX 75126

7,675
10,800
12,100

1
5
'

6" PE GAS

PROPOSED 7'X3' SBC

VPC 44+25.00
EL=486.32

MORROW RHONDA R

8,600

R

1
5
'

65+00

360'

6" PE GAS

VPT 43+25.00
EL=486.67

WB17

XX,XXX - 2055 ADT

21,053
29,594
33,129

W HI
T
EP
OR
CH AVE

EL=486.67

L = 101.92

Classic Ln

7,575
10,625
11,900

R

L
E
AF
Y GL
ADE R
D

CURVE XFM5481

486.38
486.8

K = 52

11625 NICOLE LN, FORNEY, TX 75126

PRELIMINARY

[ FM1641 STA 44+13.94=

20" RCC WATER

8" WATER

STA 12+00.00

MIKE GOODY, PO BOX 2639, FORNEY, TX 75126

WOODS MARVIN & BRIDGITT

XX,XXX - 2045 ADT

FEBRUARY 2020

'
0
2

2
0
'

R

END CONSTRUCTION

BIDDING OR PERMIT PURPOSES

SUBJECT TO REVISIONS

20" RCC WATER

STA = 11+30.00

515

XX,XXX - 2025 ADT

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION

R

18" WATER
8" WATER

R

'
20

55+00

EXIST ROW

FM16415

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

TAPER

ABOX PAPERBOARD

- TRAVEL DIRECTION

360'

8" WATER

FM 548

LEGEND
FOR INTERIM REVIEW ONLY

2
0
'

18" WATER

100'

WB15

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

R

F
M 1
641

WB16

FM 1641

500

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'

15,990
22,496
25,190

8" WATER

6" PE GAS

[

WB16

EB6

PROP R
OW

WB17

STA. 42+70

PROPOSED 10'X5' SBC

100'

VPT 11+80.96
EL=474.17

DALLAS DISTRICT

R

EXIST ROW

2" PE GAS

[
345'
DECELERATION

474.55

12

R

TO BE REMOVED

8" WATER

N
MA
F
U
A
K

475.0

9

WB5

473.47

6

WALLACE TERRELL/FOURNEY PROPERTIES LL 117 MANOR DR, HEATH, TX 75032

472.39

SCALE (IN MILES)

3

PO BOX 2437, SMYRNA, GA 30081-2437

WB4

VPC 10+79.04
EL=471.14

KAUFMAN COUNTY

0

PO BOX 2633, FORNEY, TX 75126

MOUNTAINPRIZE INC

3" GAS HP

EL=474.55

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

NEW HORIZON ENTERPRISES INC

2
0
'

EXISTING 36" RCP

FM16414

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

CURVE FM16416

70+00

M O NI
TO R BLV D

10
+0
0.
00

R

EB3

20' WATER LINE EASEMENT

483.6

OBTAINED FROM RECORD DOCUMENTS AND ARE SHOWN FOR

8" WATER

6" PE GAS

8" WATER

WB3

6" WATER

'
0
2

R

CSJ: 2588-01-020
WB18

30
'

CULVERT 2

PROP ROW

3
0
'

485.70
486.4

9. EXISTING CULVERT LOCATIONS, SIZE, AND ELEVATIONS

R
CI

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

6" PE GAS

R

'
0
3

484.08

FROM ELLIS COUNTY APPRAISAL DISTRICT (JUNE 2018).

4" PE GAS

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

STA. 11+50.00 TO STA. 13+00.00

WB2

R

[ MONITOR BLVD STA 13+00.00

6" PE GAS

BEGIN CSJ 2588-01-020

PC

EB3

482.2

8. OWNERSHIP INFORMATION SHOWN ON SCHEMATIC OBTAINED

EXISTING/PROPOSED MONITOR BLVD

STA. 10+50.00 TO STA. 12+00.00

R

3
0
'

10
+8
7.
57

PGL

EXISTING/PROPOSED FM 688

123 CENTRAL AVE NW, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102

EB3

R

'
0
3

486.6

UPON FEMA FLOOD INSURANCE RATE MAP 48139C0050F.

MAILING ADDRESS

NFM 548 LLC

6" WATER

WB10

50+00

485.35

7. APPROXIMATE 100 YEAR FLOODPLAIN LIMITS ARE BASED

N
MA
F
U
A
K

NAME

ID
WB1

5
0
'

POT 13+00.00
45+00

40+00

35+00

30+00
EXIST ROW

25+00

20+00

VPT 37+75.00
EL=485.26

PROPERTY

UNCURBED PAVEMENT (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED).

20" RCC WATER

20' WATER LINE EASEMENT
PT

12" WATER

PGL

6. DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF CURB OR TO THE EDGE OF

[ FM1641

'
0
5

R

FM16413

2" PE GAS

8" WATER

WB10

R

FM16412

FO RNEY

14
+0
0

"
8

12" WATER

F
M 1
641

DE RD
PARKSI

PI STA

11'
LANE

'
5
1
R

STA 11+90.00

"
2
1

EXIST ROW

485.00
487.0

RADIUS

11'
LANE

R
E
T
A
W

3" PE GAS

6" WATER

60+00

TRO
PHY

RECONSTRUCTION WILL BE REMOVED.

LENGTH

LANE

POT 10+
00.00

1
5
'

1
5
'

PROP ROW

R
E
T
A
W

EXI
ST
ROW

BRIDGES LOCATED WITHIN LIMITS OF PROPOSED

TANGENT

11.5'

LANE

2'

6" WATER

10+00

5. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, EXISTING PAVEMENT AND

DEGREE

11'

LANE

FOC

25
'

R

EB2

FM

DEVELOPMENT IN COORDINATION WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

DELTA

11'

LANE

FOC

2'

PROP ROW

CURVE NO.

11.5'

STA 10+50.00
8" WATER

0.5'

PROP ROW

4. MEDIAN OPENING LOCATIONS TO BE DETERMINED IN PS&E

2'

FOC

FOC

1'

0.5'

PROP ROW

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

PROP ROW

2'

1'

0.5'

0.5'

STA. 240+00.00 TO STA. 296+90.00

3" GAS HP

'
0
3

10
+0
0

ISSUE.

2'

2'

10+00

PROPOSED FM 1641

WITH THE CITIES THAT THE DRIVEWAY WILL BE A SAFETY

R

6" WATER

3" PE GAS

R

15+00

8" WATER

20" WATER LINE

1
5
'

ANNS W AY

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

R

R

'
5
1

R

3" PE GAS

'
0
5

5
0
'

3" GAS PE

EXIST ROW

20' WATER LINE EASEMENT

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

1
5
'

BRANCH TR

30'

R

FO G G Y

30'

0-20'

R

R

'
5
1

1
5
'

RD

80
EB
FR

[ FM688

0'
R5

1
5
'

R

R

'
5
1

R

HO LLO W

90'

25'

S
GA

[ FM 548

ROW 60'

25'

90'

PE
HD

1
5
'

'
5
1

8" WATER

TO BE REMOVED

FO X

VARIES

1.5%

4"

5
0
'

13
+0
0.
00

RD

.0
0

80
US

SDWLK

SDWLK
1.5%

[ MONITOR BLVD

ROW 230'

R

R

'
50

PC

R

'
5
1

R

EXISTING 10'X5' CULVERT

8" WATER

8" WATER

8" WATER
2" PE GAS

FLOW

PGL

[ FM 688

)
X
A
M
(
1
:
4

4:
1(
MA
X)

EB1

R

RO CK HO UND

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

EXISTING/PROPOSED FM 548

W
T RO
EXIS

22
0'

2" PE GAS

6" WATER

8" WATER

8" WATER

'
0
2

12" WATER

PGL

FM 548

EXI
ST
ROW

6" WATER

FM16411

6" WATER

WB10

FLOW

3. EXISTING DRIVEWAYS WILL REMAIN UNLESS IT IS

20+00

STA. 11+90.00 TO STA. 13+00.00

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
(
1
4:

WB10

6" WATER

WB13

R

LANE

LANE

2.0%

00
15+

EXI
ST
ROW

WB12

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

'
30

VARIES

W
T RO
EXIS

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION

WB11

FM 548 / FM 1641

WB18

R

2'

6'

FM5481

WB7

DISTRICT ENGINEER

WB15

FLOW

TWLTL

LANE

2'

14'

12'

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

R

8" WATER

8" WATER

[ FM548

'
0
3

20'

12'

14'

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

DETERMINED DURING DETAILED DESIGN AND COORDINATION

LANE

[ FM548 STA 13+00.00

FL
OW

R

COORDINATION BETWEEN TxDOT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

FOC

LANE

DETERMINED DURING THE FINAL DESIGN THROUGH

LANE

[ FM1641 STA 10+81.90=

'
0
5

LOCATIONS OF ADA RAMPS AND SIDEWALKS WILL BE

LANE

'
5
1

BEGIN CSJ 1217-01-019

'
5
1

FOC

6'

LANE

EXI
ST
ROW

STA. 10+23

R

VARIES

NOVEMBER 2017 AND SEPTEMBER 2018.

11.5'

OW
P R
PRO

COMMUNI
T
Y
L
I
F
E CHUR
CH

CULVERT 1

FL
OW

OW
FL

[ FM 688 STA 12+00.00

WB14

PROPOSED 2-7'X3' MBC

0
+0
14

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

0.5'

2'

11'

23
0'

WB9

R

ARE BASED ON EXISTING PLANS AND AERIAL SURVEYS DATED

11'

2'

0.5'

2. ADA RAMPS ARE NOT DEPICTED ON THE PLAN. THE EXACT

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

44'USUAL - 64' MAX

2'

1. EXISTING FEATURES WERE NOT FIELD SURVEYED. SCHEMATICS

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

38'

38'

15' USUAL

11.5'

R
TE
WA

WB8

TO BE REMOVED

FL
OW

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

CURVE NUMBER

2'

FOC

6"
[ FM 548 STA 20+19.83=

'
5
1

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

0.5'
FOC
FOC

2'

NOTES:

4'

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION

WB6

EXISTING 6'X3' CULVERT

PT 15+44.82

2'
0.5'

ROW VARIES (135' USUAL - 155' MAX)

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

40'

US80 FRONTAGE ROAD

UP RR

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

STA. 13+00.00 TO STA. 23+82.00

27'

30" WATER LINE

688

PROPOSED FM 548

27'

4" HDPE GAS

WB3

EN
D

FUTURE PROJECT BY OTHERS

ROW 130'
40'

US

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 240+00.00

PROP ROW

PROPOSED FM 1641

ELECTRIC LINE

WB2

WB5

BUG LE
CA LL
RD

1.5%

1.5%

GAS LINE

WB1

WB4

WB2

TR

[ FM 548

[ FM 1641

XXXXX

WB1

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 296+90.00

30"W L

EXISTING FM 1641

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.

WB10

WB3

1
US
UA 4: UAL
L
X
US
MA
MA
X
1
3:

ST
A.

1
3:

RIPRAP

CSJ: 1217-01-019

6:
1
3:
1

X
MA

EXI
ST
ROW

1
6:

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
(
1
4:

2.0%

2.0%

PGL
2%

2%
L
UA
US

54
8

LANE

LANE

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

FM

VARIES
PROP ROW

6'

SHLDR

25
88
-0 MA
1- TC
02 H
LI
0
FM NE
54
8

2'

14'

12'

3'

LANE

CS
J:

EXIST ROW

FOC
1'

11'

LANE

R

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

FUTURE
LANE
18'

1'

11'

SHLDR

PGL

WATER LINE

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

0.5'

A.
NE
ST
LI 48
H
5
TC
M
MA 0 F
02
1-0
88
25

NTMWD WATER LINE

CSJ: 2588-01-020

LANE

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

EXISTING EASEMENT

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

LANE

12'

BE
G
CS IN
PR
J:
ST
25 OJE
A
CT
23 88
+8 -0
1
2.
PT
00 02
23
+8
0
2

PROPOSED CENTERLINE/BASELINE

1'

3'

J:
CS

PROPOSED ROW BY OTHERS

12'

FOC

PROPOSED ROW

14'

SDWLK

EXISTING ROW

MEDIAN

FUTURE
LANE

FOC

6'

PROP ROW

VARIES

1'

SDWLK

2'

PROPOSED SIDEWALKS

FM 548 / FM 1641

12'

0.5'

VARIES 28'-42'

2'

FOC

PROPOSED CROSS STREETS

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.
DISTRICT ENGINEER

42'

2'

EXIST ROW

50'

15' USUAL

PROPOSED MAINLANES

FOC

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

15'USUAL

50'

of Transportation

45'

45'

ROW VARIES (120' MIN - 155' MAX)

LEGEND:

FOC

of Transportation

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.
3320 Belt Line Rd

75+00

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

TBPE Registration No. F-782

TBPE Registration No. F-782

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

C

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

R

0
0
+
5
1

R

Texas Department

Texas Department

C 2020

7. APPROXIMATE 100 YEAR FLOODPLAIN LIMITS ARE BASED

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

WB20

MURPHY MICHAEL E & NORMA G

12612 FM 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB21

JACKRABBIT VENTURES

PO BOX 2603, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB22

MC MANUS GARY L & JOYCE

12500 FM 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB23

LINDEN STEEL LP

12418 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB24

DUKATZ ERVIN L

W5531 SOUTHDALE DR, LA CROSSE, WI 54601

WB25

HEROLD ROBERT A & KATHRYN J

133 BUGLE CALL RD, FORNEY, TX 75126-4030

WB26

LUTHERAN CHURCH OF FORNEY TEXAS

PO BOX 2146, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB27

SOUTH FORNEY LLC

2101 CEDAR SPRINGS RD, SUITE 600, DALLAS, TX 75201

WB28

VENNER ROBERT & LINDA

PO BOX 2138 , FORNEY, TX 75126

WB29

PIEKUT DAVID M

13011 CLEARVIEW DR, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB30

DOHERTY JAMES F & ALICE F

13000 CLEARVIEW DR, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB31

NOAH S ARK EARLY DEV CENTER II

JONI MC ELVEEN, 11270 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB8

0.5'

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

LANE

2.0%

2.0%

2'

EB9

15
8+
00

15
5+
88
.8
4

20" RCC WATER

STA. 148+50.00

58.50' RT

EB14

EXISTING EASEMENT

6" WATER

2.5" PVC WATER

59.75' RT

BEGIN MBGF
STA. 155+75

END RETAINING WALL

18" WATER

STA. 151+05.50
58.50' RT

EB16

4" PE GAS

CULVERT 7

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION
MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT
STA 10+67.53

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

ST
A.

CI
R

5
0
'

R

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

STA.157+39

POT 10+00.00

PR
OP

EXISTING 3-6'X6' CULVERT
TO BE REMOVED
PROPOSED 3-10'X6' MBC

EB17

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

LI
NE

STA. 148+85.00

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

RO
W

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

EB17

[

127+10.67

39.2946'

78.5826'

2,500.00'

128+68.28

128+28.99

129+07.57

FM1641-9

16° 23' 27.08" (RT) 7° 09' 43.10"

115.2166'

228.8595'

800.00'

154+41.01

153+25.80

155+54.65

EB13

THOMAS GREGORY

10426 BRADLEY CIR, FORNEY, TX 75126

XCLEAR-1

41° 12' 43.31" (LT) 24° 54' 40.35"

86.4789'

165.4357'

230.00'

12+97.18

12+10.70

13+76.14

EB14

RUVALCABA JUAN C & GEMA D

10425 BRADLEY CIR, FORNEY, TX 75126

XHELMS-1

1° 52' 24.23" (RT)

81.7496'

163.4847

5,000.00'

13+18.26

12+36.52

14+00.00

EB15

BRADSHAW RANDY E & JULIE K

10420 WOODBRIDGE DR, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB16

GRAY LAWRENCE & JULIE

10411 WOODBRIDGE DR, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB17

COLLINS MILDRED C

11061 SWAFFAR, DALLAS, TX 75228

1° 08' 45.30"

-1.4
0 %

500

345'

100'
STORAGE

480

225
325
350

325
450
500
7,050
9,900
11,100

125
175
200

200
1,275 700
1,775 1,000300
2,025 1,125325

125
175
200
6,725
9,450
10,600

6,850
9,625
10,800

325
450
525
6,950
9,750

7,075
9,925
11,125

475

4,600
6,475
7,250

6,850
9,625
10,800

7,075
9,925
11,125

TAPER

250
350
375

5,075
7,150
7,975

470

5,075
7,150
8,000

1,250
1,750
1,950

MATCH LINE STA. 75+00

485

DECELERATION

GATEWAY BLVD
PROPOSED PROFILE

475

-1.4
0 %

375
975
700
1,3751,000 550
1,5251,125 600

10,925
1,325
1,875
2,100

10+00

11+00

400

470

GATEWAY BLVD

STA = 85+00.00
EL = 486.16
ex = 0.07'
K = 386
L = 150.00

FM 1641
PROPOSED GRADE

STA = 109+00.00
EL = 470.73
ex = -0.22'
K = 226
L = 200.00

+0.35 %

-0.54 %

-1.01
%

+0.35 %

HW
=466.31
100

STA = 102+50.00

HW
=464.98
25

EL = 468.46
ex = 0.85'

TYPICAL LEFT-TURN BAY DETAIL

K = 367
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

HW
=466.10
100
HW
=464.90
10

465

-0.40 %

STA = 126+90.00

460

EL = 482.03
ex = -1.99'
K = 308

400

[

11+00

12+00

405

400

13+00

10+00

11+00

12+00

13+00

14+00

STA = 137+00.00

N BRADLEY CIRCLE

EL = 470.92
ex = -0.32'

[

K = 154
L = 200.00
-1.10
%

FM 1641

-2.
40
%

PROPOSED GRADE

K = 698
L = 400.00

EL = 469.13
ex = 0.21'
K = 132
L = 150.00

STA = 150+50.00

S BRADLEY CIRCLE

[

EL = 468.39

HELMS TRAIL
ex = -1.17'

-2.
40
%

[

[

K = 170

WOODBRIDGE DR

CLEARVIEW DR

L = 400.00

+0.50 %

+0.50 %

STA = 140+20.00

-1.
85
%

HW
=459.70
100

[ CULVERT 6
STA 142+82

L = 250.00

STA = 157+50.00
EL = 455.46
ex = 3.74'

HW
=459.38
25

K = 86

STA 109+35

Helms Trail

480

FEBRUARY 2020
PRELIMINARY

475

SUBJECT TO REVISIONS

470

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER
THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

465

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

455

BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

[ CULVERT 7
STA 157+39
PROPOSED 3-10'x6' MBC

90+00

95+00

100+00

105+00

110+00

115+00

120+00

125+00

130+00

135+00

140+00

145+00

150+00

450

ROLL
2 OF 4

459.9

459.42

459.1

459.13

461.5

459.45

463.5

460.38

461.92
465.1

466.4

463.77

465.54
467.3

467.9

466.80

468.2

467.48

468.2

467.56

467.14
467.8

466.64
467.2

466.2

466.14

465.1

465.64

464.1

465.14

463.8

464.64

463.5

464.14

463.75
463.7

464.8

464.36

466.5

466.12

468.52
468.6

470.4

470.59

472.1

472.02

473.6

473.12

474.22
475.4

476.8

475.32

476.42
478.2

479.3

477.52

478.59
480.5

480.9

479.40

481.1

479.88

481.0

480.04

480.5

479.87

478.7

479.38

477.3

478.56

477.45
476.7

476.0

476.28

475.4

475.17

474.9

474.22

474.5

473.40

472.73
473.6

473.1

472.13

472.6

471.53

471.3

470.93

470.7

470.33

470.0

469.73

469.7

469.34

469.66
469.1

468.5

470.20

469.0

470.51

469.4

470.38

470.0

470.03

470.5

469.68

469.33
471.4

470.8

469.12

469.18
472.1

469.51
471.9

472.7

470.11

473.6

470.99

474.5

472.00

475.5

473.01

476.5

474.02

475.03
477.4

478.4

476.04

479.2

477.05

480.1

478.07

481.1

479.08

482.2

480.09

482.9

481.10

483.9

482.11

484.5

483.12

485.8

484.13

486.8

485.14

487.9

489.3

487.56

490.3

488.96

490.36
491.6

492.8

491.76

494.5

493.16

496.2

494.56

497.8

495.96

499.1

497.36

500.4

498.76

501.3

500.12

486.16

85+00

88525
P.E. NUMBER

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,

HW
=455.51
25

DS ] = 457.85

80+00

85478
P.E. NUMBER

DATE

%
43
+2.

HW
=456.78
100

DS ] = 451.50

DS ] = 460.11

485

FEBRUARY 19, 2020
-1.
85
%

PROPOSED 3-10'x7' MBC

75+00

12

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'

DS ] = 448.15

TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS BASED ON NCTCOG TDM AND CORRIDOR INFORMATION PACKET PROVIDED BY TPP NOVEMBER 14, 2019

9

460

450

ROLL
2 OF 4

6

490

L = 700.00

STA 104+49

XX,XXX - 2055 ADT

3

K = 164

PROPOSED 2-10'x9' MBC

PROPOSED 8'x4' SBC

XX,XXX - 2045 ADT

SCALE (IN MILES)

DALLAS DISTRICT

EXISTING GROUND

[ CULVERT 5

[ CULVERT 4

PROPOSED PROFILE

FM 1641
-1.10
%

%
+1.17

ex = 0.91'

455

495

EL = 466.22

EXISTING GROUND

EL = 463.24

XX,XXX - 2025 ADT

HELMS TRAIL

0

460

LEGEND
- TRAVEL DIRECTION

%
75
+1.

%
+1.10

CLEARVIEW BLVD

L = 500.00

460

-0.40 %

KAUFMAN COUNTY

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

STA = 11+73.48

ex = 0.29'

STA = 112+00.00

465

10+00

EL = 473.93
+0.60 %

EL=465.16

EL=465.52

L = 700.00

STA = 120+00.00

-0.54 %

STA 10+90.00

STA 10+00.00

13+00

%
+1.17

+0.60 %

500

END CONSTRUCTION

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

GATEWAY BLVD

EXISTING GROUND

EL=469.14

EXISTING GROUND

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

FM 1641
-1.01
%

HELMS TRAIL

470

470

EXISTING GROUND

465

12+00

STA 13+40.00

EL=465.08

PROPOSED PROFILE

[

465

4,500
6,300
7,075

480

-1.4
0 %

495

Helms Trail/CR 212

480

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

STA 10+70.00
CLEARVIEW DR

VPC 154+00.00
EL=461.92

126+31.55

469.9

126+71.11

VPT 152+50.00
EL=464.69

3,000.00'

469.0

79.1220'

468.44

39.5633'

466.69
468.0

1° 54' 35.49"

465.5

1° 30' 40.03" (RT)

465.41

FM1641-7

PO BOX 497791, GARLAND, TX 75049

505
END CONSTRUCTION

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

464.8

PO BOX 2219, FORNEY, TX 75126

SCOTT LOUTISSUE

%
60
+2.

VPC 148+50.00
EL=467.39

101+98.67

466.7

100+88.53

465.8

101+43.60

465.1

WHICKER RICHARD & VALERIE

11116 BRADLEY CIR, FORNEY, TX 75126

5500.00'

FM 1641
BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

465.0

110.1394

475

465.52

55.0715

[

475

VPT 141+45.00
EL=463.86

1° 02' 30.27"

485

VPC 138+95.00
EL=466.24

1° 08' 50.52" (RT)

2° 17' 30.59"

PT STA

VPC 118+00.00
EL=472.73

FM1641-6

1° 48' 03.53" (LT)

PC STA

VPT 112+75.00
EL=469.58

8621 RADCLIFFE DR, TYLER, TX 75703

FM1641-8

PI STA

VPC 111+25.00
EL=469.53

RADIUS

VPT 110+00.00
EL=470.20

LENGTH

VPC 108+00.00
EL=470.38

TANGENT

VPT 105+00.00
EL=469.33

DEGREE

EL=470.99

DELTA

FM 1641

+0.50 %

MATCH LINE STA. 158+00

505
CURVE NO.

GRAHAM DONALD & RICKI

EL=485.37

EL=468.52

EB11

L = 100.00

VPT 138+00.00

EB10

510

STA 12+60.00

VPC 136+00.00
EL=472.02

MC KELLAR KATE PINSON EST

HELMS TRAIL

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

VPT 130+40.00
EL=478.18

EB9

EL=479.87

CLEARVIEW DR

END CONSTRUCTION

485.2

KATHY COLLIER, PO BOX 98, FORNEY, TX 75126

K = 48

VPC 123+40.00
EL=477.92

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

ex = -0.26'

STA 10+00.00

VPT 12+50.00
EL=485.32

EB8

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

DATE

C

END RETAINING WALL

20" RCC WATER

PROP ROW

2" PE GAS

20' EASEMENT

4" PE GAS

BEGIN RETAINING WALL

EB13

EB12

EL = 485.07

490

485.1

600 S BOIS D ARC, FORNEY, TX 75126

510

484.81

FORNEY ISD

THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:

3320 Belt Line Rd

3
0
'

R

R

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

STA = 12+00.00

VPC 11+50.00
EL=483.77

EB7

[
FM 1641

VPT 122+00.00
EL=476.28

11120 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

PRELIMINARY

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

FE
MA
ZO
FI
NE
RM
:
"A
JU
48
"
LY
25
7C
3,
10
01
20
075
12
YE
D
AR
FL
OO
D

482.47
485.2

17000 DALLAS PKWY #123, DALLAS, TX 75248

HALLIDAY GARY L & KATHLEEN A

Clear View Dr

BIDDING OR PERMIT PURPOSES

15' UTILITY EASEMENT

6" PE GAS

'
0
5

EB15

GATEWAY BLVD

100'

BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

STA. 141+50.60
58.50' RT

BRADLEY

CI
R

EB11

EB10

BEGIN RETAINING WALL

3
0
'

R

R

'
0
3

EXISTING EASEMENT

STA. 10+67.53 TO STA.13+37.36

FEBRUARY 2020

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION

CSJ: 1217-01-019

N
MA
F
U
A
K

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,

RO
W

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
(
1
4:

490

FOR INTERIM REVIEW ONLY

PR
OP

PT

PT 129+07.57

PC 128+28.99

1
5
'
R

PT 101+98.67

R 1
50'

EB9

3
0
'

6" PE GAS

R

'
0
3

FO RN EY

11.5'

'
15

MA
TC
H

EB7

DALLAS DISTRICT

FEBRUARY 19, 2020

20" RCC WATER

EXISTING EASEMENT

VPC 100+00.00

12

6,225
8,750
9,800

'
0
3
R

2" PE GAS

EL=485.40

SCALE (IN MILES)

7,275
10,200
11,450

R

VPT 85+75.00

KAUFMAN COUNTY

500
700
800

58.50' RT

479.87
480.5

BLUMIN ROBERT & CRAIG A

WB33

EB12

6,725
9,450
10,600

6" PE GAS

STA. 128+00.00

58.50' RT

59.75' RT

20" RCC WATER

EL=487.21

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.

6,150
8,625
9,675

END RETAINING WALL

FM16417

STA. 120+00.00

EXISTING/PROPOSED HELMS TRAIL

WB32

OBTAINED FROM RECORD DOCUMENTS AND ARE SHOWN FOR

6,600
9,250
10,375

6" PE GAS

STA. 102+22.00

20" RCC WATER

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

MAILING ADDRESS

WB19

9. EXISTING CULVERT LOCATIONS, SIZE, AND ELEVATIONS

1,050
1,450
1,650

BEGIN RETAINING WALL

END RETAINING WALL

PROP ROW

R

BRADLEY

6" PE GAS

STA. 104+49

PROPOSED 3-10'X7' MBC

58.50' RT

1
5
'

'
5
1

CULVERT 4

6" PE GAS

STA. 102+00.00

6" PE GAS

R

VPC 84+25.00

FROM ELLIS COUNTY APPRAISAL DISTRICT (JUNE 2018).

450
625
700

1
5
'

BEGIN RETAINING WALL

VPT 75+50.00
EL=499.46

8. OWNERSHIP INFORMATION SHOWN ON SCHEMATIC OBTAINED

SUBJECT TO REVISIONS

R

EXIST ROW

1'

LANE

R

155
+00

EXIST ROW

40'

11.5'

1
5
'

150+00

145+00

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

R

PGL

UPON FEMA FLOOD INSURANCE RATE MAP 48139C0050F.

900
1,275
1,425

140+00

135+00

130+00

FM 1641

POT 10+00.00

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

BEGIN MBGF
STA. 156+50

PC 12+36.52

R

EXIST ROW

EXIST ROW

ROW 80'

FOC

R

80+00

[ HELMS TRAIL

FOC

1
5
'

FM16419

95+00

VARIES

1'

PROP ROW

R

'
5
1

R

'
5
1

1
5
'

'
0
5

90+00

TS
MI
LI

)
X
A
M
(
1
:
4

R

EXISTING EASEMENT

85+00

STA. 240+00.00 TO STA. 296+90.00

UNCURBED PAVEMENT (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED).

125+00

120+00

115+00

110+00

105+00

100+00

5
0
'

EXIST ROW

1
5
'

FOC

FOC

FM 1641

POT 10+00.00

PROP ROW

75+00

L)
UA
US
)
1(
AX
6:
M
1(
4:

PGL

40'

NAME

FM 1641

[ FM1641

10" WATER

OF 3" CASING

10" WATER

TY
CI

1.5%

ID

TO BE REMOVED

R

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION

'
0
3

XHELMS1

FL
OW

PGL

PROPERTY

Gateway Blvd

EXIST ROW

R

2" PE GAS INSIDE

R

PROP ROW

SDWLK

2.0%

R

51.75' LT

STA. 10+00.00 TO STA. 12+60.00

4:
1(
MA
X)

1.5%

2.0%

EXISTING/PROPOSED GATEWAY BLVD

2.0%

2.0%

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

PC 100+88.53

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

VARIES

1
5
'

R

R

18" WATER

PT 127+10.67

MATCH LINE STA. 75+00

LANE

SDWLK

PROP ROW

LANE

2'

6'

'
5
1

1
5
'

[ FM1641 STA 151+52.31=
[ HELMSTRAIL STA 12+26.52

3
0
'

CSJ: 2588-01-020

12" WATER

10+00

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

DETERMINED DURING DETAILED DESIGN AND COORDINATION

TWLTL

14'

R

R

4" PE GAS

FL
OW

LANE

2'

12'

R

PROP ROW

R

'
5
1

1
5
'

6" WATER
[ CLEARVIEWBLVD STA 10+00.00

11+00

LANE

20'

R

1
5
'

1
5
'

STA 13+37.36

12+00

12'

R

1
5
'

R

'
5
1

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

STA 10+90.00

R

STA. 142+82

STA. 142+90.00

FM16418

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

END CONSTRUCTION

13+00

14'

'
5
1

1
5
'

1
5
'

WB31
END CONSTRUCTION

[ FM1641 STA 144+77.05=

W
O
L
F

3. EXISTING DRIVEWAYS WILL REMAIN UNLESS IT IS

FOC

R

'
5
1

R

'
5
1

R

18" WATER

2-48" RCPS

WB33

CULVERT 6

END RETAINING WALL

'
0
5

FL
OW

COORDINATION BETWEEN TxDOT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

LANE

LANE

MEDIAN

R

2" PE GAS INSIDE OF 3" CASING

'
5
1

R

R

PROPOSED 2-10'X9' MBC

'
5
1

DETERMINED DURING THE FINAL DESIGN THROUGH

11'

1' 11'

26.5'

1'

18" WATER

R

1
5
'

EXISTING

TO BE REMOVED

2-10'X9' CULVERT

57.75' LT

R

LOCATIONS OF ADA RAMPS AND SIDEWALKS WILL BE

0.5'
FOC

6'

11'
LANE

18" WATER

'
5
1

R

EXISTING TO BE REMOVED

STA. 126+90.00
[ GATEWAYBLVD STA 10+00.00

PROPOSED 8'X4' SBC

W
O
L
F

VARIES

11'
LANE

2'

0.5'
2'

11'
LANE

18" RCP

18" WATER

BEGIN RETAINING WALL

FM 548 / FM 1641

WB32
WB30

10+00

44'USUAL - 64' MAX

2'

NOVEMBER 2017 AND SEPTEMBER 2018.

6. DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF CURB OR TO THE EDGE OF

88525
P.E. NUMBER

WB29

W
O
L
F

FOC

EXISTING

FM16416

'
R 15

ARE BASED ON EXISTING PLANS AND AERIAL SURVEYS DATED

38'

38'

15' USUAL

[ FM1641 STA 126+00.00=

10+00

ROW VARIES (135' USUAL - 155' MAX)

1. EXISTING FEATURES WERE NOT FIELD SURVEYED. SCHEMATICS

RECONSTRUCTION WILL BE REMOVED.

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

WB27

'
0
5

NOTES:

4. MEDIAN OPENING LOCATIONS TO BE DETERMINED IN PS&E

85478
P.E. NUMBER

WB27

R

2'

FOC

[ FM 1641

BRIDGES LOCATED WITHIN LIMITS OF PROPOSED

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

WB27

WB28

FLOW

0.5'

0.5'

PROPOSED FM 1641

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER

WB27

'
5
1

CURVE NUMBER

2'

9

WB27

R

XXXXX

2'

2'

5. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, EXISTING PAVEMENT AND

6

WB27

WB26

W
O
L
F

RIPRAP

17'

43'

0.5'

3

WB25

CULVERT 5

44.5'

15.5'

DEVELOPMENT IN COORDINATION WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

0

WB24

WB23

WB22

STA. 109+35

0-20'

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

WB21

WB20

WB19

ROW 120'

STA. 13+00.00 TO STA. 23+82.00

ISSUE.

N
MA
F
U
A
K

[ GATEWAYBLVD

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 296+90.00

PT 14+00.00

PC 12+10.70

PC 152+88.46

EXISTING FM 1641

PROPOSED FM 548

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.
DISTRICT ENGINEER

1
US
UA 4: UAL
L
X
US
MA
MA
X
1
:
3

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 240+00.00

WITH THE CITIES THAT THE DRIVEWAY WILL BE A SAFETY

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

[ CLEARVIEWBLVD

DR

3:
1

X
MA

STA 12+60.00

1.5%

FUTURE PROJECT BY OTHERS

2. ADA RAMPS ARE NOT DEPICTED ON THE PLAN. THE EXACT

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

6:
1

L
UA
US

[ GATEWAY BLVD

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

G ATEW AY

EXIST ROW

1
6:

WATER OF LIFE
LUTHERAN CHURCH

PGL
2%

2%

2'

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

SHLDR

PROPOSED FM 1641

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

LANE

1
3:

1.5%

ELECTRIC LINE

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

LANE

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

PC 126+31.55

GAS LINE

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

SHLDR

END CONSTRUCTION

PGL

CSJ: 2588-01-020

CSJ: 1217-01-019

3'

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
(
1
4:

2.0%

2.0%

11'

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

L
HELM S TRAI

WATER LINE

11'

XCLEAR1

W O O DBRI
DG E DR

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

NTMWD WATER LINE

6'

LANE

LANE

3'

of Transportation

T
P

CLEARV I
EW

EXISTING EASEMENT

14'

12'

1'

VARIES
PROP ROW

PROPOSED CENTERLINE/BASELINE

18'

1'

2'

SDWLK

PROPOSED ROW BY OTHERS

12'
LANE

FOC

FOC

PROPOSED ROW

14'
LANE

SDWLK

PROP ROW

6'

0.5'

FUTURE
LANE

FUTURE
LANE

FOC

VARIES 28'-42'

12'

1'

FOC

VARIES

MEDIAN

1'

45'

45'

2'

FOC

EXISTING ROW

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

12'

0.5'
2'

FM 548 / FM 1641

42'

2'

PROPOSED SIDEWALKS

15'USUAL

50'

50'

15' USUAL

PROPOSED CROSS STREETS

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.
DISTRICT ENGINEER

[ FM 1641

ROW VARIES (120' MIN - 155' MAX)

PROPOSED MAINLANES

FOC

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

EXIST ROW

LEGEND:

BLV D

[ FM 1641
[ FM 548

of Transportation

C 2020

4
1
.
6
7
+
3
1

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.
3320 Belt Line Rd

155+00

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

TBPE Registration No. F-782

TBPE Registration No. F-782

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

C

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

Texas Department

ROW VARIES (120' MIN - 155' MAX)

LEGEND:

DR

20" WATER LINE

R

R
O
W
E
X
I
S
T
R

[ AMBERMEADOWDR STA 10+00.00

10123 WEST CLOVER LANE, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB46

LOPEZ JAIME ROEL

10055 W CLOVER LN, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB47

HENSLEY MICHAEL B & DOLORES A

10057 E CLOVER LN, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB48

JAMES CHARLES W & KATHLEEN R

10125 E CLOVER LN, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB49

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

WB50

FITZGERALD ROY

10179 E CLOVER LN, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB51

DUNNAM KENNETH & LAJUANA KAY

13011 AMBER MEADOW DR, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB52

GMC LLC

PO BOX 1923, ROCKWALL, TX 75087

WB53

ST MARTIN CATHOLIC CHURCH

9470 CO RD 213, FORNEY, TX 75126-8000

WB54

TATCO PROPERTIES LLC

5296 STATE HWY 276, ROYSE CITY, TX 75189

WB55

ALMO INVESTMENT LTD

PO BOX 2599, WAXAHACHIE, TX 75168

TYPICAL LEFT-TURN BAY DETAIL

510

AMBER MEADOW DR

EL = 499.47

505

9428 DARTCREST DR, DALLAS, TX 75238

CURVE NO.

DELTA

DEGREE

TANGENT

LENGTH

RADIUS

PI STA

PC STA

EB19

COLLINS MARY JANE & ELLEN MARIE

10142 MAPLE RIDGE DR, DALLAS, TX 75238

FM1641-10

17° 49' 44.99" (LT)

2° 05' 00.54"

431.3556'

855.7385'

2,750.00'

162+72.24

158+40.89

166+96.62

WHALEY HELEN M

PO BOX 160, FORNEY, TX 75126

FM1641-11

0° 43' 53.99" (RT)

0° 42' 58.31"

51.0805'

102.1596'

8,000.00'

179+17.08

178+66.00

179+68.16

EB21

NEW LIFE FELLOWSHIP CHURCH

TRINITY FAMILY CHURCH, PO BOX 635, FORNEY, TX 75126

FM1641-12

9° 56' 22.46" (RT)

5° 27' 24.27"

91.3052'

182.1522'

1,050.00

217+51.00

216+59.70

218+41.85

EB22

RODRIGUEZ JAZMIN & IGNACIO VAZQUEZ

2206 ELM FALLS PL, MESQUITE, TX 75181

FM1641-13

9° 31' 53.87" (LT)

5° 00' 14.39"

95.4604'

190.4803'

1,145.00'

221+55.79

220+60.33

222+50.81

EB23

RODRIGUEZ RAUL & HERENDIDA

1443 ALAMOSA, TERRELL, TX 75160

FM1641-14

6° 58' 37.60" (LT)

4° 05' 33.20"

85.347'

170.4830'

1,400.00'

233+84.83

232+99.49

234+69.97

EB24

TATE KEVIN & TAMA

1425 W ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

FM1641-15

6° 54' 09.00" (RT)

4° 24' 26.52"

78.4012'

156.6128'

1,300.00'

237+14.40

236+36.00

237+92.61

EB25

HAYNES JACK L

1393 W ALAMOSA, TERRELL, TX 75160

XAMBER-1

10° 21' 51.08" (LT)

38° 11' 49.87"

13.6038'

27.1334'

150.00'

11+65.25

11+51.65

11+78.78

EB26

WILSON DONALD J & DIANE A

1367 W ALAMOSA DRIVE, TERRELL , TX 75160

XAMBER-2

10° 27' 29.54" (RT)

38° 11' 49.87"

13.7279'

27.3795'

150.00'

12+45.73

12+32.00

12+59.38

500
[
SHAMROCK BLVD

495

ex = -0.40'

4,550
6,400
7,175

DATE

LEGEND
NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,

25
50
75

25
50
75

25
50
75

3320 Belt Line Rd

C

VPC 182+70.00
EL=480.08

VPT 175+00.00
EL=486.38

VPT 179+75.00
EL=483.19

EL=484.43

VPC 178+25.00

VPC 173+00.00
EL=485.98

-1.05
%

ex = 3.05'

25
50
75

FM 1641
PROPOSED GRADE

-1.5
0 %

PT 237+92.61

500
[
CR 213

[
IH 20 WBFR

-0.39 %
HW
=489.18
100
-0.39 %

HW
=488.46
10

EL = 492.26
ex = 0.28'
K = 179

K = 262

L = 200.00

[

L = 800.00

FM 1641

SHAMROCK BLVD

[ CULVERT 9

AMBER MEADOW DR

[

STA 215+09

FM 1641

PROPOSED 36" RCP
DS ] = 485.44
STA = 11+50.00

-1.05
%

%
00
+2.

HW
=477.52
100

IH 20 EBFR
LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION
MATCH PROPOSED IH 20 PROFILE

STA = 237+00.00

BY OTHERS

[

505

PROPOSED PROFILE

490

-0.40 %

EL=502.22

-0.35 %

-0.40 %

STA 10+00.00

STA 10+90.00

-0.35 %

EL=502.36

EL=489.83

EL=490.47

L = 150.00

STA 11+80.00

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

END CONSTRUCTION

STA 10+00.00

STA 186+88

AMBER MEADOW DR

AMBER MEADOW DR

LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION

PROPOSED 8'x4' SBC

PROPOSED PROFILE

EXISTING GROUND

MATCH PROPOSED IH 20 PROFILE

STA = 10+40.00

DS ] = 472.06

PROPOSED GRADE

460

400

10+00

BY OTHERS

SHAMROCK BLVD

EL = 490.01

485

EXISTING GROUND

11+00

495

490
400

12+00

10+00

-0.79 %

+0.64 %

500

490
-1.15
%-0.37 %

ex = -0.07'
K = 382

END CONSTRUCTION

EL = 502.01

505
BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION
MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

EL = 472.26

TRINITY MEADOWS DR

STA = 11+00.00

SHAMROCK BLVD

500

HW
=476.14
10

FM 1641

[

EL = 502.33

900
100
1,275 125
1,425 150

11+00

12+00

495

SCALE (IN MILES)

0

3

6

9

12

DALLAS DISTRICT
490

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'
485

480

FEBRUARY 2020
PRELIMINARY

475

SUBJECT TO REVISIONS

470

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER
THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

465

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

85478
P.E. NUMBER

88525
P.E. NUMBER

460
FEBRUARY 19, 2020

13+00

DATE

455

455

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,

- TRAVEL DIRECTION

BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

FM 214

Trinity Meadows Dr
450

160+00

165+00

170+00

175+00

180+00

185+00

190+00

195+00

200+00

205+00

210+00

215+00

220+00

225+00

230+00

235+00

ROLL3 OF 4

470.3

469.09

471.1

469.88

471.7

470.67

472.3

471.47

472.26
472.4

471.1

472.66

473.06
470.6

472.7

473.46

472.7

473.0

473.5

477.7

481.7

483.3

485.1

485.8

486.1

487.9

488.8

489.9

488.54

488.93
490.4

491.5

489.32

492.7

489.71

492.2

490.11

490.50
490.8

490.8

490.89

491.28
491.3

491.6

491.67

492.14
492.6

493.9

493.08

494.8

494.51

496.1

496.01

497.7

497.51

499.8

499.01

502.1

500.51

501.89
502.8

503.3

502.40

503.5

502.05

503.2

501.58

503.2

501.11

500.64
502.0

501.1

500.17

500.1

499.53

499.1

498.29

497.3

496.47

495.0

494.47

492.7

492.47

490.47
490.9

488.3

488.47

486.2

486.47

484.2

484.47

482.1

482.56

480.3

481.02

479.86
479.2

479.4

479.08

478.68
478.9

478.67
478.7

479.9

479.03

480.4

479.78

481.7

480.82

482.8

481.87

484.5

482.93

483.98
484.9

486.1

484.58

486.2

485.18

487.0

485.78

487.3

486.38

487.5

486.58

487.2

485.98

486.7

484.98

485.5

483.98

484.5

482.98

483.2

481.98

481.4

480.71

478.7

478.55

476.7

476.12

473.69
474.6

472.1

471.26

TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS BASED ON NCTCOG TDM AND CORRIDOR INFORMATION PACKET PROVIDED BY TPP NOVEMBER 14, 2019

450
469.3

XX,XXX - 2045 ADT

BIDDING OR PERMIT PURPOSES

468.83

XX,XXX - 2025 ADT

KAUFMAN COUNTY

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

2,350
3,350
3,750

XX,XXX - 2055 ADT

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.

465

466.8

ROLL3 OF 4

5,700
8,000
8,925

5,850
8,225
9,225

5,750
8,100
9,075

-0.60 %

EL = 475.87

[
HACKBERRY LN

[ CULVERT 8

466.40

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION

1,675
2,375
2,650

75
125
150

EXISTING GROUND

464.3

FOR INTERIM REVIEW ONLY

2,500
3,550
3,950

650
25
925
50
1025 75

5,750
8,100
9,075

470

FM 1641

463.96

BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

4,125
5,800
6,500

750
1,050
1,150

FEBRUARY 19, 2020

5,800
8,175
9,150

25
50
75

5,725
8,050
9,025

4,825
6,775
7,600

%
43
+2.

L = 150.00

STA = 186+70.00

-1.5
0 %

STA = 212+50.00

490.47
490.9

4,600
6,475
7,250

425
600
675

5,800
8,125
9,100

4,825
6,775
7,600

%
+1.00

461.7

4,550
6,400
7,150

4,075
5,725
6,425

5,375
7,550
8,475

5,675
7,950
8,875

L = 150.00

461.84

4,775
6,725
7,525

4,825
6,775
7,575

175
250
275

1,700
2,425
2,700

4,775
6,725
7,550

4,575
6,425
7,200

425
575
625

6,025
8,475
9,500

25
50
75

K = 105

460.9

88525
P.E. NUMBER

525
750
850

4,750
6,675
7,475

4,325
6,050
6,800

25
50
75

-0.60 %

%
+1.00

ex = -0.27'

460.32

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

85478
P.E. NUMBER

4,550
6,400
7,150

450
675
750

200
300
350

100
125
150

475

K = 330
EL = 480.98

VPT 168+75.00
EL=481.73

25
50
75

ex = -0.09'
STA = 168+00.00

VPC 167+25.00
EL=479.16

480

EL = 483.98
L = 200.00

VPT 161+00.00
EL=463.96

I
nterstate 20 EB

I
nterstate 20 W B

Exxon Retail/ Gas

K = 125

MATCH LINE STA. 158+00

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

5,075
7,150
8,000

200
275
325

475
50
675
75
100 750

I
nterstate 20 EB

THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:

5,075
7,150
7,975

175 225
250 300
275 325

I
nterstate 20 W B

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER

STA = 174+00.00
EL = 486.98

485

875
1,225
1,375

+0.47 %

+0.47 %

%
00
+2.

505

L = 200.00

L = 250.00

PT STA

EB20

PRELIMINARY
225
325
375

K = 101

VPT 206+50.00
EL=501.26

11061 SWAFFAR, DALLAS, TX 75228

COLLINS ELLEN MARIE

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'

525
750
825

ex = -0.49'

EXISTING GROUND

ex = -0.48'

STA = 179+00.00

SUBJECT TO REVISIONS

FM 1641

502.36

COLLINS MILDRED C

FEBRUARY 2020

STA = 205+50.00

VPC 204+50.00
EL=502.29

EB17

975
1,425
1,600

TRINITY FAMILY
CHURCH

EL = 502.76
STA = 198+50.00

EB18

Amber Meadow Dr

EB26

510

[

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

490

Shamrock Blvd

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

[ IH 20

VPT 199+75.00
EL=500.05

DALLAS DISTRICT

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

N
MA
F
U
A
K

489.5

12

6.00
36+3
PC 2

W

IH

EB25

MATCH LINE STA. 241+00

10157 WEST CLOVER LANE, FORNEY, TX 75126

EVERETT JAMES K & TERI D

EB24

EL=471.67

BOHMER ROBERT A & JESSICA

WB45

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

VPT 237+75.00

WB44

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

TY
NI
TRI

10171 W CLOVER LN, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB23

EB21

0
2

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

20" WATER LINE

EL=472.56

WELCH MARIS D & KERRY L

R
F
B

3
0
'

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

EASEMENT

VPC 236+25.00

WB43

FLOW

CSJ: 1217-01-019

20' WATER LINE

8" WATER

LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION

R
O
W

8185 COTTONWOOD LN, TERRELL, TX 75160

'
0
3

MATCH PROPOSED IH20 BY OTHERS

E
X
I
S
T

PO BOX 2873, FORNEY, TX 75126

DENNEHY DONALD P

CONCRETE-LINED CHANNEL
SLOPE = 0.006429

16.5' MIN
VERTICAL CLEARANCE

DFS PROPERTIES & INVESTMENTS LLC

WB42

FM 1641

R

R
O
W

WB41

E
X
I
S
T

10608 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

459.9

9

BREAZEALE BRENDA

489.7

SCALE (IN MILES)

6

WB40

TAPER

VPC 197+25.00
EL=496.97

KAUFMAN COUNTY

3

10620 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

)
RS
HE
OT

EB22

VPT 190+70.00
EL=483.87

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.

0

CANAVAN DAVE

CR

4
21

EB20

EB19

K = 163

OBTAINED FROM RECORD DOCUMENTS AND ARE SHOWN FOR

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

10636 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

WB39

EB18

EL=488.63

9. EXISTING CULVERT LOCATIONS, SIZE, AND ELEVATIONS

1412 CHURCHILL WAY, ROWLETT, TX 75088

GONZALEZ PABLO & DONNA R

EB17

VPC 221+75.66

FROM ELLIS COUNTY APPRAISAL DISTRICT (JUNE 2018).

MESQUITE AIR

STORAGE

EL=491.87

8. OWNERSHIP INFORMATION SHOWN ON SCHEMATIC OBTAINED

WB37
WB38

DECELERATION
100'

VPT 213+50.00

UPON FEMA FLOOD INSURANCE RATE MAP 48139C0050F.

10720 FM 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

459.42

N
MA
F
U
A
K

10772 FM RD 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

10720 FM RD 1641 FORNEY, TX 75126

VPC 211+50.00
EL=493.76

7. APPROXIMATE 100 YEAR FLOODPLAIN LIMITS ARE BASED

MUNGUIA CLEMENTE & ALICIA

IH

OP
PR

W
RO

Y
(B

501.7

UNCURBED PAVEMENT (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED).

EB20

MATCH PROPOSED IH 20 BY OTHERS

502.2

6. DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF CURB OR TO THE EDGE OF

WB35
WB36

100'

502.01
502.7

RECONSTRUCTION WILL BE REMOVED.

R
F
B
E

R

LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION
345'

503.3

BRIDGES LOCATED WITHIN LIMITS OF PROPOSED

EB20

'
8
7

0
2

10882 FM 1641, FORNEY, TX 75126

R

00
235+

'
2
0
1

MAILING ADDRESS

PENNISTON CAREY S & RYAN J

EXIST ROW

'
5
1

240+00

'
9
4
1

ID
WB34

R

R

[ SHAMROCKBLVD STA 10+00.00

EB20

5. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, EXISTING PAVEMENT AND

2
5
'

1
5
'

EXIST ROW

4" PE GAS

NAME

R

R

PROP
ROW (
BY OT
HERS)

[ FM1641 STA 193+97.58=

DEVELOPMENT IN COORDINATION WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

R

'
8
4

20' WATER LINE EASEMENT

PROPOSED 8'X4' SBC

'
5
2

'
5
2

20" RCC WATER

4" PE GAS

PROPERTY

E
X
I
S
T

R
O
W

PROP ROW

[ FM1641 STA 205+26.15=

TO BE REMOVED

CURVE FM164111

25
'

R

4" PE GAS

20" RCC WATER

20" WATER LINE

EXISTING 6'X4' CULVERT

R

R

230+00

8'
R 34

4. MEDIAN OPENING LOCATIONS TO BE DETERMINED IN PS&E

EXIST ROW

20' WATER LINE EASEMENT

1
5
'

20" RCC WATER

R

2'
10

FM164114

'
0
2

8" WATER

4" PE GAS
R

MATCH LINE STA. 241+00

'
5
1
R

EXIST ROW

R

EXIST ROW

4" PE GAS

20" RCC WATER

CR

220+
00

W
RO

225+00

FLOW

STA. 158.45

21
3

OT
HE
RS
)

(B
Y

195+00

175+00

'
5
1

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

205+00
200+00

180+00

[ FM1641

WB55

8" WATER
FM164115

8" WATER

'
8
7

R

'
5
1

215+00
210+00

185+00

FM 1641

WB55

M EA D O W S DR

190+00

POT 10+00.00

FM 1641

POT 10+00.00

POT 10+00.00

OP
PR

)
RS
HE
OT

9.97
34+6
PT 2

1
5
'

EXIST ROW

4" PE GAS

Y
(B

PC 232+99.49

15
'
R

1
5
'
R

1
5
'
R

R

R

STA. 240+00.00 TO STA. 296+90.00

R

END MBGF

STA. 10+00.00 TO STA. 11+80.00

STA. 10+00.00 TO STA. 10+90.OO

'
15

EXIST ROW

165+00

EXISTING/PROPOSED AMBER MEADOW DR

EXISTING/PROPOSED SHAMROCK BLVD

1
5
'
R

1
5
'

0-20'

12" WATER

1
5
'

170+00

PGL

VARIES

PROPOSED FM 1641

1
5
'

R

STA. 186+88

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

12" WATER

FM164113

1
9
'

PGL

EXIST ROW

R

R

1
5
'

12" WATER

PROP R
OW

R 619'

2.0%

2.0%

L)
UA
US
)
1(
AX
6:
M
1(
4:

R

1
5
'

'
5
1

1
5
'

PT 179+68.16

PROP ROW

1
5
'

'
5
1

R

PC 178+66.00

R

R

1
5
'

R

R

CULVERT 8

FLOW

WITH THE CITIES THAT THE DRIVEWAY WILL BE A SAFETY

2.0%

2.0%

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
1(
:
4

1
5
'

PC

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

PROP ROW

SDWLK

SDWLK

R

'
5
1

R

1
5
'

R

PROPOSED 36" RCP

WB52

ST MARTIN'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

FM164112

R

10+00

PROP ROW

LANE

R

'
5
1

R

WB55

'
5
2

LANE

FM164110

R

58.50' LT

TO BE REMOVED

STA.215+09

STA 10+90.00

'
0
3

'
5
1

1.5%

ISSUE.

LANE

R

'
5
1

'
5
1

EXISTING 24" CMP

CULVERT 9

6" WATER

R

1.5%

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

)
X
A
M
(
1
:
4

4:
1(
MA
X)

PGL

DETERMINED DURING DETAILED DESIGN AND COORDINATION

LANE

13.5'

BEGIN RETAINING WALL
STA. 182+00.00

160
+00

2.0%

2.0%

LANE

12'

58.50' LT

FM164111

WB51

10+00

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

LANE

12'

13.5'

WB37

12" WATER
R
1
5
'

3
0
'

WB49

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

PC 11+04.39
'
0
5

8'
29

LANE

LANE

20'

20'

2'

R

WB54

WB53

'
90
R 2

6'

FOC

FOC

2'

12" WATER

WB48
END CONSTRUCTION

10+00

COORDINATION BETWEEN TxDOT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

VARIES

0.5'

0.5'

2'

FOC

FOC

'
5
1

DETERMINED DURING THE FINAL DESIGN THROUGH

3. EXISTING DRIVEWAYS WILL REMAIN UNLESS IT IS

TWLTL

LANE

LANE

14'

12'

2'

2'

6" WATER

WB53

6" WATER

'
0
3

LOCATIONS OF ADA RAMPS AND SIDEWALKS WILL BE

20'

12'

14'

6'

0.5'

0.5'

2'

STA. 183+77.00

WB46

[ AMBERMEADOWDR

R

VARIES

FOC

END RETAINING WALL

WB45

WB47

WB52

CURVE FM164112

R

0.5'
FOC

STA. 159+20

R

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

0.5'
2'

NOVEMBER 2017 AND SEPTEMBER 2018.

1'

1'

WB44
WB42

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

R

ARE BASED ON EXISTING PLANS AND AERIAL SURVEYS DATED

2'

WB41

END MBGF

18'

27'

27'

18'

CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

WB52

PC 11+51.65

'
0
5

2'

2. ADA RAMPS ARE NOT DEPICTED ON THE PLAN. THE EXACT

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

50'

1. EXISTING FEATURES WERE NOT FIELD SURVEYED. SCHEMATICS

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

ROW 90'

50'

PT

XAMBER1

R

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

44'USUAL - 64' MAX

MATCH PROPOSED IH 20 BY OTHERS

78
78.
11+

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

WB50

11+00

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

ROW 100'

38'

38'

WB36

R

ROW VARIES (135' USUAL - 155' MAX)
15' USUAL

15
8+
40
.8
9

NOTES:

WB35

END CONSTRUCTION

STA 11+80.00

R

LN

[ AMBER MEADOW DR

HA CKBERR
Y

[ SHAMROCK BLVD

PT 166+96.62

[ FM 1641

END CONSTRUCTION

FLOW

CURVE NUMBER

WB34

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

WB43

BY OTHERS

PT 222+50.81

WB42
WB41

WB40

WB39

WB38

FL
OW

RIPRAP
XXXXX

WB33

DISTRICT ENGINEER
4" PE GAS

PC 2
20+6
0.33

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.

PROPOSED IH20

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT
[ SHAMROCKBLVD

12+00

STA. 13+00.00 TO STA. 23+82.00

BY OTHERS

FM 548 / FM 1641

PT 2
18+4
1.85

PROPOSED FM 548

00
32.
12+
PC

POT 12+50.00

PROP ROW (BY OTHERS)

PROPOSED IH20

B
BY E
C
OT OM
HE PL
RS ET
) ED

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 240+00.00

PT 12+59.38

(T
O

PROPOSED FM 1641

ELECTRIC LINE

XAMBER2

RO
W

GAS LINE

EXISTING EASEMENT

PR
OP

1.5%

1.5%

WB42

PC 216+59.70

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 296+90.00

3
0
'

EXISTING FM 1641

R

X
MA

AM BER M EADO W

1
3:

1
US
UA 4: UAL
L
3:
X
1
US
MA
MA
X
1
3:

198+06.65

1
6:

6:
1

PI

2%
L
UA
US

SHAM RO CK BLV D

PGL
2%

F
L
O
W

3'
SHLDR

1
5
'

11'
LANE

EXIST ROW

EXIST ROW

PROP ROW

SDWLK

11'
LANE

L)
UA
US
1(
)
6:
AX
(M
1
4:

2.0%

2.0%

FUTURE PROJECT BY OTHERS

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

LANE

LANE

3'
SHLDR

PGL

WATER LINE

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

VARIES

R

NTMWD WATER LINE

6'

MATCH LINE STA. 158+00

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

EXISTING EASEMENT

CSJ: 2588-01-020

LANE

2'

14'

12'

1'

FOC

PROPOSED CENTERLINE/BASELINE

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

LANE

FOC

18'

1'

FOC

PROPOSED ROW BY OTHERS

12'

FOC

PROPOSED ROW

14'

SDWLK

PROP ROW

EXISTING ROW

FUTURE
LANE

FUTURE
LANE

FOC

6'

VARIES 28'-42'

0.5'

PC 17+36.12

VARIES

12'

1'

FOC

2'

PROPOSED SIDEWALKS

2'

MEDIAN

1'

12'

0.5'

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

45'

45'
42'

2'

PROPOSED CROSS STREETS

FM 548 / FM 1641

of Transportation

[ FM 1641
15'USUAL

50'

50'

15' USUAL

PROPOSED MAINLANES

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.
DISTRICT ENGINEER

POT 15+00.00

PT 15+75.63

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

Texas Department
C 2020

0
+0
15

of Transportation

15+00

[ FM 1641
[ FM 548

C 2020

CSJ: 1217-01-019

R

2
0
+
0
0

R

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.
3320 Belt Line Rd

240+00

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

TBPE Registration No. F-782

TBPE Registration No. F-782

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

C

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

R

R

Texas Department

Texas Department

[ FM 1641
[ FM 548

C 2020

C 2020
[ FM 1641

ROW VARIES (120' MIN - 155' MAX)

FM 548 / FM 1641

EXISTING EASEMENT

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

NTMWD WATER LINE

EXIST ROW

FOC

18'

2'

14'

12'

1'

6'

VARIES

LANE

LANE

FOC

PROPOSED CENTERLINE/BASELINE

0.5'

FUTURE
LANE

1'

FOC

PROPOSED ROW BY OTHERS

12'
LANE

SDWLK

PROPOSED ROW

14'
LANE

6'

PROP ROW

VARIES

EXISTING ROW

12'

1'

FUTURE
LANE

FOC

VARIES 28'-42'

2'

MEDIAN

FOC

2'

PROPOSED SIDEWALKS

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.
DISTRICT ENGINEER

1'

12'

0.5'

3'

11'

11'

3'

SHLDR

LANE

LANE

SHLDR

1
6:

6:
1

L
UA
US

1
3:

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

POT 18+50.00

PGL
2%

2%

3:
1

X
MA

MOHAMED K. BUR, P.E.

1
US
UA 4: UAL
L
X
US
MA
MA
X
1
3:

DISTRICT ENGINEER

EXISTING FM 1641

FM 548 / FM 1641

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 296+90.00

L)
UA
US
1(
)
6:
AX
M
1(
4:

2.0%

2.0%

of Transportation
EXIST ROW

42'

2'

PROPOSED CROSS STREETS

15'USUAL

50'

50'

15' USUAL

PROPOSED MAINLANES

PROP ROW

DALLAS DISTRICT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN SCHEMATIC

SDWLK

LEGEND:

45'

45'

FOC

of Transportation

WB79

PT 17+05.80

[ LONE STAR BLVD
1.5%

1.5%

CSJ: 2588-01-020

GAS LINE

PROPOSED FM 1641

ELECTRIC LINE

STA. 10+81.90 TO STA. 240+00.00

XFM1482

ROW 104'
15'

37'

15'

37'

)
X
A
M
(
1
:
4

FM 1641

XFM148-1

6. DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF CURB OR TO THE EDGE OF

3° 44' 57.80" (LT)

RADIUS

52.3700'

PI STA

PC STA

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

PT STA

138.1719' 25,000.00' 272+65.91 271+96.82 273+34.99

104.7027' 1,600.00'

15+48.58

W AY

R

1
5
'

R

3
0
'

R

8" WATER

'
5
1

1
5
'

1
5
'

EXIST ROW

R

R

'
15

C
U
L
V
.

280+00

275+00

270+00

11.5'

11'

11'

11.5'

LANE

LANE

LANE

LANE

20" RCC WATER

EB34

EB35

2.0%

2.0%

14+96.21

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
(
1
4:

PGL

16+00.92

UNCURBED PAVEMENT (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED).

8" WATER

EXISTING/PROPOSED FM 148

3
.9
34
6+
29
PT

14" WATER

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148

48
1

M
F

CSJ: 1217-01-019
PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES
EB53

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL
FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

EB53

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

8" WATER

3
5
'
4" PE GAS

R

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

FM164117

EB52

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

STA. 294+50.42

EXISTING 18" RCP

CULVERT 11

TO BE REMOVED

STA. 293+26

14" WATER
END TAPER
STA. 296+89.89

STA. 281+94

4" PE GAS

20" RCC WATER
EXISTING 10'x10' CULVERT
TO BE REMOVED
PROPOSED 2-10'x10' MBC

EB38

EB41

EB40

EB39

EB44

EB43

EB42

EB45

EB47

EB46

L
L
E
R
R
E
T

12" WATER

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION
MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

EB51

END MBGF

STA. 278+75

EB36

R

W
RO

8" WATER

BEGIN MBGF

EB33

EXIST ROW

T
IS
EX

PROPOSED 30" RCP

[ LONESTARBLVD

EB32

+00
295

FLOW

LONESTARBLVD STA 11+42

EB31

'
5
2

20" RCC WATER

CONCRETE-LINED CHANNEL
SLOPE = 0.006429

PROPOSED 2-8'x4'MBC

EASEMENT

EB30

W
RO

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES
20" WATER LINE

BEGIN TAPER

PROPOSED CULVERT

EB29

T
IS
EX

PC 14+96.21

'
0
5

5
0
'

2'

EB28

50
'

STA. 296+34.93

R

EXIST ROW

20" WATER LINE

EB27

R

STA. 296+89.89
BEGIN TAPER

290+00

285+00

EXIST ROW

20' WATER LINE

FL
OW

R
O
W
P
R
O
P

STA. 281+00

R

R

PC 292+30.42

R

R

1
5
'

'
5
1

R

PT 273+34.99

'
5
1

EXIST ROW

AM ELI
A

D O UG LAS CI
R

G EO RG E TRAI
L
3
0
'

3
0
'

1
5
'

R

EXIST ROW

EXIST ROW

204.5658' 404.5105' 1,100.00' 294+34.99 292+30.42 296+34.93

3° 34' 51.55"

R

R

R

OF 3" CASING

STA. 283+95

EB48

EB50

EB49

STA 10+79.95
POT 10+00.00

148

LENGTH

'
5
1

1
5
'

'
0
3

EB37

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION
MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT
STA 12+50.00

FM

FOC

FOC

PROP ROW
21° 04' 11.17" (LT) 5° 12' 31.35"

69.0861'

R

R

R

2" STL GAS INSIDE

PROP ROW

10+00

FM1641-17

TANGENT

3
0
'

WB77

END MBGF

R

CONCRETE-LINED CHANNEL
SLOPE = 0.006429

BRIDGES LOCATED WITHIN LIMITS OF PROPOSED
DEGREE

'
0
3

R

CONCRETE-LINED CHANNEL
SLOPE = 0.006429

5. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, EXISTING PAVEMENT AND

0° 13' 45.06"

R

1
5
'

[ FM148 STA 14+37.49

EXIST ROW

2'

DEVELOPMENT IN COORDINATION WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

DELTA

R

'
5
1

R

'
5
1

265+00

0.5'

0.5'

4. MEDIAN OPENING LOCATIONS TO BE DETERMINED IN PS&E

0° 19' 00.00" (RT)

1
5
'

WB77

[ FM1641 STA 294+03.26=

8" WATER

8" WATER

PROPOSED FM 1641

FM1641-16

R

260+00

'
0
5

2'

2'

STA. 240+00.00 TO STA. 296+90.00

CURVE NO.

R

1
5
'

STA. 281+47

FM 1641

255+00

250+00

245+00

15'

25'

25'

VARIES
0-20'

RECONSTRUCTION WILL BE REMOVED.

R

'
5
1

R

POT 12+00.00

D
LO NESTAR BLV

1.5%

1
5
'

ROW 80'
15'

'
5
1

R

CULVERT 10

BEGIN MBGF

EXIST ROW

R

[ FM1641

PROP ROW

1.5%

'
5
1

6" WATER

END TAPER

CSJ: 2588-01-020

EXIST ROW

[ FM 148

4:
1(
MA
X)

2.0%

2.0%

ISSUE.
L
L
E
R
R
E
T

FOC

STA. 10+79.95 TO STA. 12+00.00

1
5
'

EXISTING EASEMENT

WB75

1
0
'
x
1
0
'

SDWLK

EXISTING/PROPOSED LONE STAR BLVD

R

R

PGL

WITH THE CITIES THAT THE DRIVEWAY WILL BE A SAFETY

PROP ROW

6'

1
5
'

R

R

WB74

WB73

WB72

XFM1481

FLOW

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

DETERMINED DURING DETAILED DESIGN AND COORDINATION

14'
LANE

SDWLK

COORDINATION BETWEEN TxDOT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

3. EXISTING DRIVEWAYS WILL REMAIN UNLESS IT IS

12'
LANE

1
5
'

R

'
5
1

R

'
0
3

3
0
'

FM164116

WB71

'
5
1

END CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 296+90.00

DETERMINED DURING THE FINAL DESIGN THROUGH

20'
TWLTL

PGL
VARIES

TO BE REMOVED

6" WATER

'
5
1

END CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA. 23+82.00

LOCATIONS OF ADA RAMPS AND SIDEWALKS WILL BE

12'
LANE

2'

2
0
'

'
5
1

[ LONESTARBLVD STA 12+00.00

WB70

WB69

R

BEGIN CSJ: 1217-01-019
FM 1641 STA. 10+81.90

14'
LANE

6'

PROP ROW

VARIES

2. ADA RAMPS ARE NOT DEPICTED ON THE PLAN. THE EXACT

2'

R

R

[ FM1641 STA 257+59.65=
EXISTING 3-36" RCP

WB68

00.92
PRC 16+

STA 15+50.00

R

CROSS-ST DESIGN SPEED: 30 MPH

FOC

2.0%

6" WATER

6" WATER

WB67

'
5
1

FOC

2'

2.0%

WB66

1
5
'

0.5'

WB65

R

0.5'

L)
UA
US
1(
X)
6:
MA
1(
:
4

WB64

WB63

WB62

'
5
1

NOVEMBER 2017 AND SEPTEMBER 2018.

2'

WB61

WB60

WB59

R

2'

6:
1(
US
UA
4:
L)
1(
MA
X)

WB58

1
5
'

ARE BASED ON EXISTING PLANS AND AERIAL SURVEYS DATED

44'USUAL - 64' MAX

WB57

R

FM 548/FM 1641 DESIGN SPEED: 45 MPH

38'

38'

15' USUAL

1. EXISTING FEATURES WERE NOT FIELD SURVEYED. SCHEMATICS

WB57

WB56

WB78
END CONSTRUCTION

15+00

KAUFMAN COUNTY
FUNCTIONAL CLASS: URBAN MINOR ARTERIAL

FOC

ROW VARIES (135' USUAL - 155' MAX)

WB55

PC 271+96.82

LANE

R

LANE

1
5
'

NOTES:

LANE

LANE

11'

R

[ FM 1641

1' 11'

MEDIAN

DO UG LAS CI
R

CURVE NUMBER

3'-23'

1'

CR 216

11'

11'

2'

4" WATER

2
0
'

FOC

PROP ROW

RIPRAP
PROP ROW

PROJECT LENGTH: 5.42 MILES

0.5'
FOC

2'

XXXXX

2'

WB78

9
T
01
EC
OJ 01PR
00
17
D
12 90.
EN
+
J
CS 296
D
EN STA

STA. 13+00.00 TO STA. 23+82.00

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

FM 1641 FROM: FM 548 TO: FM 148
CSJ: 1217-01-019

2'
0.5'

R

PROPOSED FM 548

W
O
L
F

FUTURE PROJECT BY OTHERS

MATCH LINE STA. 241+00

2" POLY GAS

PROJECT LENGTH: 0.22 MILES

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

0
.0
00
0+
30

PGL

WATER LINE

T
PO

FM 548 FROM: FM 1641 TO: US 80

[ FM148

STA. 12+50.00 TO STA. 15+50.00

7. APPROXIMATE 100 YEAR FLOODPLAIN LIMITS ARE BASED

WB58

ADAMS THOMAS & DEBRA

PO BOX 694, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB33

CHATMAN CHAD

1147 W ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB59

ZAVADIL HENRY J

PO BOX 1448, FORNEY, TX 75125

EB34

DOWNING CHARLES E

1121 W ALAMOSA, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB66

HART BYRD REAL ESTATE LLC

1012 HELMS TRAIL, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB40

PRESTON CHARLES E & CLARENCE O

1129 ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB67

CARTER CARY L

PO BOX 154, CRANDALL, TX 75114

EB41

SANCHEZ NOE

1163 E ALAMOSA, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB68

VILLALPANDO ROBERTO

8938 FM RD 1641 TERRELL, TX 75160

EB42

ROEBUCK RICHARD D JR & SEVERINA C

1191 E ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB72

BAIMA KIMBERLEE

8856 FM 1641, TERRELL, TX 75160

EB43

HUH MIN JA

1217 E ALAMOSA, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB73

FLOURNOY JAMES & CAROLYN

13149 GLENWOOD TR, FORNEY, TX 75126

EB46

ARMSTRONG KELVIN W & TONIA L

1299 E ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB74

SIERRA ZEFERINO & IRENE

PO BOX 1148, FORNEY, TX 75126-1148

EB47

GILLESPIE JASON

1315 E ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

WB75

SHEFFIELD PROPERTIES INC

PO BOX 69, ROCKWALL, TX 75087

EB50

GREINER ROBERT

8036 AMELIA WAY, TERRELL, TX 75160-0196

WB77

GREINER ROBERT

8036 AMELIA WAY, TERRELL, TX 75160-0196

EB51

KASPER WILFRED A ETAL

8422 CO RD 302, KAUFMAN, TX 75142

WB79

MORRIS CATHERINE

7099 N FM RD 148, TERRELL, TX 75160

EB52

COPE MICHAEL D

8222 WILLOW CIR, TERRELL, TX 75160

EB27

BARRETT PATRICK & BECKY FRANCES

1349 W ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

EB53

EPIC GLASS & BUILDING SERVICES INC

HW
=457.01
100

PO BOX 2189, FORNEY, TX 75126

LEGEND

460

- TRAVEL DIRECTION

George Trail

CR 215
455

XX,XXX - 2045 ADT

FEBRUARY 2020

XX,XXX - 2055 ADT

345'
DECELERATION

100'
STORAGE

PRELIMINARY
SUBJECT TO REVISIONS
125 50
175 75
200 100

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER
THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

85478
P.E. NUMBER

88525
P.E. NUMBER

4,825
6,775
7,600

4,700
6,600
7,400

5,850
8,225
9,225

100
200
225
5,750
8,025
9,000

225
325
400

3,800
5,350
6,000

50
75
100
4,750
6,675
7,500

5,800
8,100
9,100

300
400
475
3,800
5,350
6,000
2,000
2,750
3,100

4,100
5,750
6,475

4,025
5,650
6,325
950 225
1,325300
1,500325

50
75
100

3,875
5,425
6,075
125
175
200

175
250
275

25
50
75

TAPER

150

50 50
75 75
100 100

2,775
3,900
4,375

3,900
5,475
6,150

3,950
5,550
6,225

1,050
1,500
1,650
150
200
225

445
3,925
5,525
6,175

4,000
5,600
6,275

2,800
3,950
4,425

DATE

PROPOSED PROFILE

440

450

[
CR 216

FM 1641
EXISTING GROUND

10+00

[

11+00

LONESTARBLVD STA. 11+42
PROPOSED 2-8'x4' MBC

MATCH ESTING PAVEMENT

-0.81 %

EL=444.62

475

470

KAUFMAN COUNTY

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

SCALE (IN MILES)

0

3

6

9

12

DALLAS DISTRICT

DS ] = 451.82

465

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'

12+00

LONESTAR BLVD

460

[
STA = 274+00.00

N DOUGLAS CIRCLE
[

S DOUGLAS CIRCLE

EL = 450.90

GEORGE TRAIL

PROPOSED GRADE

-0.35 %

[

ex = -0.07'
K = 409

STA = 256+00.00

L = 150.00

EL = 457.20
ex = 0.08'

-0.35 %

K = 339

-0.72 %

FM 1641

L = 150.00

EXISTING GROUND

-0.72 %

STA = 282+00.00
EL = 447.61

K = 293

FM 1641

L = 250.00

PROPOSED GRADE

-0.35 %

+0.50 %

+0.50 %

STA = 280+00.00
EL = 446.60
ex = 0.23'

FM 148

AMELIA WAY

ex = -0.27'

HW
=442.95
100
HW
=441.41
25
[ CULVERT 10
STA 281+47

END PROJECT
END CSJ 1217-01-019
STA 296+90.00
MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT
EL=445.56

[

[

K = 123

-0.35 %

STA = 293+00.00
EL = 445.86
ex = -0.16'
K = 172
L = 150.00

+0.35 %

+0.35 %

FM 1641
STA = 290+00.00

EXISTING GROUND

EL = 444.81
ex = 0.13'
K = 214

PROPOSED 2-10'x10' MBC

-0.52 %

435

455

11+00

12+00

13+00

14+00

15+00

16+00

FEBRUARY 2020
PRELIMINARY

450

SUBJECT TO REVISIONS

17+00

445

L = 150.00

DS ] = 434.17

TYPICAL LEFT-TURN BAY DETAIL

EXISTING GROUND

[ PROPOSED CULVERT

FM 1641

-0.79 %

FM 148

440

950

50
1,150
1,325 75
1,575
1,500 100 1,750

+0.77 %

LONE STAR BLVD

L = 150.00
3,900
5,475
6,125

1,000
1,400
1,575

FEBRUARY 19, 2020

450

100'

100
125

PROPOSED GRADE

END CONSTRUCTION
STA 15+50.00

EL=444.05

445

FM 1641

470

L = 100.00

STA 12+50.00

HW
=454.89
10

Scale: Horizontal 1"=100'
Scale: Vertical 1"=10'

XX,XXX - 2025 ADT

PROPOSED PROFILE

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

-0.44 %

455

475

465

CR 216

+0.45 %

480

K = 63
BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

EL=456.64

444.4

1085 E ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

444.4

GULLEY RODGER E

VPT 14+90.00
EL=445.11

EB39

445.0

8992 FM RD 1641, TERRELL, TX 75160

ex = -0.20'
FM 148

445.03

ESCARZAGA JESUS & MARTHA GARCIA

STA 12+00.00

VPC 13+90.00
EL=445.13

WB65

EL = 456.86

445.19
444.7

1051 E ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

444.1

FANSELOW JAMES R & AMANDA A

444.43

EB38

443.8

11285 FM 2932, FORNEY, TX 75126

EL = 445.51

450

END CONSTRUCTION

443.5

ADCOCK MIKE SR

460

480

VPT 295+75.00
EL=445.11

WB63

EXISTING GROUND
STA = 11+50.00

VPC 294+25.00
EL=445.20

1027 E ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL , TX 75160

-0.52 %

VPT 293+75.00
EL=445.46

CARDONA GERARDO & CHRISTINA

EL=445.59

EB37

VPC 292+25.00

9028 FM RD 1641, TERRELL, TX 75160

EL=445.07

MARTIN KEVIN R & CARRIE R

EL=456.54

VPT 290+75.00

WB62

LONE STAR BLVD

STA 10+80.00

VPC 289+25.00
EL=445.07

1051 W ALAMOSA, TERRELL, TX 75160

EL=447.17

1085 W ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

ALEXANDER EDWARD L & CONNIE

VPT 283+25.00

BRYANT ALICIA & STEVEN V

EB36

STA = 14+40.00

EL=446.98

EB35

1672 FRANKFORD DR, FORNEY, TX 75126

485

BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

VPT 280+75.00

PO BOX 183, FORNEY, TX 75126

PRESS FREDRICK L & DELAURA

FM 1641

MATCH EXISTING PAVEMENT

VPC 280+75.00
EL=446.98

LUNA HELEN MARIE

WB61

485

[

FM 148

EL=447.14

WB60

FM 1641

VPC 279+25.00

12

1219 WEST ALAMOSA DRIVE, TERRELL, TX 75160

EL=450.36

9

1243 W ALAMOSA DR, TERRELL, TX 75160

GARTHOFF MICHAEL & PAULA

VPT 274+75.00

6

HOWARD CATHERINE & KYLE

EB31

VPC 273+25.00
EL=451.16

3

DALLAS DISTRICT

EB30

10464 E NW HWY STE B, DALLAS, TX 75238

459.1

0

PO BOX 2599, WAXAHACHIE, TX 75168

WILLIAMS KATHERINE R

456.64

SCALE (IN MILES)

ALMO INVESTMENT LTD

WB57

457.1

KAUFMAN COUNTY

WB56

[

456.63

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.

LONESTAR BLVD

457.0

OBTAINED FROM RECORD DOCUMENTS AND ARE SHOWN FOR

MAILING ADDRESS

EL=456.94

9. EXISTING CULVERT LOCATIONS, SIZE, AND ELEVATIONS

NAME

ID

VPT 256+75.00

FROM ELLIS COUNTY APPRAISAL DISTRICT (JUNE 2018).

N
MA
F
U
A
K

PROPERTY

MAILING ADDRESS

EL=457.79

8. OWNERSHIP INFORMATION SHOWN ON SCHEMATIC OBTAINED

BEGIN CSJ: 2588-01-020
FM 548 STA . 11+90.00

NAME

ID

VPC 255+25.00

PROPERTY

UPON FEMA FLOOD INSURANCE RATE MAP 48139C0050F.

MATCH LINE STA. 241+00

N
MA
F
U
A
K

SCHEMATIC PREPARED BY OR UNDER

+0.39 %

THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF:

STA = 295+00.00
EL = 444.81

BARRY D. HEARD
NAME

440

K = 164

KARA K. HUFFMAN
NAME

L = 150.00

88525
P.E. NUMBER

435

HW
=444.55
100
[ CULVERT 11

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

85478
P.E. NUMBER

ex = 0.17'

FEBRUARY 19, 2020

STA 293+26

HW
=443.68
10

DATE

PROPOSED 30" RCP
DS ] = 440.84

430

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,

3320 Belt Line Rd

C

245+00

250+00

255+00

260+00

265+00

270+00

275+00

280+00

285+00

290+00

ROLL
4 OF 4

445.8

445.6

445.6

445.21
445.2

444.7

444.81

445.1

445.33

445.1

445.86

445.8

445.51

446.1

445.16

446.5

444.81

445.16
446.8

447.0

445.51

447.1

445.86

447.2

446.21

447.4

446.56

446.91
447.5

447.7

447.24

447.7

447.34

447.8

447.09

448.2

446.83

448.8

447.32

449.6

448.03

448.75
450.3

451.3

449.47

451.7

450.18

452.4

450.90

453.0

451.25

453.3

451.60

451.95
453.6

453.9

452.30

452.65
454.3

453.00
454.9

455.0

453.35

455.4

453.70

456.2

454.05

456.5

454.40

456.7

454.75

455.10
457.0

457.1

455.45

457.5

455.80

458.4

456.15

458.8

456.50

459.6

456.85

460.1

457.20

460.5

457.99

461.1

458.79

461.5

459.58

462.1

460.37

462.9

461.16

463.6

461.96

464.1

462.75

463.54
464.7

465.7

464.33

466.3

465.13

467.4

465.92

468.3

466.71

469.1

425
467.50

TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS BASED ON NCTCOG TDM AND CORRIDOR INFORMATION PACKET PROVIDED BY TPP NOVEMBER 14, 2019

425
469.8

FM 148
Lone Star Blvd

468.30

BIDDING OR PERMIT PURPOSES

470.3

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION,
BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION

ROLL
4 OF 4

430

FOR INTERIM REVIEW ONLY

469.09

BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES

Lina T. Ramey & Associates, Inc.
3320 Belt Line Rd

295+00

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

TBPE Registration No. F-782

TBPE Registration No. F-782

2020 by Texas Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved

C
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